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Abstract

Secure boot forms the backbone of trusted computing by ensuring that only authenticated software is executed on the designated platform. However, implementation of secure boot can have flaws leading to critical exploits. In this paper, we highlight a critical vulnerability in open source First Stage Boot Loader (FSBL) of AMD-Xilinx’s flagship Zynq-7000 System on Chip (SoC) solution for embedded devices. The discovered vulnerability acts as a ‘single point of failure’ allowing complete bypass of the underlying bypass RSA authentication during secure boot. As a result, a malicious actor can take complete control of the device and run unauthenticated/malicious applications. We demonstrate an exploit using the discovered vulnerability in form of first practical ‘Starbleed’ attacks on Zynq-7000 devices to recover the decrypted bitstream from an encrypted (using AES-256) boot image. The identified flaw has existed in the secure-boot software for more than 10 years. The vulnerability was responsibly disclosed to the vendor under CVE 2022/23822. The vendor thereafter patched the FSBL software and issued a design advisory. Our work therefore motivates the need towards rigorous security evaluation tools to test for such trivial security vulnerabilities in software.

1 Introduction

Due to the demand of System on Chips in sensitive applications, they support various security features such as secure boot, device authentication, bitstream encryption, readback protection, etc. However, the robustness of these security features remains unclear due to a lack of proper documentation and third-party evaluation/scrutiny. In this work, we perform an in-depth analysis of the RSA authentication feature of the Zynq-7000 SoC from AMD-Xilinx. AMD-Xilinx Zynq-7000 SoCs have been a market leader in the integrated FPGA and processor market, with wide adoption across several industries such as automotive, aerospace, industrial, and healthcare sectors. We identified a critical double fetch security flaw in the RSA authentication feature within the First Stage Boot Loader (FSBL) provided by Xilinx. Its exploitation makes it possible to execute an unauthenticated software application on the Zynq-7000 SoC. The identified flaw is only present in the FSBL software and thus can be easily fixed through appropriate modification of the FSBL software.

Thus, the first contribution of our work is the identification of a critical security flaw in the FSBL software to bypass RSA authentication.

Upon bypassing RSA authentication, we utilize the unauthenticated software application to demonstrate a novel attack to recover the encrypted bitstream in the boot image, thereby subverting the bitstream encryption feature. To the best of our knowledge, there does not exist any prior work that has reported a bitstream recovery attack on the Zynq-7000 SoC. In this context, Ender et al. \cite{ender2020} in 2020 proposed the Starbleed attack, capable of breaking bitstream decryption on standalone Virtex-6 and 7-series Xilinx FPGAs. The design advisory from Xilinx as a response to the Starbleed attack claims that the Zynq-7000 SoC is resistant “due to the use of asymmetric and/or symmetric authentication in the boot/configuration process” \cite{xilinx2022}. Due to the security flaw found in the FSBL, we managed to identify a novel approach to mount the Starbleed attack on the Zynq-7000 device for full bitstream recovery.

Thus, as a second contribution of our work, we present the first practical demonstration of the Starbleed attack on the Zynq-7000 SoC with practical validation on PYNQ-Z1 platform.

We have thus performed an end-to-end recovery of the bitstream exploiting the RSA bypass vulnerability and the Starbleed attack. We communicated our findings to Xilinx in a vulnerability disclosure on March 8, 2022.
Xilinx quickly confirmed the vulnerability on March 24, 2022, and also published a patch for the FSBL software on March 25, 2022 [6]. Information about the vulnerability was also published as a design advisory by Xilinx on April 28, 2022 [5]. Furthermore, we also investigated if the flaw in the FSBL software is also present in the BootROM code of the Zynq-7000 SoC. Analyzing the BootROM behavior presents significant challenges, since the BootROM code is unavailable or cannot be modified, as it is hard-coded within the SoC.

Thus, as a third contribution of our work, we present a novel black-box analysis of the communication interface between the Zynq-7000 SoC and the NVM during BootROM execution.

However, our analysis was able to positively confirm that the BootROM software does not suffer from the RSA vulnerability present in the FSBL.

Availability of Software

All the software used for this work is available in the public domain at the following link: https://github.com/PRASANNA-RAVI/RSA_Bypass_Vulnerability_Zynq_7000_SoC.

1.1 Threat Model

The boot image of the victim Zynq-7000 SoC device boots from a boot image stored in a Non-Volatile Memory (NVM) accessible to an attacker. The SoC typically consists of two components: (1) Programmable System (PS) which refers to the dual-core ARM Cortex-A9 processor and (2) Programmable Logic (PL) which refers to the FPGA fabric. The victim boot image has three partitions - FBSL, PL partition (bitstream to execute on the FPGA), and PS partition (software application to execute on the processor). The target device mandates RSA authentication of the boot image (i.e.) the RSA eFUSE is enabled, and all partitions in the victim boot image are encrypted as well as authenticated. This means that every partition has its corresponding RSA signature stored along with it, and is referred to as the Authentication Certificate (AC). Refer to Figure 1 for the structure of the victim boot image we consider for our attack. The attacker’s goal is to execute an unauthenticated application on the Zynq-7000 SoC.

2 Background

We now provide a brief background on the secure boot feature of the Zynq-7000 SoC, to facilitate the understanding of our attack, described later in Sections 3-6.

2.1 Secure Boot of Zynq-7000 device

The central component of secure boot is the secure boot image which consists of various partitions that will be sequentially loaded securely into the appropriate locations within the Zynq-7000 SoC (either DDR, On-Chip Memory (OCM) or FPGA). The important components of a boot image are as follows:

- **Boot Image Header (BIH) and BootROM code**: The BootROM code is the first piece of software executed upon resetting the Zynq-7000 SoC. It is hard-coded onto the BootROM of the chip (and not part of the boot image), and cannot be modified. It initializes the device based on information in the BIH. Its main function is to retrieve the FSBL from the NVM, after which it authenticates the FSBL using its Authentication Certificate (AC that contains its RSA signature), and further decrypts the FSBL, before securely passing control to it.

- **Partition Header Table (PHT)**: The PHT is a critical component of the boot image, which contains metadata information about each PL and PS partition in the boot image. Each partition has an associated entry of 64 bytes in the PHT and contains information such as encrypted partition size, decrypted partition size, total partition size including its AC, destination address in the device, location within the boot image, authentication status, etc. The PHT is used by the FSBL to get information about each partition in the boot image. We remark that the PHT is present unencrypted within the boot image allowing an attacker to gain information about the metadata of each partition in the secure boot image.

- **First Stage Boot Loader (FSBL)**: The FSBL is responsible for loading each of the PS and PL partitions in the boot image into the appropriate
locations within the device (i.e.) PL partition is loaded into the FPGA, and PS partition is loaded into the DDR memory. The FSBL first retrieves the PHT from the NVM and authenticates it using its AC. Upon successful authentication, then FSBL securely loads the PL and PS partitions individually in the same manner, from the boot image, based on information in the PHT. However, if PHT authentication fails, then the FSBL simply aborts the secure boot procedure. After loading all the PS and PL partitions, the FSBL transfers control to the last software application that was loaded from the boot image. In this work, we use the official FSBL code for the Zynq-7000 SoC provided by Xilinx (FSBL version 2018.1).

- Programmable Logic (PL) or Programmable System (PS) Partition: After the FSBL, the remaining portion of the boot image is occupied either by a PL partition or a PS partition. For an authenticated partition, there is an Authentication Certificate (AC), that contains its RSA signature, which is appended to it in the boot image.

2.2 RSA Authentication in Zynq-7000 SoC

The Zynq-7000 SoC uses the well-known RSA-2048-based signature scheme for authentication. It is done with two keys: the Primary Key and the Secondary Key. While the primary key is stored in the eFuse of the device (fixed for a given device), the secondary key is associated with each partition. The primary key is used to authenticate the secondary key of a partition, and the secondary key is used to authenticate the partition data itself, thereby forming an authentication chain. The authentication operation (i.e.) signature verification is carried out by a cryptographic software library, part of the BootROM and FSBL of the Zynq-7000 SoC. Since an understanding of the intricate details of RSA authentication is not required for our attack, we refer the reader to [10] for more details.

RSA authentication is an integral component of the FSBL. FSBL is an open-source and modifiable piece of software. We analyze the FSBL source code to understand how it authenticates various components of the boot image.

3 Analyzing the RSA Authentication Procedure within FSBL

We noticed that the PHT authentication serves as a single point of failure in the secure boot procedure. If an attacker can bypass PHT authentication, he/she can mount a tampered PHT that can be used to execute an unauthenticated application. We analyzed the PHT authentication procedure by FSBL (implemented within the image_mover.c source file in the embeddedsw project [9]). Refer to Figure 2 for a pictorial illustration of the authentication procedure of the PHT by the FSBL.

1. The FSBL first retrieves the PHT data from the NVM and stores it into a global variable denoted as GVAR. We denote the fetched PHT data from NVM as PHT1.

2. The FSBL then checks the status of the RSA eFUSE. If enabled, the FSBL again retrieves the PHT along with its AC. We denote the fetched PHT data as PHT2 since it is retrieved at a different time than PHT1.

3. If verification of AC of PHT2 is successful, then the FSBL uses the data in GVAR (PHT1) as the PHT to load the PS and PL partitions in the boot image.

In other words, the FSBL authenticates PHT2 but uses the unauthenticated PHT1 for secure boot. This is mainly because of the double fetch of the PHT data from the NVM which is external to the security boundary of the device. This is the critical vulnerability that we have identified that could be exploited to bypass PHT authentication.

We remark that our experiments were done on FSBL version 2018.1, they also applied to the latest FSBL version dated 23 Apr 20201, during the time of our research.

3.1 Related Works

Double fetch is a term referring to a bug that occurs when a process reads and uses the same value twice, expecting it to be identical while it is possible for an attacker to modify it between the two reads. This term was first coined by Serna [7], and there have been several works that have exploited double-fetch bugs in what is commonly referred to as Time-of-Check to Time-of-Use (TOCTTOU) attacks [1]. Well-known instances of such attacks include attacks on the Linux kernel [8], applications such as Firefox [11] and Intel BootGuard [2].

3.2 Exploiting the RSA Security Flaw in FSBL

We formulate an attack methodology to exploit the double fetch PHT, using an NVM emulator, which is configured to behave in the following manner during PHT authentication.

1https://github.com/Xilinx/embeddedsw/blob/master/lib/sw_apps/zynq_fsbl/src/image_mover.c
1. When the FSBL fetches the PHT for the first time (PHT1), the NVM emulator provides a tampered PHT, configured according to the attacker’s requirements. Thus, the tampered PHT is stored in GVAR variable, within the DDR.

2. The FSBL then checks the status of RSA eFUSE and if enabled, again fetches the PHT (PHT2) along with its AC. This time, the NVM emulator provides the valid PHT along with its AC.

3. The FSBL successfully authenticates PHT2, but now uses the tampered PHT1 for secure boot present in GVAR. Based on the tampered PHT1, the FSBL loads an unauthenticated application on the target device, thereby bypassing RSA authentication.

3.3 Proof of Concept (PoC) Attack Implementation

We started with a Proof of Concept (PoC) attack to demonstrate the presence of the double fetch vulnerability during PHT authentication. This was done not with an NVM emulator, but by performing manual modifications to the FSBL, to replicate the behavior of the emulator. We manually modified the PHT data in the GVAR variable after fetching PHT1, and the data is tampered with to load an unauthenticated PS partition (software application) from the boot image. This is the only modification done in the FSBL and does not aid the attack in any other manner. Within the boot image, the authenticated application is replaced with a malicious and unauthenticated application in the boot image. We ran repeated experiments using the tampered FSBL as well as the tampered boot image, and we were able to successfully load and execute the unauthenticated software application on the target device, which demonstrates the presence of the RSA bypass vulnerability.

However, this does not qualify as a real attack, since we made manual modifications to the FSBL that is encrypted within the boot image. Since the attacker does not know the encryption key, it is not possible in a real-attack scenario. In the following, we thus attempt to perform a practical real-world attack by building a low-cost NVM emulator, that does not require making modifications to the FSBL in the boot image.

4 Practical Attack using SD Card Switcher Board

One approach to carry out a practical attack would be to implement the NVM emulator on an FPGA/ASIC. However, designing the it requires significant engineering effort, and hence adopted a simpler approach. The basic requirement for our NVM emulator is to present a tampered PHT during the first fetch, and a valid PHT during the second fetch. To achieve this, we built an SD card switcher that can switch between two SD cards (SD Card 1 and SD Card 2) during the secure boot procedure. The SD card switcher has two SD card slots, and we can choose the SD card to connect to the target, based on the logic level of a GPIO pin. The board also facilitates keeping the SD cards powered on from an external power source. This ensures that the SD card once initialized by the target device is powered on, even if the target device is powered off. In the following, we explain the proposed attack methodology using our SD card switcher board.

4.1 Attack Methodology

The two SD cards (SD cards 1, and 2) are loaded with two different attack boot images derived from the victim boot images. SD card 1 contains a boot image with the tampered PHT (i.e.) PHT1 (mapping to an unauthenticated attack application), while all the other contents match that of the victim SD card. SD card 2 contains a boot image with a valid PHT (PHT2) but with the authenticated software application replaced with the unauthenticated attack application. Refer to Figure 3 for a pictorial illustration of the boot images on both SD cards. We load both the SD cards onto the SD card switcher board and connect the SD card switcher to the Zynq-7000 SoC. The attack is carried out in the following manner:

1. The Zynq-7000 SoC first boots with SD card 2 mounted on the SD card switcher board. This is done to initialize SD card 2.

2. We now power off the Zynq-7000 SoC and switch to SD card 1. This is done while maintaining the power of both SD cards.

3. We now boot the Zynq-7000 SoC with SD card 1, which ensures that the tampered PHT (PHT1) during the first PHT fetch. After the first PHT fetch,
we switch from SD card 1 to SD card 2. For our experiments, we added a manual delay between the first and second PHT fetches. However, this can be automated as the timing of the switch is constant for the Zynq device upon power up.

4. After the switch, we expect that the Zynq-7000 SoC will retrieve the valid PHT from SD card 2 (which was already initialized), which should be authenticated successfully by the FSBL. This should also ensure that PHT1 is used for secure boot, and will therefore execute the unauthenticated on the Zynq-7000 SoC.

4.1.1 Experimental Observations of Attack using SD Card Switcher Board

Our experiments reveal that the Zynq-7000 SoC halts operation after switching from SD card 1 to SD card 2, after the first PHT fetch. The FSBL is unable to connect to SD card 2, even though it is initialized. We hypothesize that the SD card peripheral on the target device, which is oblivious to the switch tries to communicate with commands for SD card 1, while the switcher connects the device to SD card 2. To overcome this, we perform a minor modification to the FSBL, by adding to the initSD function, to initialize SD card 2 after the switch. After this modification, we can successfully perform a bypass of the PHT authentication and load the unauthenticated application, demonstrating a successful RSA bypass. Refer to Figure 4 for a pictorial illustration of our improved attack using the SD card switcher.

Since our current setup still requires a modification to the FSBL, it does not qualify as a practical attack. We believe this limitation can be overcome using specialized hardware (FPGA/ASIC) to tamper the SD card interface at precise time instances. Nevertheless, our attack concretely exposes the flaw in the FSBL software to bypass RSA authentication.

4.2 Fixing the Flaw in PHT Authentication within FSBL

The vulnerability mainly arises from the retrieval of the same PHT data twice from the NVM and only using the data from the first fetch. This flaw can be patched by ensuring that PHT is only retrieved once from the NVM and authenticated immediately. This fix is implemented as part of the patched FSBL (dated March 25th, 2022) [6], and our manual analysis of the patched FSBL source code confirmed the removal of the double fetch vulnerability. AMD-Xilinx referred to our attack as a physical attack [6] and that the device "was not designed to be resistant to physical attacks". However, the identified vulnerability still exposes a critical flaw in the RSA authentication process, which enables a practical attack that enables it to completely bypass it. While we verified the BootROM of Zynq-7000 SoC for the same vulnerability, we have...
not analysed other devices from AMD-Xilinx, and we leave this analysis for future work. This is not the first time that such double fetches have been detected in secure software [1]. In the following section, we show that an attacker can use the unauthenticated application to perform a novel bitstream recovery attack.

5 Starbleed for Bitstream Recovery

Ender et al. [3] in 2020 exposed a critical security flaw in the bitstream decryption protocol of standalone Virtex-6 and 7-series Xilinx FPGAs, which enables recovery of bitstream data, now well-known as the Starbleed attack. The only requirement is that the attacker requires access to the configuration interface of the FPGA (PL). In this work, we adapt the Starbleed attack to the Zynq-7000 device for bitstream recovery.

5.1 Attack Methodology

The attacker makes malicious changes to the encrypted bitstream, such that upon decryption, a targeted decrypted bitstream word is written into the Warm Boot Status Address (WBSTAR) register of the configuration interface. The WBSTAR register retains its value even upon FPGA reset and thus an adversary can access the decrypted word from the WBSTAR register. Similarly, full bitstream recovery can be performed one word at a time. Since the attacker now has control of the PS (through the attack application), we designed an attack application to carry out the attack by accessing the PL through the PCAP (Processor Configuration Access Port) interface. The application programs the PL with the tampered bitstream, but it results in failure of HMAC integrity check, triggering a HMAC error. The reference manual claims that readback of any register (including WBSTAR) is not possible unless the PL is configured with a valid bitstream. Thus, it was evident that the Starbleed attack could not be performed as on the Zynq-7000 SoC.

5.1.1 Attack Execution using Workaround

We identified a workaround to ensure that register readback is possible, even after programming the PL with a tampered bitstream.

1. Program PL with a valid encrypted bitstream.
2. Without initializing the PL again, we push the tampered attack bitstream through the PCAP interface. We observe that FPGA stays programmed (DONE signal is high) even though the tampered bitstream trigger an HMAC error.

3. We then issue read command to successfully read the WBSTAR register containing the decrypted bitstream word.

This technique of programming bitstreams without initializing is not recommended practice. We typically expect that PL is not configured properly without initialization. We observe that the tampered bitstreams were able to write the decrypted bitstream word to the WBSTAR register while ensuring that readback is also possible. However, after readback, the PCAP interface becomes unresponsive, and only a Power-on Reset (PoR) of the device could bring it back to normal working condition. Thus, we can only recover one bitstream word per secure boot, and the attacker needs to power cycle the device to recover every bitstream word. We can recover the bitstream at a speed of 32 bits per second, and an estimated recovery time of 46 days for our experimental bitstream of size 3.85 MB. We observe that the secure boot time after every POR reset serves as a bottleneck for our attack. While reducing the attack time is possible, we consider performance acceleration out of the scope of our work. This attack would not be possible without bypassing RSA authentication, and thus using the patched version of the FSBL (dated March 25, 2022) [6] can serve as a strong mitigation against the bitstream recovery attack.

6 Conclusion

In this work, we have identified a critical double fetch security flaw in the FSBL software of AMD-Xilinx’s Zynq-7000 SoC, which enables bypassing the RSA authentication procedure, to execute an unauthenticated application on the target device. We experimentally validated a potential exploit using a custom-built SD card switcher board. We also analyzed the BootROM code for a similar vulnerability, and confirm that the same bug is not present (Refer to Appendix A). We then proceeded to demonstrate the first successful bitstream recovery attack on the Zynq-7000 SoC using the Starbleed attack technique. In essence, our work uncovers a simple double fetch vulnerability in the secure boot software of Zynq-7000 SoC, but such vulnerabilities are not new. Our work demonstrates a serious need for automated tools for identifying such trivial bugs. While there have been proposals for such techniques [8], the applicability of these tools to embedded devices is to be studied and forms an interesting direction for future research.
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A. Assessing the RSA Authentication Procedure in BootROM

While we identified a flaw in the RSA authentication procedure in FSBL, we asked ourselves whether the same flaw is also present in other operations during the secure boot. We thus conducted a security analysis of the BootROM software, which also performs authentication of the FSBL itself, before FSBL starts execution. But, analysing the BootROM software is particularly challenging compared to the FSBL, since neither the BootROM source-code nor the binary is available. It is also hard-coded within the on-chip memory of the Zynq device, and hence cannot be modified. Thus, a code-analysis similar to that of FSBL is not possible. However, we observe that the BootROM loads data from the Non-Volatile Memory (NVM) (i.e.) SD card and thus monitoring the SD card interface during BootROM execution could provide critical information about its operation. In this respect, we utilize a logic analyzer to monitor the SD card communication during BootROM execution.

A.1 BootROM Analysis using SD Card Communication

In order to understand the data transfer between the SD Card (NVM) and the Zynq-7000 SoC during BootROM...
execution, we utilized a logic analyzer to analyze the communication between the SD card and the Zynq device, during FSBL execution. The reading/writing of data from/to the SD card occurs in blocks of 512 bytes, in a serial fashion, and in particular we monitored the commands CMD17 and CMD18, which can be used to read a single block and multiple blocks respectively.

We utilized the DSLogic Plus logic analyzer from DreamSourceLab to probe the SD card communication interface. Refer to Fig.6 for the picture of our experimental setup. We used to logic analyzer to probe the CMD, CLK and DAT3 lines (as a representative data line among DAT0-DAT3), and the captured signals can be viewed on the DSView software IDE. Please refer to Fig.7 for the data transfer over the SD interface during the entire boot-up phase of an authenticated and encrypted boot image. This captures the entire execution time of BootROM and FSBL. Channel 0 corresponds the CMD line, channel 1 corresponds to the CLK line and channel 3 corresponds to the DAT3 line. We only chose DAT3 as a reference for a data line, but any of the other data lines among DAT0-DAT2 can also be probed. Moreover, zooming into the data transfer allows us to visualize the packets within the DSView IDE, and refer to Fig.8 for the visualization of a command to read multiple blocks from the host (i.e.) CMD18 and the subsequent acknowledgement from the SD card.

A.2 Experimental Observations of BootROM Execution

We recall that the buggy software implementation of FSBL performs two PHT transfers (PHT1 and PHT2), when RSA authentication is enabled. While PHT1 only corresponds to retrieval of the PHT table, transfer of PHT2 corresponds to retrieval of the PHT along with the AC. If we identify such a redundant PHT transfer during BootROM execution, we can confirm that the vulnerability in the FSBL also exists in the BootROM. For our analysis, we considered three different types of boot images: (1) Non-secure (NSec), (2) Secure with only encryption (Sec_Encrypt) and (3) Secure with both encryption and authentication (Sec_AuthEncrypt).

1. Non-secure Image (NSec): In this case, the BootROM is expected to only fetch the unencrypted FSBL. The size of the unencrypted FSBL in our boot image is \( \approx 114.5 \) KB, which is equivalent to 225 blocks. Refer to Fig.9 for the data transfer corresponding to the retrieval of FSBL by the BootROM. We observe a total of 225 blocks being read from the SD card, using single block read commands (CMD17).

2. Secure with only encryption (Sec_Encrypt): When only encryption is enabled, the BootROM is expected to fetch the encrypted FSBL, whose
3. Secure with both encryption and authentication (Sec_Auth_Encrypt): When both authentication and encryption are enabled, the BootROM is expected to fetch the encrypted FSBL along with its Authentication Certificate (AC), whose size is roughly 116.8 KB which is equivalent to 230 blocks. Refer to Fig. 11 for the data transfer corresponding to the retrieval of the encrypted FSBL along with its AC by the BootROM. We observe a total of 230 blocks being read from the SD card, using single block read commands (CMD17).

If there were a duplicate transfer of the FSBL, similar to that of the PHT, then we should have observed roughly 455 blocks being transferred. However, the number of blocks transferred from the SD card tallies with the expected number of blocks to be read. From this observation, we can positively confirm that the flaw identified in the FSBL is not present in the BootROM software.
However, this does not rule out the possibility of other vulnerabilities within the BootROM, that could be exploited for RSA authentication bypass.
WhatsApp with privacy? Privacy issues with IM E2EE in the Multi-device setting

Tal A. Be’ery, Zengo

Abstract
We recently discovered a privacy issue with Meta’s WhatsApp, the world’s most popular Instant Messaging (IM) application. Meta’s WhatsApp suffers from a privacy issue that leaks the victims’ device setup information (mobile device + up to 4 linked devices) to any user, even if blocked and not in contacts. Monitoring this information over time allows potential attackers to gather actionable intelligence about victims and their device changes (device replaced/added/removed). Additionally, message recipients can associate the message with the specific sender device that sent it. The root cause for these issues stems from Signal’s multi device protocol architecture, the Sesame protocol, and as a result these issues are not limited to Meta’s WhatsApp only but probably relevant to most IM solutions, including the privacy-oriented Signal Messenger.

1. Introduction
End-to-End Encryption (E2EE) is a type of messaging that keeps messages private from everyone, including the messaging service. When E2EE is used, a message only appears in decrypted form for the person sending the message and the person receiving the message. The sender is one "end" of the conversation, and the recipient is the other "end"; hence the name "end-to-end." Originally, most Instant Messaging (IM) apps did not support E2EE. However, as the importance and criticality of IM security had raised, E2EE became the security standard for modern communication and supported by modern IM apps.

Another aspect of IM communications that evolved over time is its multi-device support. Traditionally, Instant Messaging (IM) apps were bounded to a single device. However, as IM have gained popularity and became an important and even critical medium for communications, users wanted to have access to their IM conversations from every computing device they own. As a result, modern IM providers support the multi-device setting.

While each of these individual features (E2EE and multi-device) is critical for modern IM apps, supporting both simultaneously can lead to some security and privacy tradeoffs, as current E2EE solution expose some public cryptographic information about each of the devices, by thus compromising their users’ privacy.

Contributions: Our main contributions are the following:
- We demonstrate how attackers can easily subvert the WhatsApp client to obtain the victims’ multi-device setup information.
- We suggest some practical measures to limit the exposure of such privacy leaks.

Overview: This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides a brick-and-mortar analogy to IM E2EE, Section 3 presents the Signal protocol and highlights the privacy issues in the multi-device setting. Section 4 shows how such privacy leaking attacks can be easily mounted by attackers against WhatsApp currently the world’s most popular IM service, section 5 considers possible solutions. We conclude in Section 6.

2. Background
To better understand E2EE and its threat model we can use the postal service analogy:
Prior to E2EE, senders sent their letter in an envelope, but the envelope was not sealed. As part of its service, the post office opens the envelope and then puts it in another envelope and delivers it to the intended recipient.

This scheme has many advantages:
- Thanks to envelopes, eavesdroppers cannot see the contents of the letters.
- Thanks to the post office buffering, users do not need to meet to converse, but rather do so indirectly. This not only allows asynchronous conversations but also can protect user anonymity. Receivers can disclose only their nicknames to senders, and have the post service resolve from nicknames to true names and addresses. In fact, there is a privacy tradeoff between service and the conversation counterparty: If the conversing parties are directly connected, then the service is not exposed to the contents of the conversation, however the parties may uncover more metadata about each other and be able to break the “rules” of the protocol as the service is not there to enforce them. Generally speaking, it makes sense to assume that the service provider is more trustworthy than some counterparties that might be malicious.
- The post office can scan the contents of envelopes to make sure they do not contain bad content: Bombs, terror group messaging or pedophile photos.
- If letters are intended for multiple addresses (groups or a user with multiple houses) the post office can simply copy the message and send it to all addresses.
However, this scheme has a major drawback: Postal service employees are exposed to the contents of the letters and can leak them. The practical reasons for such leakage can vary: The service may act in negligence and mishandle user data, sell the data to advertisers for financial gain, be hacked by attackers, fail to restrict rogue employee access to private customer data, or even be served with a subpoena by the government.

To address this issue, E2EE was introduced. With E2EE, users send their message in locked boxes within the envelopes. Users provide their locks to the service when they join, but keep the keys themselves. When senders want to send a letter to a recipient they get the relevant padlock from the service and send their letter in a locked box within the envelope. As before, the post office opens the envelope and then puts it in another envelope and delivers it to the intended recipient. However, due to the locked box, the postal service personnel can no longer see the contents of the letter.

While E2EE indeed protects message content from the prying eyes of the service operator, it should be noted that:

- Even with E2EE, users must place some trust in the service provider, as the storing and forwarding messages, even encrypted, exposes metadata. Whether it’s conversation related (counterparties, number of messages, length of messages, timing) or operational (online status, devices used, IP addresses which may have geo-location information).
- The newly added E2EE lock creates a new identifier for the user. When users lose their key, they must issue a new lock for the service. Aware attackers might leverage this information to deduce something changed on the user side.
- To make sure the E2EE lock is indeed of the intended user and not maliciously replaced by the service or a “Monster-in-the-Middle” (MITM) attacker, the sender must verify the lock’s genuinity with the receiver using another independent channel. This requirement not only hinders the user experience but also jeopardizes the privacy of the users as they need to connect via additional service with additional identifiers.

But even with E2EE, users were still concerned: What happens if attackers break into their homes? Surely the system cannot prevent attackers from unlocking boxes and reading letters while they are still there and can use the keys, but we want to make sure that this privacy breach is limited to the exact period of the breach. Namely:

- Perfect Forward Secrecy (PFS): Attackers cannot open locked boxes that were locked before they broke into their victims’ homes.
- Post Compromise Security (PCS): Attackers cannot open locked boxes that were locked after they left their victims’ homes.

To achieve these properties, keys must be updated for every message, such that in case of compromise, the compromised keys are only useful for that message only. To do so, the two parties within the conversation are sending information to update the next locks and keys within their conversation.

It should be noted that while the first scenario of the pre-E2EE postal service privacy leak might be relevant at a large scale, for example to read the conversation of many users for serving ads or for mass surveillance, the case of post E2EE breaking into victims’ homes does not scale well and mostly relevant to a small portion of the population consisting of highly targeted individuals. Since the contents of the messages themselves cannot be protected during the time of the attackers breaking in, the scenario for which PCS and PFS are relevant is only when attackers break into the victims’ homes along with compromise of the service to get some of the victims’ locked message boxes. Having such two successful independent attacks is a much less likely scenario than each of these attacks on their own.

3. The Signal protocol: From postal service analogy to real world crypto

3.1. The basic Signal protocol

WhatsApp is using the Signal protocol to implement E2EE’s “postal service locked boxes” with public key cryptography. Users create their private and public key pair on their device when they join the IM service, and provide their public keys (possibly along with additional auxiliary data) to the IM service, which maintains the directory of the user’s public keys. When parties wish to converse, the IM server provides them with their counterpart’s public keys. It should be noted, as discussed above, that the newly added E2EE public key creates a new identifier for the user. When users lose their device, they must issue a new pair of keys for the service. Aware attackers might leverage this information to infer changes on the user side and leverage them to facilitate attacks.

Leveraging both parties’ public keys, the parties can securely create a shared secret using the X3DH protocol, an extended version of the Diffie-Hellman protocol. This shared secret is then used to derive keys to encrypt the messages between the parties. While this in of itself might be sufficient to fulfill E2EE’s promise, in order to fulfill the advanced properties of E2EE, namely the aforementioned Perfect Forward Secrecy (PFS) and Post Compromise Security (PCS), more is needed.
- Perfect Forward Secrecy (PFS): Attackers cannot read messages that were encrypted before they took over the victims’ device and app.
- Post Compromise Security (PCS): Attackers cannot read messages that were encrypted after they were removed from the victims’ device and app.

As discussed above, to limit breached key exposure and achieve PCS and PFS, a new key for each message needs to be created. To do so the Signal protocol introduced the “Double Ratchet” algorithm. As its name suggests, the solution consists of two “ratchets” preventing attackers compromising a key to “move it forward” to read future encrypted messages, or “backwards” to read past encrypted messages:

The Symmetric ratchet (Fig 1): Ensures PFS, as it uses a one-way Key Derivation Function (KDF) to prevent attackers from calculating past keys from current keys.

The Asymmetric ratchet (fig 2): This ratchet (sometimes called the “Diffie-Hellman/DH ratchet”) ensures PCS as it utilizes the entropy coming from the uncompromised other party to generate new keys.

Combining the symmetric and asymmetric ratchets together gives the Double Ratchet: When a message is sent or received, a symmetric-key ratchet step is applied to the sending or receiving chain to derive the message key.

When a new ratchet public key is updated via a received message, a DH ratchet step is performed prior to the symmetric-key ratchet to replace the chain keys.

3.2. Extending E2EE to the Multi Device setting: Existing solutions

As discussed above, in the pre E2EE era, the multi-device support requirements were trivial to solve. Since the IM server had access to the contents of the message, senders could just send their message once to the server, totally unaware of the receiver’s device setup and the IM server would handle its distribution to all of the receiver’s devices and sender’s other devices (so that their history would be up to date). However once E2EE is applied, the IM server cannot read the contents of the message and thus can no longer distribute them to all of the devices.

IM providers needed to address E2EE in the multi-device setting while still maintaining PCS and PFS requirements. Extending PFS and PCS definitions for the multi-device setting is quite natural:

- Perfect Forward Secrecy (PFS): Attackers cannot read messages that were encrypted before they took over the victim’s app on one device.
- Post Compromise Security (PCS): Attackers cannot read messages that were encrypted after they took over the victim’s app on one device and were removed from it.

There are two simple solutions to do so:

The “Leader” based solution: One of the user’s devices serves as the leader and the E2EE conversation happens between the parties leaders, in the same manner as if both users had a single device. The leaders then distribute the messages to their other devices, using E2EE between Leader and Devices. In the WhatsApp mobile based IM case, it would be natural to appoint the mobile device which was associated with the phone number that created the account as “leader” (or “primary device” in WhatsApp lingo).

This solution was applied by WhatsApp until mid-2021. However, the solution suffers from an obvious centralization drawback: When the leader device is offline, none of the other devices can communicate.
The Multiplication solution: In this solution, all user device public keys become public, compared to a single public key per user in the single device setting. The sender’s sending device creates an E2EE channel with each of the receiver devices, as if they were different users and uses these channels to send E2EE messages in the same manner of the single device setting. The sender device also creates such channels with all other sender’s devices and uses them to securely E2EE update other senders devices with the sent messages.

This Multiplication solution was selected by Signal’s Sesame protocol to support the multi-device setting, and later adopted by WhatsApp, where it serves as its current solution for the multi-device setting.

WhatsApp’s white-paper states: “In order for WhatsApp users to communicate with each other securely and privately, the sender client establishes a pairwise encrypted session with each of the recipient’s devices. Additionally, the sender client establishes a pairwise encrypted session with all other devices associated with the sender account. Once these pairwise encrypted sessions have been established, clients do not need to rebuild new sessions with these devices unless the session state is lost, which can be caused by an event such as an app reinstall or device change. WhatsApp uses this “client-fanout” approach for transmitting messages to multiple devices, where the WhatsApp client transmits a single message N number of times to N number of different devices. Each message is individually encrypted using the established pairwise encryption session with each device.”

It should be noted that WhatsApp still uses the leader concept for managing the life cycle of additional devices (or “companion device” in WhatsApp lingo), i.e. adding and removing other devices is done via the “leader” device.

While this Multiplication solution solves its predecessor’s centralization problem, it also multiplies the E2EE privacy issue. The multiplication solution exposes all of the user’s device setups and allows aware attackers to lever their information to infer changes in the user’s devices and use it to facilitate their attacks. For example, attackers can learn without interacting with their targets, that they added a device to their setup and thus represent an opportunity to attack it. Additionally, the receiver knows which of the sender devices’ sent to it and can infer on the sender’s real-world information, such as the physical location of the user (e.g. “my spouse is near their desktop right now”).

Besides device information leakage issues, the Multiplication solution potentially allows attackers to pinpoint their attack to a specific device. Since the sender creates independent channels with the receiver devices, it can send a malicious message to a single receiver’s device to exploit a vulnerability specific to it, e.g. mobile vs. desktop exploit, with no impact and thus detection opportunities for defenders on other devices.

Additionally, a rogue sender can create an incoherent world view between the victim’s different devices, by sending a different message to each of them. This incoherent world view can give way to all kinds of social engineering attacks and generally undermine the credibility of the IM app messages history as a source of truth.

The threat of device hostile takeover is very much within the IM’s E2EE threat model, as shown by the existence of the PFS and PCS requirements. Since device takeover is within the threat model, the privacy of users’ devices exposed by the Multiplication solution allows attackers to gather information for such takeover should be addressed too.

4. Attacking WhatsApp E2EE Solution

Meta’s WhatsApp is the most popular messaging app in the world, with over five billion downloads and 2.4 billion active users.

One way for attackers to obtain WhatsApp users’ device information is by leveraging WhatsApp web client. (It should be noted that this issue is not specific to the web version and is relevant for all WhatsApp web client’s platforms. However, the Web environment is the easiest way to demonstrate this issue as it does not require jail breaking or other additional hacking method to access the app’s internal databases.) This client is using the browser’s local storage to store the devices’ identity key.

The browser’s developer tools provide an easy way to view the contents of this table (“Signal-storage.identity-store”) as depicted in Figure 3.

![Figure 3 The identity store table: contacts’ devices and Keys.](image)

This table is storing all of the user’s contacts and their corresponding identity keys. Primary devices are identified by the phone number and the ‘.0’ suffix, while companion devices have a ‘:<n>.0’ suffix (e.g. “:16.0”).

By sampling a few instances, we had verified that this table’s data indeed corresponds to the actual user devices.

For example, user X (in figure 4) has 1 primary device and 3 companion devices:
Figure 4 WhatsApp’s linked devices screen of user X

User X’s corresponding entries in the table matched this information as shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5 User X’s corresponding entries in the identity store table

We had verified that such information is present even when the sender is not part of the receiver contact list and without actually sending messages to the receiver. Blocking the sender on the receiver side does not prevent it from getting device identity information.

We had responsibly disclosed our findings to Meta’s bug-bounty program on January 9th 2024 but got politely rejected two days later, mainly because this is not an implementation bug but the way the protocol works by design.

Summing up, in order to obtain its victims’ WhatsApp devices information, attackers need to:

- Know their victims’ phone number.
- Add victims as contacts, no need to actually send a message to them.
- Use WhatsApp web client and monitor the identity-store table for information and changes.

5. Possible solutions

5.1. “Lockdown mode” to limit non-contacts access

This optional Lockdown mode will enable users to limit messages’ reception to ones sent by their contacts only. Consequently, only the users’ contacts will need and be able to view their device information.

While it does not fully prevent the privacy issue it presents a dramatic improvement compared to the current situation in which any user, including blocked users, can view that information.

Figure 6 WhatsApp’s privacy settings

This Lockdown mode can be beneficial to security and privacy aware users across the board and not just for this multi-device privacy issue, as it would protect them from receiving all kinds of malicious messages from non-contacts, which may include 0-days exploits, social engineering and phishing or even just spammy messages. The notion of limiting certain types of information to contacts only is
already present in WhatsApp as shown in Figure 6 and therefore already understood by its users.

5.2. Cryptographic solutions
To completely solve this issue a design change must be done, and the burden of distributing the messages needs to be removed from senders and placed on the receivers’ instead. As a result, the senders are only aware of a single recipient key, regardless of the number of the recipient’s devices and are not aware of all recipients’ devices and keys and cannot monitor changes to this setup.

A few researchers tried to suggest such solutions in the past, including a 2019 paper named “Multi-Device for Signal” that considers the multi-device scenario for the Signal protocol, which is used by WhatsApp (and others) and explicitly addresses and solves its privacy issues. It will be worthy to try and actually implement it or similar solution in popular IM E2EE solutions.

6. Conclusions
In this paper, we present the security and privacy tradeoffs of IM apps supporting both E2EE and multi-device. We demonstrate how attackers can easily subvert the WhatsApp client to obtain the victims’ multi-device setup information and suggest some practical measures to limit the exposure of such privacy leaks.
Introduction to Procedural Debugging through Binary Libification
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Abstract
Assessing the existence, exact impact and exploitability of a known (or theoretical) memory corruption vulnerability in an arbitrary piece of compiled software has arguably not become simpler. The current methodology essentially boils down to writing an exploit - or at least a trigger - for each potential vulnerability. Writing an exploit for a weird machine involves several undecidable steps, starting with overcoming the reachability problem. In this article, we introduce the notions of “libification” and “procedural debugging” to facilitate partial debugging of binaries at the procedural level. These techniques allow the transformation of arbitrary dynamically linked ELF binaries into shared libraries, and the study of memory corruption bugs by directly calling the vulnerable functions, hence separating the memory corruption inprocedural analysis from the reachability problem. Finally, we publish a framework [3] to implement such a libification under a permissive open-source license to facilitate its adoption within the security community.

1 Introduction
Triaging bugs has become an essential part of security. The Product Security function as a whole is becoming ever more critical for software manufacturers as legal frameworks around the globe mandate more clarity, speed, and transparency in dealing with existing and new vulnerabilities. The Cyber Resilience Act being implemented in Europe and the Executive Order on Improving the Nation’s Cybersecurity published in the US, for instance, both mandate the use of Software Bill of Materials (sBOMs) and their communication to clients and third parties, effectively rendering the superficial - software version based - vulnerability assessment of potential new CVEs affecting their software, seemingly more apparent.

However, assessing the actual existence, exact impact, and exploitability of a given memory corruption bug, as required by the above laws, has not become significantly more manageable over time. The current methodology to assess the presence and impact of a given CVE in a piece of software essentially requires writing an exploit for each potential vulnerability. As such, this situation creates a seemingly unreasonable burden on Product Security teams, where triaging bugs requires performing operations like overcoming the reachability problem multiple times.

Writing exploits for a weird machine involves three steps: reaching, triggering, and exploiting. Much work has been done in automating the first step. Arguably, all of the fuzzing and dynamic testing performed hitherto follows this top-down approach, where execution starts from an application’s entry point, toward the leaves of the application, across the application’s call graph.

In this article, we aim to focus on the second step alone - without requiring solving the first one, which is undecidable in general.

Our methodology starts with modifying the ELF headers and dynamic section of an arbitrary dynamically linked ELF executable to turn it into a more workable shared library. The benefit of this technique is that any public function within the binary becomes callable without crafting an input to reach the attractive, potentially vulnerable function. Subsequently, we can render an arbitrary function within an ELF callable, even turn the entire ELF application into a callable API, and finally manually produce more limited, partial vulnerability triggers under the form of simple text files.

In the rest of this article, we will focus on memory corruption vulnerabilities unless stated otherwise and limit ourselves to C/C++ applications compiled as ELF binaries, as used under GNU/Linux and Unix-like operating systems, when implementing our framework. We will assume that the application’s source code is unavailable to the auditor.
Our first contribution is a methodology to transform an arbitrary ET_EXEC or ET_DYN dynamically linked ELF binary into a shared library. We provide a tool named the Witchcraft Linker to perform this operation on ELF32 and ELF64 executables alike, regardless of their architectures. Our second contribution is a methodology to invoke arbitrary C or C++ functions within ELF shared libraries without prior knowledge of their exact prototypes. We implement an original type of debugger, procedural-based, allowing the invocation of arbitrary C/C++ functions. This debugger, the Witchcraft Shell, noticeably does not use ptrace(), breakpoints, or single stepping. We name this new form of debugging procedural since analysis is performed at the granularity of function calls.

2 Previous Work

2.1 Exploitability of a Vulnerability

As noted by Wang et al. [49], in general, the only definitive way to prove the exploitability of a vulnerability is to write an exploit for that vulnerability. This constitutes proof by construction since the expert exhibits an exploit that demonstrates the exploitability of the vulnerability. On the other hand, proving that a vulnerability is not exploitable is a difficult problem, according to Suciu et al. [44]. Demonstrating the non-exploitability of a vulnerability via formal proof based on a crash analysis is sometimes possible despite the explosive nature of proofs based on symbolic execution [9] [49].

Green et al. [24] consider that when it comes to vulnerabilities such as memory corruptions, the fact that attacker controls the next instruction to be executed (the “Program Counter”) is a strong indicator of a function’s exploitability. However, the presence of countermeasures may not make this condition entirely sufficient [20].

2.2 Automatic Exploitation of Vulnerabilities Detected via Static Analysis

Several research projects focus on exploiting (or at least triggering) vulnerabilities detected using a preliminary static analysis to demonstrate that they are true positives. ExpRace [31], for example, focuses on a single class of vulnerabilities: race conditions in the Linux kernel. After having distinguished race conditions involving several variables (qualified as difficult) and race conditions involving a single variable in the kernel (qualified as easy), the authors propose a generic methodology for exploiting reusable single-variable race conditions on several cores, running under Intel processors, making it possible to trigger the previously identified vulnerability, taking advantage of the fact that an unprivileged process (or secondary thread) in user mode can significantly increase the race window using common system calls (mmap() and mprotect()) to trigger the synchronization of memory tables (“Lookaside Buffers translation”) between the cores of the same Intel microprocessor. The tool is very specialized since it only addresses the problem of mono-variable race conditions in kernel mode under Linux.

The FUZE tool [51] aims at dynamically triggering, to prove their existence, “Use After Free” vulnerabilities in kernel mode under Linux. By combining open-source frameworks such as syzcall(fuzzer), angr [46] (for binary analysis, function call graph generation, decompilation, and symbolic execution), and kernel mode debugging techniques (parsing the list of kernel modules, “LKM linked list”), it dramatically reduces the complexity of UAF vulnerability analysis by determining the few paths and system calls that can potentially modify a variable in kernel mode, then using combined fuzzing and symbolic execution techniques to generate user inputs capable of automatically triggering the vulnerability, and thus proving its existence.

The article “A Hybrid Interface Recovery Method for Android Kernel Fuzzing” [32] is also specialized. The problem raised by the authors is the addition of undocumented interfaces (system calls or ioctlts) between user and kernel modes by mobile phone equipment manufacturers. These new interfaces are typically additions via proprietary kernel modules (the source code of which is unavailable, implying an analysis partially to be made in black box mode) to the Android kernel (which is based on Linux and is, therefore, open-source, auditable in white box mode). However, these interfaces are prime targets for privilege escalation attacks, where a program in unprivileged user mode will purposely call these extra interfaces to the privileged mode of the kernel to trigger vulnerabilities. Therefore, the analysis is gray, combining a white box analysis of the open-source Android part of the kernel and a black box analysis of the non-open-source, proprietary part added by the equipment manufacturer. The methodology followed is a taint analysis of proprietary modules, including type propagation, to find the prototypes of the interfaces introduced (whether they are new system calls in their own right or, more commonly, new valid ioctl calls on arbitrary device drivers). Once the prototypes of these interfaces have been determined, it becomes possible to use classic whitebox fuzzing tools, such as Syzcall, by measuring the impact of calling these new system calls dynamically on the rest of the kernel (id est: by instrumenting only the open-source part of the kernel).

The PhD thesis “Finding race conditions in kernels: from fuzzing to symbolic execution” [52] proposes an original approach to the detection and exploitation of “time of check, time of use” (or TOCTOU) vulnerabilities, which are a subclass of race conditions, where a kernel resource is validated at time \( t \), then read back and used at time \( t+1 \). The underlying fundamental issue is that this resource may have changed in the meantime, the Linux kernel being multi-tasking and concurrent, leading to false assumptions on the said resource core properties. It should be noted that several vulnerabilities of this type have been discovered on the Linux kernel.
in recent years, hence the renewed interest in an automatic approach to the discovery and practical validation of this peculiar vulnerability subclass. The methodology followed is to modify the Linux kernel (using source patches) to instrument regions likely to contain TOCTOU vulnerabilities, selected by a preliminary static analysis, then use a fuzzer guided by symbolic execution toward these regions to be more purposefully scrutinized. This methodology is limited to TOCTOU vulnerabilities and does not apply to kernels whose code is unavailable.

Furthermore, the article “From source code to crash test cases through software testing automation” [16] offers a methodology for creating proof of exploits (i.e., the automatic generation of user input triggering a vulnerability, previously identified in source code), by combining a preliminary static analysis (generation of the call graph of the application) of the application, a fuzzing engine to traverse this graph, and the use of a symbolic execution engine (named Triton) to guide the fuzzer toward the vulnerable function. Although the source code is essential to this methodology, it applies to several classes of vulnerabilities, giving it notable genericity.

2.3 Defense in Depth: Hardened Compilation Techniques

Countermeasures have been developed to prevent or limit the exploitability of vulnerabilities in compiled applications, particularly those developed in C or C++. Detecting and taking into account, where applicable, the presence of these countermeasures is critical when writing an exploit taking advantage of memory corruption.

Khalsan et al. [28] identify in particular the DEP (“Data Execution Prevention”) technique introduced in Microsoft Windows XP SP2, which makes the stack, dynamic memory, and variables in the data sections of an application non-executable. According to the authors, the non-execution of the stack is made possible thanks to hardware extensions (“NX” bit on AMD processors or “XD” equivalent on Intel processors). These countermeasures primarily aim to prevent the introduction and execution of shellcode [13] in all writable sections of the application. We also find the term W^X to name the segregation of variables (writable, non-executable) and code (executable, non-writable) in the literature [34] [10].

Khalsan et al. also describe the use of ASCII armoring, which ensures that all virtual addresses used by an application contain at least one 0x00 ASCII byte (in hexadecimal code). Given that the functions manipulating character strings end with a 0x00 (named ASCIIZ format), exploiting a stack buffer overflow vulnerability via the functions from libc making a copy of strings of characters is made impossible. Introducing ASCII armoring requires modifying the kernel and dynamic linker to provide armoring on the main binary and all its dynamic libraries.

Khasan et al. detail the use of Address Space Layout Randomization (ASLR) [43], which consists of making the base address of a binary and each dynamic library in memory non-predictable. An attacker can no longer hardcode return addresses when writing an exploit. The introduction of ASLR typically requires modifying the kernel and the file format of executables to allow arbitrary relocation of protected binaries [34].

Khasan et al. also describe binary protection techniques using canaries. These techniques have known several names, such as Propolice [21], StackGuard [15], and Stack Smashing Protection (SSP) [39]. This involves modifying the compiler in such a way as to introduce a canary (or “stack cookie”) before the return address in the stack, the integrity of which will be checked in the prologue of each instrumented function. If the canary has been modified, the stack is corrupted, and the program will be immediately terminated rather than risk arbitrary code execution by an attacker. These techniques have undergone several successive improvements until they no longer have any significant cost during the execution of the protected application [53].

Khasan et al. finally detail FORTIFY (standardized in the ISO/IEC TR 247315 standard). This compilation option automatically replaces specific C library functions vulnerable to buffer overflows with functions including an additional argument, the maximum size of the destination buffer (which can often be inferred by the compiler). In the event of a stack buffer overflow during the program execution, the application is terminated rather than allowing the attacker to execute arbitrary code [30] [23].

These techniques have been extended to other architectures and operating systems, such as Linux [39], Android [33], OSX [39] or iOS [28].

Finally, there are protections against memory corruption at the hardware level of specific microprocessors, such as Intel Control Flow Integrity (CFI) [7] [29], which allows, by instrumenting the start of each block of code (an endbr64 instruction is added at compile time under Intel x86-64) [29] to ensure that the control flow of the application has not been altered via memory corruption exploitation techniques such as ret2libc [10] or Return Oriented Programming (ROP) [40] [34] [1] [12] at any point in time. During a transfer of execution via branching or when returning to a calling function, the microprocessor can ensure whether the destination address is an endbr64 instruction under x86-64 (respectively endbr32 under x86) and terminate the application if this is not the case.

These countermeasures to exploiting memory corruption vulnerabilities are effective against their respective vulnerability subclasses but require activation (often at compile time) to operate correctly [50].
2.4 Binary Loaders and Binary Post-Compilation Instrumentation

The idea of statically or dynamically loading and instrumenting binaries is fundamental in analyzing compiled applications.

The most basic form of dynamic instrumentation is simply using the trap instructions to force an application to divert its execution flow, as seen in DTrace [14].

A more complex tool like Valgrind and its popular memcheck [42] memory sanitizer can perform a Just in Time (JIT) dynamic recompilation of executables. It is a complex framework that starts by transforming the original basic blocks of the application into an intermediate representation, then applies instrumentation and code optimization before translating the intermediate representation back to machine code [36]. Such an instrumentation is heavy and incurs an execution penalty of 10x or higher.

Some of the techniques available include dynamically rewriting a single basic block of code at a time, while the application is running, using a shadow memory mechanism. This is the foundation of tools like DynamoRIO [4] [6] [5], a framework reused in popular security tools such as WinAFL [55]. Dinesh et al., on the other hand, opt for a pure static rewriting of binaries to retrofit into binaries instrumentation that is usually introduced at compile time, such as AFL [54] and Address Sanitizer [41]. Their framework, named RETROWRITE [17], works by diverting the flow of execution through the insertion of trampolines. A preliminary static analysis involves building the control flow graph, which is a difficult problem in general [35] and undecidable [22].

This mechanism, where a preliminary disassembly and control flow recovery precedes a static rewriting of portions of the binary to introduce instrumentation code, is a popular design [2] [48] [37] [47], subject essentially to the same limitations: recovery of the control flow is undecidable in general [22].

To avoid this pitfall, Duck et al. [19] developed a suite of binary rewriting techniques, implemented under the E9Patch framework, that can insert jump trampolines without requiring an understanding of the binary’s control flow. As such, their instrumentation is more robust and scales to large applications such as web browsers. They leverage techniques such as instruction punning [11], which may safely replace branching conditions and introduce trampoline code by overwriting exactly one assembly instruction.

Furthermore, it is worth mentioning the idea of recovering individual object files from a compiled binary [8] thanks to a control flow and data flow analysis. When individual compilation units can be unlinked, they may be subsequently relinked and instrumented.

Finally, custom loaders may allow the loading of Windows dynamic libraries under Linux [38] or rewriting Windows Executables so they may be loaded as DLLs [18].

In light of this state of the art, it seems relevant to introduce a more lightweight form of binary rewriting focused solely on modifying an application’s metadata. As such, it shall not suffer from the limitations of the techniques based on control flow recovery or the runtime penalty of dynamic instrumentation.

3 Overview of the Libification Process

3.1 Libification: Methodology

In this section, we describe the production of a libifier, that is to say, a tool able to reliably and automatically transform an arbitrary ELF binary into a shared library. We detail this methodology, so it may be extended in the future, if necessary, to compensate for breaking changes in the GNU dynamic linker, or adapted to other toolchains.

The POSIX 2001 standard specifies the API of the dynamic linker, and in particular the dlopen() function, which allows loading an arbitrary shared library in memory:

```c
#include <dlfcn.h>
void *dlopen(const char *filename, int flags);
```

The filename parameter must point to the path to the library to be loaded on the file system.

The flags parameter controls the locality (local or global) of the symbols loaded in the address space, as well as the behavior of the dynamic linker. In particular, if the RTLD_LAZY bit is set, the dynamic linker performs lazy binding of symbols when necessary, as opposed to an immediate binding at load time if the RTLD_NOW bit is set, in which case the Global Offset Table may be safely remapped read-only.

In the remainder of this chapter, we will define a shared library as an ELF file that can be loaded in memory via dlopen().

A minimal oracle to determine whether the dynamic linker can load an ELF file can be summarized with the following code:

```c
int main(void) {
    void *handle = 0;

    handle = dlopen("./test.so", RTLD_NOW);
    if (handle <= 0) {
        printf("!! ERROR: %s\\n", dlerror());
        exit(EXIT_FAILURE);
    }

    printf("Loading successful\\n");
    return 0;
}
```
If successful, the return code from this oracle will be 0. It will be non-zero otherwise, and an error message stemming from the dynamic linker will indicate the cause of the memory loading error. Empirically, the work of the libifier will, therefore, be to modify the binary in a way that prevents the error returned by dlerror() from occurring. The developer of the libifier will then read the code of the dynamic linker, identify the cause of the error, and modify the libifier to patch the input binary to prevent this last error from occurring.

The goal - and hope - of the developer of the libifier is that through this iterative and empirical process, the shared library produced by the libifier will be able to pass all of the dlopen() parsing checks, and eventually be loaded in memory. There is no guarantee that such a libification will be or remain possible in the future or across an arbitrary corpus of executables since this libification is a reverse engineering technique and not a standardized feature of a dynamic linker guaranteed in any form or fashion.

### 3.2 Practical Libification

The operations performed by the Witchcraft Linker to libify an arbitrary ELF binary modify the ELF header, the dynamic section, and the GNU-specific symbols versioning section of an input executable.

First, within the ELF header, the libifier must ensure that the e_type field is set to ET_DYN since all shared libraries are of type ET_DYN.

Then, the dynamic section of the ELF must be parsed and possibly modified:

- The DT_BIND_NOW shall be changed to DT_NULL if present in the .dynamic section.
- The DT_FLAGS_1 flags present in the .dynamic section may need to be modified: the DF_1_PIE and DF_1_NOOPEN bits must be removed if set. This last flag prevents an object from being loaded via dlopen().
- If the binary features constructors or destructors, those may not expect to be called from dlopen(). The Witchcraft Linker, therefore, features an optional command line argument to prevent constructors and destructors from being called. Within the .dynamic section, setting the values of DT_INIT_ARRAYSZ and DT_INIT_ARRAY to zero inhibits the instantiation of constructors, and setting the values of DT_FINI_ARRAYSZ and DT_FINI_ARRAY to zero inhibits the calls to destructors.

Finally, because the dynamic linker may refuse to load multiple versions of symbols if symbols versioning is in use within the libified binary, the Witchcraft Linker will simply zero out the entire section of type SHT_GNU_versym.

Currently, the Witchcraft Linker (wld) version v0.0.6 can libify all of the binaries of a standard GNU/Linux distribution such as Ubuntu 22.04 LTS, so that they may be loaded via the dlopen() function of the GNU dynamic linker version 2.35.

### 3.3 Toward Procedural Debugging

Once the principle of libifying an ELF has been acquired, writing a debugger capable of loading a libified executable in its own address space is straightforward: simply load the libified binary via the dlopen() function of the dynamic linker. It appears appealing to integrate an interpreter into our debugger to allow a developer to interact with the functions exposed by the libified binary. Due to its tiny size, the choice of interpreter fell on the Lua language [25] since a Lua interpreter, including all its dependencies, occupies less than 500 kilobytes of memory footprint.

We wish to make the entire API available in the address space available to the Lua interpreter once the libified binary is loaded in memory. This API is made up, on the one hand, of the functions exported directly by the libified binary but also of the APIs exported by all the dynamic libraries loaded in memory by the dynamic linker when loading the libified binary in memory via dlopen(). The case of functions declared static and hence not exported at compile time is left aside for now\(^1\). Obtaining these APIs can be done via the use of the dlinfo() function of the dynamic linker [27] [45].

By making the entire API available in memory exposed to the Lua interpreter, we simply make these APIs available to the developer. One of the advantages of this methodology is that a developer or security analyst may invoke any function loaded in the address space without worrying too much about the actual calling conventions or prototypes (number and type of arguments) of these functions. Additionally, they may do so without compilation from a Lua interpreter, which facilitates manual exploration of said APIs.

We name this technique, which allows invoking a single function at a time, “procedural debugging”.

### 3.4 An Empirical Assessment of the Side Effects of Libification

In this section, we address the question of the side effects introduced by the libification of a binary over its main security hardening properties.

We successively consider the following properties: the base address of the executable mapping (ASLR), the presence of stack cookies aimed at preventing buffer overflows, the stack’s executability, the presence of static relocations (RELRO), and the presence of Control Flow Integrity type protections (Intel FCF).

Libification of an ET_DYN binary does not modify its ASLR properties: the binary being initially mappable to an arbitrary address remains so. In the case of the libification of an ET.Exec binary, which was initially only mappable to a fixed address, the ASLR is not modified either: the library

---

\(^1\) Static functions whose addresses relative to the base address of libraries or executables are known thanks to a preliminary control flow analysis may be named and called within the debugger.
thus generated is only mappable at the same address. Loading happens as if the binary had been transformed into a library by prelinking to the same base address [26].

The stack executability of a library loaded via dlopen() is determined by the stack executability of our debugger since the latter loads the library in its own address space. This debugger property can be arbitrarily changed via the execstack application.

Libification does not modify the presence of static relocations (binary or library with the BIND_NOW flag in their dynamic sections).

The presence of stack cookies protecting the stack is intrinsic to each function since it is implemented by instrumenting the prologue and epilogue of each function. Libification, therefore, does not modify this property of the functions present in the libified binary.

The presence of Intel Integrity Protection (Intel FCF) type protections is characterized by the presence of endbr64 instructions at the start of each basic block in each protected function. Libification does not modify this intrinsic property either.

Finally, this empirical study overall suggests that libifying an ELF binary into a shared library does not modify its fundamental security properties, particularly the countermeasures possibly introduced into the binary at compile time. In a nutshell, libification does not introduce notable security side effects from an exploitability standpoint.

### 3.5 Limits to Binary Libification

Libifying an ET_EXEC binary as a shared library generates a somewhat special shared library since it cannot be remapped to an arbitrary address. This induces a limit to our libifier. On the one hand, a libified library can generate a collision with the address space of a program trying to load it, as noted by beta testers³. On the other hand, it is not possible to load two libified ET_EXEC binaries initially provided with the same base address in our debugger.

### 3.6 Validation

The libification process and the WSH debugger were validated under GNU/Linux Ubuntu 22.04 equipped with an Intel 64-bit processor using the following binaries:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Software</th>
<th>Version</th>
<th>Status</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Google Chrome</td>
<td>114.0.5735.198</td>
<td>OK</td>
<td>&lt; 0.01s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OpenSSH Server</td>
<td>8.9p1</td>
<td>OK</td>
<td>&lt; 0.01s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apache2</td>
<td>2.4.52</td>
<td>OK</td>
<td>&lt; 0.01s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nginx</td>
<td>1.18.0</td>
<td>OK</td>
<td>&lt; 0.01s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GCC</td>
<td>11.4.0</td>
<td>OK</td>
<td>&lt; 0.01s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Furthermore, copying, libifing, and loading via dlopen() the 435 binaries in the default path of a default Ubuntu 22.04 AMD64 install took less than 3 seconds (in total) on a laptop featuring a core i-7 11850H CPU and 32Gb of RAM.

### 4 Conclusion and Future Work

In this article, we presented a methodology to transform a dynamically linked ELF binary into a shared library. We called this methodology “libification”.

We then introduced a very simple debugger able to load such a libified executable within its own address space, hence rendering nonstatic functions within the binary callable. We named this technique facilitating the invocation of arbitrary functions in isolation and out of context “procedural debugging”.

Thus, a security analyst seeking to experiment with a possible vulnerability within an executable manually may now directly invoke the function featuring the vulnerability via procedural debugging without needing to produce user inputs traversing the application’s call graph before reaching the vulnerable function. This is notable since the reachability problem is undecidable in general.

We verified the reproducibility of the libification process on some of the most complex user-mode binaries available under GNU/Linux, as well as across an entire widespread Linux distribution, which validates the generality of the approach.

In the future, we hope to be able to automatically generate scripts to trigger a vulnerability within a compiled binary, which would save significant time for Product Security teams.

### Availability

The Witchcraft Compiler Collection [3], including the Witchcraft Linker described in this article, is published under a permissive dual MIT/BSD open-source license. The framework is available from https://github.com/endrazine/wcc and via the package managers of several GNU/Linux distributions, including at least Debian, Ubuntu, and Arch Linux.
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Abstract
As the Windows OS stands out as one of the most targeted systems, the PowerShell language has become a key tool for malicious actors and cybersecurity professionals (e.g., for penetration testing). This work explores an uncharted domain in AI code generation by automatically generating offensive PowerShell code from natural language descriptions using Neural Machine Translation (NMT). For training and evaluation purposes, we propose two novel datasets with PowerShell code samples, one with manually curated descriptions in natural language and another code-only dataset for reinforcing the training. We present an extensive evaluation of state-of-the-art NMT models and analyze the generated code both statically and dynamically. Results indicate that tuning NMT using our dataset is effective at generating offensive PowerShell code. Comparative analysis against the most widely used LLM service ChatGPT reveals the specialized strengths of our fine-tuned models.

1 Introduction

Offensive security practices, such as red teaming and adversary emulation, play a crucial role by helping us to understand how attackers take advantage of vulnerabilities and how to mitigate attacks [1, 2]. In these attacks, cybersecurity professionals emulate malicious post-exploitation actions, such as credential stealing, lateral movement across accounts and machines, data obfuscation and exfiltration, and more [3].

As Windows stands out as one of the most targeted OS [4], the PowerShell language has become a key tool for both malicious actors and cybersecurity professionals. This language is widely used to perform attacks since it can perform complex actions, such as establishing connections and accessing OS services and APIs without the need to deliver a malicious binary executable or payload on the target machine (e.g., “file-less” malware), making them harder to detect [5–8].

Unfortunately, writing offensive code demands a high degree of expertise and effort, restricting the adoption of offensive security practices. Therefore, the rise of automatic AI code generators represents an appealing solution to unlock these practices to a broader spectrum of users [9].

AI code generators leverage ML models for Neural Machine Translation (NMT) to produce (offensive) code starting from inputs in Natural Language (NL), e.g., in the English language. The usage of NMT models is widespread across diverse software engineering tasks [10], yet their application in security-related scenarios is infrequent and not widely explored. This gap stems primarily from the lack of suitable corpora for training and evaluating code generators. The shortage of corpora for offensive code generation is an evident limitation: existing benchmarks [11–13] are derived from programming competitions and software interview questions (e.g., about algorithms and mathematics), or they focus on programs and languages that are not related to security (e.g., web applications in Python). Only a few security-oriented datasets are publicly available, targeting shellcodes in low-level programming languages [14]. As a result, there is a significant gap in the literature on offensive PowerShell code generation.

This work presents an assessment of AI code generators for PowerShell offensive code, a novel application of NMT. Given that generative models are predominantly trained on mainstream programming languages like Python and Java, we investigate strategies to repurpose these models for the PowerShell domain. To this aim, we adopt a combination of unlabeled and labeled datasets to train and evaluate models. Specifically, we first use a large collection of unlabeled (i.e., code only) samples of general-purpose PowerShell from various online repositories to pre-train ML models and refine their capabilities to comprehend and generate PowerShell code. Then, we build from scratch a manually annotated labeled dataset consisting of PowerShell code samples specifically crafted for security applications, which we pair with curated NL descriptions in English. We use this dataset to fine-tune three state-of-the-art NMT models (CodeT5+ [15], CodeGPT [16], and CodeGen [17]) to generate offensive PowerShell code. The dataset also serves as a ground truth for
the evaluation. We publicly share code, models \(^1\) and datasets as open data\(^2\) to encourage further experimentation on this topic.

To perform our experiments, we formulate four key research questions (RQs) aimed at evaluating the models’ capabilities and the impact of the training strategies, performing static and execution analysis to assess the generated code, and comparing privately fine-tuned models with ChatGPT, the most widely used LLM service from OpenAI \(^{18}\). Table 1 summarizes the key findings of our analysis. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work on the automatic generation of offensive PowerShell code from NL descriptions.

In the following, Section 2 discusses related work; Section 3 describes the research study; Section 4 shows the experimental results; Section 5 discusses the threats to validity; Section 6 discusses the ethical considerations; Section 7 concludes the paper.

## 2 Related Work

This work focuses on offensive code generation, involving machine translation techniques applied to the security domain for PowerShell code generation. Thus, we reviewed related literature in these areas.

**ML for security-related PowerShell.** Li et al. \(^{19}\) designed a subtree-based de-obfuscation method and a semantic-aware PowerShell attack detection system. This work also demonstrates how the presented de-obfuscation method improves the performance of detection systems such as Windows Defender and Virus-Total. PowerDP \(^{20}\) is a solution that aims to automatically identify malicious PowerShell commands through character distribution features and obfuscation multi-label classification also proposing a de-obfuscator method for recovering obfuscated commands. Even ML-based methodologies have arisen for detection purposes, as shown by Hendler et al. \(^{21}\), who proposed several ML-based detectors demonstrating their effectiveness on malicious scripts. The authors also devised another solution \(^{22}\) to achieve the same objective by retrieving information from Microsoft’s AMSI interface. Mimura and Tajiri \(^{23}\) presented a lighter methodology, restricting detection only to word embeddings. Mezawa et al. \(^{24}\) proposed an evaluation methodology for ML-based detectors based on a word-level machine learning model. Given the effectiveness of Abstract Syntax Trees (ASTs) in detecting obfuscated PowerShell scripts, Rusak et al. \(^{25}\) proposed a hybrid approach that combines ASTs and deep learning to enhance detection methods for high-level obfuscation PowerShell malicious programs. We remark that research of ML for PowerShell focuses on defensive uses (i.e., detecting and de-obfuscating attacks), but none of these studies analyzed the offensive uses of ML (i.e., generating attacks), which are also relevant for red teaming and adversary emulation purposes, and which are in the scope of this paper.

**Offensive Code Generation.** Research on AI code generators for offensive security is still at an early stage. Gupta et al. \(^{26}\) presented an outlook of the possibilities opened by ChatGPT for generating various types of cyber attacks, such as social engineering, phishing attacks, and malware creation. For each attack scenario, the paper shows qualitative examples of prompts submitted to ChatGPT, and the attack payloads generated as a result, including some snippets of PowerShell code. Similarly, Charan et al. \(^{27}\) presented qualitative examples with ChatGPT and Google BARD to generate malicious

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Analysis</th>
<th>Main Findings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Capability Assessment</strong></td>
<td>• Models without fine-tuning (zero-shot learning) showed a limited ability to generate PowerShell code, often defaulting to Python syntax or incorrect PowerShell code.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• The fine-tuning phase significantly enhanced the models’ ability to generate syntactically correct and semantically relevant PowerShell code. Among the models, CodeT5+ and CodeGPT demonstrated notable improvements in generating offensive PowerShell code.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Pre-training on a large PowerShell corpus had a varying impact on different models. While pre-training generally improved CodeT5+ and CodeGPT, especially with a limited number of epochs for fine-tuning, CodeGen did not consistently benefit from pre-training.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Static and Execution Analysis</strong></td>
<td>• All models achieved high syntax accuracy, indicating their strong capability to generate syntactically correct code. However, a significant number of warnings were identified, suggesting potential issues or suboptimal coding practices.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• The execution analysis showed that, despite textual differences between the ground truth and the generated code, the models are still able to generate offensive PowerShell code closely aligned with the intended malicious activities, in terms of events occurring in the system (e.g., on the filesystem, network, registry).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Comparison with public AI model</strong></td>
<td>• Our fine-tuned models outperform ChatGPT across all the metrics, showing that specializing the models on our fine-tuning dataset provides an advantage in the offensive PowerShell code generation task.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Main findings.
scripts (mainly in Python, Bash, and PowerShell) for the top 10 prevalent MITRE Techniques of 2022, showing the potential of these AI models for security applications. However, none of these studies systematically analyzed AI code generators, lacking in several aspects: (i) the evaluation was limited to a few examples, while systematic evaluation requires much larger datasets; (ii) the study lacked a ground truth for evaluating the correctness of generated code; (iii) they did not yet explore the potential of fine-tuning ML models for security-related code generation. The few studies in this direction focused on generating exploits in low-level languages (e.g., to attack memory management vulnerabilities). However, exploitation is only a limited part of the cyber kill chain, overlooking several more types of malicious code. Among these studies, Liguori et al. [28] proposed a dataset and approach for training and evaluating AI code generators for code security, by generating shellcodes in Assembly language. EVIL [29] automatically generates exploits for conducting code injection attacks via NMT by targeting both the generation of shellcodes in Assembly language and related Python code for encoding and obfuscating the shellcodes. DualSC [30] formalizes the automatic generation and summarization of shellcodes via a “Shallow” Transformer inspired by the T5 model and dual learning using the corpus provided by Liguori et al. [28]. ExploitGen [31] is an approach for generating exploit code in Python and Assembly based on the CodeBERT model. Differently from these studies, we presented a dedicated model for generating offensive PowerShell code, covering the entire cyber kill chain (e.g., including credential stealing, lateral movement, data exfiltration, and more tactics from the MITRE ATT&CK taxonomy). Moreover, we systematically analyzed the quality of generated PowerShell code by introducing a manually curated dataset to serve as a ground truth and evaluating the code statically and dynamically.

3 Research Study

The main objective of our research study is to understand whether NMT models can translate NL descriptions into code that accurately replicates the complexities of cyber attacks in PowerShell. This aspect is crucial as it explores the models’ understanding of the unique syntax and semantics of this programming language.

Figure 1 provides an overview of this research study. We analyze various deep learning strategies to accurately generate code and introduce datasets to train and evaluate them. We study several state-of-the-art NMT models and introduce various approaches to evaluating the generated code, including the similarity of the generated code to ground truth and static and dynamic analysis of the code.

To help NMT models in the novel and ambitious task of generating PowerShell code from NL, we adopt a two-step process consisting of pre-training and fine-tuning. The pre-training phase aims to tailor NMT models (already pre-trained on other programming languages) in the generation of PowerShell code. Armed with the pre-trained models, we proceed to the fine-tuning phase. This iterative process refines the models’ capabilities, enabling them to generate offensive PowerShell code from NL descriptions.

The main problem in using NMT models is to have a sufficient set of data and to use them effectively to train the models themselves. Recognizing the lack of suitable datasets for offensive PowerShell code generation, in this study, we collect a large set of PowerShell programs used for penetration testing and adversary emulation. In addition to the code, we create descriptions of these programs in English to allow the model to translate English into PowerShell code. This dataset was created manually to verify that the programs were related to security and to ensure that the English language descriptions were complete and consistent with the code. The dataset is labeled since each sample includes both the text to translate into code and the code expected to be produced by the model (ground truth).

The creation of labeled datasets is inevitably limited by the availability of PowerShell security programs and the need to manually create English language descriptions for each program. To increase the amount of training data, in this study, we investigate an additional strategy, fully automated, to build an extended dataset of PowerShell programs, collecting PowerShell programs and the related text from the web (for example, comments in the code or description accompanying the code). As the collection is fully automated, this second dataset is non-labeled. The dataset includes programs not strictly related to security but includes, in general, PowerShell code used for various purposes. This dataset still contributes to the ability to generate security code since it allows the model to learn from further examples how to generate syntactically valid PowerShell code and to correlate the PowerShell code with the English language. We use this dataset to pre-train the NMT models, carrying out additional unsupervised training rounds.

Table 2 reports the statistics of both datasets, in terms of size, unique number of tokens, and average number of tokens for NL descriptions (only for fine-tuning data) and code.

Finally, we evaluate the models as follows:

- **Capability Assessment**: We compare the textual similarity of the code generated by the models with a ground-truth reference through automatic metrics. These metrics are an appealing solution to estimate the generated code since they are easy to tune and time-saving, hence overcoming the limit of human evaluation, which poses practical challenges for large-scale assessments.

- **Static analysis**: We assess the generated code to ensure that it adheres to PowerShell programming conventions and does not contain syntax errors.

- **Execution analysis**: We evaluate the capability of the
generated offensive PowerShell code in executing malicious actions, replicating the behavior of the ground truth commands.

In the following of this section, we detail the pre-training (§ 3.1) and the fine-tuning data (§ 3.2), and the code generation task (§ 3.3).

### 3.1 Pre-training data (unlabeled)

Pre-training involves training the model on a large corpus of text data to learn general language representations before fine-tuning it for specific downstream tasks [32]. In other words, the parameters obtained from this step serve as a starting point for the later supervised training. Unsupervised or self-supervised pre-training is particularly attractive in the NMT context since large unlabeled data is available on the Internet. In this work, we leverage domain-adaptive pre-training (DAPT) [33]: given an NMT model pre-trained on massive, heterogeneous corpora, we perform additional rounds of unsupervised training with domain-specific data. Specifically, we leverage general-purpose PowerShell code for pre-training. The pre-training dataset aims to provide a valuable resource to enable the models’ understanding of general-purpose PowerShell code. This dataset encompasses ~90k samples extracted through the GitHub API. Specifically, we queried all the repositories containing PowerShell code from the last decade (2013-2023) to encompass a broad spectrum of PowerShell code, then parsed the extracted data to remove unnecessary information, such as duplicates (inside the same repository), and logging and echo commands. In addition, we filtered out all the PowerShell commands with sizes greater than 1024, ensuring the dataset maintains a balanced representation of code complexities. This collection encompasses a diverse array of PowerShell scripts, spanning various application domains such as system administration, automation, and network management. Including a wide range of scripts reflects the versatility of PowerShell as a scripting language and provides models with exposure to the diverse ways PowerShell is used across different use cases.

The pre-training process depends on the model architecture. For decoder-only models, i.e., CodeGPT and CodeGen, we chose Causal Language Modeling (CLM), also referred to as Language Modeling, as the pre-training objective. CLM has been extensively used as a pre-training task for transformer-based decoder-only models [34], such as in the GPT series [35–37]. CLM refers to language models that predict the next token or sequence of tokens in a sentence in a causal or autoregressive manner, where the prediction for each token depends only on the preceding tokens. By using masking, the model only attends to the left context in a unidirec-
The overarching purpose of this dataset is to serve as a comprehensive resource for training models in the translation of NL intents, i.e., descriptions of code snippets, into executable PowerShell commands. Specifically, we focus on offensive PowerShell code, a key resource for cybersecurity exercises since Microsoft Windows represents the most targeted OS. By encompassing a wide array of sources, the dataset aims to expose models to the intricacies of real-world cybersecurity scenarios, enabling them to understand and generate PowerShell commands that align with those typical of cybersecurity operations. This holistic approach strives to ensure that models trained on this dataset are well-equipped to handle the complexities of real-world tasks and contribute meaningfully to offensive code generation, specifically PowerShell commands.

The dataset, consisting of 1,127 samples of PowerShell commands, is meticulously curated from the following sources:

- **Atomic Red Team** [41]: renowned for its library of tests mapped to the MITRE ATT&CK framework\(^3\) [42], serves the purpose of replicating real-world adversarial tactics, techniques, and procedures (TTPs). This inclusion provides the dataset with a foundation rooted in a standardized and widely accepted framework, ensuring that the PowerShell commands align with recognized cybersecurity methodologies.

- **Stockpile** [43]: is a plugin for the CALDERA cybersecurity framework [1, 44] developed by MITRE and introduces a layer of sophistication by incorporating structured data integral for adversary emulation. Therefore, the dataset does not encompass raw PowerShell commands only but also captures the contextual information and relationships between commands within the broader context of adversarial scenarios.

- **Empire** [45]: a post-exploitation and adversary emulation framework integrated with MITRE ATT&CK, provides PowerShell commands representative of advanced malicious techniques, further enriching the dataset with nuanced and intricate scenarios.

- **Online sources**: we manually verified and selected additional offensive samples from several security-related online sources. We gathered samples from HackTricks [46], Red Team Recipe [47], and Infosec Matter [48], community-driven cybersecurity wikis about ethical hacking, penetration testing, and information security. By including diverse examples specific to the offensive PowerShell dataset, the model acquires a more profound understanding of the conventions and best practices unique to PowerShell security commands.

We manually curated the dataset to cover the highest number of tactics in the MITRE ATT&CK framework. In particular, the dataset covers 12 out of 14 tactics from the MITRE ATT&CK framework, the *de facto* standard for adversarial techniques representation, with varying numbers of techniques and sub-techniques per tactic. Figure 2 illustrates the number of entries for each ATT&CK tactic. Each entry in the dataset is annotated with an NL description extracted from the respective source. We manually annotated every sample that did not come with a predefined description. Moreover, we enriched all those descriptions that did not provide enough information about the specific PowerShell command. For instance, in the case of Atomic Red Team, the PowerShell commands represent implementations of the techniques in the ATT&CK framework. Consequently, these commands are

\(^3\)The ATT&CK framework is a comprehensive knowledge base of the tactics, techniques, and procedures (TTPs) that adversaries leverage during cyberattacks, developed by MITRE.
Figure 2: Mapping of fine-tuning dataset samples on the MITRE ATT&CK tactics.

often labeled with the technique name, which provides informative content about the technique itself rather than what the command does. To better understand how programmers and security experts describe PowerShell scripts and how to deal with ambiguities in natural language, we referred to popular books and manuals [49–51].

Finally, we notice that the size of our dataset is in line with other state-of-the-art corpora used to fine-tune ML models. In fact, in state-of-the-art code generation, the datasets for fine-tuning are relatively limited, in the order of one thousand samples [52].

3.3 Code Generation Task

To ensure the robustness of our study, we adopt the following state-of-the-art NMT models:

- **CodeT5+** [15] is a new family of Transformer models pre-trained with a diverse set of pretraining tasks to learn rich representations from both unimodal code data and bimodal code-text data. We utilize the variant with model size 220M, trained from scratch following T5’s architecture [53]. It has an encoder-decoder architecture with 12 decoder layers, each with 12 attention heads and hidden layer dimension of 768, and 512 for the size of position embeddings. We set the learning rate $\alpha = 0.00005$, batch size = 16, and beam size = 10.

- **CodeGPT** [16], a Transformer-based language model pre-trained on millions of Python functions and Java methods. The model architecture consists of 12 layers of Transformer decoders. We followed previous work for the implementation [54].

- **CodeGen** [17], an autoregressive language model for program synthesis with an architecture that follows a standard transformer decoder with left-to-right causal masking. The family of CodeGen models is trained in various sizes, including 350M, 2.7B, 6.1B, and 16.1B, and utilizes various datasets. Specifically, we leverage CodeGen-Multi, initialized from CodeGen-NL and further pre-trained on BigQuery [17], a large-scale dataset of multiple programming languages from GitHub repositories, which consists of 119.2B tokens and includes C, C++, Go, Java, JavaScript, and Python.

In our experiments, we randomly split the fine-tuning dataset into training (the set of examples used to fit the parameters), validation (the set used to tune the hyperparameters of the models), and test (the set used for the evaluation of the models) sets using a typical 80%/10%/10% ratio.

To assess the performance of the models in generating offensive PowerShell code from NL descriptions, we used output similarity metrics, which compare the generated code with the code from the ground truth. This type of metrics is widely used to assess the performance of AI generators in many code generation tasks [55], including the generation of code for security contexts [28–31, 56]. The metrics are:

- **Bilingual Evaluation Understudy (BLEU) score** [57]. It measures the degree of n-gram overlapping between the string of each code snippet produced by the model and the reference, for values of $n$ usually ranging between 1 and 4 [58, 59]. We implemented BLEU-4 score (i.e., with $n = 4$) computation employing the bleu_score module contained in the open-source Natural Language Toolkit (NLTK) Python suite [60].

- **Edit Distance (ED).** It measures the edit distance between two strings, i.e., the minimum number of operations on single characters required to make each code snippet produced by the model equal to the reference. For the edit distance, we adopted the Python library pylcs [61].

- **METEOR** [62]. It measures the alignment between each code snippet produced by the model and the reference. The alignment is defined as a mapping between unigrams (i.e., 1-gram), such that every unigram in each string maps to zero or one unigram in the other string and no unigrams in the same string. To calculate the METEOR metric, we relied on the Python library evaluate by HuggingFace [63].

- **ROUGE-L.** It is a metric based on the longest common subsequence (LCS) between the model output and the reference, i.e., the longest sequence of words (not necessarily consecutive, but still in order) shared between both. We computed the ROUGE-L metric using the Python package rouge [64].

All metrics range between 0 and 1, with higher scores corresponding to a better quality of the generated code. To evaluate the generated PowerShell code, we also introduce additional evaluation metrics based on static and dynamic analysis that are specific to our context. These metrics will be introduced in the following sections.
3.4 Research Questions

We designed this research study to answer the following research questions (RQs):

▷ RQ1: To what extent can NMT models effectively generate offensive PowerShell code for security applications from NL descriptions?

RQ1 aims to establish a preliminary assessment of NMT models in generating PowerShell code for offensive security applications. This investigation seeks to shed light on the models’ efficacy in translating NL descriptions into offensive code.

▷ RQ2: What is the influence of the training strategies on NMT models’ performance in offensive PowerShell code generation?

RQ2 focuses on the impact of pre-training and fine-tuning on the quality of generated code. We analyze the influence of these training strategies by considering different configurations of the NMT models and their impact on their performance.

▷ RQ3: How good is the generated code in terms of code quality and dynamic behavior?

RQ3 aims to evaluate the generated PowerShell code in a deeper way than output similarity metrics, in terms of syntactic correctness and capability of executing malicious actions realistically, through behavioral comparison with the ground truth.

▷ RQ4: How do fine-tuned NMT models, leveraging security-oriented training data, compared to a publicly available, closed-source model?

RQ4 introduces a comparative analysis, evaluating the performance of the fine-tuned models against a publicly available general-purpose language model, specifically ChatGPT 3.5. This investigation strives to evaluate whether specialization on security-focused data provides an advantage in the offensive PowerShell code generation domain.

4 Experimental Results

This section presents an extensive evaluation of NMT models (CodeT5+, CodeGPT, and CodeGen) on the generation of offensive PowerShell code. First, we assess the models’ capability of generating PowerShell code in their original configuration (§ 4.1) without further training. Then, we evaluate the impact of different training strategies, i.e., domain-adaptive pre-training and fine-tuning, on the performance of such models (§ 4.2). To provide further insight into the PowerShell code generation, we analyze the quality of the generated code in terms of syntactic correctness (§ 4.3) and dynamic behavior (§ 4.4), i.e., its ability to replicate the behavior of the ground truth code. Finally, we compare the fine-tuned models with a public AI model (ChatGPT) for all the previous analyses (§ 4.5) to benchmark their performance against a publicly available, closed-source model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Pre-training</th>
<th>BLEU-4 (%)</th>
<th>ED (%)</th>
<th>METEOR (%)</th>
<th>ROUGE-L (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CodeT5+</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>8.87</td>
<td>4.69</td>
<td>1.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>6.96</td>
<td>1.86</td>
<td>2.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CodeGPT</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>12.31</td>
<td>4.08</td>
<td>1.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>15.67</td>
<td>2.55</td>
<td>3.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CodeGen</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>7.58</td>
<td>2.88</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Performance of models with and without pre-training on zero-shot.

4.1 Zero-shot Learning

To establish a baseline for the evaluation, we initially used the NMT models in their original configuration, asking them to generate PowerShell code. This is a zero-shot learning task, where an NMT model is applied for a different scenario than the one for which it was trained. In this way, we evaluate the current gap of existing models in generating PowerShell code. Table 3 shows the results of this analysis. In this task, the models are tested without any gradient updates, relying only on the intent provided by the test set for inference [36,37]. The non-pre-trained versions of the models tend to generate Python code, but their performance is generally low for the downstream task of generating offensive PowerShell code. Pre-training the models with general-purpose PowerShell code slightly improves the accuracy but is still not high. Among the pre-trained versions, CodeGPT is the only one that provides output close to valid PowerShell code, although it does not align well with the expected code indicated by the intent in natural language. In summary, regardless of pre-training, all models demonstrate the need for fine-tuning on a tailored dataset for optimal performance in generating offensive PowerShell code.

4.2 Impact of Training Strategies

The evaluation of CodeT5+, CodeGPT, and CodeGen involved a meticulously designed test plan. More precisely, the models underwent three distinct fine-tuning scenarios: 3 Epochs, 10 Epochs, and 30 Epochs. This deliberate choice allowed us to assess the impact of prolonged fine-tuning on the models’ ability to generate PowerShell code for offensive security tasks. In each scenario, we considered two training configurations: one with pre-training and the other without. This test plan allowed us to systematically explore the models’ capabilities under varying conditions, providing a comprehensive understanding of their strengths and limitations. Table 4 shows the results.

In the 3 epochs setting, CodeT5+ exhibits low performance, regardless of pre-training, with a BLEU-4 score lower than 10%. In contrast, CodeGPT and CodeGen demonstrate notable performance even after a short fine-tuning period,
The evaluation of CodeT5+, CodeGPT, and CodeGen underscores their remarkable effectiveness in generating offensive PowerShell code for security applications from NL descriptions. CodeGen surpasses the other models in the 3 and 10 epochs settings according to all metrics. CodeT5+, designed with a specialized architecture for code generation tasks, consistently outperforms CodeGPT and CodeGen across various metrics in the 30 epochs setting. Particularly noteworthy is the comparison with SOTA performance in code generation tasks for different languages, such as Python and shell languages. Our best-performing model, CodeT5+ without pre-training and 30 fine-tuning epochs, surpasses the SOTA results, exhibiting superior performance across all metrics.

Considering the impact of pre-training further enriched our evaluation. Focusing on the 3-epoch experiments, CodeT5+ exhibits a slight improvement across all metrics, and CodeGPT extends the improvement to 2%-4% across all metrics. Conversely, CodeGen appears to have better performance without pre-training. Training the models for 10 epochs reveals a more pronounced distinction between the two versions. CodeT5+ pre-training results in a 2% increase in both Edit Distance (ED) and METEOR metrics. CodeGPT, on the other hand, shows a substantial displacement of 1.7%, 3.5%, 4.6%, and 3.6% for BLEU-4, ED, METEOR, and ROUGE-L, respectively. CodeGen maintains a negative displacement between the versions even with the extended training duration. When extending the fine-tuning duration to 30 epochs, pre-training...
Table 5: Illustrative examples of model output. The prediction errors are red/bold. Slashed text refers to omitted predictions.
do not meet specific high-severity rules (e.g., hardcoding computer names, using plain text passwords), and **warnings**, which typically highlight potential issues or coding practices that might lead to errors or security concerns.

We developed a syntactic analysis tool to streamline the process of detecting *parse errors*, *errors*, and *warnings* in PowerShell scripts. This tool automatically feeds PSScriptAnalyzer with PowerShell commands generated by the models during the testing phase. By doing so, our tool identifies errors and warnings in the generated code, assessing the overall syntactic quality of the models.

The syntactic analysis process begins with our test set, which consists of NL intents paired with reference PowerShell commands. These NL intents are fed into fine-tuned models to produce the PowerShell code. Both the generated commands and their corresponding references are then subjected to the syntax analyzer.

To assess the syntactic quality of the generated commands, we introduce two distinct metrics: **Single Syntax Accuracy** and **Comparative Syntax Accuracy**. The metrics are defined as follows:

- **Single Syntax Accuracy**: evaluates the percentage of commands without parse errors. This evaluation is independent of the reference commands from the ground truth.

- **Comparative Syntax Accuracy**: assesses the syntactic correctness of the generated commands by considering the results alongside the reference commands. When both commands present common parse errors, these are excluded from the counting process. Given that some reference commands include stub templates such as `<code>` or `<command>`, the analysis filters out parse errors associated with these templates, specifically the `Redirection-NotSupported` and `MissingFileSpecification` errors.

The workflow for the syntactic analysis is depicted in Figure 3. Looking at the results in Table 6, it is possible to notice that all the models achieved a score greater than 90%, assessing their strong capability to generate syntactically correct code. CodeGPT and CodeGen, in general, demonstrate high performance across both syntax metrics. Table 7 summarizes the percentages for various severity types in the test set. Given that warning frequencies are consistently above 30% for all models, including the ground truth, Figure 4 enumerates the various warning types within each set.

### Execution Analysis

The execution analysis aims to evaluate the generated offensive PowerShell code when running in an actual system. This involves assessing the ability of the code to behave as intended in terms of effects caused on the system. Therefore, we run both code from the ground truth and generated code, monitor their behavior at runtime, and compare the behavioral events.
that occurred during their execution. The entire workflow for the execution analysis is shown in Figure 5.

We performed the experiments in a controlled and dedicated testing environment. The controlled environment consists of a virtualized Windows 10 system running in VirtualBox 7. The system is equipped with a set of security-related tools, such as PowerSploit [68] and Mimikatz [69], that are invoked by many samples of offensive code in our dataset. We assume that these tools have been previously infiltrated by the attacker in a previous stage, as typical of advanced malicious campaigns. To monitor the execution of PowerShell code, we integrated Sysmon [70], a popular Windows service for gathering system events, including the filesystem, the network, and the Windows Registry. To be able to run the generated code on the system, we assume the scenario in which an attacker already bypassed part of the security mechanisms by deactivating the Microsoft Defender Firewall, Windows Defender, and Microsoft Defender SmartScreen.

The evaluation involved executing each command from both the generated ones and those from ground truth multiple times as a single-line PowerShell script. This generates a process through the standard Windows System.Diagnostics.Process. We filter the events recorded by Sysmon by filtering out records related to previous irrelevant events and selecting records based on the Process ID (PID), focusing on both the parent process responsible for executing the PowerShell command and its child processes. The comparison has been performed comparing the events triggered by the generated command (called retrieved records) to those from the execution profile of the ground truth (called relevant records). The events that appear both when executing the generated code and the ground truth are relevant records retrieved. From these sets of events, we evaluate the precision, recall and F1-score of the generated code, defined as follows:

\[
\text{precision} = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \frac{\#(\text{relevant records retrieved})_i}{\#(\text{retrieved records})_i},
\]

\[
\text{recall} = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \frac{\#(\text{relevant records retrieved})_i}{\#(\text{relevant records})_i},
\]

\[
\text{F1-Score} = 2 \times \frac{\text{precision} \times \text{recall}}{\text{precision} + \text{recall}}
\]

Figure 6 illustrates an example of event analysis: given the ground truth and the generated PowerShell command, we execute them and compare the set of events triggered by each command to measure their overlap. To avoid noise in the analysis due to events that only occur sporadically (e.g., because of non-determinism sources in the system), we identify such events by performing multiple repeated runs of the code and discard non-reproducible events from the analysis. After every command execution, the Windows environment is restored to a clean state, by reloading the virtual machine from a snapshot, to avoid interferences caused by the effect of previous commands.

The results shown in Table 8 outline how all models share an overall precision higher than 90% and an overall recall higher than 80%, likewise, the Execution F1-Score is very similar between the different models and higher than 88%. Thus, although there were differences found in the textual similarity analysis, the generated code closely matches the ground truth in terms of dynamic events.

**RQ3: How good is the generated code in terms of code quality and dynamic behavior?**

The syntactic analysis of the generated code showed that the models are indeed capable of generating high-quality

---

Table 8: Execution analysis results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Precision (%)</th>
<th>Recall (%)</th>
<th>F1-Score (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CodeT5+</td>
<td>97.26</td>
<td>80.94</td>
<td>88.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CodeGPT</td>
<td>91.86</td>
<td>85.23</td>
<td>88.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CodeGen</td>
<td>96.94</td>
<td>80.97</td>
<td>88.24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
PowerShell code. CodeGPT and CodeGen achieve the best results in terms of Single and Comparative Accuracy, along with an amount of Warnings and ParseErrors comparable to the ground truth. The execution analysis revealed that the generated PowerShell code closely replicates the behavior of the ground truth code, generating the same events in the target system. This is indicative of the generated code’s capability of performing the malicious actions described in the NL intents.

4.5 Comparison with Public AI Model

In this study, we conducted a comprehensive evaluation by comparing the performance of our fine-tuned models, CodeT5+, CodeGPT, and CodeGen, with ChatGPT, the OpenAI LLM service widely used for a variety of tasks, including code generation [71]. The purpose was to assess the specialized capabilities of our models in generating PowerShell code for offensive security tasks and to benchmark their performance against a publicly available, closed-source model. We leveraged ChatGPT 3.5, which represents the most recent free version at the time of this work.

To assess the capabilities of the OpenAI model, we first provided a detailed description of the required task, i.e., the generation of PowerShell commands starting from NL descriptions, including an example of input and the desired output. Then, we provided a list of natural language code descriptions and asked ChatGPT to automatically generate the corresponding PowerShell code. Specifically, following works and guidelines on prompt engineering [71, 72], we leveraged the following prompt: I want you to act as a code generator. Given a natural language description of a PowerShell command, generate the corresponding PowerShell code.

Figure 7 shows the results of this analysis. The figure shows that our fine-tuned models consistently outperform ChatGPT across multiple evaluation metrics. Specifically, ChatGPT exhibits a BLEU-4 score of 7.45%, an ED of 33.84%, a METEOR of 22.14%, and a ROUGE-L of 20.61%. In contrast, our fine-tuned models showcase superior overall performance across all output similarity metrics. The tailored training on the specialized fine-tuning dataset, designed specifically for offensive security code generation, results in more accurate code generation, enabling our models to surpass the capabilities of ChatGPT in this particular task. We also analyzed the syntactical quality of the PowerShell code generated by ChatGPT, obtaining a Syntax Single Accuracy of 95.58% and a Syntax Comparative Accuracy of 96.46%. These results underscore the commendable ability of ChatGPT to generate accurate and syntactically correct PowerShell code.

Finally, we extended the execution analysis to ChatGPT, following the same strategies described in Section 4.4, obtaining an overall Execution F1-Score of 82.92%. Despite the strong syntactic performance, ChatGPT remains one step below the fine-tuned models in the qualitative analysis of the generated PowerShell code. The results of this analysis are shown in Figure 8.

Figure 7: Comparison with ChatGPT on output similarity metrics.

Figure 8: Comparison with ChatGPT on static and execution analysis evaluation metrics.
domain-specific fine-tuning and the benefits of training on security-oriented datasets, providing an advantage in generating offensive PowerShell code compared to a general-purpose language model. The results affirm the effectiveness of tailored training data for achieving superior performance in domain-specific tasks.

5 Threats To Validity

Model selection. The external validity of the study might be impacted by the choice of NMT models (CodeT5+, CodeGPT, CodeGen). To mitigate this, we carefully selected models with distinct architectures and capabilities, ensuring a representation of current advancements in the field \[16,73,74\]. This careful selection aims to ensure that our findings reflect broader trends in NMT model performance for code generation tasks.

Evaluation metrics. The reliance on output similarity metrics, although representing the most common solution in the field, poses a potential threat to construct validity, as these metrics may not fully encapsulate the correctness and functional adequacy of the generated PowerShell commands. To address this issue, our evaluation strategy encompasses a comprehensive suite of metrics, including similarity, syntactic, and execution metrics, each offering unique insights into the models’ performance. By considering multiple variants of these metrics and aligning with common practices in code generation evaluation, we aim to provide a well-rounded assessment. No single metric is perfect, but analyzing them collectively allows for a more comprehensive evaluation of the code.

Fine-tuning data. The construction of our dataset, meticulously curated from several sources such as online repositories, Atomic Red Team, Stockpile, and Empire, introduces potential limitations regarding the generalizability of our models’ performance across different offensive security contexts. To minimize the impact of these limitations, we sourced data from diverse origins and conducted manual verification of each sample in the labeled dataset, ensuring the completeness and coherence of descriptions with the intended programs. The diversity in data sources and the thorough verification process aim to diminish the influence of any singular source’s peculiarities and errors in programs or descriptions, thereby enhancing the dataset’s applicability and reliability for training and evaluating AI models in generating offensive PowerShell code. Furthermore, our approach to crafting NL descriptions, inspired by established styles found in PowerShell literature, mirrors real-world scenarios where such descriptions play a critical role in describing PowerShell commands. Finally, regarding the size of our dataset, we notice that it is in line with other state-of-the-art corpora used to fine-tune models, which are in the order of one thousand samples \[52\].

6 Ethical Considerations

Recognizing that attackers use attacks as a weapon, it is important to specify that the goal of the proof-of-concept (POC) is not to cause harm but to surface security weaknesses within the software. Identifying security issues allows companies to patch vulnerabilities and protect themselves against attacks.

Offensive security is a sub-field of security research that tests security measures from an adversary or competitor’s perspective, employing ethical hackers to probe a system for vulnerabilities \[75,76\]. Our work aims to automate attack generation to explore critical vulnerabilities before they are exploited by attackers \[77\]. Indeed, our work simplifies the process of coding the attacks to surface security weaknesses within the software and can provide valuable information about the technical skills, degree of experience, and intent of the attackers. With this information, it is possible to implement measures to detect and prevent attacks \[78\].

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we assessed the feasibility of using NMT models to generate PowerShell code for security contexts. We aimed to demonstrate that AI-based code generators are indeed fit to generate PowerShell code, specifically, offensive PowerShell, which spans several applications in the cybersecurity domain. The evaluation of CodeT5+, CodeGPT, and CodeGen demonstrated that these models achieve significant performance on the code generation task, both with and without pre-training. Moreover, the study showed that domain-specific fine-tuning allows our models to outperform state-of-the-art privately fine-tuned models, i.e., ChatGPT. We also introduced two novel datasets for PowerShell code generation to use for pre-training and fine-tuning AI-code generators.

Future work includes further analysis of the generated code, such as sandbox execution of the offensive scripts, to understand whether the code can evade detection measures, along with more NMT models spanning several architectures and capabilities.
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Abstract

NSEC3 is a proof of non-existence in DNSSEC, which provides an authenticated assertion that a queried resource does not exist in the target domain. NSEC3 consists of alphabetically sorted hashed names before and after the queried hostname. To make dictionary attacks harder, the hash function can be applied in multiple iterations, which however also increases the load on the DNS resolver during the computation of the SHA-1 hashes in NSEC3 records. Concerns about the load created by the computation of NSEC3 records on the DNS resolvers were already considered in the NSEC3 specifications RFC5155 and RFC9276. In February 2024, the potential of NSEC3 to exhaust DNS resolvers’ resources was assigned a CVE-2023-50868, confirming that extra iterations of NSEC3 created substantial load. However, there is no published evaluation of the attack and the impact of the attack on the resolvers was not clarified.

In this work we perform the first evaluation of the NSEC3-encloser attack against DNS resolver implementations and find that the NSEC3-encloser attack can still create a 72x increase in CPU instruction count, despite the victim resolver following RFC5155 recommendations in limiting hash iteration counts. The impact of the attack varies across the different DNS resolvers, but we show that with a sufficient volume of DNS packets the attack can increase CPU load and cause packet loss. We find that at a rate of 150 malicious NSEC3 records per second, depending on the DNS implementation, the loss rate of benign DNS requests varies between 2.7% and 30%. We provide a detailed description and implementation of the NSEC3-encloser attack. We also develop the first analysis how each NSEC3 parameter impacts the load inflicted on the victim resolver during NSEC3-encloser attack.

We make the code of our NSEC3-encloser attack implementation along with the zonefile and the evaluation data available for public use: https://github.com/Goethe-Universitat-Cybersecurity/NSEC3-Encloser-Attack.

1 Introduction

On 13 February 2024 a vulnerability,¹ termed Preparing an NSEC3 closest encloser proof can exhaust CPU resources, was registered as CVE-2023-50868 (short for Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures) in a list of publicly disclosed information security flaws. The description of the CVE says that the processing of responses sent by nameservers authoritative for DNSSEC signed zones can exploit maliciously crafted NSEC3 records to cause CPU exhaustion on a DNSSEC-validating resolver. By flooding the target resolver with queries, an adversary can trigger responses to the target resolver with specially crafted NSEC3 records exploiting this flaw. Computation of those NSEC3 records can significantly impair the resolvers’ performance. In this work, we provide the first analysis of the vulnerability and an evaluation of the attack against popular DNS resolvers. We explain the impact on the resolvers’ implementations using code analysis as well as monitoring of the CPU instruction count and measurements of the latency incurred on requests from benign clients.

Vulnerabilities in proof of non-existence. Domain Name System Security (DNSSEC) RFC4033 – RFC4035 was designed to protect the Domain Name System (DNS) against manipulation attacks by attaching digital signatures to DNS records. The DNS resolvers can use the public keys of the corresponding domains to authenticate the DNS records that they receive in responses. To provide an authenticated proof for resources that do not exist, RFC3845 defined NSEC records, which list the hostname before and the hostname after the requested hostname. The listing of hostnames in NSEC records exposed the domains to zone enumeration attacks, discussed in RFC4470. To mitigate zone enumeration attacks, the IETF standardized NSEC version 3 (NSEC3) in RFC5155. NSEC3 computes hashes over the hostnames and the resulting NSEC3 record lists the hashed names instead of plaintext names. Nevertheless, NSEC3 too was found vulnerable to zone enumeration attacks [3,5,10]. Although the privacy aspects of NSEC3 records were substantially explored, there was no evaluation

¹https://kb.isc.org/docs/cve-2023-50868
of the performance impact of NSEC3 records on DNS resolvers. In this work, we provide the first evaluation of the performance load induced on the resolvers by attacks with specially crafted NSEC3 records, which we dub the NSEC3-encloser attack. Although the potential degradation of performance by NSEC3 records was considered in RFC5155§8.3, there was no evaluation of the impact on performance by attackers and the role of the NSEC3 parameters on the effectiveness of the attack. A recently registered CVE-2023-50868 does not explain the impact of the attack on the resolvers nor provides the evaluation of the attack.

NSEC3-encloser can exhaust CPU and lead to loss. We implement and evaluate an NSEC3-encloser attack that leads to increased CPU instruction counts on the affected resolvers, and also to loss of packets from legitimate clients. In our implementation of the attack, the NSEC3 records use the maximum number of iterations supported by the DNS resolver implementations, which follow the recommendation counts listed in RFC5155. We experimentally observe that using salt in the calculation of hashes in NSEC3 results in a more effective attack than attacks without the salt. The reason is that the salt value creates an additional input block which leads to an increased calculation time since the blocks are processed sequentially. At the same time, the salt value does not substantially increase the resilience to zone enumeration attacks since, in contrast to the traditional uses of the salt in hash computations like for passwords, the hashes are implicitly salted per zone by including the domain name in the computation process. This is also stated in RFC9276, and limits the benefit of using a salt in the first place.

Our contributions can be summarized as follows:

- We develop a tool for automated evaluation of the CVE-2023-50868 attack, expanding on the proof-of-concept in the CVE, and providing an automated setup to generate zones and queries. Our implementation creates multiple NSEC3 configurations setting different values for NSEC3 parameters, including a novel method for maximizing the number of NSEC3 records in DNS responses and varying salt length, all of which allow for testing different aspects of the resolvers’ behavior. We make our tool open-source to facilitate reproduction of our work [6].

- We provide the first evaluation of an attack that exploits NSEC3 records for creating a load on DNS resolvers. In our evaluation, we also analyze the resolvers’ behavior and limits introduced in RFC5155 and explain how the resolvers react to different values of NSEC3 parameters. We find that the salt increases the load on the resolvers by 30%, an aspect which was previously overlooked and not included in either CVE-2023-50868 or the PoC that the CVE made public. Our full fledged and automated attack evaluation allowed to identify the role of salt in increasing the CPU instruction counts on the resolvers. We also explore the limitations of the NSEC3-encloser attack, i.e., the high query rate required to load resolvers and the relatively low impact on traffic loss.

- We perform the first comparison of the NSEC3-encloser attack to other attacks on DNS, and explain the differences in performance and load, as well as in the vulnerabilities in resolvers’ behavior that are exploited.

- We perform measurements of NSEC and NSEC3 configurations on DNSSEC-signed domains and find that 56% of the domains use NSEC which is vulnerable to zone enumeration, while 41% use NSEC3. 77% of those NSEC3 domains use a high number of hash iterations which exposes those domains for abuse to create load on victim resolvers.

Organization. This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we provide an overview of DNSSEC and the proof of non-existence with NSEC and NSEC3. We provide the details of the NSEC3 attack in Section 3. We evaluate the NSEC3 attack in Section 4, demonstrating the role of the parameters in the NSEC3 record on the impact of the attack. We measure real-world DNSSEC and NSEC/3 in Section 5. Finally, we review Related Work in Section 6 and conclude in Section 7.

2 Overview of DNSSEC and NSEC3

The IETF standardized DNSSEC RFC4033 – RFC4035 to enable DNS resolvers to detect if DNS records in responses are manipulated. The DNSSEC specification requires that the records in a zonefile are digitally signed. The zonefile contains DNS records as well as DNSSEC material, most notably DNSKEY, RRSIG, and DS records.

DNSSEC signatures are stored in RRSIG-type DNS records. The public keys used to validate the signatures are sent in DNSKEY-type records. DS records from a parent zone are used to authenticate individual Key Signing Key (KSK) type DNSKEY records in a child zone. This is done to delegate trust from a parent zone public key to a child zone public key. DS records use the same triple (owner name, algorithm, key tag) to identify a subset of candidate DNSKEYs as RRSIGs.

In addition to cryptographically attesting the validity of DNS records, DNSSEC also enables proofs for non-existing records, enabling authenticated denial of existence.

For this, RFC4035 defines Next Secure (NSEC) records for a precomputed denial of existence, that prove that a requested hostname does not exist. Each NSEC record contains a signed pair of consecutive hostnames, sorted canonically. Each query for a hostname not in the zonefile is answered by the name-server with a suitable NSEC record. For instance, a query for a non-existing hostname b.x.org is responded with a signed NSEC record for a pair of existing hostnames sorted canonically before and after the queried hostname: a.x.org and c.x.org. The resolver can then confirm the requested hostname does not exist as the NSEC record attests no domain name exists between a.x.org and c.x.org, proving non-existence of b.x.org. An example of a NSEC record is given below.
Research showed that NSEC was vulnerable to zone enumeration attacks \cite{3, 5, 10}. By enumerating a target zone, an adversary learns the IP addresses of all resources in the target zone. An enumerated list of resources can be exploited for other attacks, such as spam. To mitigate the threat introduced by NSEC records, RFC5155 designed NSEC3: a precomputed denial of existence. The idea of NSEC3 is replacing clear-text hostnames with hashes, which makes zone enumeration from the names significantly harder. The knowledge of the hashed hostname cannot be directly used for zone enumeration since cryptographic hash functions do not allow for the reconstruction of the plaintext hostname through preimage resistance. NSEC3 uses an additional record NSEC3PARAM which contains parameters for the NSEC3 validation, including the hash algorithm, the amount of iterations, and salt parameters. A single NSEC3PARAM record dictates the parameters for the entire set of NSEC3 records. This is needed to ensure that any query for a non-existent hostname maps to an NSEC3 record. The ‘salt’ contains hexadecimal digits and is appended to the domain name to make offline dictionary attacks harder. ‘Iterations’ indicates the number of times the hash function was computed.

The NSEC3 record contains a pair of ordered hashes. According to RFC5155, to create the NSEC3 records, the canonical hostname is hashed once and the resulting hash is rehashed a number of times according to the iteration parameters in the NSEC3PARAM. Upon a query for a non-existent resource, the nameservers should return to the requesting resolvers a signed NSEC3 record that contains two hashes, one before the requested hostname and one after. The resolver can then hash the hostname to ensure the hashed hostname lies between the returned hashes, thereby proving the non-existence. An example of an NSEC3 record is given below.

\[
\begin{array}{|c|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
\text{Domain} & \text{TTL} & \text{RR type} & \text{Next hostname} \\
\hline
\text{x.org} & 700 & \text{NSEC} & \text{a.x.org} \\
\hline
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{|c|c|c|}
\hline
\text{Resource record sets} \\
\hline
\text{NS SDA RRSIG NSEC DNSKEY} \\
\hline
\end{array}
\]

According to RFC5155§7.2, the resolvers require a proof of the closest encloser, which proves that a subdomain of the requested hostname is the closest encloser of that name. The proof consists of up to two NSEC3 records: An NSEC3 record that matches the closest (provable) encloser and an NSEC3 record that covers the “next closer” name to the closest encloser. The first NSEC3 record proves that the encloser exists. The second NSEC3 record proves that the possible closest encloser is the closest, and proves that the queried hostname (and any subdomains between the queried hostname and the closest encloser) does not exist. These NSEC3 RRs are collectively referred to as the “closest encloser proof” RFC5155. An example in RFC5155 describes the closest encloser proof for the nonexistent hostname alpha.beta.gamma.example.. The owner might prove that gamma.example. is the closest encloser. The response contains the NSEC3 record that matches gamma.example., and also contains the NSEC3 record that covers beta.gamma.example. (which is the “next closer” name).

According to the specification in RFC5155 to prove the nonexistence of a hostname in a query, a closest encloser proof and an NSEC3 record covering the (nonexistent) wildcard record at the closest encloser MUST be included in the response. This collection of (up to) three NSEC3 records proves both that the queried hostname does not exist and that a wildcard that could have matched the queried hostname also does not exist; if gamma.example. is the closest provable encloser to the queried hostname, then an NSEC3 record covering * .gamma.example. is included in the authority section of the response.

\section{NSEC3-Encloser Attack}

The NSEC3-encloser attack exploits computational complexity in hash calculation for closest encloser proofs. The idea behind the attack is to set up a malicious zonefile in a valid DNSSEC signed domain, then to cause the victim DNS resolvers to issue DNS queries for a non-existent resource in the domain of the adversary. We design our attack to be fully RFC compliant; both the client requesting resolution from the victim resolver as well as the nameserver containing the malicious zonefile fully conform to all RFC requirements. The goal is to create a zonefile that maximizes both the number of hash calculations and the computation effort per single hash calculation. We construct an attack on NSEC3 instead of NSEC as the former requires hash calculations for the closest encloser proof, which significantly increases computational load compared to NSEC. The core aspect of the NSEC3 attack lies in the construction of the proof of non-existence with NSEC3 records, which should lead to many hash calculations in the victim resolver. The adversary requests a resource that inflicts large complexity for the resolver to prove the closest encloser. In the following, we illustrate the attack concept with exemplary adversarial zonefiles.

\begin{center}
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
\text{Hashed domain} & \text{TTL} & \text{RR type} & \text{Algorithm} \\
\hline
\text{ej23jdn4jnd...} & 700 & \text{NSEC3} & 1 (SHA1) \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{center}

\begin{center}
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
\text{Flags} & \text{Iterations} & \text{Salt} \\
\hline
0 & 150 & 64ccab74... \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{center}

\begin{center}
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
\text{Next hostname} & \text{Resource record sets} \\
\hline
\text{kev7e23jdn...} & \text{NS SDA RRSIG NSEC DNSKEY} \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{center}

RFC9276 defines the best current practice for setting and dealing with NSEC3 parameters, including considerations of Denial of Service (DoS) by Central Processing Unit (CPU) resource exhaustion through NSEC3 hashing. The only hash function standardized for use in NSEC3 records is SHA-1.\footnote{https://www.iana.org/assignments/dnssec-nsec3-parameters/dnssec-nsec3-parameters.xhtml}
The closest encloser, proof that the “next closer” domain does not exist in the zone. The nameserver must provide the NSEC3 record has a hash of 0x111, with a next hash value of 0x222. Since the requested domain hash (0x123) is larger than 0x111 but not equal to 0x222, the requested domain provably does not exist in the zone. The nameserver must provide the NSEC3 record proving that the “next closer” domain (the ancestor of the queried name just below the closest encloser) does not exist. The resolver can confirm that this domain name does not exist by validating that the next hash in the returned NSEC3 record is not the hash of the “next closer” domain. By inference, the queried name cannot exist, too, since the zone does provably not include one of its ancestors.

Finally, the resolver needs to ensure that no wildcard record covers the requested domain. The nameserver thus includes the NSEC3 record next-smaller of where the hash of the wildcard record corresponding to the level of the enclosed domain would be. These proofs may, however, overlap. For example, if the next domain corresponds with the NSEC3 entry for the closest encloser, the nameserver will only send the overlapping entry once, reducing the resulting computational effort in the resolver, thereby weakening the attack.

To force the authoritative nameserver to serve exactly three NSEC3 records to every request for a non-existing domain name and thereby maximize the impact of the attack, we develop a new scheme for NSEC3 records in the zone. The required records are described in the following. Note that $H$ is the NSEC3 hash function used, generally SHA-1.

\[ (1) \ H(ATTACK.\ ER) \ . \ ATTACK.\ ER \text{ with next hash (3)} \]
\[ (2) \ H(NS1.\ ATTACK.\ ER) \ . \ ATTACK.\ ER \]
\[ (3) \ (H(ATTACK.\ ER) + 1) \ . \ ATTACK.\ ER \]
\[ (4) \ (H(*.\ ATTACK.\ ER) - 1) \ . \ ATTACK.\ ER \text{ with next hash (5)} \]
\[ (5) \ (H(*.\ ATTACK.\ ER) + 1) \ . \ ATTACK.\ ER \]

Figure 1: Generated attack zonefile example.
3.2 Maximizing the Impact

Using the above described zonefile as-is only results in three hash computations. However, the impact can be increased, both by adapting the DNS request from client to resolver, and by adapting the malicious zone.

3.2.1 Adapting the request

When a client requests a non-existent domain from the resolver, the resolver needs to conduct the above described checks to attest non-existence of the domain, including the check for the closest encloser. Crucially, the resolver cannot necessarily directly infer the closest encloser from the NSEC3 records. For instance, consider a nested sub-domain A.B.ATTACK.ER. The resolver receives a hash for the closest encloser, but does not directly know if the hash is for A.B.ATTACK.ER, B.ATTACK.ER, or ATTACK.ER. Instead, the resolver has to attempt for each candidate individually whether any of the NSEC3 records in the response proves the existence for the encloser. The algorithm for this is listed in RFC5155. The resolver hashes the query name and matches the resulting hash against each NSEC3 record. If none of the records fit, it has to slice away the next label and try again, repeatedly hashing and matching. Therefore, the workload of the closest encloser proof depends on the number of labels below the closest encloser in the query name and, to a lesser degree, on the number of NSEC3 records in the nameserver response. Maximizing these numbers can incur a significant workload of calculating hashes on the resolver. Note that the maximum number of labels in the request is limited by the maximum request size of 255 bytes in RFC1035.

3.2.2 Adapting the zone

Using NSEC3 parameters in a malicious zonefile, the per-hash overhead can be greatly increased. In the following, we highlight the two NSEC3 parameters that can be manipulated to maximize impact.

3.2.3 Hash iteration count

NSEC3 supports hash iterations to increase computational effort for brute-forcing hash values. Hash iterations require that the hash of a domain name is re-iterated through the respective hash function for a set number of iterations. This mechanism, while improving security through hardening brute-force protection, can be exploited to increase computational load per calculation on the resolver, resulting in a stark increase in the number of hash calculations in the attack. For example, if the resolver needs to calculate three hashes for the three NSEC3 records in the zone, choosing an iteration count of 100 will result in a total of 300 hash calculations.

3.2.4 Adding a salt

Additionally to iterations, NSEC3 also supports protection against rainbow-table attacks [9] through the addition of a salt value to the hash. The salt is added to the plaintext domain name before hashing, which prevents pre-calculation of tables of potential domain names. The salt additionally increases the computational load for hash calculations, as SHA-1 (the only currently supported hash algorithm) exhibits an increase in computation time over longer plaintext inputs. The increase in computation time stems from the underlying blocks that are used as input to the hash functions; with more blocks of plaintext, the hash function takes linearly more time. Notably, when using iterations, the salt is not only added to the first iteration of the hash function but to all subsequent inputs to the function, increasing load for each of the iterations.

Our code-review yields that all investigated resolvers support both the hash iterations and the salting, following RFC specification. An exemplary implementation of the hash function in Unbound DNS resolver is given in code Listing 1.
# Evaluation of the Attack

To practically evaluate the impact of the attack, we deploy the resolvers and a nameserver with the attack zones in a local isolated setup. We send attack queries to the resolvers and measure the impact of the attack under different scenarios. Section 4.1 describes the test setup, Section 4.2 illustrates the influence of different parameters on the impact of the attack, and Section 4.3 delves into comparing the impact of the attack between different resolvers, highlighting differences in implementations that cause different reactions to attack requests. Finally, in Section 4.4, we show that the attack can sufficiently stall resolvers to cause a drop of benign client queries.

## 4.1 Setup

We deploy the five resolvers in Table 2 as Docker containers communicating via a network bridge with our nameserver for the attack requests, and the internet for benign requests. We additionally include the older Bind9 version 9.16.1 in our test environment to compare the impact of the (historic) iteration count limits defined in RFC5155 to the lower limits adopted by the current implementations. To serve the attacker zones, we set up an NSD 4.6.1 authoritative nameserver.

## 3.2.5 Generating the zonefile

To test different zone configurations with differing values for the NSEC3 parameters, we develop a script that automatically generates zonefiles from a singular JSON configuration file. We make the script publicly available to facilitate reproduction of our work [6]. This configuration file used in the script specifies the individual zones, the cryptographic parameters, such as key size and NSEC3 iterations, nameservers, TTL values, and relationship between the zones. The generation script written in Python parses a configuration, generates the defined records, creates all relevant DNSSEC signature and key records, and exports each zone to a file to be hosted by a nameserver implementation.

## Table 1: The limits introduced across resolvers over time.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Resolver</th>
<th>Iteration Limits</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Unbound</td>
<td>Patched version</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.19.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.13.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bind9</td>
<td>9.18.24, 9.19.19</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9.18.24, 9.19.19</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9.17.13</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9.16.48</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9.16.16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PowerDNS</td>
<td>5.0.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5.0.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4.5.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knot</td>
<td>5.7.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5.7.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5.3.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Resolver versions and iterations limits in the test setup.

Thus the maximum attack impact can be achieved by querying the resolver with a deeply nested sub-domain, configure the nameserver to always deliver all three NSEC3 records, and using both the maximum number of iterations allowed by the resolver, and the longest possible salt length of 255 byte.

---

The code snippet shows how the NSEC3 iterations are performed. The hash is calculated and written into the result. Then, a for-loop is entered which continuously writes the result of the previous hash calculation into a clear buffer, adds the salt and calculates the hash again, as long as the iteration count is below the limit. The code-example shows that Unbound, like all investigated resolvers, conforms to the specification in iterating the hash and adding the salt in each iteration.

**Practical limits to iterations.** The standard provides recommendations to the number of iterations a resolver may allow on a given NSEC3 record. We find from code review that these values are observed only in some resolvers; a subset of resolvers do not enforce these limits, while other resolvers set stricter limits in their standard configuration. This is not surprising, as RFC9276 encourages resolvers to choose their own limits to a value they seem adequate for current deployments. A detailed overview of enforced iteration limits in different resolver versions is presented in Table 1.

**Practical limits to salt length.** Generally, a longer salt value allows for longer calculation time of a given hash. However, the maximum length of the salt is limited by the available space of the salt field in the NSEC3PARAM record, only allowing up to 255 bytes of data for the salt. We find from code review that all resolvers allow this maximum salt length, with no resolver enforcing stricter length limits.
network which serves the generated zonefiles. This ensures that we accurately measure the attack impact on the resolvers, since the per-query overhead introduced by the authoritative nameserver is negligible. The nameserver is not reachable from the internet.

We generate and include zonefiles for different combinations of parameters in NSD for each test, each having a unique identifier as part of the domain name. The zones are generated as child zones \texttt{EX\textunderscore ii.NSEC3.EXAMPLE.ORG} to a parent zone \texttt{NSEC3.EXAMPLE.ORG}, where \texttt{ii} is the two-digit zone identifier. It is unrealistic that an attacker can control zones at the domain tree root or some top-level domain, but since the impact of the attack depends on the length of the zone domain name, we select the reasonable-length domain name \texttt{NSEC3.EXAMPLE.ORG}. The parent zone contains signed DS records with the digest of the child zone KSK’s, i.e., the zone has a complete and valid DNSSEC configuration and follows RFC specification.

Since the wire-format of the child zone domain is 24 bytes (including the root label), there remain 231 bytes for additional labels in an attacker query QNAME. We use a randomly chosen 4-byte label as the non-existent subdomain for the attack to prevent the resolver from answering queries from the caches. This effectively leaves 226 bytes for additional labels. Hence, the attack query names to the resolvers have the following format, resulting in 115 sub-labels:

\[(A.)^{113}.abcd.EX\textunderscore ii.NSEC3.EXAMPLE.ORG\]

Each resolver is configured to query the local NSD authoritative nameserver for any queries to \texttt{NSEC3.EXAMPLE.ORG} with the zone’s keys added to the set of trusted keys of the resolvers. Furthermore, the resolvers have DNSSEC validation enabled and are run single threaded.

Our test setup is running Ubuntu 22.04 with a 12th Gen Intel® Core™ i7-1280P CPU at 4.8GHz.

### 4.2 Comparison of Attack Parameters

To compare the impact of the attack parameters, we execute the resolvers in a controlled environment and measure the attacker-induced CPU load for different rates of attacker queries per second and different parameter configurations. In our analysis, we identify how specific values for configurable parameters influence the CPU exhaustion impact on the resolvers, illustrating how to maximize attack impact as well as giving a numerical basis to choose appropriate limits for attack mitigations.

Our analysis includes key sizes, the number of NSEC3 iterations, and the length of the NSEC3 hash, influenced over the salt length. Each test case includes an incremental increase of the rate of attacker requests on the resolver to illustrate resolver behavior both under small scale and heavy attack.

We conduct multiple tests to find the ideal rate for increasing the attack rate and the maximum rate of attack in the experiments. We find increasing the attack rate too quickly does not allow to distinguish the impact of a specific rate from natural fluctuations in CPU load resulting from CPU scheduling, while increasing it too slow wastes measurement time. Following our evaluation, we find increasing the attack rate every 3s as a suitable compromise. To identify a suitable maximum attack rate for the experiment, we continuously increase the rate of attack until we see artifacts caused from the experiment hardware struggling to keep up with sending enough requests to the nameserver. We find a value of 150 requests per second as a suitable maximum value were we did not observe any kernel- or hardware-induced artifacts in our measurement. A value of 150 requests per second is sufficient to cause 100% CPU load in all investigated resolvers. Finally, we choose to increase the attack rate with a delta of 10/3s to cause a observable difference between measurement steps, while also keeping the measurement fine-grained enough to see detailed effects at different steps.

For Bind9.16.1, which poses no strict NSEC3 iteration limit and therefore enables a much higher attack impact per request, we reduce the attack rate to enable similar fine-grained insights. We identify an attack rate delta of 0.5/s and an upper bound of 7.5/s suitable for our setup.

In our experiments, we find that the impact of different parameters is similar between the investigated resolvers. We will thus in the following section focus on the parameter impact on Unbound 1.17.1 and Bind9.16.1. The differences between resolvers will be discussed in Section 4.3.
4.2.1 Key Size

While no NSEC3 parameter per se, the key size influences the maximum allowed number of NSEC3 iterations as defined in RFC5155. We do not expect that the key size has a significant impact on the induced CPU work load since the load stems from the high number of hash calculations and not signature validation. Nevertheless, we evaluate whether this assumption holds for the tested resolvers. For this test, we fix the NSEC3 iterations at 150 and the salt length to 0 and compare the three different supported RSA key sizes of 1024, 2048, and 4096. The results are plotted in Figure 2. As expected, there is no significant deviation between the three curves in CPU load. Hence, for the subsequent tests, we use the key size 4096 as it allows for a much larger range of NSEC3 iteration values.

4.2.2 NSEC3 Iterations

For Unbound, we evaluate different NSEC3 iteration counts ranging between 0 and 165 in Figure 3a. We observe a clear correlation between higher iteration counts and larger induced workload which approaches a linear distribution as the attack query rate increases. The exception is 165 iterations which shows loads well below all other measurements. Nevertheless, we evaluate whether this assumption holds for the tested resolvers. For this test, we fix the NSEC3 iterations at 150 and the salt length to 0 and compare the three different supported RSA key sizes of 1024, 2048, and 4096. The results are plotted in Figure 2. As expected, there is no significant deviation between the three curves in CPU load. Hence, for the subsequent tests, we use the key size 4096 as it allows for a much larger range of NSEC3 iteration values.

In the case of Bind9.16.1, no limits are enforced for the iteration values. As evident in Figure 3b, this allows us to query zones with iteration counts well above the 150 limit of all other tested resolvers. More significantly, we can use values above the 2500 iteration limit of RFC5155 which illustrates a significant vulnerability in this version of the resolver. At attack rates as low as 7.5 queries per second, we are able to max out the CPU load at 100% for this iteration limit. But, even for the standardized 2500 iterations, there is a significant load on the resolver, reaching up to 90% at an attack rate of 7.5/s. Thus, higher iteration counts can significantly increase the impact of the attack on resolvers.

4.2.3 NSEC3 Salt Length

Next, we compare different salt lengths in Figure 4. In this test, we use a key size of 4096 and set the NSEC3 iterations to the most impactful RFC5155-conform value of 150 for Unbound and 2500 for Bind9.16.1, respectively. For Unbound, we measure an increase of CPU load by approximately one third and for Bind9.16.1 by about one half when increasing the length of the salt from 0 to 255, with the load of the intermediate values distributed uniformly in-between. This is to be expected from the way the NSEC3 hashes are calculated. Since the salt is appended to the hashed domain/digest at each iteration, the additional workload of longer inputs to the hash function applies to every iteration of the hash function. SHA-1 is a Merkle-Damgård hash function, hence, the calculation overhead grows roughly linearly with the number of blocks the hash function is calculated on. With a block size of 512 bit, every 64 bytes added to the hash function input require
one more calculation of the SHA-1 hash function to compute the digest. Thus, a longer salt multiplies the total load on the resolver for each NSEC3 hash calculation by the number of blocks added through the concatenation of the salt to the digest per hash function execution. Overall, the increased load causes the CPU load to max out at 100% for Unbound at an attack rate of 110/s and Bind9.16.1 for a salt length of 255 bytes.

4.3 Comparison of Resolvers

In this section, we compare the CPU load of the resolvers under the most effective parameter choices. Since the high iteration limit in Bind9.16.1 represents a special case, we limit the comparative analysis to the resolvers with an iteration limit of 150: Bind9.18.12, Unbound 1.17.1, PowerDNS 4.8.2, and Knot 5.6.0. As in the previous section, we execute an attack with an incrementally increasing attack rate of up to 150/s and measure the induced CPU load. We fix the zone NSEC3 iterations at 150 and repeat the test with salt lengths 0 and 255. The test results are illustrated in Figure 5.

4.3.1 Salt Length 0

Figure 5a plots the CPU rates of all resolvers with a salt length of 0. We can observe a clear differentiation of loads between the resolvers with only Bind9.18.12 and PowerDNS reaching the 100% CPU limit before the attack rate is maxed out, at 110 and 150 packets per second, respectively. Furthermore, we observe that Bind9.18.12 remains at 100% CPU activity for 2 more seconds after the attack has concluded, indicating that the resolver is falling behind processing the queries in real time. Notably, Knot is able to process the attack queries more effectively, only reaching a workload of up to 50% during the test.

4.3.2 Salt Length 255

For the test case with the 255 byte salt, we illustrate the measured CPU load in Figure 5b. In this scenario, all resolvers max out at 100% CPU load before the limit of 150 attack queries per second is reached. Bind9.18.12 reaches full load at 80/s, PowerDNS at 110/s, Unbound at 130/s, and Knot at 140/s. This confirms that the NSEC3 salt has a significant effect on the impact of the attack on all resolvers, roughly increasing the load by a third and — in the case of Knot — up to one half. Once more, we observe continuing CPU load after the attack has concluded, this time for all resolvers. The time of continued stalling correlates with how early in the attack the full CPU load is reached because, once rates continue to rise above the rate at which the CPU is at 100%, the resolver is unable to process the queries at the same rate as there are new incoming queries. Bind9.18.12 continues processing queries until after the measurement has concluded.

We can thus confirm that all examined resolvers are vulnerable to the attack. Knot generally performs best when stressed under the resource exhaustion attack for both attack configurations, while Bind9.18.12 shows the greatest vulnerability to the attack in terms of CPU load. In general, the effectiveness of the attack scales linearly with the attack query rate per second.

4.4 Effect on Benign Clients

Having established that high query rates are required for achieving high CPU load on the resolvers, the question remains whether the attack can be used to sufficiently stall the resolvers such that they fail to answer benign client queries. We evaluate this by continuously sending client queries at a rate of 10/s to the resolvers while simultaneously attacking the resolver with the NSEC3-encloser attack. The clients query unique uncached records from the resolvers and log whether they receive a reply. After 5s, we consider a client request timed out, i.e., too old to be of value to the client and

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Resolver</th>
<th>Attack Rate</th>
<th>Total Loss Rate</th>
<th>Adjusted Loss Rate*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bind9.18.12</td>
<td>150/s</td>
<td>5.10%</td>
<td>7.01%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bind9.18.12</td>
<td>110/s</td>
<td>16.42%</td>
<td>22.99%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unbound</td>
<td>150/s</td>
<td>24.75%</td>
<td>34.66%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PowerDNS</td>
<td>150/s</td>
<td>1.97%</td>
<td>2.76%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PowerDNS</td>
<td>120/s</td>
<td>5.62%</td>
<td>7.87%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knot</td>
<td>150/s</td>
<td>12.87%</td>
<td>18.01%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(*Total loss rate relative to the attack duration)

Table 3: Measured client request loss rate with an attack rate of 150/s over 40s, 150 iterations, and 255 byte salt.
therefore lost. This is in line with the timeouts used by dig and glibc. Figure 6 shows the results for all tested resolvers, Table 3 lists the measured client loss rates.

We measure the resolvers at attack rates of up to 150/s, starting the attack 10s into the test and executing it for 40s. For both Unbound (Figure 6a) and Knot (Figure 6b), we achieve adjusted loss rates — the total loss rate during the entire test relative to the attack time — of 34.66% and 18.01%, respectively. For Bind9.18.12, 150/s is well above the attack rate at which CPU utilization reaches 100%, hence, the high number of stalled NSEC3 validations tend rapidly exhaust kernel and hardware resources and interfere with the measurement results yielding an adjusted loss rate of 7.01%. Bind9.18.12 reaches a peak adjusted loss rate of 22.99% at the rate of 110/s (Figure 6c). Similarly, PowerDNS, when attacked at 150/s, reaches a point where there are too many stalled attacker queries leading to lower loss rates in our setup. The evaluated peak rate for PowerDNS is 120/s where we measure a loss of up to 7.87% of queries at 100% CPU utilization (Figure 6d).

The results show that, even with full CPU exhaustion, the attack achieves no full client query loss, i.e., no comprehensive DoS. The key limitation of the attack is that every individual attacker query only causes a relatively minor load on the resolver, leaving ample opportunities to process and reply to client queries in-between the attacker-induced stalling periods.

We measure the number of instructions of all resolvers for 2000 queries over a span of 40s for uncached benign queries and attack queries. In their blog post, the developers from the Internet Systems Consortium (ISC) mention that the discovery of the NSEC3-encloser attack enables scaling the attack to 125 times as previously thought possible. In theory, the overhead of one attack query is made up of some constant portion (e.g., for querying the authoritative nameserver and verifying the signatures) and the hash calculation. The latter is dependent on the number of iterations, multiplied by the number of enclosed labels in the request (up to 125), roughly multiplied again by the hash operations incurred by hashing the digest plus salt (up to 4 additional hash blocks leading to a factor of approximately 3–5). This leads to an increase of instructions by a factor of up to 125 · 5 = 625 compared to a single query with a high NSEC3 iteration count and no additional labels/salt. In practice, hash operations are relatively cheap in terms of instructions, especially compared to asymmetric cryptography. Hence, compared to an uncached benign query, which incurs considerable overhead through recursive querying of nameservers, retrieving keys, and validating signatures, we measure an increase of instructions by a factor of 72 for Unbound, 41 for Bind9.18.12, 33 for PowerDNS, and 13 for Knot. The high factor for Unbound is mostly due to the low number of instructions for the benign queries, which is on average 65% lower compared to the other resolvers.

---

1https://linux.die.net/man/1/dig
2https://linux.die.net/man/5/resolv.conf
4.5 Comparison to PoC in CVE-2023-50868

Following our evaluation, we also look into CVE-2023-50868, which made the NSEC3 vulnerability public and contains a Proof of Concept (PoC) implementation of the attack.

To the best of our knowledge, neither the CVE-2023-50868, nor related blog posts contain any detailed evaluations of the impact of the attack on different resolvers. We contribute this evaluation, showing that resolvers differ in their vulnerability to the attack. For example, we find that Unbound is more vulnerable to the attack due to its internal scheduling of NSEC3 compared to e.g., PowerDNS.

We further identify the impact of different NSEC3 parameters on the severity of the attack. The PoC correctly identifies that maximizing the iteration count greatly improves the impact on resolvers, which we confirm in our evaluations. However, the PoC lacks utilization of a salt value, which we show to also substantially increase the attack impact. Since salts extend the length of the hash-function input, they increase the required computation in every iteration of the hash, significantly increasing effort for the resolver.

We experimentally demonstrate that a query rate in the low hundreds is sufficient to exhaust a single CPU core on unmitigated, open-source resolver implementations at varying degrees. Using the attack, we were not able to achieve full DoS on any resolver. Our findings illustrate that the attack is not as powerful in stalling resolvers as other attacks, such as KeyTrap [7] and find that this is mainly due to the linear scaling of the workload induced relative to the attacker queries, compared to a quadratic increase in load for KeyTrap. However, an attacker can still use the NSEC3 to inflict harm on resolvers and achieve a degradation of service for benign clients using the victim resolver.

5 Measurements of Signed Domains

RFC9276 raises the best practice of omitting the use of both hash iterations and salts. We measured how NSEC3 is used in zones on the Internet and investigate their NSEC3 parameter configurations. To shed a light on how domains conform to RFC9276 and whether they use NSEC3 parameters which are suitable to be exploited in an attack, we next quantify how many domains on the Internet use NSEC3 and which parameter configurations they employ. During the week following 2024-03-10, we queried the nameservers of the Tranco Top1M domains to determine the number of signed zones.

98.15% of the signed domains. We find 66339 (6.63%) of the Tranco Top1M domains to be signed. Out of these, 27761 (41.85%) use NSEC3 while 37354 (56.31%) use NSEC in its first version. 21522 (77.53%) of the domains using NSEC3 send records with an iterations count field value higher than 0, with a median of 5 iterations and a maximum of 500 iterations, while 21248 (76.54%) of the domains utilizing NSEC3 employ a salt. Where employed, the median salt length is 8 bytes and the maximum we find in our dataset is 64 bytes. We show the share of zones with salt lengths and iteration counts greater or equal to the respective value on the x-axis in Figure 7. The combination of both parameters, which imposes the highest NSEC3 hashing burden on resolvers is 500 iterations with a salt of 16 bytes length. According to the results of our evaluations, these domains can impose substantial load on the resolvers even with benign responses. Such domains could potentially be abused by adversaries to degrade the service of a vulnerable resolver by employing a moderate volume of malicious queries per second.

6 Related Work

DNS has a long history of Denial of Service (DoS) attacks which exploit different aspects of the DNS protocol to launch attacks against the DNS servers [1, 2, 4, 11]. Many of the attacks exploit a lack of limits on the functionalities performed by the DNS servers. For instance, [4] create a chain of CNAME records and force DNS resolvers to perform deep name resolutions, hence overloading the target victim authoritative nameserver with requests and achieving an amplification of 8.51. NXNSAttack [1] exploited a vulnerability that generated a flood of queries between the recursive resolver and the authoritative server creating a load on them both.
was vulnerable to a new class of attacks that can exhaust DNSSEC. Their work showed that DNSSEC was first introduced by [7].

Their findings include an attack exploiting hash computations over the DS hash that connects a parent zone to a child zone. Specifically, in their attack, they include a large amount of DS hash records in the parent zone and point them to a single entry in the child-zone with a specific key-tag value. Exploiting colliding key-tags, they achieve quadratic complexity in hash computations, requiring the resolver to try each DS record in the parent zone against each DNSKEY in the child-zone. This computational effort allows for a DoS of the resolver. The NSEC3-encloser attack that we study in this work differs significantly in its single-request impact from the attacks described in [7]. Comparing to the KeyTrap attack, the NSEC3-encloser attack inflicts a modest 72x increase in CPU instruction count, while KeyTrap increases CPU instructions by a factor of 2000000x.

Thus, with KeyTrap, a single attacker is able to DoS a resolver for an extended period of time, whereas with NSEC3, a large attack traffic volume is necessary, consisting of hundreds of DNS requests per second to exhaust the CPU of a victim resolver. This is expected, as KeyTrap exploits computationally heavy public key cryptography, while NSEC3 only uses hash calculations, which require less CPU resources. However, while requiring more traffic, the NSEC3 attack can still harm DNS resolvers, as it can create a heavy load on the attacked resolver and therefore lead to substantial degradation of service.

Our work is also related to downgrade attacks against DNSSEC [8]. The DNSSEC downgrade attacks however focus on disabling DNSSEC validation but do not have adverse effects on the availability of the victim resolvers.

7 Conclusions

We perform extensive evaluations of NSEC3-encloser attack and find that it can create a 72x increase in CPU instruction count on victim DNS resolvers. This is much less than the recently disclosed KeyTrap attack, which creates a factor of 2000000 increase in CPU instructions count. Our experimental evaluation shows that even the improved implementation of the NSEC3-encloser attack that we developed creates a relatively minor packet loss (between 2.7% and 30% depending on the resolver implementation), yet requires a high traffic volume from an adversary and can be easily detected. Therefore we do not expect to see such attacks in the wild. Nevertheless, our study shows that NSEC3-encloser attack points to a potential problem in the resolvers, that was also raised by the NSEC standard specification. In this work, we explore the practical aspects of NSEC across DNS resolver implementations.

We experimentally analyze the role of the different parameters in NSEC3 on the load created on the resolvers and show how to adjust the parameters to optimize the impact of the attack. Although the increase in CPU instruction set is lower than previous attacks on DNS, such as KeyTrap or NRDelegation, using about a hundred packets per second, the adversary can still create a sufficient load on the resolvers, eventually leading to packet loss. The load is created by the iterative application of the hash in NSEC3, and is further exacerbated by the application of salt to the computation of the hash. Multiple hash iterations with salt make zone enumeration attacks more difficult, requiring more resources from the attackers.

Such records can be exploited to exhaust resources on victim resolvers, as we experimentally demonstrate in this work. The effect of resource exhaustion may become even more severe with the new proposal NSEC5 which uses public key operations [12]. Our research essentially shows that there is a tradeoff between the privacy and the load on DNS resolvers, which can be exploited for attacks. This tradeoff is also aligned with the question raised by RFC9276: do the increased performance costs justify applying additional hash operations?

As RFC9276 points out, most of the names published in DNS are typically public and are rarely secret or unpredictable. RFC9276: “They are published to be memorable, used and consumed by humans. They are often recorded in many other network logs such as email logs, certificate transparency logs, web page links, intrusion-detection systems, malware scanners, email archives, etc. Many times a simple dictionary of commonly used domain names prefixes (www, mail, imap, login, database, etc.) can be used to quickly reveal a large number of labels within a zone.”

The fundamental question of the tradeoff between privacy of the resources in the DNS zones vs load on the DNS re-
solvers poses an important decision that the research and operational community need to take.
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Abstract

SMS-timing-based location inference attacks leverage timing side channels to ascertain a target’s location. Prior work has primarily relied on a single-sender approach, employing only one SMS attacker from a specific location to infer the victim’s whereabouts. However, this method exhibits several drawbacks. In this research, we systematically enumerate the limitations of the single-sender approach, which prompted us to explore a multi-sender strategy. Our investigation delves into the feasibility of an attacker employing multiple SMS senders towards a victim to address these limitations and introduces novel features to bolster prediction accuracy. Through exhaustive experimentation, we demonstrate that strategically positioned multiple SMS senders significantly enhance the location-inference accuracy, achieving a 142% improvement for four distinct classes of potential victim locations. This work further highlights the need to develop mitigations against SMS-timing-based location inference attacks.

1 Introduction

SMS (Short Message Service) has emerged as a key vector in numerous cyber-attacks due to its widespread use for purposes such as two-factor authentication [21], identity verification [24, 25], and emergency alerts [24, 25]. Its prevalence, reliability, and global reach have made it a favored medium for malicious activities. Smishing attacks, for example, leverage SMS to distribute links that direct victims to phishing sites, aiming to steal sensitive information [14]. The Flubot virus utilized SMS links to spread trojan apps that compromised banking credentials, personal data, and disabled security features [9]. Beyond these, SMS has been exploited for spamming [8] and to propagate malware such as Simjacker and WIBAttack, which embed malicious commands within binary SMS messages [4, 28].

Most recently, a novel approach to ascertain the location of recipients was demonstrated in [6], utilizing the timing of silent SMS messages in conjunction with machine-learning techniques. This strategy exploits the delivery reports generated upon SMS reception as a timing attack vector for the sender. Rigorous experimentation across various countries, telecommunications operators, and a range of devices demonstrated that an attacker could deduce a recipient’s location by analyzing timing data from typical receiver locations. Although this method introduces an innovative side channel for localizing mobile users, it encounters notable limitations. Most importantly, there is a significant probability that the attack originating from a single source/mobile device can be detected and potentially be blocked by the victim’s service providers. This is more apparent when the attack requires a substantial amount of SMS transmissions to collect the necessary data. Additionally, as the number of possible victim locations increases, the method’s accuracy in predicting locations degrades due to the finite entropy available from single attacker-victim channel timing reports. As a result, there are classifications in which machine learning can perform poorly.

To tackle the above-mentioned limitations associated with single-sender-based SMS location inference attacks, this paper focuses on the following key research questions. The primary question we explore is whether using multiple coordinated SMS senders can improve the accuracy of localization predictions. We hypothesize that using senders from different locations could create unique timing side-channels which, when combined, could lead to more accurate classifications. This multi-sender approach can improve the prediction accuracy, especially as the number of potential victim locations increases. Additionally, using multiple SMS senders spread out geographically could also make the attack more resilient against being blocked, as the victim’s service provider now has to identify and block several senders. Optimizing the timing and pattern of SMS
solving could further reduce the likelihood of the attack being detected. Finally, we hypothesize that the attacker can collect a significantly smaller amount of data to conduct this attack efficiently, without compromising the model’s accuracy. Consequently, the adversary can save resources, as well as measurement collection and training time.

Motivated by the above hypothesis, in this paper, we make the following contributions:

- We identify limitations of single-sender SMS-timing-based location inference attacks and conceive multi(s)ender SMS-timing-based location inference attack in cellular networks. To establish a baseline for comparison with our multi-sender approach, we reproduced the single SMS sender-based localization attack described in prior work [6]. Interestingly, our data analysis highlights certain limitations inherent in the single-sender approach which serve as a crucial motivation for the development of our multi-sender approach.

- Through rigorous experimentation, we demonstrate the enhanced capability of multiple SMS senders, strategically placed across different locations, to coordinate and significantly improve the accuracy in determining a victim’s location. Our experiments reveal that the multi-sender MMS approach can reach up to 142% accuracy improvement for four classes. This further emphasizes that the effectiveness of the multi-sender attack strategy improves with an increasing number of potential victim locations, thereby overcoming a significant limitation of the single-sender approach.

- We highlight two substantial improvements and insights: (1) From the distinct timing side-channels generated by the multi-sender setup, we identify and introduce new features that are instrumental in boosting the prediction accuracy: the statistical mean, median, and standard deviation of the senders’ delivery time measurements, allowing us to effectively fuse the timings from multiple senders to improve the accuracy even further. (2) We investigate the required sample sizes for location inference attacks and demonstrate that already a few hundred SMS can yield strong results without the need for thousands of collected messages.

2 Background and Motivation

In this section, we provide the technical background for SMS delivery processes and then delve into the concept of SMS-timing-based Location Inference Attacks. We subsequently outline its limitations, which serves as the foundation for our research presented in this paper.

2.1 Overview on SMS Process

Short Message Service (SMS) is an inherent component of the cellular infrastructure and universally accessible across all network generations from 2G to 5G [1–3, 11]. Figure 1 briefly outlines the SMS delivery process involving the originator (sender), Short Message Service Center (SMSC), and the recipient (receiver).

The process begins with the message submission (Step 1) by the originator, who composes the message and sends it to the SMSC. Upon receiving the SMS, the SMSC performs the necessary network and validation checks and then forwards the SMS to the intended recipient. The SMSC ensures that the message reaches the recipient (Step 2), even if it means storing it temporarily, in case the recipient is unavailable immediately. Additionally, the originators have been informed by now that the submitted message was actually sent.

Next, once the recipient receives the message, the involved device sends the delivery report back to the SMSC. The report confirms that the message has been successfully delivered to the recipient’s device (Step 3). Finally, the report is sent to the originator via the SMSC, called the submission report (Step 4). This report ultimately confirms that the message was sent and delivered to the recipient successfully.

2.2 SMS-timing-based Location Inference

In an SMS-timing-based Location Inference attack, an attacker is interested in learning the current physical location of a specific victim by sending them (silent) SMSes. The attack builds upon the time elapsed between sending the SMS and the SMS being delivered to the victim and is conducted in two phases.

In the first phase (fingerprint generation), the attacker repeatedly sends SMSes to the victim while knowing their respective locations and measures the time it takes to deliver the SMS messages. By analyzing the resulting delivery timings and their distributions, the attacker is able to determine a unique fingerprint for each of the locations the victim has visited.
In the second phase (location inference), the attacker sends new SMS messages to the victim without knowing their current location, measures the time it takes to deliver them, and then classifies the collected timings by comparing them to the previously obtained fingerprints. Thus, the attacker can determine and re-identify the victim’s location out of a set of known locations.

2.3 Limitations and Motivation

When the SMS-timing-based Location Inference Attack is carried out from a single sender at a fixed location, it has several drawbacks. In particular, the success and performance of the attack depend heavily on the specifics of the chosen location and its mobile network connection, such as the distance to the base station. The quality and reliability of the connection, along with the robustness of the collected data, may also vary depending on circumstances specific to the location, such as fluctuating numbers of people and concurrent mobile network connections throughout the day or week.

Another drawback is that during the initial phase of the attack (fingerprint generation), the attacker engages in non-standard behavior as a mobile network subscriber. Consequently, there is a risk that the adversary may be perceived as suspicious by the network operator and potentially be blocked, particularly if only a single static location is utilized.

From an organizational perspective, the attack outlined in [6] encompasses analyses at various levels of granularity, and a broad range of locations, from regional to worldwide attacks. However, the study lacks a thorough analysis of the sample size impact regarding the classification accuracy. This limitation implies that the attack requires additional evaluation.

Hence, we recognize the necessity for a more systematic evaluation of factors that could impact the SMS-timing-based Location Inference Attack’s performance. This entails varying the adversary’s location, systematically assessing the attack’s performance with different receiving devices at the same locations, conducting repeated evaluations with varying sample sizes, and expanding the attack to encompass attackers operating from multiple vantage points simultaneously.

3 Multi-Sender Location Inference

3.1 Threat Model

We consider an attacker whose primary goal is to determine the presence of a victim’s mobile device within a specific geographic area, without the intention to track the victim’s exact movements.

The attacker is presumed to possess the victim’s mobile number, enabling them to initiate various forms of SMS communications, including personal messages, undirected mass messages such as marketing advertisements, and notably, silent SMSes which the victim’s device acknowledges without alerting the user. It is assumed that the attacker has access to an arbitrary number of smartphone devices, SIM cards, mobile numbers, and subscription plans. Furthermore, the attacker can deploy multiple sender devices in different geographical areas to collect data from the victim receivers simultaneously and combine them for location extraction. The adversary is assumed to possess the capability to utilize network services as a conventional user: leveraging several SIM cards, having the ability to send messages to any subscriber with a valid number, and maintaining a normal connection for the transmission of text messages and receipt of delivery notifications.

We emphasize that the attacker does not require physical access to the victim’s mobile device, USIM cards, or any network infrastructure, nor do they seek to obtain or modify sensitive victim data such as cryptographic keys.

3.2 Attack Concept

The foundation of the multi-sender approach rests on the observation that fingerprints generated from the SMS exchanges between a single sender (attacker) location and a receiver can be limited in their effectiveness for accurate location classification. This limitation becomes particularly pronounced in complex environments, such as certain German locations in [6], where the variability and granularity of the urban landscape can dilute the distinctiveness of timing fingerprints.

To address these challenges, this work pioneers the integration of multiple attacker locations into the analysis framework. By orchestrating SMS exchanges from various (unique) attacker positions to the receiver, a richer and more nuanced dataset emerges. Each unique pairing of attacker and receiver locations contributes a distinct timing fingerprint to the dataset. These timing fingerprints, when aggregated, undergo further processing to distill additional dataset features, thereby forging more robust and comprehensive fingerprints. This enriched dataset plays a crucial role in enhancing the efficacy of machine-learning models during both the training and prediction phases.

For conducting a multi-sender location inference attack, we essentially replicate the attack methodology presented in [6] and simultaneously execute it from multiple locations. Consistent with previous work, the attack comprises two phases: fingerprint generation and location inference, but both are conducted from multiple sender locations. Basically, multiple instances of the
Figure 2: Multiple attackers in different locations establish SMS streams to send silent messages to the victim in various locations and receive delivery reports. This is possible even with distinct network providers.

single-sender location inference attack are executed in parallel.

Multi-Sender Setup. To gather data from multiple vantage locations and eventually enhance the accuracy of the location identification attack, the attacker deploys the setup at various geographical locations. Intuitively, by employing more attacking locations that are diverse, an adversary could generate more precise receiver location fingerprints. This distributed approach allows the attacker to collect measurements of the victim’s location from different “angles”, increasing the robustness and reliability of the subsequent analysis.

Attacking Process. The attacker, situated in multiple locations, initiates the process by sending a barrage of silent SMS messages to the victim. The victim, unknowingly participating in this scheme, moves across different locations at different times. The silent nature of these messages means that the receiver’s device does not notify the victim of the incoming SMS, thus keeping the process clandestine. Each time a message is received, the victim’s device automatically generates and sends back delivery reports as part of its standard operating procedure. These reports, unbeknownst to the victim, reveal valuable information for the attacker, notably the sent and delivered times. By analyzing the time discrepancies between when a message was sent and when the delivery report was received, the attacker can infer certain aspects of the victim’s location.

Since this procedure is repeated multiple times in the multi-sender attack, it accumulates a substantial dataset of measurements. The attacker categorizes the measurements based on the victim’s known locations during the attack, forming distinct datasets for each location. These datasets are then aggregated and analyzed to predict the victim’s location in the future. According to Figure 2, the attacker creates several SMS streams, which could be established with different operators since the attacker can operate from different countries. The victim may also move to different countries and sends back the delivery reports to the corresponding SMS.

In the prediction stage, the attacker collects fresh measurements from the current location of the victim in the same fashion. These measurements serve as input for a machine-learning model that has been trained on the previously collected data, representing potential locations of the victim. Then, the model processes this input and outputs a prediction of the victim’s current location.

4 Experimental Validation

In this section, we detail our experimental validation of the SMS-timing-based location inference attack with multiple senders and report on our setup for data collection, processing, and evaluation.

4.1 Data Collection Setup

At the core of the attacker’s setup is the use of typical computer devices equipped with a smartphone running Android Debug Bridge (ADB). ADB allows for a wide range of communication with a connected device, in this case, to transmit silent SMS messages and record the sent and delivered timestamps. As in [6], the SMS transmission and recording of the timing metrics is conducted by an Android application, which also stores results for further processing. Controlling the application via ADB allows us to automate this process since it should be repeated multiple times to collect a sufficient number of timing metrics. This process also happens stealthily, without altering the victim, since the attacker utilizes silent SMSs which are accepted by the network operator. Moreover, the attacker’s equipment includes a SIM card, granting access to the cellular network.

Adhering to the aforementioned attacking concepts, over a period of 12 weeks, we repeatedly send SMS messages between smartphones in different locations in Germany and the Netherlands. We do not consider locations that are very far apart, as they are easier for an attacker to identify [6]. We use three smartphones, each placed in a fixed location that remains unchanged during the experiments, to send messages to four phones whose positions are periodically rotated. For sending SMS messages, we use two locations in Germany and one in the Netherlands. The receiving phones are placed in five different locations in Germany and three in the Netherlands (including the locations of the sending devices). Table 1 lists the devices we used for sending and receiving SMS messages, and Table 2 provides an overview of the locations used during our measurements and the amounts of data collected.
Table 1: Device Specifications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Device</th>
<th>Chipset</th>
<th>OS</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Release</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>Samsung Galaxy A53</td>
<td>Samsung Exynos 1280</td>
<td>Android 12</td>
<td>SM-A536E/DS</td>
<td>2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>Nokia 5.3</td>
<td>Qualcomm Snapdragon 665</td>
<td>Android 11</td>
<td>TA-1234</td>
<td>2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>Huawei P8 Lite 2017</td>
<td>HiSilicon Kirin 655</td>
<td>Android 8</td>
<td>PRA-LX1</td>
<td>2017</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Data Collection Summary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of SMS per Receiving Device</th>
<th>Distances [km] to Sender</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sender B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Receiver Locations in Germany</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>px6a</td>
<td>3160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a53</td>
<td>1540</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>op7</td>
<td>4960</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p8l</td>
<td>1220</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Receiver Locations in the Netherlands

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Locations (Cities): DE-1,5: Dortmund, DE-2,3,4: Bochum, NL-1: Eindhoven, NL-2: Veldhoven, NL-3: Valkenswaard</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DE-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DE-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DE-3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2 Data Collection Procedure

We replicated the attack to use an Android app that sends one silent SMS at a time to a designated target phone number. Additionally, the app waits for the Sent and Delivered notifications and collects and stores the timestamps for the SMS transmission and both notifications. In line with previous work, we schedule 20 consecutive SMS transmissions on an hourly basis. We automate SMS transmissions by controlling the app remotely via a Python script issuing ADB commands to the smartphone. We simultaneously send SMS messages from all senders to the same receiver by scheduling the script to start once per hour at the same time for a specific receiver (i.e., :00 for the first receiver, :15 for the second receiver, ...) across all senders. While this does not guarantee perfect sender synchronization due to potential offsets in their individual system clocks, we consider this a best-effort approach to approximate the behavior of an adversary simultaneously probing a specific target from multiple locations.

Our data collection tooling builds upon the code released by Bitsikas et al. [6] available on GitHub¹ and is extended to fit with the phones we use for sending messages. We also follow the guidelines provided along with the framework to implement the missing code handling the actual SMS transmission and timestamp collection procedures.

4.3 Feature Set Generation & Multi-Sender Fusion

To generate the timing features for each SMS transmission and combine the multi-sender datasets, we take the following steps:

¹https://github.com/vaggelis-sudo/SMS-Location-Identification-Attack
Step 1: Calculating the initial metrics. Following [6], we calculate the initial metrics for each SMS transmission in the collected dataset: the real sent duration $T_{\text{sent}}$, the real delivery duration $T_{\text{del}}$, the total delivery duration $T_{\text{tot}}$, and the delivery ratio $P$.

\begin{align*}
T_{\text{sent}} &= t_{\text{sent}} - t_{\text{tx}} \quad (1) \\
T_{\text{del}} &= t_{\text{del}} - t_{\text{sent}} \quad (2) \\
T_{\text{tot}} &= T_{\text{del}} + T_{\text{sent}} \quad (3) \\
P &= \frac{T_{\text{del}}}{T_{\text{tot}}} = \frac{t_{\text{del}} - t_{\text{sent}}}{t_{\text{del}} - t_{\text{tx}}} \quad (4)
\end{align*}

Then, for every two consecutive SMS transmissions ($j-1$ and $j$), we calculate the differences in sent duration $T_{\text{sent}}$ and delivery duration $T_{\text{del}}$, respectively:

\begin{align*}
T_{\text{sent}} &= (T_{\text{sent}}^j - T_{\text{sent}}^{j-1})/T_{\text{sent}}^{j-1} \quad (5) \\
T_{\text{del}} &= (T_{\text{del}}^j - T_{\text{del}}^{j-1})/T_{\text{del}}^{j-1} \quad (6)
\end{align*}

Moving beyond [6], the fingerprint does not conclude with this calculation, as we do not consider only one but multiple senders.

Step 2: Combining the sender datasets. Let $D_i$ represent the dataset for sender $i$, where $i = 1, 2, \ldots, n$, with $n$ receiver locations. Additionally, let $t_{\text{del},i,r}$ denote the delivery time of the $j$-th SMS transmission from sender $i$ to receiver $r$. Finally, let $S_{i,r,j}$ represent the data associated with the $j$-th SMS transmission from sender $i$ to receiver $r$, including $t_{\text{del},i,r,j}$. Then, $D_{\text{concat}}$ is the dataset resulting from the concatenation process, where each element is derived by matching $S_{i,r,j}$ from all senders based on the closest matching $t_{\text{del},i,r,j}$.

For each $S_{i,r,j}$ in $D_i$, we seek to find $S_{i,r,j}$ in $D_k$ ($k \neq i$) such that the difference in delivery times $|t_{\text{del},i,r,j} - t_{\text{del},k,r,j}|$ is minimal or zero, indicating the closest matching timestamps across different senders. This process occurs for every receiver separately and every available sender, until the new $D_{\text{concat}}$ dataset contains per row the data of each sender to the same receiver, but synchronized. Algorithm 1 shows briefly the process.

Step 3: Fusing the sender datasets statistically. Given $m$ senders, the number of unique combinations of two senders is given by the binomial coefficient:

\[ \binom{m}{2} = \frac{m!}{2!(m-2)!} \quad (7) \]

For each pair of senders and for every $z$ consecutive SMS transmissions (in this study, $z = 5$ \(^2\)), we calculate the Mean, Median, and Standard Deviation of the delivery times. Let $t_{\text{del},i,j}$ denote the delivery time of the $i$-th SMS in a sequence of $z$ consecutive messages from sender $s$ to receiver $r$. The statistics are calculated as follows:

\begin{align*}
\mu^{(s,r)} &= \frac{1}{z} \sum_{i=1}^{z} t_{\text{del},i,j}^{(s,r)} \quad (8) \\
\text{Median}^{(s,r)} &= \text{Median}\{t_{\text{del},1,j}^{(s,r)}, t_{\text{del},2,j}^{(s,r)}, \ldots, t_{\text{del},z,j}^{(s,r)}\} \quad (9) \\
\sigma^{(s,r)} &= \sqrt{\frac{1}{z-1} \sum_{i=1}^{z} (t_{\text{del},i,j}^{(s,r)} - \mu^{(s,r)})^2} \quad (10)
\end{align*}

Differences in these statistics for the delivery time between pairs of senders are calculated as their actual differences. For example, for means between sender pair $(s_1,r)$ and $(s_2,r)$:

\[ \Delta \mu^{(s_1,s_2,r)} = \mu^{(s_1,r)} - \mu^{(s_2,r)} \quad (11) \]

These differences, $\Delta \mu^{(s_1,s_2,r)}$, $\Delta \text{Median}^{(s_1,s_2,r)}$, and $\Delta \sigma^{(s_1,s_2,r)}$, are incorporated into the dataset for each sender pair accordingly, as additional features.

4.4 Multi-Sender Techniques

Simple Integration of Senders. In this method, the initial features are generated based on the timing data from individual sender-receiver pairings (Step 1). Subsequently, datasets corresponding to multiple senders are amalgamated (Step 2) without the application of sophisticated statistical fusion techniques (Step 3). Thus, we create datasets that are matched and concatenated based on the timestamps, but without incorporating unique feature types.

Specifically, we consider double- and triple-sender datasets as distinct (simple) approaches. For the double-sender cases, we create the BV, XD, and BD datasets,

---

\(^2\)We determined that the number should be less than 10 in our dataset to accommodate small sample sizes while not covering too many transmissions at a time. A middle value of 5 was chosen as a result.
Statistical Fusion of Senders. Advancing beyond the simple approach, the statistical combination of sender datasets represents a more refined approach to dataset enhancement. This technique encompasses a comprehensive process involving the generation of initial features (Step 1), the combination of sender measurements (Step 2) followed by the fusion of datasets from multiple senders through the statistical metrics (Step 3). Unlike the simple method, this approach enriches the combined dataset with additional features derived from the statistical analysis of delivery times: using the means, medians, and standard deviations between the sender measurements. For this approach, we use all three senders with their maximum sample size available for each receiver location.

In this work, we explore the following two strategies:

1. Enhanced Mean Datasets. Datasets statistically enhanced by the mean of the delivery time. A total number of 21 features is used, corresponding to the 18 combined features for the three senders and the 3 additional ones generated by the differences between the sender means.

2. Enhanced MMS Datasets. Datasets statistically enhanced by the mean, median, and standard deviation of the delivery time. A total number of 27 features is utilized, correlated with the 18 combined features for the three senders and the 9 extra ones engendered by the differences between the sender means, medians, and standard deviations.

This dual-strategy approach aims to demonstrate the superiority of statistically enhanced datasets over both single-sender datasets and those trivially combined. The hypothesis posits that the inclusion of a broader array of statistical features not only increases the accuracy of location predictions beyond that achievable with simpler dataset combinations but also highlights the comparative advantage of the "Enhanced MMS" over the "Enhanced Mean" approach. This distinction underscores the principle that the depth and complexity of features within the dataset are pivotal to the refinement of model accuracy.

4.5 Attack Training & Prediction

In this study, we employ a Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) Classifier, a type of feedforward artificial neural network, as the core predictive model to analyze the relationship between the features derived from SMS transmission data and the target outcomes. The MLP Classifier is instantiated with a specific configuration of hyperparameters to optimize its performance for the given dataset. The architecture of the neural network is defined by hidden layer sizes = (10, 40, 10), indicating a three-layered structure where the input data is first processed by a layer of 10 neurons, followed by a denser layer of 40 neurons, and finally, the information is aggregated through a layer of 10 neurons before reaching the output layer. This configuration is designed to capture the nonlinear relationships between the input features.

The model utilizes the stochastic gradient descent (SGD) algorithm for optimizing the network’s weights. This choice is motivated by SGD’s efficiency in handling large datasets and its capability to escape local minima during training. The regularization term, \( \alpha = 0.0001 \), is set to a low value to prevent overfitting while allowing the model to learn complex patterns in the data. With learning rate = ‘constant’ and a max iteration of 5000, the learning rate is kept fixed across all epochs of training, and the model is allowed a substantial number of iterations to converge towards an optimal set of weights. Batch processing is employed with a size of 32 to leverage computational efficiency and stability in gradient descent updates. Model evaluation is conducted through a 10-fold cross-validation process providing a robust estimate of the model’s predictive accuracy on various random data. Finally, the Accuracy metric is calculated to quantify the model’s performance, offering a measure of how often the model predictions match the true labels. In our experimentation, we repeatedly run the model prediction with increasing numbers of samples per class, (i.e., 100, 200, 300, 500, 1000, 5000, and 10000), to analyze differences in the classification accuracy.

5 Experimental Evaluation and Results

We next describe the exact experimental setup we used in our experiments and then delve into our results with the multiple-sender approaches.

5.1 Single Senders: Baseline

We ran the classifications for single senders (D, B, and V) to establish the baseline for the subsequent improvement. Figure 3 illustrates the results of all classifications for all sample sizes. Generally, the lowest accuracy is observed for sender D on the device p8l with 5 classes (21%), while the highest accuracy is observed for sender B on the device op7 with 2 classes (82%). In fact, we make similar observations for the single sender classifications with [6], regarding the average accuracy scores
Figure 3: Average single-sender accuracy scores across devices and classes. These scores are considered the established baseline for which we provide improvement. The presented results take into account all possible sample sizes. The red dashed line indicates random guessing.

69% and 66%, respectively, when tested with sender V. p8l and px6a devices achieve a maximum accuracy of 61% with 2 classes to 21% with 5 classes, a relatively modest decline compared to D on p8l, which plummets from 61% with 2 classes to 21% with 5 classes.

In the comparative analysis of device performance, the op7 and a53 models significantly outperform the p8l and px6a devices across all metrics. In particular, the p8l and px6a devices achieve a maximum accuracy of 69% and 66%, respectively, when tested with sender V. Furthermore, sender V consistently surpasses senders B and D in performance on the p8l and px6a devices, highlighting a notable disparity in efficacy. Conversely, when evaluating the performance on the op7 and a53 devices, the results among senders B, D, and V demonstrate a remarkable uniformity, with only minimal variations in accuracy. The most significant discrepancy observed is a 6% difference between senders B and D when assessed with four classes on the op7 device. This suggests that while op7 and a53 provide more consistent and higher performance across different senders, p8l and px6a exhibit limitations, particularly in terms of accuracy and sender variability. Consequently, sender V not only shows higher accuracies across the board but also appears to be more resistant to accuracy drops as the number of classes increases. This suggests that V’s data might be inherently more separable or that V employs more consistent patterns in location-related behavior. Overall, the presence of differences in performance between the senders within the same device and class configuration underscores the variability in sender effectiveness.

5.2 Multiple Senders: Simple Combination

In this subsection, we start by comparing the double- and triple-sender accuracy scores with the single-sender scores. In Figure 4, we show all classification accuracy scores with the worst (minimum) and best (maximum) performances of the single- and double-sender data, across all devices and sample sizes. The aim here is to show the minimum and maximum improvement of the multi-senders with simple combinations, based on this collected dataset.

Reflecting on previous discussions, sender V consistently emerges as the top performer across all metrics, capturing both the lowest and highest scores. However, this trend does not uniformly extend to scenarios involving double- and triple-sender configurations. Initially, all multi-sender combinations yield superior accuracy rates compared to individual efforts by senders B and D, underscoring the premise that pooling sender data can enhance overall performance. Notably, in binary classification tasks, sender V is marginally eclipsed by combinations such as DV, BV, BD, and BDV, and similarly by DV, BV, and BDV in contexts involving three and four classes. On the contrary, the BD pairing underperforms for three and four classes, highlighting that sender D’s contributions do not bolster the collective accuracy to the same extent as other senders in these specific instances.
This phenomenon underscores a critical insight: a sender with generally lower performance can, in certain conditions, detrimentally impact the collective accuracy of multi-sender configurations.

To illustrate the enhancements in accuracy we achieved by integrating multi-sender data over single-sender benchmarks, we included Figure 5. This figure highlights the maximal accuracy improvements realized in our study for configurations involving two and three senders combined. It provides a detailed examination of the specific devices engaged in our experiments and quantifies the average accuracy enhancement across different class numbers. For each classification category, we pinpointed the lowest accuracy scores from single-sender scenarios and juxtaposed these with the highest-performing scores from multi-sender configurations across all sample sizes. This approach was designed to showcase the performance improvements achievable with multi-sender strategies within our dataset. The underlying principle is that the attacker can always adapt the classifications by choosing the best-performing multi-sender combination.

The analysis reveals that for devices a53 and op7, enhancements from multi-sender configurations are relatively modest for binary classifications. This is attributed to the already high performance of single-sender setups in these instances (as detailed in Figure 3). However, the narrative shifts significantly for classifications involving three and four classes, where we observe improvements of approximately 20%. The scenario is even more pronounced for the p8l and px6a devices, which exhibit progressively larger gains in accuracy with an increase in the number of classes. Notably, the peak improvement recorded is an impressive 120% for the px6a device within four-class scenarios using three senders (namely, the BDV combination).

This data suggests a clear trend: Classifications that initially present lower accuracy in single-sender formats tend to benefit substantially from the incorporation of multi-senders, particularly in multi-class classifications.

### 5.3 Multiple Senders: Statistical Combination

In this subsection, we delve into a comparative analysis between the performance of individual senders and the aggregated results from multiple senders, specifically focusing on the statistically enhanced Mean and MMS datasets. These datasets incorporate data from all three senders at their largest sample sizes, representing the best dataset advancements explored in this study.

By observing Figure 4 once more, it becomes apparent that the Mean and MMS datasets exhibit superior performance for binary classifications compared to other methodologies. This is particularly noticeable in their minimum accuracy scores, which significantly exceed those achieved by alternative approaches. The gap between the Mean and MMS datasets is relatively narrow,
with the MMS dataset showing a marginal enhancement in accuracy. However, the distinction in performance between these advanced datasets and other techniques becomes starkly apparent in the analyses for three and four classes. For these more complex classifications, the MMS dataset demonstrates a better performance than the Mean dataset, unlike the improvement observed in binary classifications. The results indicate that the MMS is currently the best-performing method for location identification, especially for multi-class classifications.

To further investigate the improvement of the Mean and MMS datasets per device, we study the corresponding boxplots of Figure 5 which illustrate the improvement percentages for the enhanced datasets for the four distinct devices. These plots reveal the percentage improvements of the advanced datasets across four distinct devices. For devices a53 and op7, the increments between the Mean and MMS methods are relatively modest. However, as we shift our focus to devices p8l and px6a, especially with an increasing number of classes, the distinction becomes more significant. The MMS dataset showcases the maximum improvement, reaching up to 142% for a four-class scenario on the px6a device. Furthermore, when juxtaposing the performance of the Mean and MMS datasets against results from two or three senders, the superiority of the MMS strategy becomes more evident. Particularly, the MMS dataset demonstrates considerable superiority over the conventional multi-sender combinations, highlighting its effectiveness not just in enhancing accuracy, but also in providing a more consistent and reliable performance across varying class complexities and devices. This comparative analysis not only underscores the value of the MMS approach but also positions it as a notably advanced methodology within the scope of our investigation, significantly outpacing traditional techniques in terms of performance improvement. Still, Figure 5 displays our best improvements, but they are not considered as global optimal, since there might be ways to enhance these techniques even further. Finally, Figure 6 provides additional information comparing the Mean and MMS results to all single senders with all sample sizes.

5.4 Sample Size Comparisons

In machine learning, the sample size is a significant factor that influences the model’s performance. A sufficient sample size ensures that the model can capture the diversity of the entire population within the data. Typically, larger sample sizes provide more data points for the model to learn from, which can lead to higher accuracy and reliability. In our work, we explore the connection between the model’s performance and the sample size. Our goal is to determine whether the accuracy increases as the sample size increases. To this end, we
6 Discussion

In this section, we discuss the distribution of the sender locations in our study. Then, we provide our insights on the countermeasures against multi-sender SMS location inference attacks and explain their potential limitations.

6.1 Geographical Distribution of Senders

The strategic placement of sender locations, adhering to the principle of distancign them by several Kilometers, aims to capture diverse timing characteristics (e.g., via different routing), since the networks are black-box to the attacker based on our threat model. In our study, we utilize the most suitable locations from our options, for which we can collect a sufficient amount of data continuously and for a long time. We confine our options to two adjacent countries since it is more challenging to conduct the location inference attack in lower granularity levels. Expanding the number of senders and diversifying locations internationally as well can potentially improve the accuracy of attack even further.

6.2 Countermeasures

Ways to mitigate this attack can span from the elimination of silent SMSes and delivery reports to the implementation of more rigorous SMS filtering mechanisms for spam and flooding, which represents one of the most direct and practical countermeasures against location identification attacks [6]. Enhancing the core concept of resilient spamming/flooding filters, networks are encouraged to integrate advanced anomaly detection systems in order to accurately distinguish between normal and anomalous patterns of SMS traffic. However, it’s important to acknowledge that these systems primarily operate based on predefined rules and thresholds for anomaly detection, thereby limiting their efficacy to
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Figure 7: Single-Sender accuracy trend plots for each device, per number of classes. The trends behave steadily and continuously in most cases, as the sample sizes expand. We have included B, D, and V for 2 (○), 3 (□), 4 (△), and 5 (●) classes.

Figure 8: Accuracy trend plots per number of classes for two and three senders. The trend is rather steady and continuous as the sample sizes expand. We include BD, BV, DV, & BDV for 2 (○), 3 (□), 4 (△), & 5 (●) classes.

merely delaying, rather than outright preventing, the execution of such attacks.

To further complicate the attacker’s efforts in utilizing timing information, the implementation of adaptive mechanisms introduces a more nuanced counterstrategy. These mechanisms, capable of introducing variable delays in SMS processing, adjust dynamically in response to fluctuating network conditions and traffic patterns. This adaptability ensures that networks can impede side-channel analysis through effective timing obfuscation. Nevertheless, considering the sophisticated strategy of attackers deploying multiple senders across different geographical locations and leveraging various networks, the effectiveness of previously mentioned countermeasures could be compromised. To address this, networks could adopt a multi-layered defense strategy that also considers the following methods:

1. Geographic Analysis of Source: Implement anomaly detection systems that not only monitor the frequency and pattern of messages but also analyze the geographic origins of SMS traffic. By identifying unusual patterns of messages coming from multiple locations (also through roaming) targeting a single number, the system can flag potential coordinated attacks.

2. Adaptive Routing: Dynamically alter the routing of messages based on real-time analysis to disrupt the timing measurements of attackers. This could involve randomizing the path messages take through the network or introducing variable delays for messages from identified suspicious sources and roaming.

3. Joint Defense Initiatives: Since the attacks can happen internationally from any location, it is imperative to establish shared intelligence on known attack patterns, including the use of multiple senders, across networks. Networks that work together can implement joint defense measures, such as coordinated blocking of attack sources and unified response strategies to emerging threats.
6.3 Limitations

In this work, we alleviated the problems of some limitations present in the location identification attack. First, the attacker is not constrained by one location only and can combine multiple sender measurements to significantly improve the model’s accuracy. In addition, our sample size study showed that the attacker is not constrained by the data size in most cases, making the attack more efficient. The adversary has also the flexibility to choose the best-performing multi-sender technique per classification and is not restricted by one method only.

Despite the initial success of our experimentation, several challenges remain in multi-sender attacks. Firstly, while our study did not directly encounter coordination or resource challenges, expanding the attack to incorporate multiple senders may necessitate significant resources. This includes not only hardware but also logistical efforts to strategically position devices across various locations. Such expansion could substantially increase the complexity, cost, and effort required, potentially making the attack viable only for adversaries with substantial resources. Secondly, even though our experiments did not face any issues with anomaly detection systems, attacks conducted by multiple senders are more likely to be identified as anomalous, resembling patterns of spam or malicious activity more closely than those conducted by single senders. Lastly, our focus has largely been on closed-world scenarios, where the attacker has pre-defined knowledge of the victim’s potential locations. The efficacy of multi-sender attacks in open-world scenarios, where the victim’s location is unknown, remains less explored. We are planning to investigate these aspects of the attack in the future.

7 Related Work

Recent studies have increasingly focused on the exploitation of timing side-channel analysis for various security and privacy implications. Schnitzler et al. [27] explored the feasibility of distinguishing the location of message recipients in messenger applications using a technique based on timing differences, focusing on Internet infrastructure, similar to the concept examined by Bitsikas et al. [6] which was centered on cellular networks. This line of inquiry is part of a broader spectrum of research into timing side-channel analysis even across different web aspects, as evidenced by works such as Rasmussen et al. [23], Kohlbrenner et al. [15], Brumley et al. [7], and Goethem et al. [10], highlighting the versatility and risk of timing attacks in various online environments.

In the domain of cellular networks, a rich body of literature has methodically explored both active and passive techniques to localize cellular network users. Studies range from capturing specific identifiers to leveraging vulnerabilities within the network’s paging messages and Radio Link Failure reports [12, 13, 17, 18, 29, 30]. The MAC layer and timing advance values have been investigated for their potential in enhancing localization accuracy [22, 26]. Notably, LTrack [16] demonstrated an improvement in localization accuracy to as precise as 20 meters, significantly enhancing tracking capabilities with minimal adversary involvement. Furthermore, Lakhmanan et al. [18] showed that by collecting data from the public scheduling channel and finding unique identifiers, one could trace a target’s path with an accuracy of less than 1 kilometer.

Various SMS attacks have been demonstrated, exploiting vulnerabilities to extract sensitive user information or execute commands, as seen in the case of Simjacking [4] and studies on spamming, spoofing, DoS, and silent SMS in LTE networks [31]. Mulliner et al. [19] introduced a vulnerability analysis framework for monitoring unexpected smartphone behaviors leading to large-scale DoS attacks. Furthermore, audio call features have been explored for security applications, such as fingerprinting and anomaly detection to combat call redirection/hijacking. Techniques leveraging audio latency and network characteristics have been investigated, with notable examples including Sonar [20] and PinDr0p [5].

8 Conclusion

In this work, we explored various multi-sender techniques of the SMS location inference attack, which provide a substantial accuracy improvement compared to the single-sender approaches. Our results showed that the best-performing method for all devices, sample sizes, and number of classes was the multi-sender MMS method. Additionally, we performed an analysis on the effects of the sample size on the model’s accuracy for single- and multi-sender attacks, which revealed that the attacker can leverage smaller sample sizes to conduct the attack saving measurement collection time, resources and reducing the possibility for detection. Finally, we re-examined the potential countermeasures with extra suggestions.
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Abstract

The bicycle industry is increasingly adopting wireless gear-shifting technology for its advantages in performance and design. In this paper, we explore the security of these systems, focusing on Shimano's Di2 technology, a market leader in the space. Through a blackbox analysis of Shimano's proprietary wireless protocol, we uncovered the following critical vulnerabilities: (1) A lack of mechanisms to prevent replay attacks that allows an attacker to capture and retransmit gear shifting commands; (2) Susceptibility to targeted jamming, that allows an attacker to disable shifting on a specific target bike; and (3) Information leakage resulting from the use of ANT+ communication, that allows an attacker to inspect telemetry from a target bike. Exploiting these, we conduct successful record and replay attacks that lead to unintended gear shifting that can be completely controlled by an attacker without the need for any cryptographic keys. Our experimental results show that we can perform replay attacks from up to 10 meters using software-defined radios without any amplifiers. The recorded packets can be used at any future time as long as the bike components remain paired. We also demonstrate the feasibility of targeted jamming attacks that disable gear shifting for a specific bike, meaning they are finely tuned to not affect neighboring systems. Finally, we propose countermeasures and discuss their broader implications with the goal of improving wireless communication security in cycling equipment.

1 Introduction

Modern bicycles are cyber-physical systems that contain embedded computers and wireless links to enable new types of telemetry and control. The key motivating factors for moving away from traditional mechanical systems are the ability to gain insights about a rider’s physical performance, better responsiveness in gear shifting, customizability of how the gear shifters operate, and easier setup and maintenance.

Among all these technologies, we observe that the one with the most impact on bike control and safety is wireless gear shifting. \textsuperscript{1} It uses wireless links between the gear shifters and the derailleur — an electro-mechanical component that uses motors to move the chain between gears. Electronic control provides increased precision in shifts and is less prone to issues like cable stretch and contamination that plague mechanical gear shifting systems. Although wired electronic control of gear shifting exists, the current trend in the bicycle industry is to move towards wireless control. All major manufacturers now support wireless shifting (Shimano, SRAM, Campagnolo).

In this work, we analyze the security guarantees of wireless gear shifting. Any security vulnerability in this system can significantly impact the rider’s safety and performance, especially in professional bike races, where an attacker could target a victim rider to gain an unfair competitive advantage. In a professional race, a peloton of hundreds of riders are close to each other, often a few feet apart, and can reach speeds up to 40 mph. Any sudden changes to a bike’s performance can be catastrophic. For example, if an attacker were to target a subset of riders and shift the gears or jam the shifting operation, it could result in crashes and injuries. As another example, if the riders are climbing slowly (or descending at high speed), an attacker could shift a target rider’s bike into high gear or jam their shifting, leading them to lose their position in the race and even lose control of the bike itself.

The sport of professional cycling has a long and troubled history with the use of illegal performance-enhancing drugs — security vulnerabilities in one of the most critical components of the bike could be viewed as an attractive alternative method for people who want to compromise the integrity of the sport. Furthermore, our attacks do not leave any detectable trace, unlike the use of performance-enhancing drugs. As such, with the introduction of wireless gear shifting, one must adopt an adversary’s viewpoint — professional bike races are adversarial environments, and the technology must withstand motivated attackers. We focus on the Shimano 105

\textsuperscript{1}The other important component is the brakes, but these are mechanical systems.
Di2 [10] and Shimano DURA-ACE Di2 [16] wireless shifting systems. Shimano is a leader in the bicycle control system industry, commanding approximately 50% of the market share [15, 28]. We purchased a recent version of the control system and performed a black box security analysis, from capturing raw physical signals, examining their behavior on gear shifting, and finally performing packet structure/content analysis. This study seeks to address the following research questions: (1) What are the security guarantees provided by these wireless gear-shifting systems? (2) Do these wireless systems, when integrated into bicycles, maintain robust defenses against specific cyber attacks, such as replay attacks, similar to those observed in automotive key fob systems [20]? Have the lessons learned from analyzing similar systems contributed to the design of these wireless gear shifters? (3) What is the practical feasibility of executing the identified cyber attacks? In other words, what constraints and requirements would an attacker face in attempting to compromise these systems?

Our key contribution is the discovery of a record-and-replay attack that allows an unauthorized party to fully control gear shifting on a victim bike at ranges up to 10 meters without the use of amplifiers. This attack can be realized using commercial-off-the-shelf software-defined radios (SDR). The attacker only needs to record two signals — an upshift and a downshift.

We make the following contributions in this paper.

• **Analysis of the Shimano Wireless Gear Shifting Protocol.** We investigate the proprietary protocol used by Shimano for its wireless gear shifting. This process allows us to decode the communication framework of these systems, providing insights into their operational mechanics.

• **Identify Security Weaknesses.** Based on the analysis, we identify several security weaknesses within the protocol, notably the absence of replay protection mechanisms such as timestamps or sequence numbers. Despite the implementation of cryptographic primitives, these vulnerabilities present significant security risks.

• **Record-and-Replay and Targeted Jamming Attacks.** Leveraging the identified weaknesses, we successfully execute record-and-replay attacks. These attacks can cause unexpected gear shifts in arbitrary patterns by interacting at the physical layer, bypassing the need for extracting any cryptographic secrets and making the attack independent of the cryptographic layer. Furthermore, we explore the potential for targeted jamming attacks that specifically disable gear-shifting capabilities on targeted bicycles without impacting nearby cyclists.

• **Experimental Evaluation.** We conduct various experiments with two identical Shimano 105 Di2 wireless gear shifting systems. We also confirmed our findings on Shimano DURA-ACE Di2 system. Through these experiments, we executed replay and jamming attacks utilizing SDRs and explored their effective range. Additionally, we examined the shifting system’s behavior in response to interference. Our experiments indicate that replay attacks using SDRs are effective up to a distance of 10 meters without amplification. The effectiveness of replayed packets persists as long as the pairing between shifters and derailleur remains unchanged.

• **Countermeasures.** We provide a discussion of potential countermeasures. Wireless gear shifting operates in a highly constrained environment — security mechanisms should not add significant time delay in shifting and must not degrade battery life. While implementing techniques such as timestamps has particular challenges, employing rolling codes or distance bounding within wireless gear shifting can effectively mitigate replay attacks.

Although our paper’s main focus is on Shimano’s gear-shifting systems, we also examine vulnerabilities in the communication protocol used for telemetry on bike displays, notably the ANT protocol. This protocol is widely used in Shimano and other low-power wireless data transmission systems, extending the relevance of our findings. We have shown that any nearby third party with Shimano’s private key and knowledge of the channel configuration can intercept all transmitted information. In our replay attack scenario, this information enables the attacker to determine the targeted bike’s current gear and replay the upshifting/downshifting commands to adjust the gear according to their preference. For example, the attacker waits until the rider is in gear 3 and then launches a downshift replay to move it to gear 2.

Our study aims to highlight vulnerabilities in wireless gear shifting systems, especially focusing on Shimano’s Di2, and offers a first look into the security challenges of bicycle wireless communication technologies. Through this work, we hope to contribute to the ongoing effort to secure wireless communications in cycling equipment.

**Responsible Disclosure.** We notified Shimano about the vulnerabilities, along with detailed information on replicating the attacks, part numbers of the devices we tested, and a description of countermeasures that might be helpful in this context. Shimano has acknowledged these vulnerabilities and is working on fixes at the time of this writing.

### 2 Wireless Gear Shifting: An Overview

In the cycling industry, all major manufacturers have ventured into developing wireless gear-shifting systems, aiming to enhance the cycling experience through technology. Brands like SRAM [17] and Campagnolo [3], alongside Shimano, have introduced their versions of wireless shifting, each bringing unique features and innovations to the market. These systems signify a leap forward in bicycle design, offering cyclists...
improved performance, convenience, and integration. Due to Shimano’s significant market presence and role as a pioneering force in cycling technology, we’ve selected Shimano as our case study to examine the vulnerabilities inherent in wireless gear-shifting systems.

For our experiments, we chose the Shimano 105 Di2 and the Dura-Ace Di2 wireless gear-shifting systems as our case study. Tables 1 and 2 contain the equipment list, their respective model numbers, and firmware versions. We note that the two groupsets, Shimano 105 Di2 and Shimano Dura-Ace Di2, are compatible. Therefore, we tested pairing various shifters and derailleurs from these groupsets and confirmed that they all use the same protocol. Consequently, the vulnerabilities identified are consistent across both systems.

The Shimano gear-shifting system consists of four main components.

(1) Rear Derailleur: The rear derailleur is the core of the gear-shifting system and facilitates all wireless communications. This includes connections with the shifters, Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE), and ANT+ communications. It offers eleven gear levels (and, in some newer versions, 12 levels), ranging from the lowest to the highest.

(2) Front Derailleur: The front derailleur is wired to the rear derailleur through the battery and allows switching between two distinct gear levels, which are large gear changes.

(3) Right and Left Shifters: These components wirelessly transmit gear-shifting instructions to the rear derailleur using Shimano’s proprietary protocol, which we will explore in detail in the following section. One of the shifters controls the rear derailleur, and the other controls the front derailleur. This setting can be customized through the E-TUBE PROJECT [4] over BLE.

(4) Battery: The battery ports are connected to the rear and front derailleur, ensuring they are powered for operation.

The Shimano system employs three key protocols to establish connections among its various components, each serving a distinct function. The communication methods within Shimano’s network are illustrated in Figure 1.

### 2.1 Bluetooth Low Energy

The Shimano E-TUBE PROJECT is a software tool that connects cyclists to their bike configuration. This platform can personalize the settings, such as customizing shifter button functions and conducting firmware updates. It employs BLE for efficient communication in many power-constrained devices, which fits the requirements of a system like E-TUBE PROJECT that aims to provide seamless and user-friendly interaction with bicycle components. While BLE is essential for configuring and updating the system, it does not control real-time biking actions such as shifting gears.

Also, the initial setup of shifters and the rear derailleur involves pairing them through the E-TUBE mobile app. Users need to register and connect the rear derailleur to the mobile app, then scan the QR code on the shifters to pair both shifters with the rear derailleur. Given that Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) vulnerabilities have been extensively documented in existing literature [41], our paper did not focus on this aspect.

### 2.2 ANT+

ANT is a low-power wireless protocol designed to transmit information between devices efficiently and reliably. It is known for robustness and adaptability in different network setups, including mesh networks, making it ideal for gathering and sending sensor data.

Building on the ANT protocol, ANT+ is an enhancement that standardizes how specific data types are communicated. It establishes device profiles for consistent data transmission, like heart rate, bike speed, and cadence. This standardization allows devices from various manufacturers to work together seamlessly. In cycling, ANT+ plays a crucial role in the Di2 system. It wirelessly sends vital information such as gear position and battery life to compatible cycling computers.

![Figure 1: Shimano’s RF communication.](image-url)
allowing riders to monitor these details in real-time during their rides. The frequency range for ANT devices spans from 2.400 GHz to 2.524 GHz, but 2.457 GHz is reserved specifically for ANT+ devices. These devices can operate using a public network key, a private one, or a managed network key owned privately, providing flexibility in network security and access [1]. In summary, ANT and ANT+ offer versatile and efficient solutions for wireless communication, especially in scenarios where reliable data transmission and interoperability are essential.

2.3 Shimano’s Proprietary Communication Protocol

In the Shimano Di2 system, gear shifting is controlled through a unique, Shimano-specific protocol. This protocol operates on the 2.478 GHz frequency band, facilitating communication between the rear derailleur and the shifters. However, Shimano’s official documentation does not disclose detailed information about this protocol, leaving specifics such as modulation, data rate, and packet structure unclear. Thus, we analyze Shimano’s proprietary communication protocol as a first step.

3 Analyzing Shimano’s Wireless Gear Control Protocol

We begin with an overview of Shimano’s Wireless Gear Control Protocol, providing a detailed examination of the command and acknowledgment packet sequences exchanged between the shifter and the rear derailleur. Next, we analyze the physical layer, focusing primarily on demodulating captured RF signals into binary data to understand the underlying communication mechanisms. We employ a black-box methodology to passively capture raw signals. Subsequently, we delve into the packet structures within the Shimano wireless communication protocol, exploring all components of the various packet types. Finally, we discuss the security weaknesses that could potentially threaten the protocol’s integrity.

3.1 High-Level Protocol Overview

The shifters send two types of commands to the rear derailleur — Gear Up and Gear Down. On each press of the shift button (either up or down), the shifter transmits at least three packets to the derailleur. Upon receiving each packet, the derailleur transmits an acknowledgment to the shifter. The quantity of packets transmitted is influenced by the speed at which the user presses and releases the shifter button. If the button is pressed and held, packets will be sent for the hold duration. Conversely, a single press of the button results in the transmission of at least three packets. Figure 2 illustrates the sequence of packets triggered by the user pressing the button, leading to one upshift on the rear derailleur. As noted, the sequence of command packets followed by an acknowledgment can vary based on the user’s actions. Figure 3 displays one command packet being transmitted from the shifter to the rear derailleur, along with the corresponding acknowledgment sent from the rear derailleur back to the shifter. Each command packet has an approximate duration of 112 µs, while each acknowledgment packet is about 76 µs.

If the shifter fails to receive an acknowledgment within a time frame, it initiates a burst transmission. Each burst
Table 3: Behavior of different packets during a replay attack: Pressing the button by the user results in the transmission of three packets from the shifter to the derailleur. To understand the packet’s functionality, we conducted experiments by replaying the packets both individually and in various combinations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Setting</th>
<th>First Packet</th>
<th>Second Packet</th>
<th>Third Packet</th>
<th>Observations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>This will cause the derailleur to shift up by one gear. The repeating signal will not function until you manually press the button once. After that, the signal can be replayed successfully once more.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Similar to A.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>No reaction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>Works like a normal replay. Repeated many times.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Similar to D.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Every time the signal was replayed, it resulted in shifting twice instead of a single time.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4: Segments from a burst sequence when acknowledgments are not received, showcasing a total of 748 packets transmitted over 1.5 seconds.

contains 748 packets and lasts 1.5 seconds. We captured the packet burst while the rear derailleur was disconnected from the battery. Figure 4 illustrates a segment of this burst. In Section 4.3, we discuss the relevance of the packet burst under conditions like interference.

In the next step, we conducted tests by individually transmitting the three captured packets associated with a single gear shift to analyze each packet’s effect. Furthermore, we experimented with various combinations of these three packets to examine the outcomes, acknowledging that redundancy among them might be designed to guarantee command reception by the derailleur to prevent potential interference.

Table 3 summarizes the functionality of the packets. We monitored how the packets behaved under different conditions (labeled A to F), continuously replaying the specific packet(s) relevant to each condition. This was then contrasted with a baseline scenario, wherein all three packets were replayed in their original sequence, mirroring the authentic command exactly. Our observations indicated that the behaviors of the first and second packets were strikingly similar.

On the other hand, replaying only the third packet triggers no derailleur action, leading us to speculate that this packet might serve as a “button released” command.

In scenarios D and E, eliminating the first or second packet does not affect the behavior of the packets compared to the baseline scenario. This suggests that one of the packets may be sent as a form of redundancy. In both cases, D and E, repeatedly replaying the packets consistently triggers a single gear shift, akin to the baseline scenario. However, replaying the same packet in scenarios A and B does not lead to subsequent gear shifts after the successful initial replay.

Furthermore, in scenario F, sending both the first and second packets causes the gear to shift twice, which could mirror the situation where the user keeps the button pressed.

We clarify that our analysis in Table 3 focuses exclusively on individual shift events rather than MultiShift settings. MultiShift settings in Shimano’s wireless gear-shifting system allow multiple gear changes with a single button press, enabling quicker transitions across gears. This distinction is important as our experimental setup and data collection were designed to evaluate single-shifting actions.

In conclusion, our experiments revealed that the roles of the first and second packets might stem from redundancy and correspond to the user’s button press, while the third packet appears to be associated with the user releasing the button.

Table 4: Signals information derived from publicly available documents

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Signal Feature</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>2.478 GHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bandwidth</td>
<td>2127 KHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modulation</td>
<td>GFSK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emission Reference</td>
<td>&lt;TX3064779&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emission Designator</td>
<td>2M13F1D–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2 Physical Layer Analysis

The primary focus is demodulating the captured RF signals into binary data and subsequently examining their contents. We use a black box methodology that passively captures raw signals.
The first step in analyzing a wireless signal is determining its precise frequency and modulation type. We found this data in documents from the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) and the Radio Equipment List (REL). Table 4 presents the information summarized from these documents. The communication between devices occurs at 2.478GHz and does not utilize frequency hopping. The signal’s bandwidth is 2127 KHz.

The term ‘Emission Reference <TX3064779>’ is identified as a distinct code or number linked to specific emission properties. The ‘Emission Designator 2M13F1D’ is recognized globally to categorize a signal’s bandwidth, modulation type, and content. ‘2M’ details the required signal bandwidth. ‘F’ denotes the modulation type of the primary carrier as frequency modulation, ‘1’ represents a single channel carrying quantized or digital data without an additional modulating sub-carrier, and ‘D’ describes the nature of the transmitted information, highlighting the transmission of digital data.

Shimano gear shifting utilizes Gaussian Frequency Shift Keying (GFSK) for their proprietary communication protocol, a form of Frequency Shift Keying that applies Gaussian filtering to smooth out signal transitions or frequency shifts. GFSK is a prominent modulation technique employed across various wireless technologies, including Bluetooth, IEEE 802.15.4, and Z-wave. Dealing with GFSK presents more complexity in the analysis compared to systems using simpler modulation techniques like amplitude shift keying, where signal demodulation can be straightforwardly achieved using open-source tools such as Inspectrum [8]. However, demodulating GFSK requires identifying the correct demodulation parameters, which increases the complexity. For Shimano devices, all specific modulation parameters were initially unclear. The FCC documents did not disclose any of these parameters.

We utilized Universal Radio Hacker (URH) [34], a tool specifically designed to analyze and manipulate wireless communication signals for our analysis. This tool facilitates the recording, analysis, and modification of signals across various wireless devices. However, the automatic parameter detection feature in URH failed to demodulate our captured signal effectively. We were unclear about the data rate, a critical piece of information for GFSK demodulation, which depends heavily on the correct sample/symbol ratio. Through a combination of trial and error and visual analysis of our signals, we identified the necessary parameters to successfully demodulate the captured data. Table 5 outlines the required modulation/demodulation parameters we identified. The Gaussian filter in GFSK modulation has a parameter called the time-bandwidth product (BT), which is the product of the filter bandwidth and the bit duration. The BT value affects the shape of the data pulses and the resulting GFSK signal.

### 3.3 Packet Structure and Content

Upon successful demodulation, we could distinguish two primary types of packets within the Shimano communication protocol: command and acknowledgment. Command packets, originating from the shifter, comprise 200 bits and are directed towards the derailleur. Conversely, acknowledgments follow these command signals and consist of 128 bits, transmitting from the derailleur back to the shifter. Figure 5 graphically illustrates these packet structures, annotated with their components.

In our analysis of numerous packet sequences, we identify and describe specific fields within the packets as follows:

**Preamble:** Each packet starts with a 16-bit preamble, represented as 0101010101010101. The preamble plays a critical role in various RF communication protocols by helping to synchronize the receiver’s timing with the sender’s signal. This synchronization aids in accurately detecting the beginning...
of a new packet. Additionally, the preamble facilitates the adjustment of the receiver’s Automatic Gain Control (AGC) circuits to the strength of the incoming signal. We verified the correct demodulation of the preamble at the start of each packet during our adjustments of the modulation parameters.

**Protocol Identifier:** Following the preamble is a 32-bit protocol identifier, which remains unchanged across all packets captured under this specific Shimano’s proprietary protocol. This identifier functions similarly to the “access address” in BLE protocols and helps distinguish Shimano’s protocol from other traffic in the 2.4 GHz spectrum.

**Packet Type:** A 16-bit field follows, identifying the packet as either a command or acknowledgment packet. In our observations, every 200-bit command packet contains 0x8888 within this field, while acknowledgments are marked with 0x1010.

**Counters:** The first counter (Counter1) increments with each transmitted packet. The second counter (Counter2) increments only upon receiving an acknowledgment, indicating a successful transmission. If the shifter does not receive an acknowledgment and begins to emit a burst of packets, Counter2 remains constant, whereas Counter1 cycles through 15 possible values.

**Payload:** The next segment within command packets involves Payload1 and Payload2, together spanning 128 bits. We divided the payload into two parts because some parts of the payload in command packets are exactly replicated in the acknowledgments.

Table 6 offers a comprehensive look at our findings, illustrating how each field varies across different test scenarios and setups. For any given wireless shifting setup and command type (either upshifting or downshifting), Payload1 and Payload2 remain consistent as long as the counters are identical.

Specifically, Payload1 comprises a sequence that is present both in the command packets and in the acknowledgment packets. This section of the payload, a 48-bit sequence, is repeated in the acknowledgment packets to confirm which command the acknowledgment is intended for. On the other hand, Payload2 is exclusive to the command packets and does not appear in the acknowledgment packets. If two packets have similar values for counter1 and counter2, the values of both Payload1 and Payload2 would be the same too. This consistency holds true while the same shifters are consistently paired with the same derailleur.

However, if the shifters are unpaired and re-paired, Payload2 will have a different value under the same counter conditions, while Payload1 remains unchanged even after unpairing. So, in other words, Payload2 is susceptible to changes upon reconfiguring the shifting system components.

**Destination ID:** The acknowledgment packets feature a 16-bit Destination ID at their conclusion. This ID corresponds to the identity of the shifter—the commanding device or the device that the acknowledgment is intended for. Through extensive testing involving various pairings of shifters and derailleurs, we consistently observed that the Destination ID is determined by the shifter that sends the command packet. In other words, the acknowledgment identifies and responds to the shifter initiating the command.

Additionally, our experiments revealed that the Destination ID remains constant, even after devices are unpaired and then repaired. This consistency indicates that the Destination ID is inherently linked to the shifter itself and does not change with different pairing configurations. It highlights that the identity encoded in the Destination ID is intrinsic to the shifter rather than being dependent on the pairing status or the particular session of interaction between the devices.

It is worth mentioning that the command packets lack a feature similar to the Destination ID, which is consistent and unencrypted, that would allow one to identify the receiver from captured messages.

For our analysis, we looked into the packets from shifters controlling both the rear and front derailleurs. We confirmed that the packet structure remains consistent for all command packets and constant across all acknowledgment packets.

### 3.4 Security Weakness

Our analysis revealed that Shimano’s wireless gear shifting protocol employs a form of encryption, which hinders attackers from creating and transmitting their own packets to the
The attacker captures the command signal from the shifter, sends it to the derailleur, and later replays it.

derailleurs. However, the protocol does not offer protection against replay attacks, as the packets lack timestamps and sequence numbers, rendering the protocol vulnerable to such attacks. In this scenario, the attacker is not required to fabricate packets but can simply capture and replay them. We further describe this vulnerability with our experimental findings in the following section.

4 Replay and Jamming Attacks

In the following, we will explore the susceptibility of Shimano’s wireless gear shifting protocol to replay attacks in Section 4.2, and discuss targeted jamming against this protocol in Section 4.3.

4.1 Attacker Assumptions and Experimental Setup

The attacker is equipped with an SDR capable of transmitting and receiving signals in the 2.4 GHz band. All commercial off-the-shelf SDRs, such as the USRP B210 [5], HackRF [7], PlutoSDR [11], and LimeSDR [9], are potential options for this purpose. In our experiments, we used an USRP B210. While the attacker may opt for more advanced setup, e.g., amplifiers to extend the attack range, these are not essential components in our baseline attacker model.

A replay attack in RF communications is when an attacker captures the legitimate signals and retransmits them to execute authenticated actions on a system without authorization. This vulnerability poses significant risks as it can bypass various security measures, including data encryption. To perform a successful replay attack, the attacker does not need to know the packet’s format or contents. Replay attacks can even work against systems with encrypted protocols. In our targeted jamming attack, we capture and retransmit the signal similar to the replay attack. The methodology and details are explained in Section 4.3.

As previously mentioned, the attacker is equipped with an SDR; for our experiments, we used a USRP B210 to transmit and receive signals without external amplifiers. Figure 6 depicts the attack model. The attacker’s strategy involves capturing the signal emitted when the user engages the button to shift gears up or down. Once captured, replaying this signal enables gear shifting on the target’s bike. The attack works independently of the system’s current gear, effectively allowing for unauthorized control over gear adjustments. Figure 7 shows a photo of our evaluation setup.

A pre-requisite is that the attacker can capture a single upshift and downshift signal. There are several situations in which the attacker could collect these transmissions. An attacker does not need physical access to the bike; being in the vicinity is sufficient to capture the signal remotely in just a matter of seconds. For example, at a professional race, many individuals are within close proximity to a racer’s bike. The attacker can capture the signals on the fly as the victim rider is actually shifting their bike’s gears. Recall that our attack works irrespective of which gear the bike is currently in; thus, it is sufficient for the attacker to capture any upshift and any downshift signal. In a professional race, the attacker is easily within the signal range of the victim rider (e.g., riders are just a few feet apart).

4.2 Replay attack

We explored the mechanics and implications of replay attacks within the context of Shimano’s Wireless Gear Control Protocol. We detail our experimental setup and methodology using SDRs to transmit and receive signals, demonstrating how an attacker can exploit the system without needing to decrypt or
even understand the signal’s content.

Figure 8 presents the outcome of our replay attack experiments. The distance is measured from the attacker’s transmitter to the bike’s rear derailleur. At various distances, we conducted tests to shift the gear from the lowest to the highest level, encompassing eleven levels in total. Our results indicate that the replay attack is effective up to a distance of 9 meters without encountering any failures. At a distance of 10 meters, we observed an average success rate of 10 out of 11 attempted gear shifts. Each test involved shifting through all 11 gears, from the lowest to the highest. Beyond 10 meters, the signal falls outside the effective range. Consequently, for the attack to be viable, the attacker must be within 10 meters of the target bike. All tests were conducted multiple times to ensure reliability. Specifically, each test was repeated at least five times across all shift levels. Additionally, for critical aspects of our study, such as measurements beyond 10 meters, we increased the number of repetitions to up to ten times to confirm the protocol’s effective range.

A critical point is that the attacker does not require direct physical access to the bike to capture and store the necessary signal. Once recorded, these signals can be reused at any future point without issue, owing to the lack of timestamps in the packet data.

The system completely lacks defenses against replay attacks, a finding reinforced by our ability to successfully replay the same signals two months after initially capturing the packets. Additionally, we conducted an experiment in which we recorded and replayed the signal, manually made at least 400 shifts, and subsequently performed the replay again, which proved to be effective. As long as the shifters remain paired with the same derailleur, the captured packets remain effective for replay.

Furthermore, by capturing just one instance of upshifting and one of downshifting from the targeted bike, an attacker can create any sequence of gear shifts at varying intervals. This enables them to carry out attacks at any future point as long as the derailleur remains paired with the same shifters. We successfully created and executed our arbitrary sequences of upshifting and downshifting through replay attacks. In summary, this has the effect of creating an unauthorized shifter that completely controls the rear derailleur and the front derailleur of the victim. We successfully replicated the experiments by replaying the control commands (upshifting and downshifting) for the front derailleur and managed to take control of it.

4.3 RF Jamming Attack

A jammer operates as an RF transmitter, transmitting noise that interferes with wireless communications. Our study utilized two varieties of jammers: one generating random noise and another broadcasting sine and cosine waves. To assess the effectiveness of our jammers, we carried out tests under various conditions. Based on our observations, using sine and cosine waves for the jamming signal proved more effective than noise. Consequently, we conducted our experiments to assess the jamming range by generating sine and cosine waves.

We transmitted the generated signal precisely at 2.478 GHz to interfere with the communication, as this is the specific frequency used for all Shimano proprietary communications. Consequently, the jamming would affect all nearby bikes operating on this frequency. In our jamming tests, we positioned the shifter and the derailleur one meter apart, reflecting the typical distance between these components on a bike. We then experimented with the jammer at varying distances.

We use GNURadio [6] for generating our jamming signals and a USRP B210 to transmit them over the air. The effectiveness of jamming depends on various factors, including the power of the jamming device, the type of signal being jammed, the environmental conditions, and the distance between the jammer and the receiver. The result of jamming can vary significantly based on these conditions. If the jammer is located anywhere within the one meter zone from the derailleur, the gear-shifting system becomes completely non-functional, losing all capability for successful communication.

Generally, jamming effectiveness increases as the jammer gets closer to its target. Outside the tested ideal jammer zone (1 meter from the derailleur), the jammer still disrupts communication to some extent, but it doesn’t completely disable the bike’s functionality. Our jamming range experiment was conducted using a baseline setup without the enhancement of amplifiers or directional antennas. There are multiple methods to make jamming more effective. Directional antennas, for instance, could intensify the jamming signal’s focus toward a particular area while lessening its effect elsewhere. The

---

2We note that although the devices operate in ISM band, care was taken to isolate the experimental setup in a separate area.
operational success and strategy of jamming can be greatly influenced by directionality, based on the jammer’s construction and strategic goals.

In a targeted jamming attack, the attacker would try to replay the signal on one bike so that it doesn’t cause any interference to other bikes. In our study, we labeled two Shimano wireless gear-shifting sets as Bike1 and Bike2. We captured an upshifting signal from Bike1 and replayed it at various intervals using a USRP B210. The targeted bike suddenly goes to the highest gear and stops there. Simultaneously, we attempted manual gear shifting on Bike2 in the vicinity. Our findings, illustrated in Figure 9, reveal that if the interval is less than 112 µs, which is equal to one packet length, Bike2 also stops working due to interference. The interference on Bike2 ceases when replay intervals exceed 112 µs, allowing normal communication due to sufficient time for transmitting command packets and receiving acknowledgments. In conclusion, when the attacker sends the replay packets with 112 µs interval, Bike1 ceases to function, whereas Bike2 or any other bike continues to operate normally.

5 Eavesdropping ANT Communication

Shimano utilizes the ANT+ protocol to transmit data, which devices like cycle computers can then pick up and display for cyclists. It’s important to note that the Shimano wireless gear shifting system does not send control commands via the ANT+ protocol. In ANT+ communication, multiple devices can connect to a single source. This means that with the Shimano network key, any nearby ANT+ receiver can pick up the data being transmitted. For instance, if two bikes are close together, the second bike can link to the first bike’s transmission and access its data simultaneously as the first bike is connected to its cycle computer. This allows an attacker to time their gear shifting replay based on precise knowledge of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 7: Configuration for Capturing Shimano’s ANT+ communication</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Channel Frequency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network Key</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Channel Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Device Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Device Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transmission Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Channel Period</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

what gear the victim rider is using.

We emphasize that eavesdropping on ANT+ communication does not form a core component of our attacker model. However, being able to target a specific gear through eavesdropping can indeed offer a strategic advantage to an attacker.

Table 7 outlines the configuration parameters necessary for capturing data using Shimano’s ANT+ protocol. The critical piece of information is the Shimano network key, a unique identifier that secures and enables communication on the Shimano ANT+ network. Cycle computers need this network key to capture ANT+ communications from Shimano devices. The Channel Frequency identifies the specific radio frequency used for communication, with channel 57 operating at 2457 MHz, which helps avoid signal interference. The Channel Type indicates whether a device acts as a ‘Master’ (initiating communication) or a ‘Slave’ (receiving data), with specific hexadecimal values for setup. The Device Number serves as a unique identifier within the ANT+ network. Numbers range from 1 to 65535, with 0 reserved for searching mode to connect with nearby devices. Device Type corresponds to the ANT+ standard for different device categories, with a type of 1 usually denoting a generic sensor. Transmission Type refers to specific patterns or information for device communication. The Channel Period details the frequency of data broadcasts, with ‘8198 counts’ equating to a 4 Hz rate, affecting both data timeliness and device battery life. Using the ANTware II [2] application and the correct configuration, we managed to intercept communications on the Shimano ANT+ network. ANTware II is a tool for managing ANT/ANT+ devices via an ANT+ USB stick. Figure 10 displays the captured packets during gear shifts from 8 to 1 on Shimano’s ANT+ network. The data highlighted in red represent the current gear values. Having a detailed knowledge of the network parameters and packet structure allows an attacker to easily replicate these packets.

6 Discussion

Shimano’s protocol incorporates basic encryption techniques to prevent attackers from creating counterfeit signals. Reverse engineering was notably demanding due to its use of GFSK modulation, which complicates demodulation when parame-
with advancements in miniaturization and integrated circuit (IC) technology, it is feasible to reduce the size of the attack configuration for optimization. However, this requires a setup comprising a Software Defined Radio (SDR) and a laptop. While effective, this configuration is not optimized for size or portability. However, with advancements in miniaturization and integrated circuit (IC) technology, it is feasible to reduce the size of the attack device significantly. By custom designing specific circuits, we can integrate a receiver, a modest amount of memory for signal storage, and a transmitter into a compact, single System on a Chip (SoC) or small circuit board. This miniaturization process makes the attack system more discreet and enhances its portability and deployment ease. For example, researchers demonstrated relay attacks [20] on passive keyless entry systems with SDRs costing more than $1500 in 2011. A few years later, the same attack was demonstrated using $225 [12].

**Countermeasures.** Adding timestamps into wireless communications can mitigate replay attacks to some degree by allowing only messages sent within a designated timeframe, thereby rendering older, possibly replayed messages invalid. Nonetheless, integrating timestamps into wireless communication poses challenges. Effective use of timestamps requires precise synchronization between the devices. This can be challenging, particularly in settings where devices lack consistent access to a shared time source, such as the Internet or GPS signals.

Rolling or hopping codes stand as another prevalent strategy in wireless systems to prevent replay attacks. Within this framework, each transmitted signal is accompanied by a distinct code generated through a specific algorithm known to both the sender and receiver. These codes are one-time-use only, ensuring that once a code has been utilized for authentication, it is voided, prompting both devices to proceed to the subsequent sequence code. This method is especially prevalent in scenarios prone to signal interception and unauthorized reuse, such as passive keyless entry in cars and garage door systems. Although rolling codes significantly counter basic replay attacks, they are not foolproof against more sophisticated threats, such as code grabbing and delayed playback if an attacker intercepts the original code’s delivery to the receiver. However, this approach can significantly increase the difficulty of performing a replay attack in Shimano wireless gear shifting.

There are other types of countermeasures designed for specific applications that can be highly effective and useful. Particularly for Shimano bikes, implementing distance-based restrictions could be beneficial [35]. Since legitimate interactions occur only between shifters and derailleurs within limited distances, establishing range limitations on the receiver to only accept commands from close proximity can be helpful. This approach is based on the assumption that attackers are more likely to conduct replay attacks from a distance, so by restricting the range at which commands are accepted, we reduce the likelihood of successful remote attacks. However, securely measuring distance is a challenging problem [33, 36] in itself, and therefore, while it can reduce the risk of replay attacks, it should be used in conjunction with other security measures for comprehensive protection.

Our current observation indicates that it is likely that Shimano is not using any kind of rolling code or other mentioned

![Figure 10: Eavesdropping ANT communication. The data highlighted in red represent the current gear values in each packet.](image-url)
countermeasures. Our study reveals that the current security measures in Shimano’s wireless gear shifting systems are insufficient to protect against replay attacks. The practical feasibility of executing these identified attacks demonstrates that attackers could exploit these vulnerabilities with relatively modest resources. Despite advancements in similar systems, the lessons learned have not been fully integrated into the design of Shimano’s wireless gear shifters, leaving them vulnerable to specific cyber attacks such as those observed in automotive key fob systems. Moving forward, it is crucial to implement robust defenses, including rolling codes and other complementary security measures, to enhance the security guarantees of these wireless systems and safeguard against potential attacks.

E-TUBE PROJECT. The Shimano E-TUBE PROJECT is a platform that allows users to customize, update, and diagnose Shimano’s electronic gear-shifting systems via BLE. When connected to the E-TUBE PROJECT over BLE, the rear derailleur would be out of operation. If the malicious attacker has any chance to physically access the derailleur, they can easily pair their phone with it and cause a DoS (Denial of service). The biker in this situation would not know what is wrong, and the only way to fix it is to completely disconnect the derailleur from the battery to cut off the power. Users are strongly advised to change the default passkey immediately after acquisition. Often, the initial pairing occurs at dealerships, which may result in the default code remaining unchanged if the end-user is not prompted to modify it. Furthermore, enhancing BLE security with unique, secure passkeys for each bike, rather than a standard default passkey, is recommended to prevent unauthorized access. If an attacker manages to connect the bike to his E-TUBE PROJECT, the implications can be severe. They could easily alter the bike’s settings and even change the passkey, preventing any quick fix.

Future Work. In future research, we intend to expand our investigation into the security architecture of wireless gear-shifting systems beyond the scope of Shimano. We plan to analyze and compare various manufacturers’ vulnerabilities and defense mechanisms, identifying common weaknesses and best practices within the industry. This comprehensive analysis will allow us to develop more robust security guidelines and recommendations for all wireless gear-shifting systems. Our goal is to ensure safer and more secure cycling experiences for users.

7 Related Work

In this section, we will review two primary areas of focus related to our work. First, we examine previous research on the reverse engineering of wireless systems. Second, we describe the security challenges posed by replay and relay attacks, exploring how these threats impact various technological domains.

7.1 Analysis of Proprietary Wireless Protocols

Many devices contain inherent security flaws. They often rely on security through obscurity by keeping their protocols and information secret, hoping this discourages efforts to reverse engineer and uncover potential vulnerabilities.

Various reverse-engineering studies have been conducted on different devices [18, 40], each with unique attributes and methodologies. For example, Garcia et al. [22] investigated the security of wireless smart cards used in payment systems, while Strobel et al. [39] examined a digital locking and access control system prevalent in corporations and educational institutions. Both studies required physically opening the devices to connect the wireless chips to a logic analyzer, which is invasive and could be easily detected compared to non-invasive techniques. Contrastingly, non-invasive reverse engineering, such as intercepting wireless communications using SDRs, offers a less detectable, scalable, and repeatable approach. This method avoids the complications of hardware tampering while still providing deep insights into wireless protocols. For example, [32] research on wireless mice and keyboards, which often use proprietary protocols in the 2.4 GHz ISM band.

Kim et al. [26] report instances in which authors could eavesdrop by recovering the 128-bit AES key. In [27], the process of demodulating RF signals into binary data for analysis was documented for a smart home alarm system known as SecuritasHome.

Researchers have recently adopted hybrid approaches for reverse engineering and launching attacks. Notable instances include Samy Kamkar’s innovative methods for remote keyless entry systems [25] and Mike Ryan et al. [37] for electric skateboard control interfaces. Also, in [23], the authors focused on a case study with rolling codes.

Tools like URH [34] have aimed to streamline the reverse engineering process of wireless protocols, offering an open-source solution for signal capture and protocol analysis through SDRs. RFQuack [29] represents another advancement, a modular RF dongle system that allows for the customized development of dongles tailored to specific reverse engineering needs in wireless protocols. This tool underscores the evolving landscape of non-invasive techniques in security research.

In addition to academic studies, there have been non-academic reverse engineering efforts on the Shimano Di2 system [13, 14, 30]. However, these efforts primarily focus on reverse engineering the ANT communication protocol. To the best of our knowledge, none of these works have explored Shimano’s proprietary protocol. Furthermore, none have investigated replay attacks or targeted jamming attacks on Shimano’s command signals.
7.2 Replay and Relay Attack

Replay and relay attacks pose significant threats in wireless communications. It enables attackers to capture and rebroadcast packets for unauthorized access or service disruption, impacting various systems such as keyless vehicle entry, GPS, and remote garage door openers. For instance, previously, researchers have shown that through a relay attack, where a device is used to extend the communication between two legitimate devices, it’s possible to unlock a vehicle and drive away even when the actual key is far from the car [20].

Similarly, GPS spoofing mirrors these concerns, with studies like [24, 31] demonstrating the potential for GPS signal manipulation, impacting navigation and timing. In RF communication, Roland et al. [21] explore relay attack risks in NFC transactions, commonly used in touchless payment and entry systems. The challenge in the abovementioned works would be relaying the signal in real-time. However, as shown in this paper, our attack on the wireless gear shifting system doesn’t necessitate real-time relays and can be executed using any packet previously captured. RFID systems, crucial for secure access and transactions, face similar threats, with [38] addressing these system’s susceptibilities to replay attacks.

Additionally, the increase in replay attacks on smart home systems underscores growing security gaps, as examined by Fernandes et al. [19], spotlighting exploitable weaknesses in smart home protocols.

8 Conclusion

The sport of cycling is an adversarial environment. Modern bicycles are cyber-physical systems that support wireless control of gear shifting. We conducted the first security analysis of the Shimano wireless shifting protocol and discovered its vulnerability to replay and jamming attacks. This allows attackers to target riders and take control of the bike’s gear shifting behavior. Allowing attackers such control can lead to negative outcomes on the performance of riders in professional races and can affect the integrity of the sport.

We discussed our analysis of Shimano’s protocol with the hope that it would bring additional scrutiny to these technologies. We envision that future work will investigate the security of other wireless gear control manufacturers. Long term, we outlined countermeasures that manufacturers could use to reduce the impact of attacks. For example, a rolling codes system can reduce the attacker’s ability to arbitrarily control gear changes.
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Abstract

Here we describe a backdoored bitcoin hardware wallet. This wallet is a fully-functional hardware wallet, yet it implements an extra, evil functionality: the wallet owner unknowingly leaks the private seed to the attacker through a few valid bitcoin transactions. The seed is leaked exclusively through the ECDSA signatures. To steal funds, the attacker just needs to tap into the public blockchain. The attacker does not need to know (or control) any aspect of the wallet deployment (such as where in the world the wallet is, or who is using it). The backdoored wallet behavior is indistinguishable from the input-output behavior of a non-backdoored hardware wallet (it is impossible to discern non-backdoored signatures from backdoored ones, and backdoored signatures are as valid and just “work” as well as regular, non-backdoored ones). The backdoor does not need to be present at wallet initialization time; it can be implanted before or after key generation (this means the backdoor can be distributed as a firmware update, and is compatible with existing bitcoin wallets). We showcase the feasibility of the backdoored wallet by providing an end-to-end implementation on the bitcoin testnet network. We leak an entire 256-bit seed in 10 signatures, and only need modest computational resources to recover the seed.

Version: 2024-05-30

1 Introduction

Bitcoin, introduced in 2008 [Nak08], transacts in 2024 over 5 billion USD per day. Bitcoin is a distributed ledger that accumulates signed transactions conveying movement of funds. Cryptocurrencies like bitcoin are designed so that access to cryptographic keys directly controls the ability to move funds. In other words, in a cryptocurrency system, a security or cryptographic mistake normally results in the loss of funds.

Cryptocurrency users typically handle cryptographic keys in one of two ways: either they engage with a custodian to handle keys on the customer’s behalf; or the users themselves store keys in specific-purpose hardware wallets. Hardware wallets are essentially small-scale HSMs that at a minimum store (or derive) keys and sign transactions using public-key cryptography. Examples of hardware wallets are Trezor [Sat22] or Ledger [SAS22]. Hardware wallets typically use a key derivation strategy such as BIP32 [Wui12] to simplify storage requirements and overall key management complexity. In a deterministic key derivation strategy like BIP23, all private keys are deterministically derived from a master secret seed using a suitable key derivation function (like HMAC-SHA512 in the case of BIP32).

This paper focuses on cryptographic subversion of bitcoin wallets. We assume an attacker designs a backdoor and can inject custom firmware on the hardware wallet unit. The objective of the backdoor designer is to steal the wallet funds after the wallet is deployed. The custom wallet firmware contains a backdoored implementation of the signature scheme. This signature scheme is sound: it produces valid signatures. In addition, signatures themselves contain an extra, subliminal message embedded onto the signature values. This subliminal message is recoverable only to the backdoor designer. In our scenario, the subliminal message is the secret seed that generates all wallet private keys. Note that it is very easy for the attacker to obtain the signatures: since signatures are part of transactions and hence public information, the backdoor designer can easily recover the seed by monitoring the blockchain.

Previous work. Simmons introduced the problem of subliminal messages in signatures schemes and gave precise constructions back in the 1980s [Sim83, Sim84, Sim85]. Later Young and Yung generalized and coined the term “kleptography” to refer to backdoored cryptographic algorithms designed to steal information through covert channels [YY96, YY97a, YY04]. They also gave a very efficient kleptographic version of RSA that just requires two leaked

\[^1\]Alternatively, the user can store the key directly on their personal device. This is considered to be riskier since general-purpose computers have a richer attack surface.
signatures \cite{YY97b} assuming the signer is stateful. For formal definitions, see Atieniese et al. \cite{AMV13, AMV20}. Cryptographic subversion is widespread: a notorious example of a (standardized) backdoor is Dual EC PRNG \cite{SF07, BLN16}.

**Our contribution.** This paper details the design and implementation of a flavor of Simmons backdoored DSA, heavily tailored towards an actual deployment onto a bitcoin hardware wallet. We focus on crafting a stealthy backdoor that can be readily deployed in many different scenarios. We implement this backdoor end-to-end using the bitcoin testnet network and discuss optimizations and limitations. The backdoor designer can recover the whole seed with just 10 signatures and modest computational resources. We hope this example contributes to the development of more secure wallets and ecosystems.

**Applicability to other cryptocurrencies.** This paper focuses on bitcoin, but the ideas easily transfer to other cryptocurrencies that use ECDSA with minimal modifications. Similarly, while this paper focuses on “personal” hardware wallets like Trezor or Ledger, the same observations carry to special-purpose, cold storage solutions.

### 1.1 Attacker model

We assume the adversary has control over the wallet code. Gaining control over a hardware wallet firmware can be attained by a variety of paths, including supply-chain attacks on any wallet software components, a compromise of the build system, a malicious insider with write access to source code or a compromise of the firmware signing key.

**On stealth backdoors.** We note that when an attacker has achieved (essentially) remote-code execution in the hardware wallet firmware, there are many other exfiltration vectors available. For instance, a malicious wallet firmware could exfiltrate keys in unused fields in a bitcoin transaction, or resort to fancier physical exfiltration channels such as EM leakage or sound (if targeting a deep cold storage appliance). There is a plethora of work in this direction (sometimes called “covert channels”) \cite{KA98, VPD09, LU02, GMME15, MSST05, GSF20}. However, these exfiltration channels often introduce new assumptions that significantly increase the cost of the attack: either by requiring a compromise of other system components (as needed if the exfiltration technique relies on introducing new messages) or some kind of physical proximity (as needed in all EM / sound leakage techniques). Our exfiltration technique works in a significantly more constrained setting (our attacker model is weaker) since we rely on less assumptions. We do not require compromise of additional system components nor require physical proximity (not even knowledge about the specific deployment). Thus, our techniques are more broadly applicable and can be universally deployed on bitcoin wallets.

### 2 Design space

Informally, we design a ECDSA signing algorithm featuring extra functionality: the signature values \((r, s)\) convey extra information that allow the backdoor designer to extract the BIP32 seed. The basic idea traces back to Simmons, 40 years ago.

#### 2.1 Backdoored wallet requirements

We present in this section a brief reminder of what makes a good cryptographic backdoor plus some particular properties of good backdoored wallets. This concept was first introduced by Young and Yung \cite{YY96}. The following properties are desirable:

R1 Backdoor is efficient, both for signing and leaking. On the one hand, this means there is no noticeable performance loss in the signer (signing is fast), and that only a handful of signatures are required to leak the secret (the subliminal channel has appropriate bandwidth). We assume the attacker can afford some moderate computation when recovering the secret from the signatures.

R2 Backdoor is stealth: backdoored signatures should be computationally indistinguishable from non-backdoored ones. This ensures the backdoor is undetectable from its input/output behavior. Relatedly, the backdoor should be sound: leaked secrets are unrecoverable to anyone without the backdoor recovery seed.

R3 Backdoor is suitable for deployment in a typical cryptocurrency scenario. This means that the backdoor system should tolerate loss of signatures (for example, a transaction is signed but never broadcasted) or reordering (in general, we cannot assume the order the signatures are generated is the same as transactions in the blockchain). The backdoor should be able to leak arbitrary data, not just the long term ECDSA key. Also, in typical deployments of hardware wallets, each signature is generated under a different long-term key (this is the case in BIP32). This means the backdoor should work when the long-term key changes from signature to signature. In addition, the backdoor should be stateless: in some systems, non-volatile storage may not be available (either as a security feature) or storing extra data in non-volatile storage may not be desirable (to lower detection probability, and simplify backdoor deployment).

#### 2.2 Backdoor syntax

We first revisit the synatax of non-backdoored signature schemes and later augment it to construct backdoored signature schemes.
Digital signature. We adopt the usual syntax for a digital signature scheme, consisting of the following three algorithms:

- \( \text{Sig.KeyGen()} \rightarrow (pk, sk) \) generates a public/private key pair.
- \( \text{Sig.Sign}(sk, m) \rightarrow \sigma \) emits a signature \( \sigma \) on a message \( m \) using private key \( sk \).
- \( \text{Sig.Verify}(pk, m, \sigma) \rightarrow \{0, 1\} \) verifies signature \( \sigma \) on message \( m \) using public key \( pk \).

For a definition of the ECDSA algorithm, see Appendix A.

Backdoored signatures. A backdoor signature scheme augments a signature scheme with two extra algorithms and modifies the signing algorithm:

- \( \text{BSig.SysParam()} \rightarrow (bp\text{-sign}, bp\text{-extract}) \). Generates backdoor system parameters required for signing \( bs\text{-sign} \) and for recovery \( bs\text{-extract} \). The attacker typically runs this algorithm once to initialize the backdoor parameters.
- \( \text{BSig.Sign}(sk, m, S, bp\text{-sign}) \rightarrow \sigma \). Generates a backdoored signature \( \sigma \) on message \( m \). The signature \( \sigma \) conveys the subliminal message \( S \) (potentially only partially) to be exfiltrated.
- \( \text{BSig.Recover}(\{\sigma_i\}, bp\text{-extract}) \rightarrow l \) recovers the subliminal message \( S \) from a set of signatures \( \{\sigma_i\} \).

In practice, the signature scheme BSig.Sign may not fully leak the whole subliminal message \( S \) in a single signature, but only a part of it. To address this, the backdoor designer implements BSig.Sign to leak different parts of \( S \) on each invocation. Conversely, BSig.Extract takes multiple signatures \( \{\sigma_i\} \) to reconstruct \( S \). In other words, the backdoor designer may bake message fragmentation and reassembly into the backdoored algorithms.

3 Backdoor description / our construction

Basic idea overview. The backdoor designer wants to leak an arbitrary value \( S \). For example, \( S \) could be the BIP32 seed that generates the whole wallet. The basic idea is to leak \( S \) in two steps. The first step is splitting \( S \) into several partial subliminal messages \( l_i \). The second step is picking the ECDSA nonce to encode \( l_i \) into \( \sigma_i \) such that BECDAS.Extract can recover \( l_i \) from \( \sigma_i \).

We write in Figure 1 the full description of the backdoored signature scheme BECDAS. In the next sections, we describe step by step the construction of BECDAS.

Backdoor description:

- \( \text{BECDSA.SysParam()} \rightarrow (bp\text{-sign}, bp\text{-extract}) \). Generate an ECIES public/private key pair \( esk, epk \). Generate a backdoor recovery secret \( b \in \mathbb{Z}_q^* \). Return \( bp\text{-sign} \leftarrow (epk, b) \) and \( bp\text{-extract} \leftarrow (epk, b) \).
- \( \text{BECDSA.Sign}(sk, m, S, bp\text{-sign}) \rightarrow \sigma \). Signing consists of two parts. First we compute a subliminal message to leak \( l = p(S, m, bp\text{-sign}) \). Then we generate a signature that leaks \( l \): compute a nonce \( r \) from the message \( m \), subliminal message \( l \) and backdoor recovery secret \( b \) as \( r \leftarrow l \cdot h_1(m, b) \in \mathbb{Z}_q \). Call ECDSA.Sign\((sk, m; r)\) and emit the signature.
- \( \text{BECDSA.Recover}(\{\sigma_i\}, bp\text{-extract}) \rightarrow S \). Given a collection of signatures \( \sigma_i \), extract each subliminal message \( l_i \leftarrow \text{Extract}(bp\text{-recover}, \sigma_i) \) and then invert \( p \) using subliminal messages \( l_i \) to recover \( S \).

Figure 1: BECDSA backdoor description.

Notation and parameters. We write \( h \) for a hash function, and add a subindex \( h_i \) when we want different hash functions to separate domains. We work with the prime order group \( G \) of elliptic curve points. In the bitcoin case, this is the secp256k1 curve.

3.1 Step 1: construction rationale

Here we detail the construction rationale for step 1, performing fragmentation and assembly.

Mapping \( S \) to \( l_i \). We need a way to map the 256-bit \( S \) secret to several “short”\(^2\) \( L \)-bit \( l_i \). Simply assigning \( l_i \) to each \( L \)-bit chunk of \( S \) would work, but has important drawbacks. This raw method requires the receiver to receive all the subliminal messages \( l_i \) in order, and does not tolerate loss of \( l_i \). In the context of bitcoin transactions, these two points can be hard to guarantee in practice since the signer may not broadcast every transaction (loss of \( l_i \) or transactions may be broadcasted in a different order in which they were generated).

A more robust approach is to use the message \( m \) itself to “select” which linear combination of few bits from \( S \) are actually leaked. Since the message is public, BECDSA.Recover can invert this operation. More precisely, we use bit vector-matrix multiplication to “compress” \( S \):

\[
l_i \leftarrow SM
\]

where \( S \) is seen as a \( 1 \times 256 \) row vector of bits and \( M \) is a

\(^2\)Typically, \( L \) is in the range of few dozen bits. This is a constraint coming from 5.3.
The output \( l_i \) is \( L \) bits long. Intuitively, each \( l_i \) “picks” a “random” combination of bits from \( S \).

The matrix \( M \) is spanned from the message \( m \). Each message \( m \) generates a unique matrix \( M \). Since the message is public, the backdoor designer can easily reconstruct \( M \). For the concrete definition of \( M \) see Appendix B.

Recovering \( S \) from \( \{ l_i \} \). Recovering \( S \) from multiple \( l_i \) is very easy once enough \( l_i \) are recovered from the signatures \( \sigma_i \): Each \( l_i \) adds \( L \) linear equations to a linear system of equations over \( GF(2) \). Solving for \( S \) recovers the seed.

Mapping properties. Using a map like Eq. (1) tolerates partial loss and reorder of some \( l_i \). It also provides an interesting feature: the backdoor designer gets an early progress report on how many bits from \( S \) are left to guess by computing the kernel dimension of the linear mapping. Note that it is not necessary to have a determined or over-determined system, but we only need to collect enough equations so that the last remaining bits can be brute forced. We elaborate in §4.1.

3.2 Step 2: construction rationale

In what follows, \( r \) is the ECDSA secret nonce (also called short-term key) and the signature is the pair \( \sigma := (c, s) \) where \( c = f(g^r) \) (in our case, \( f \) just returns the \( x \)-coordinate of the curve point). For a complete description of ECDSA and notation, see [A].

Picking nonces. The basic working principle of backdoor- ing ECDSA signatures is that the signer picks the ECDSA secret nonce \( r \) to convey the subliminal message \( l_i \), a way that the backdoor designer can recover \( r \) and thus \( l_i \). At the same time, the nonce \( r \) should still be unpredictable for someone that does not know the backdoor secret \( b \). This ensures that the security of the ECDSA signatures is preserved.\(^3\) An easy way to do this is by setting \( r \leftarrow b \cdot l_i \).

Cross-stealing resistance. The basic method for cooking nonces \( r \leftarrow b \cdot l_i \) makes a very fragile signature scheme. Since \( l_i \) is small, a collision between \( r_i \) can happen with large probability, leading to complete loss of security of the signing key (if the same key is used for different signature).\(^4\) To fix this, we diversify the backdoor recovery secret \( b \) on a per-message basis as \( b_i \leftarrow h(b, m) \) where \( h \) is a suitable key derivation function and set \( r \leftarrow l \cdot b_i \). This ensures the security of the signature scheme is preserved (no one but the backdoor designer can steal funds).

\(^3\) Note that the “long-term” ECDSA key \( sk \) may change across invocations; thus, different signatures correspond to different public keys. This happens in modern bitcoin wallets that are based on HD derivation [BIP32].

\(^4\) While we cannot assume the same key \( sk \) is used for different messages, we cannot either discard this possibility, and the backdoor should yield a good signature scheme even if this is the case.

Recovering \( \{ l_i \} \) from \( \{ \sigma_i \} \). To recover \( l_i \), the attacker computes the discrete logarithm of \( rG \) with respect to \( bG \). This is relatively easy since \( l_i \) is small by construction. One straightforward procedure to solve this discrete logarithm is to just iterate over all possible \( 2^L \) values of \( l_i \). More precisely, to recover \( l_i \) from a signature \( \sigma_i = (c_i, s_i) \), we first unblind the first signature component \( s = f(b_i l_i G) \) and compute the point \( V_i = b_i^{-1} b_i l_i G = l_i G \). From \( V_i \), we extract \( l_i \) as \( l_i \leftarrow \text{Extract}(V_i) \). This procedure simply iterates over all possible \( l_i \) until finding the value. We describe the computational optimizations to speed up this process below in §5.

Discovery resistance. Assume the backdoor implementation gets leaked. This includes the secret \( b \). Everyone who knows \( b \) can recover the leaked seed \( S \). If this is a concern, then the backdoor implementation should leak a public-key encryption \( E(S) \) of \( S \) instead of bare \( S \). A good choice for the encryption functionality \( E \) is ECIES [Sho01] over secp256k1. This greatly simplifies the implementation as all the elliptic curve machinery is already in the signing implementation. The only drawback of the approach is ciphertext expansion: ECIES roughly doubles\(^5\) the size of the subliminal leakage (512 bits), requiring more signatures to be leaked.

4 Discussion

4.1 How many signatures are needed to leak the full seed?

Tradeoff between \( L \) and number of signatures. There is a tension between the number of leaked bits per signature \( L \) and the number of required signatures to reconstruct the seed \( S \). Obviously, we want to keep the number of required signatures as low as possible to leak the seed as soon as possible. That forces a high \( L \), which in turns makes the recovery computationally expensive. The running time of BSig.Recover is exponential in \( L \). We study this tradeoff in this section.

How much efficiency are we losing? The map from Eq. (1) is quite efficient: there is little redundancy across multiple \( l_i \). Each \( l_i \) as generated per the mapping from Equation (1) leaks approximately \( L \) bits of \( S \). This is because the rank of a random square matrix\(^6\) over \( GF(2) \) is very close to its di-

---

\(^5\) Pure trapdoor-based public key encryption do not yield a more efficient scheme. RSA encryption would add zero overhead, but obviously for the parameters in question RSA-256 would provide an unacceptable security level. Even state-of-the-art trapdoors with low overhead [DGH+19] still would be more expensive than KEM+DEM for such a short plaintext size (256-bit). For example, if the construction from [DGH+19] is asymptotically perfect (rate-1 ciphertext expansion), for 64-byte messages the ciphertext is 274-byte long [DGH+19]. Another alternative is to use ECIES over a smaller curve.

\(^6\) This naturally assumes the matrix \( M \) is constructed as per [B] which can be considered uniformly essentially random in \( \{0,1\} \).
4.2 Deterministic signatures

ECDSA signatures come in two broad flavors: randomized and derandomized (aka deterministic signatures [MNPV98, Por13]). A backdoor signature scheme should mimic the existing wallet behavior to remain stealthy. Otherwise, the backdoored scheme is trivially distinguishable.

Deterministic backdoored signatures The scheme as described in Section 3 is deterministic, except for the ECIES encryption $E$ for discovery resistance. To make ECIES deterministic, we can use a Encrypt-with-hash variant\footnote{Derandomized ECDSA signatures uses a deterministic process to generate the (pseudo-)random value $k$ needed at signing time. They are preferred in practice since they are more resilient to imperfect randomness (at the cost of slightly increased computation). Many bitcoin wallets implement this strategy, usually in the form of RFC6979.} from Bellare et al. [BBO07, §5.1]. This is possible in our case since the plaintext input to ECIES comes from a space with large min-entropy (a 256-bit seed $S$). This reduces to using a hash of the plaintext $S$ as the randomness required for ECIES.

Randomized backdoored signatures. If the backdoor designer wishes to emulate a “randomized” version of ECDSA, they can randomize the backdoored nonce $r$ by multiplying by a small integer $v$ as $r \leftarrow v \cdot h(b, m) \cdot l_i$. This comes at an increased cost at recovery time (exponential in the bitsize of $v$). The random factor $v$ should be large enough so that collisions are below a threshold backdoor detection probability. This is not a fully randomized ECDSA, since typically to be indistinguishable from a real random ECDSA signature, the value $v$ would need to be very large (in the order of 128 bits). As a result, this backdoored ECDSA is not fully randomized, but may be useful to avoid light detection.

4.3 Recovery discussion

Variant: lighter recovery. To improve recovery speed, set $r \leftarrow b \cdot 2^l$ instead of $r \leftarrow b \cdot l_i$. This will speed up recovery, since it replaces elliptic curve point additions by point doublings, which are typically faster.

Identifying backdoored signatures. By design, there is no “in-protocol shortcut” to determine which signatures on the blockchain the recovery procedure should be applied to. This means that the backdoor designer should apply the recovery procedure to every signature, and discard those signatures for which the recovery procedure fails (i.e. does not yield a subliminal message $l_i$). Note that the backdoor designer could make use of additional side-channel information outside the raw ECDSA signature (like the way the transaction looks in

---

Using less than $256/L$ signatures. Typically, we have access to an oracle that allows us to distinguish a correct guess for $S$ from an incorrect one. (For example, when $S$ is a seed, we can quickly tell if a guess for $S$ is correct by checking if $S$ unlocks some outputs.) This means that we do not need a fully determined system of equations to solve for $S$. When the system is not fully determined, the remaining few bits can be bruteforced by exhaustively generating all solutions for the system and checking each candidate. Note that generating solutions is a very efficient linear algebra operation (span the null space). This process only works when the remaining bits to be bruteforce is kept low (e.g. under $2^{40}$).

Empirical results. In Figure 2 we empirically study how many signatures we need to leak the full secret $S$. As an example, we can see that if we allow $L = 35$ bits leaked per signature, after leaking 7 signatures there is only 11 bits left to bruteforce. This means that we can leak the whole 256-bit HD wallet seed with a handful signatures. Setting $L = 35$ bits per signature is feasible, as detailed below in §5.\footnote{This deterministic public-key encryption construction does not attain the usual standard level for encryption (semantic security) but in our specific case this is acceptable [BB007].}
vulnerable wallets) to speed up this process, but this is not necessary and orthogonal to our case.

**Outsourcing recovery.** We note here that when using the discovery resistance feature from §3.2, it is possible to outsource the computationally expensive process in recovery to a different party. This party does not learn the content of $S$ (only $E(S)$). Thus, this party, without access to bp extract, cannot steal funds, nor correlate to a specific transaction. This can be useful to externalize this computationally expensive process. This party can also amortize its computational effort across different back door users, potentially by doing a heavy pre-computation upfront and amortizing across different clients.

## 5 Recovery implementation

In this section, we focus on the `Extract` procedure, which is the most computationally demanding procedure from `Recover`. The `Extract` procedure takes a curve point $Q = rP$ and outputs the discrete logarithm with respect to $P$, assuming $r$ is bounded $0 < r < 2^L$.

### Basic implementation.

The basic implementation is just a linear search on $l_i$. `Extract(V_i)` essentially loops sequentially over candidate $l_i$ till it hits $l_i G = V_i$. The cost is $2^L$ elliptic curve additions and point comparisons, which is manageable when we keep $L$ small. We can optimize this search at different levels.

### Optimizations: baby-step giant-step.

First, we can apply a classic time-vs-memory tradeoff (TMTO) by precomputing a table $T[j]$ storing $M$ multiples of $G$, evenly spread over the search interval (from $G$ to $2^L G$). This speeds up the search since `Extract` just needs to compute $L/M$ additions $V_i + G, V_i + 2G, \ldots, V_i + \frac{L}{M} G$ and on each step check for inclusion on $T[j]$ to recover $l_i$. This is essentially baby-step giant-step algorithm to solve discrete logarithms.

### Optimizations: point representation.

Secondly, we can keep the points in Jacobian form (thus making point addition very fast) and perform the inclusion check on $T[j]$ after converting to affine representation. The speed-up comes from batching several points in this conversion and leveraging batched modular inversion.

### Optimizations: compressed table.

To lower memory requirements we can store compressed points in the table $T$ (just the x-coordinate). This compression could be loossy (a short “fingerprint” of each point, such as some bits from the x-coordinate), at the cost of false positives (which can be filtered out easily).

**Optimizations: parallelization.** This search is amenable to parallelization at different levels. First, the search is embarrassingly parallel on the search interval $1, \ldots, M$. Second, SIMD operations can speed-up the search by computing in parallel different chains of $V_i$. Note that in contrast with the usual context of elliptic-curve cryptography, the main objective in this search is to maximize throughput in point operations, not latency.

### Implementation results.

We wrote a prototype in Go featuring the TMTO optimization. This implementation tests about $2^{37.2}$ candidates $l_i$ per second on a single core of a 2014 MacBook Pro with a table $T$ holding $2^{22}$ points (compressed to 64 bits of the $x$-coordinate). The implementation is concise and takes around 30 lines of code. It is not particularly optimized for speed. It relies on `math/big` for multiprecision integers (field arithmetic is not optimized for secp256k1). For fast lookups, the table $T$ is implemented as a hash map.

### Real-time detection.

In this section we see how quickly can an attacker leak a full 256-bit seed $S$ if their computing power is the 2014 laptop from the section above. The fact that a single laptop can test about $2^{37.2}$ candidates per second means a single laptop can run `Extract` on real-time on every transaction getting mined on the blockchain when each signature is leaking at most $L \leq 34$ bits. This rough estimate assumes the blockchain has a throughput of 8 transactions per second\(^9\). In turn, by looking up Figure 2, leaking $L = 34$ bits per signature means after just 7 signatures are leaked, there is enough information leaked to completely recover the seed $S$. (Leaking 7 signatures leaks about 238 bits, and the remaining 8 bits can be easily brute-forced).

Naturally, the estimations above are done with a single 2014 laptop as computing device. If the attacker has fancier hardware, they can use it to leak more bits per signature and accelerate the process, as they would need to leak less signatures.

### Other techniques.

It might be tempting to implement `Extract` based off generic techniques to solve the discrete logarithm problem in an interval. One such method is Pollard’s lambda algorithm (also called Pollard’s Kangaroo). This is left as future work.

## 6 Experiments

We implemented the backdoor end-to-end. This experimental backdoored wallet software runs on a laptop (rather than an actual hardware wallet) to make it easy to perform experiments. We implement the full backdoor except the “discovery

\(^9\)This is a conservative estimation, the actual number is more between 3 and 7
resistance” feature (ECIES encryption) discussed in §3.2. The implementation is written in python for simplicity.

Results. We leak 19 bits per signature. The implementation signs 13 transactions. Signing overhead is negligible (an additional vector-matrix multiplication). The recovery process recovers the leaked arbitrary message in a matter of seconds. We set the leaked message to: 0x1234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345. We extract in total 247 bits from the signatures and the remaining 9 bits we just brute force by going through all the \(2^9\) solutions to the linear system of equations.

Transaction hashes. We put a chain of 13 transactions on signet (a Bitcoin staging network) starting with the transaction f019b3d4607f9e44d68fe48c848a9cece5c02f884f4c79d9d4377ff65d3e27b. The full list of transactions can be found in Appendix C and the example output of the recovery tool can be found in Appendix D.

Generalizations. Whilst these concrete transaction chain uses the same private key for every transaction, this is coincidental (to make the implementation easier) and not essential. Therefore, the backdoor is compatible with BIP32 wallets. Also, even if these concrete transactions are chained, this is not a requirement. The different backdoored signatures could come from unrelated, unlinked transactions.

7 Detection, deployment

7.1 Distinguishing backdoored signatures

We elaborate here on the requirement R2 from §2.1.

Unknown-key scenario. For an observer that does not know the secret key material (but only observes the black-box, input/output behavior of the wallet), backdoored signatures are indistinguishable from regular ones. This follows from the PRF security of the hash function \(h(b,m)\).

Known-key scenario. For an observer that knows secret key material (or can choose the key), the backdoored scheme is trivially distinguishable. For example, the backdoored scheme will not pass test vectors. This observer can take the reference test vectors from a known-good implementation (or from the signature algorithm specification, such as RFC6979). Note that a backdoor could easily hide itself (by computing non-backdoored signatures) whenever it detects from its environment that it is running in test mode (for example, the backdoor could detect if it is being fed test vector inputs from a publication) or is running in a developer machine, or in the software build pipeline, or is using a test key, or the key was not generated internally at random inside the signer device.

7.2 Deployment aspects

Build pipeline. An attacker can plant the backdoor by compromising the software build pipeline. These systems are typically operated by different teams and could become an easy target.

Stealing firmware signing keys. Alternatively, this backdoor could also be planted by stealing the firmware signing keys. Conversely, note that the firmware writer has a lifelong liability to keep this signing key safe.

Evil maid. The evil maid is a particularly attractive vector for introducing this backdoor. Say you buy a Trezor or Ledger from Amazon. Replacing the whole hardware wallet with an evil, backdoored one is an option to deploy this backdoor. Ironically, the fact the code is open-source makes this process extremely easy. (Maybe by sending the wallet back to Amazon through the RMA process after having injected the backdoor.)

Implementing the backdoor at other abstraction levels. In this paper, we assume we implemented the backdoor at the application firmware level. The backdoor could be implemented at other levels: at the OS level (detecting whenever the ECDSA nonce is generated), or at a hardware level (for example by tampering with the RNG peripheral on nonce generation.)

Lowering detectability. The retrieval strategy is out of scope of this document. One possibility is to plant this backdoor in many wallets, but steal funds only from a few well-funded wallets. This can be used to lower the suspicion on a systemic breach like a firmware compromise. For example, one could only siphon out the top 0.1% of the wallets.

Multi-user setting. The backdoor description in §3 assumes we want to leak a secret from a single wallet. We can extend this to the multi-user setting (multiple wallets) in several ways. We can diversify the backdoor recovery secret \(b\) on a per-wallet basis. This is a clean approach on the wallet side; the recovery effort increases linearly with the number of backdoored wallets. Alternatively, the \(w\)-th wallet can leak first a single, short subliminal message \(l^i_w\) using a global backdoor recovery secret \(b\). This \(l^i_w\) encodes a “session” backdoor recovery secret \(b_w = \text{KDF}(b, l^i_w)\). The \(w\)-th wallet uses this “session” recovery secret \(b_w\) for subsequent subliminal messages. This makes the complexity of recovery substantially smaller.

7.3 Comparison

Our construction relies on subliminal messages in ECDSA. Simmons already provided in the 1980s several constructions
for this \cite{sim83,sim84,sim85} that relied on manipulating the DSA secret nonces. Our construction adds a layer on top for message fragmentation.

The early construction of Young and Yung \cite{yy97b} is very efficient, requiring only two signatures. However, it needs to set the same key for both signatures, and the signer must be stateful. In an actual hardware wallet, statefulness may be hard to guarantee since this requires write capabilities to non-volatile storage (which may be not even present).

The construction of Ateniese et al. \cite{amv15} is tangentially related to ours. However, the running time for the backdoored signer is exponential in the number of bits leaked, which makes the backdoor easy to detect by measuring execution time.

8 Mitigations

Split trust: multisignatures. Many protocols (including Bitcoin) accept multisignatures natively. This consideration can be taken at design time to generate a 2-of-2 wallet between the host and the hardware wallet. This technique can be used to avoid the consequences of a backdoored signature, but comes at the price of longer transaction (hence more expensive) and more complexity.

As with any technique that relies on splitting trust, diversity and heterogeneity are critical to actually gain security. In this case, if both the software running in the host and the firmware running in the hardware wallet are developed by the same teams, the cost of mounting an attack against both is not much higher.

Split trust: firewalled signatures. As noted by Dauterman et al. \cite{dcm19}, this problem can be solved with cryptographic reverse firewalls \cite{ms15}. This is a general technique that protects against cryptographic subversion and assumes some system parts (the reverse firewall) are trusted and behave correctly. Cryptographic reverse firewalls can be built from zero-knowledge techniques, but the performance is typically much worse than custom designs such as \cite{dcm19}.

Split trust: multi-party computation. Firewalled signatures can be implemented also with multi-party computation. There are a myriad of threshold ECDSA designs that could be used \cite{ll17,gg18,ccl19,mps19,ccg20}.

On the more practical side, Dauterman et al. \cite{dcm19} design a lightweight 2-party protocol for firewalled ECDSA signatures between a signer and a firewall. By construction, the signer cannot exfiltrate any message via bits of the signature. At first sight, it is easy to fall into this circular reasoning: what does this buy us if we anyways have to trust the firewall? This construction is appealing since the firewall itself does not require to store any secret key material (thus making it easy and cheap to manufacture with commercial, off-the-shelf parts, and hence trust).

We see an opportunity in standardizing the protocol the signer and the firewall (potentially, multiple firewalls) so that interoperability between different manufacturers for the firewall and signer is possible. Diversity here is beneficial for security.

At run time: attestation. One way to mitigate evil-maid style attacks is by using attestation: the hardware wallet could prove its authenticity to the host before the host trusts the hardware wallet\footnote{We need some mental gymnastics when laying out the threat model here since the raison d’être of hardware wallets is the host is untrusted.}. This requires setting some kind of PKI between the hardware wallet manufacturer and host software; and heavy modifications to the hardware wallet (quote generation functionality and provisioning secrets or certificates in the hardware wallet.)

General supply-chain mitigations. A backdoored wallet is a hardware and software supply chain problem, hence, generic mitigations against supply chain threats apply. These are not specific to the problem of a backdoored wallet, but apply to every security-critical hardware or software product. Without being exhaustive, generic mitigations like code audit, code signing, build system hardening, artifact store hardening, reproducible builds, artifact signing and secure boot will help.

Strengthening firmware signing. A take away is that we need to make firmware signing more robust. Firmware signing keys protect too much value, so it is convenient to diffuse this pressure. One way for example is by using multiple firmware signing keys, each owned by a different party that performs independent authorization of the signing action. This is essentially a straight multi-signature scheme. One can use more complex multi-signature schemes like MuSig2 \cite{nrs21}. Potentially some of the firmware signing keys could be stored offline with a tight, verifiable log of key utilization.

At validation time: known-answer tests. A mitigation strategy could be cross-validation with a known-good implementation. As noted in \ref{sec:results}, the backdoor could recognize the test vector inputs and react accordingly to hide the backdoor. This can be mitigated by using random, unpredictable inputs. In additional, the backdoor could sense the environment that is currently running on, and only get activated in a production environment, while the debug/development builds hide the backdoor behavior.

Applicability to other wallets. We focus here on hardware wallets, but the same principles could be applied to hot wallets or purpose-specific cold storage appliances.
9 Lessons learned

We collect here lessons we learned that could be useful in the threat modeling process. The lessons here can assist the security architect in gauging the risk level when developing Bitcoin wallets.

**Firmware signing key: lifetime responsibility.** The technique presented in this paper can be used to turn an existing, uncompromised wallet into a backdoored one. This means the wallet designer has a lifetime responsibility of safeguarding the firmware signing key (provided the wallet has some kind of firmware update mechanism).

**Firmware signing key: value.** The monetary value of the firmware signing key can be roughly estimated as the sum of the wallet balances where the signed firmware runs. This is typically much larger than the firmware signing key of consumer electronics. Thus, significant more resources should go to protect this key.

**Build system: value.** The previous observation carries also to the build system: the cost of sneaking a backdoor anywhere in the supply chain should be commensurate to the reward of backdoor wallets. Otherwise, there’s an opportunity for an attacker to make a profit.

The previous two points make clear the need for making firmware signing robust. We described mitigations in [8].

**Eliminating exfiltration channels is not enough.** A common good practice is to reduce or eliminate the “free slots” to exfiltrate data from the signer. This could take the shape of exfiltrating data through unused data fields (in case the API allows that), or by using representations that are not deterministic (i.e. admit several different representations for the same input). Whilst this is generally a good idea, it is not enough, since just the signature is enough to exfiltrate seeds in a backdoored wallet.

**Physical exfiltration ranks lower in priority.** For the security architect designing a Bitcoin wallet, physical exfiltration concerns rank lower than supply-chain security, since attacks using physical exfiltration are strictly harder to mount than supply-chain ones.

**Compromise of the signer is enough.** A relevant metric in assessing the attack difficulty or chances to get detected is how many different components need to be compromised. In this case, we do not need to compromise any other system upstream of the signer. (The attack works if the host computer that the hardware wallet is connected to remains uncompromised.)

Air-gap may give false sense of security. The backdoored wallet described here works also in “air-gapped” systems. By definition, in an air-gapped wallet the signature will always need to cross the air gap, and hence air-gapping is not enough to prevent this attack (even if it can help to reduce the attack surface.)

**RMA process can be a can of worms.** The reverse order fulfilling system is also a good opportunity to inject backdoors: a malicious user may return a wallet claiming it does not work properly, in the hope that the wallet gets later sold to another customer as a refurbished device. The wallet manufacturer is thus forced to inspect the wallets for backdoors if they want to sell later refurbished devices. This is a very hard problem.

10 Conclusion

In this paper, we engineered a bitcoin backdoored wallet. The backdoor is very efficient and can leak a full seed in about a dozen signatures. We demonstrated the feasibility of our approach by implementing an end-to-end demo. We hope some of our observations help the development of hardware wallets.

**Future work.** This backdoor is efficient, but could scale better in the number of injected backdoors. The effort required to recover exfiltrated seeds is linear in the number of injected backdoors and this could be improved.

**Ethical considerations.** The observations in this paper could be used to cause harm. We have performed our experiments in a non-production network using mock values. We believe the recommendations in this paper for mitigating backdoored wallets outweigh the potential harm.

A ECDSA definition

We adopt the same notation and exposition as [FKP16]. We have a prime order group $G$ of order $q$ generated by $g \in G, H : \{0, 1\}^* \rightarrow \mathbb{Z}_q$ a hash function, and $f$ a “conversion function” $f : G \rightarrow \mathbb{Z}_q$ (in ECDSA $f$ typically returns the $x$-coordinate of the input curve point). We define ECDSA as the following three algorithms:

- **ECDSA.KeyGen() → (pk, sk).** Sample $x \in_R \mathbb{Z}_q$ at uniform random. Set $x$ as the private key and $X = g^x \in G$ as the public key.

- **ECDSA.Sign(sk, m) → σ.** Pick a random nonce $r \in_R \mathbb{Z}_q$. Compute $c \leftarrow f(g^r)$ and $s \leftarrow r^{-1} \cdot (H(m) + c \cdot x)$. Output $σ \leftarrow (c, s) \in \mathbb{Z}_q^2$. When the caller picks the random nonce $r$, we write ECDSA.Sign(sk, m; r).
ECDSA.Verify(\(pk, m, \sigma\)) \to \{0, 1\}. Write \(X\) for the public verification key. The purported signature \(\sigma = (c, s)\) is valid if and only if \(f(R') = e\) to \(c\) where \(R' = (g^{H(m)}X^c)^s / s \in G\).

B Definition of M

The matrix \(M\) is a 256 \(\times\) \(L\) random-looking matrix spanned by the public message \(m\). We compute \(L\) different 256-bit hashes \(h_1(m), \ldots, h_L(m)\) of \(m\) and stack them to construct \(M\). (For example, \(h_i(m) := h(\{i\} \cdot M\text{-matrix} \cdot |m|)\) This ensures the matrix has balanced statistics and we can model it as uniformly random bits for the purposes of Section 4.1.

C Transaction hashes

In Figure 3, we write hashes for 13 transactions. We leak 19 bits per transaction.

D Recovery output

In Figure 4, we put an exemplary output of the recovery process. The tool recovers the leaked seed from 13 signatures after trying \(2^9\) candidates.
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Abstract
Indoor base stations are expected to play a crucial role in 5G and beyond, as they are required to provide millimeter wave connectivity in buildings. However, they are a prime target for attacks, as they are difficult to secure against physical access attacks and highly connected within the RAN, especially for Open Radio Access Network (O-RAN) indoor base stations. In this work, we develop and introduce a threat model for indoor base stations. We conduct a security analysis of a proprietary O-RAN Radio Unit and present four novel vulnerabilities. Further, we analyze the Radio Unit regarding its hardware, software, and services, highlighting deviations from the O-RAN standards. The vulnerabilities we discover lead to remote code execution on the Radio Unit, highlighting security issues arising from the novel attack surface introduced by indoor base stations.

1 Introduction

Two trends in the fifth-generation technology standard for cellular networks (5G) make indoor base stations (BSs) a prime target for attacks, especially in the Open Radio Access Network (O-RAN): (1) Achieving physical access control for indoor BSs is hard, if not infeasible, and (2) indoor BSs are highly connected within the O-RAN.

While mobile network operators (MNOs) have thoroughly designed policies regulating the security of outdoor BSs, physical access control is impractical for indoor BSs. Unlike outdoor BSs, typically secured with fences, security cameras, and stringent physical access control measures [14], indoor BSs are often deployed on walls or ceilings, similar to enterprise Wi-Fi routers [40]. As a result, only some of the outdoor BS policies apply to indoor BSs. This lack of access control exposes indoor BSs to potential physical port access by attackers, significantly expanding the attack surface of the Radio Access Network (RAN) and the cellular network. The aspect of cellular network security has received limited attention in the research community so far, which motivates us to introduce a threat model for indoor BSs.

O-RAN BSs are highly connected using various interfaces to communicate with other cellular network components. In O-RAN, the BS is disaggregated into several components [52], leaving only the Radio Unit (RU) deployed at the cell site (Figure 1). Within the O-RAN ecosystem, the RU directly interfaces a Distributed Unit (DU) and the Service Management Orchestration Framework (SMO) featuring one of the RAN Intelligent Controllers (RICs) [52]. The O-RAN Alliance has released specifications for the Open Fronthaul Interface surrounding the RU [46, 47]. In this work, we conduct a security analysis of a proprietary O-RAN RU to evaluate how vendors implement the specifications in the real world.

Physical access to indoor BS makes adjacent attacks on the RAN feasible, drawing attention to the security of RAN hardware. We deem this novel attack surface one of the major security challenges for RAN vendors and MNOs. To highlight this issue, we present four vulnerabilities we discovered on a proprietary O-RAN RU, two exploitable to achieve Remote Code Execution (RCE). In summary, our key contributions are as follows:

• We develop a threat model for indoor BSs (Section 3).

• We conduct a security analysis of a real-world O-RAN RU, highlighting deviations from the Open Fronthaul standards (Section 4).

• We present four vulnerabilities we discovered on a proprietary O-RAN RU (Section 5), which we classify as high or critical.

• We discuss our findings in the context of research trends for future cellular networks, including mitigation of the found exploits (Section 6).

We responsibly disclosed all identified issues to Airspan Networks Inc. and are in the process of requesting Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE) entries for our findings.
2 Background and Related Work

This section introduces relevant concepts and terminology of 5G networks (Section 2.1), the Open Radio Access Network (O-RAN) (Section 2.2), and indoor base stations (BSs) (Section 2.3) before summarizing related work (Section 2.4).

2.1 5G Cellular Networks

As depicted in Figure 1, in conventional Radio Access Networks (RANs), the user equipment (UE) connects to a Next Generation NodeB (gNB) that handles all layers of the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) stack [2] from the physical layer (PHY) to the Radio Resource Control (RRC) and Service Data Adaptation Protocol (SDAP) and sends user traffic to the core network (CN) [3]. The CN is the central point of the cellular network, providing numerous core network functions (NFs), e.g., user authentication, session management, access- and mobility management, and policy control [5]. When users access the Internet via 5G, the CN converts user plane (U-Plane) traffic from the 3GPP stack to the Internet Protocol (IP) stack and forwards it to the Internet.

2.2 O-RAN and Open Fronthaul

The O-RAN-specific parts of the cellular network are highlighted in blue in Figure 1. One of the innovative ideas of the O-RAN is that the gNB is disaggregated into three components [41], as depicted in Figure 2: The Radio Unit (RU) handles the radio frequency (RF) connectivity and lower PHY [4] before sending user traffic via the Open Fronthaul interface [46, 47] to the Distributed Unit (DU) [41]. The DU handles the remaining upper PHY, the medium access control (MAC) layer, and the Radio Link Control (RLC) layer. Finally, the Central Unit (CU) handles the Packet Data Convergence Protocol (PDCP) and RRC layers before forwarding the traffic to the CN [41, 52]. In contrast to the RU, which is deployed physically at the cell site, DU and CU are typically virtualized [10]. The CN, CUs, DUs, and RUs often build a tree topology where multiple RUs connect to one DU, multiple DUs connect to one CU, and multiple CUs connect to the CN [41, 52]. The O-RAN Alliance uses the data modeling language Yet Another Next Generation (YANG) to model Network Configuration Protocol (NETCONF) configuration and state data of O-RAN components and interfaces. Thus, NETCONF and YANG models facilitate standardization and interoperability between O-RAN vendors.

The Open Fronthaul interface is one of the numerous interfaces in O-RAN, connecting RU and DU. While control and user plane (CU-Plane) traffic is sent via enhanced Common Public Radio Interface (eCPRI), synchronization plane (S-Plane) traffic is sent via Precision Time Protocol (PTP) [46]. Management plane (M-Plane) traffic is sent via NETCONF [21, 47].

The above description suits the O-RAN Split 7.2x [52], where the RU/DU split is within the PHY. Other popular O-RAN splits are Split 6 below the MAC layer [1], also referred to as network functional application platform interface (nFAPI) [56] and preferred by the Small Cell Forum (SCF) [57] or Split 8 above the analog-to-digital and digital-to-analog converter (ADC/DAC) [2].

2.3 Indoor Base Stations

Indoor BSs are expected to play a crucial role in 5G and beyond to utilize the extremely high frequency (EHF) band for millimeter waves (mmWave) communications [2, 62]. Vendors of indoor BSs include Airspan Networks Inc. (Airspan), Nokia Corporation (Nokia), Telefonaktiebolaget LM Ericsson (Ericsson), and Hon Hai Precision Industry Co., Ltd. (Foxconn). This paper focuses on the Airspan AirVelocity 2700 (AV2700) because it is intended for indoor deployments, supports mmWave communications, and is compatible with O-RAN Split 7.2x [7].
Figure 2: Open Radio Access Network (O-RAN) disaggregation of a Next Generation NodeB (gNB) into a Central Unit (CU), Distributed Unit (DU), and Radio Unit (RU). This figure depicts O-RAN Split 7.2x, where the control and user plane (CU-Plane) of the Open Fronthaul is split within the physical layer (PHY). The F1 interface connects DU and CU. This figure is adapted in parts from [52].

2.4 Related Work

We summarize general O-RAN-security-related publications (Section 2.4.1), address existing work related to the Open Fronthaul and RU security (Section 2.4.2), and distinguish our work from the aforementioned publications (Section 2.4.3).

2.4.1 O-RAN Security

Liyanage et al. [36] analyze security risks and challenges within the O-RAN ecosystem by classifying security-related risks. They offer a detailed overview of various threat categories, including descriptions and evaluations of their applicability to the O-RAN ecosystem. They discuss potential security solutions derived from Cloud Radio Access Network (C-RAN) and delve into design errors while exploring their consequences and available mitigation options for O-RAN. Klement et al. [33] investigate the O-RAN environment, evaluating the security status of its deployed components and proposing measures to ensure their secure operation. They identify critical stakeholders in the O-RAN context and list best practices to enhance O-RAN security. Groen et al. [30] investigate the security aspects of O-RAN systems, adopting a holistic approach, including the O-RAN interfaces and the overall platform. They identify potential threats and offer solutions to address security issues in these areas.

2.4.2 Open Fronthaul and Radio Unit Security

Abdalla et al. [6] delve into the standardization efforts of the O-RAN Alliance, focusing on network threats with a specific emphasis on the Open Fronthaul. They identify end-to-end security threats affecting the interface and recommend countermeasures and best practices against the identified threats. They detail an attack scenario involving unauthorized access to the physical layer of the Open Fronthaul by compromising the physical connection between the DU and the RU. Liao et al. [35] developed a Denial-of-Service (DoS) attack tool for the Open Fronthaul control plane (C-Plane) by generating C-Plane packets that initiate DoS attacks. Dik et al. [16, 17] contribute two consecutive works on the security of the Open Fronthaul. In their first work [16], the researchers examine the transport security of the Open Fronthaul by investigating threats that can impact the interface. They survey the data types transported over the different data planes and derive necessary security measures. In their second work [17], Dik et al. conduct a more in-depth analysis of the transport network security in the Open Fronthaul. They discuss threats and vulnerabilities of the interface and their network impact. They provide a threat protection solution in MACsec as a layer two security mechanism implemented on field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) to secure the Open Fronthaul.

2.4.3 Distinction from Related Work

The publications presented in this section are relevant to our work as they introduce overarching challenges, threats, and vulnerabilities associated with O-RAN, showing the larger attack surface of the ecosystem and shedding light on various approaches attackers can take when attacking the O-RAN components and interfaces. The presented papers all take a theoretical approach to analyzing O-RAN security. In contrast, our work focuses on the security of a single O-RAN component, i.e., the RU. We investigate the AV2700 as an example of a proprietary RU and present real-world vulnerabilities and security issues of the AV2700.

3 Threat Model

In contrast to wireless access points [37, 59, 65], RUs pose an especially interesting attack surface with their multiple interfaces to other RAN components. Our threat model is consistent with existing publications [6, 23, 31, 36, 42, 45, 54, 55]
and applicable standards [22, 43] tailored towards indoor BSs. It aligns with existing threat models of indoor BSs in conventional RANs, including femtocells [28], for all non-O-RAN aspects. This section defines our system model (Section 3.1) and discusses an adversary’s motivation (Section 3.2) and their assumed capabilities (Section 3.3).

3.1 System Model

Figure 1 depicts our system model. We assume an O-RAN infrastructure with one or more RUs deployed indoors. The RUs connect to a corresponding DU via Ethernet to handle control, user, synchronization, and management plane (CUSM-Plane) communication. The RU also connects to the Service Management Orchestration Framework (SMO), where one of the RAN Intelligent Controllers (RICs) is deployed [42, 43].

In contrast to physically protected outdoor cell towers [14], RUs are installed akin to prevalent enterprise Wi-Fi routers, implying that they are accessible from within the building [15]. We consider an RU affixed to a wall. The RU might be located within or without the reach of an adversary. The RU might be secured with anti-theft protection means, e.g., a Kensington lock. Surveillance measures might be implemented to mitigate undiscovered interactions with the RU. The network infrastructure might be configured so an adversary can achieve Ethernet access from an adjacent Ethernet port connected to the RU. Depending on these deployment options, the adversary can gain different capabilities (Section 3.3). Possible scenarios enabling such access include installations in shared or multi-tenant buildings, e.g., office complexes, shopping centers, or universities.

3.2 Adversary Motivation

The adversary we consider aims to attack the 5G network, using the O-RAN RU for their initial foothold. Note that the cellular network is classified as a critical infrastructure [24] and, hence, is particularly interesting to adversaries. In the context of this work, the adversary aims to gain complete control of an RU to facilitate further attacks.

While any attacks beyond controlling the RU are outside this work’s scope, the adversary’s next steps might include local operation or lateral movement: (1) On the RU, the adversary might manipulate in-transit traffic by recording, manipulating, or redirecting, potentially targeting UEs [12, 34, 51]. Additionally, the adversary might extract sensitive configuration data. (2) The adversary might prepare attacks for lateral movement in the O-RAN by escalating attacks from the controlled RU to the DU [6] or SMO [58, 60].

3.3 Adversary Capabilities

We consider an adversary targeting the RAN by abusing physical access to an indoor RU, directly achieving physical access, or connecting to an adjacent Ethernet port connected to the RU’s Open Fronthaul interfaces. In doing so, our assumed adversary achieves a subset of the following four capabilities summarized in Table 1:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Potential Action</th>
<th>C₁</th>
<th>C₂</th>
<th>C₃</th>
<th>C₄</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Access to the RU’s Ethernet ports</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access to the RU’s power socket</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access to the RU’s debug ports</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation in own environment</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Redeployment of a modified RU</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>C₁</th>
<th>C₂</th>
<th>C₃</th>
<th>C₄</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Summary of the adversary’s potential actions achievable with capabilities C₁ - C₄. Checkmarks imply that the adversary is capable of the potential action and crosses imply that the adversary is not.

**Ethernet Access** With access to the RU via Ethernet (C₁), the adversary can communicate with the RU’s Open Fronthaul interface (Figure 3). This access enables the adversary to take the logical position of another RAN component, e.g., the DU or SMO, to target exposed services on the RU and any attack surface provided by the Open Fronthaul interface. By exploiting vulnerabilities in this attack surface, they attempt to obtain control over the RU. The adversary can achieve C₁ with access to an adjacent Ethernet port connected to the RU, regardless of surveillance and anti-theft protection means in place.

**Full Interface Access** Access to all of the RU’s interfaces (C₂) grants the adversary all of C₁ and access to the RU’s power socket and, potentially, to debug ports. With the power socket, the adversary can shut down and restart the RU, e.g., for trivial DoS attacks and to activate the RU’s start-up procedure. Additionally, the adversary can inspect the RU’s High-Definition Multimedia Interface (HDMI) debug port, potentially facilitating gaining control of the RU. Capability C₂ requires physical access to the RU, the feasibility of which depends on surveillance and access control means in place.

**RU Theft** If the adversary can remove the RU (C₃), they can conduct further attacks in a prepared environment. This enables the adversary, on top of C₁ and C₂, to perform more intrusive operations that require disassembly. If no hardware security features exist, they can use this access to extract secrets from the device. In addition, they can inspect and modify the firmware running on the device. After probing the RU, e.g., to extract non-default secrets and potentially tamper with the software and hardware of the device, the adversary can use the findings to attack other RUs. Capability C₃ requires direct physical access to the RU and an unguarded deployment.
Figure 3: The AV2700’s interfaces feature a power socket, an HDMI debug port, and two Open Fronthaul interfaces (Small Form-factor Pluggable+ (SFP+) and RJ45; blue) that connect to the Distributed Unit (DU) and Service Management Orchestration Framework (SMO).

RU Redeployment Redeploying the RU ($C_4$) grants the adversary all of $C_1$ - $C_3$ and the option to set up a manipulated RU into the O-RAN. After probing, modifying, and possibly gaining control over the removed RU, the adversary can redeploy the device to its designated spot. Taking the position of the RU enables interaction with the other components in the RAN and lays the basis for further attacks. Capability $C_4$ requires physical access to the RU and a deployment environment that is unguarded and unsecured over an extended period.

4 Analysis

The AV2700’s hardware and software structure is not publicly disclosed, so we decided to learn as much as possible about its inner workings to understand its attack surface. We connected a computer to the AV2700 (Section 4.1) to understand the network interfaces, remotely connected to the AV2700 to explore the file system, and reverse-engineered firmware parts. We report insights into the AV2700’s hardware and software structure (Section 4.2) and its exposed services (Section 4.3).

4.1 Setup

Our hardware setup comprises two components interconnected via an Ethernet cable: A commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) computer and an AV2700. We utilize the computer to communicate with the AV2700, investigate the device, and capture network traffic for analysis. The AV2700 connects to the computer via Ethernet. In this connection, we observed unencrypted traffic between the AV2700 and the PC for different reasons: (1) During start-up, the RU initiates a call-home procedure to the DU, and (2) some services running on the RU’s host system are not directly related to O-RAN. In normal operation, RU and DU communicate over an encrypted channel. Apart from the AV2700, our setup solely comprises COTS hardware, highlighting that only minimal resources are necessary to replicate our findings.

4.2 Hardware and Software Structure

The AV2700 hardware (Figure 3) is based on the Mercury+ XU8 System-on-Chip (SoC) [20] containing a Xilinx Zynq UltraScale+, which includes an FPGA [64], an ARM Cortex A53 [8] and an ARM Cortex RSF [9].

We investigated the AV2700 with firmware 19.6.3 of System Release 1.6.37. The operating system (OS) on the AV2700 is an embedded Linux solution built and deployed using PetaLinux 2019.1. PetaLinux is an embedded software development kit (SDK) for Xilinx FPGA-based SoC designs that includes auxiliary functions for building Linux solutions for embedded systems [63]. Further, BusyBox v.1.29.2, a Unix software suite for embedded systems and mobile devices [11], provides Unix functionality on the AV2700.

Besides a power socket, the AV2700 has three physical interfaces (Figure 3), two connecting to other RAN components, while we assume the third to be a physical debug interface:

SFP+ port The first physical port is an SFP+ Ethernet port, providing high-speed connectivity, which is ideal for the Open Fronthaul control, user, and synchronization plane (CUS-Plane). It requires an SFP+ module and connector.

RJ45 port The second physical interface is an RJ45 Ethernet port, allowing communication to the AV2700.

Debug port The third physical interface is an HDMI port, which we suspect to be an HDMI-muxed debug port similar to [50] and compatible with HDMI-muxed debug cables [49].

4.3 Services

Figure 4 outlines the service architecture deployed on the AV2700. Seven ports are open, out of which four are unauthenticated. The most notable components are:
Table 2: Summary of our findings. The impact of $F_1 - F_4$ is a combination of reconfiguration (Reconf.), Denial-of-Service (DoS), and Remote Code Execution (RCE). The CVSS scores refer to the Common Vulnerability Scoring System (CVSS) version 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Finding</th>
<th>Impact</th>
<th>CVSS$^1$</th>
<th>Affected Services</th>
<th>Mitigation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$F_1$ Exposed TCF Agent</td>
<td>RCE</td>
<td>9.3</td>
<td>tcf-agent</td>
<td>Remove before deployment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F_2$ Missing Access Control</td>
<td>DoS, Reconf.</td>
<td>8.4</td>
<td>clish_agentd, mosquitto</td>
<td>Implement authentication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F_3$ Memory Corruption</td>
<td>DoSRCE</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>All management daemons</td>
<td>Secure coding best practices, bound checking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F_4$ Command Injection</td>
<td>RCE</td>
<td>9.3</td>
<td>itf-mgmt</td>
<td>Sanitize user input</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 We self-assigned the CVSS scores to vulnerabilities $F_1 - F_4$ according to [25].

Figure 4: Service architecture of the AV2700. The central point is the mosquitto service communicating to the management daemons via inter-process communication (IPC). Three of the ports are authenticated and four unauthenticated.

FTP Server The AV2700 runs the ftppd of BusyBox started as an inetd server. The firmware misconfigures the File Transfer Protocol (FTP) server using an unsupported argument without a directory to serve the supplied files, preventing successful file transfers. Consequently, its purpose is unclear, especially when considering that the O-RAN standard mandates Secure File Transfer Protocol (SFTP) and File Transfer Protocol Explicit-mode Secure (FTPE), which secure FTP with Secure Shell (SSH) and Transmission Control Protocol (TCP), respectively, see Section 5.1 of [47]. Furthermore, per standard, the FTP service is located on the DU, where the RU is supposed to connect for file uploads.

SSH server The sshd service is provided by the OpenSSH 7.8 SSH server. This service is required for secure M-Plane connections; see Section 5.4 of [47]. However, the SSH server with enabled shell access also allows command execution on the RU, which is not a functionality described in the standard.

Telnet The built-in telnetd of BusyBox provides Teletype Network (Telnet) remote access. It offers functionality similar to the SSH server without the confidentiality or integrity protection of the transmitted data. Identical to the SSH server, the remote access capabilities offered by Telnet are not mandated by any standard covering the RU, nor are they part of the M-Plane. However, when considering Telnet as a vendor extension of the M-Plane specification, it violates the end-to-end security requirement stated in [47].

Mosquito MQTT server The mosquitto Message Queuing Telemetry Transport (MQTT) server listens on all interfaces and is externally reachable. In extension, the IPC functionality to the manager daemons can also be called from outside, indirectly exposing the manager daemons. The MQTT server appears to be unrelated to any O-RAN standard. We assume it to be a leftover implementation detail of the IPC mechanism that the internal manager daemons (described below) use to communicate.

Clish-agent service The clish_agentd implements the functionality of a local oru_shell over ZeroMQ [66]. It dispatches commands sent to the shell to the corresponding internal manager daemon by publishing them on the MQTT topic. No O-RAN standard describes the oru_shell, but it is directly derived from the NETCONF YANG models. Consequently, supported options overlap with settings configured over NETCONF. The clish_agentd violates the mandatory end-to-end security of the M-Plane because it uses an unauthenticated plain-text protocol [47].

TFC debugger The tcf-agent exposes debugger functionality for the FPGA. The Target Communication Framework (TCF) is an open-source network protocol to communicate with embedded devices [18]. The tcf-agent is unrelated to any O-RAN specification and appears to be a leftover development artifact. We checked recent Board Support Packages (BSPs) for the Zynq UltraScale+ and found the tcf-agent enabled by default. Therefore, its presence might be unintentional and not the result of a deliberate decision during development.

NETCONF The netopeer2-server implements the NETCONF protocol over SSH. NETCONF over SSH is required by the M-Plane specification [47]. In addition, the specification also requires NETCONF over Transport Layer Security (TLS), which we found missing (Section 5.5.1).
Figure 5: Target Communication Framework (TCF) packet broadcasted periodically by the TCF agent on port 1534, disclosing the TCF agent with ID, port, and version, and the operating system Linux 4.19.0-xilinx-v2019.1 with user root, leading to F1.

Sysrepo agent The sysrepo-agent is another central component that implements the NETCONF protocol’s internal YANG datastore as part of the O-RAN M-Plane [47]. Furthermore, it connects to the MQTT server to trigger manager functions as a reaction to NETCONF remote procedure calls (RPCs). This component directly results from the M-Plane specification, which requires NETCONF support for device management.

Manager daemons The AV2700 software is structured into multiple manager daemons (the leftmost box in Figure 4), which are used to configure and monitor device aspects related to the O-RAN: The sw_mgmtd, e.g., is used to update, install, and activate firmware archives. These managers use the publish-and-subscribe-based MQTT protocol for IPC to exchange messages encoded with JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) via the shared mosquitto [26] server.

5 Findings

This section presents four novel vulnerabilities we discovered on the AV2700, which are summarized in Table 2: An exposed TCF agent (Section 5.1), missing access control (Section 5.2), multiple memory corruption vulnerabilities (Section 5.3), and an OS command injection vulnerability (Section 5.4). We also discuss deviations from the O-RAN standards identified on the AV2700 (Section 5.5). All vulnerabilities F1 - F4 are exploitable for adjacent adversaries with capability C1 using low-complexity attacks without user interaction, special privileges, or additional attack requirements (Figure 6).

5.1 Exposed TCF Agent

In the context of the AV2700, TCF enables developers to communicate with the built-in FPGAs [19], e.g., from within Eclipse with the TCF debugger add-on that opens a terminal for debugging. In the background, TCF opens a terminal on the device and runs commands as root.

The AV2700’s TCF agent periodically sends out User Datagram Protocol (UDP) packets on port 1534 (Figure 5) while it waits for connections. The O-RAN standards do not describe the use of TCF to communicate to the RU, so we assume it to be a leftover service that the vendor unintentionally enabled during development. As the TCF agent was not removed before deployment, adversaries can abuse its functionality with at least capability C1, yielding F1. The TCF packets disclose detailed information about the device, including the host and port. After recording the handshake between Eclipse and the AV2700, we reconstructed the TCF messages required to execute arbitrary shell commands on the embedded device.

Finding F1 gives an adversary full control over the RU, which we further discuss in Section 6.1. While mitigation is straightforward, i.e., removing the TCF agent before deployment, adversaries can abuse its functionality with at least capability C1, yielding F1. The TCF packets disclose detailed information about the device, including the host and port. After recording the handshake between Eclipse and the AV2700, we reconstructed the TCF messages required to execute arbitrary shell commands on the embedded device.

Finding F1 gives an adversary full control over the RU, which we further discuss in Section 6.1. While mitigation is straightforward, i.e., removing the TCF agent before deployment, adversaries can abuse its functionality with at least capability C1, yielding F1. The TCF packets disclose detailed information about the device, including the host and port. After recording the handshake between Eclipse and the AV2700, we reconstructed the TCF messages required to execute arbitrary shell commands on the embedded device.

Listing 1: Python code to interact with ORU shell views. In this example, the reboot command in the system view is invoked to disrupt the device (F2).

```python
import zmq

context = zmq.Context()

# Socket to talk to server
print(" Connecting to remote server ...")
con = context.socket(zmq.DEALER)
con.connect("tcp://o-ran-ru-ip:8888")

con.send(b"view=system-view subview=all reboot 
"
)

while 1:
    message = con.recv()
    print(message.decode(), end="")

print(message decode(), end="")
```

5.2 Missing Access Control

While the NETCONF, Telnet, and SSH interfaces require authentication, the mosquitto MQTT and clish-agentd services can be accessed unauthenticated, yielding F2. In contrast to NETCONF, these services are not required by the applicable O-RAN standards. The clish-agentd is a more user-friendly way to access the NETCONF settings and can, therefore, be considered a vendor-specific O-RAN extension. The MQTT server is an exposed implementation detail with-
Figure 6: The Common Vulnerability Scoring System (CVSS) scores of F₁ - F₄. The colored sectors depict the three CVSS metrics: Exploitability, vulnerable system impact, and subsequent impact metrics. Each figure shows, starting from the top, the following items: attack vector (AV), attack complexity (AC), attack requirements (AT), privileges required (PR), user interaction (UI), confidentiality (VC), integrity (VI), availability (VA), confidentiality (SC), integrity (SI), availability (SA). The individual scores of the exploitability metric are as follows: None, low, high for PR; none, passive, active for UI; low, high for AC; none, present for AT; and network, adjacent, local, physical for AV.

5.3 Memory Corruption Vulnerabilities

The custom-written management daemons of the AV2700 (the leftmost box in Figure 4) are most likely written in C, judging by the libraries used, some strings referring to filenames with a .c extension, and the overall observable programming paradigms in place. Consequently, these components suffer from a lack of language-based memory safety, leading to F₃. Examples of such issues include multiple null pointer de-references crashing the affected components.

In the custom components, bounds checking is done implicitly using the fortified versions of security-relevant functions such as __strcpy_chk instead of strcpy() [27]. These functions perform checks to ensure sufficient buffer sizes and prevent the exploitation of buffer overflows. However, this means that all services using such functionality immediately crash when encountering an out-of-bounds error, resulting in straightforward attacks on availability. We found this a problem in almost every case where input is copied from an MQTT message containing a user-supplied JSON payload.

Listing 2: Reverse-engineered code surrounding the heap buffer overflow in Line 13 due to unfortified functions (F₃).

```c
1 \#include <cstdlib>
2 \#include <cJSON.h>
3
4 \texttt{void* buffer = calloc(1, 0x102c);}  
5 \texttt{void* build_id = cJSON_GetObjectItem(json_obj, "build_id");}
6 \texttt{if (build_id != 0) {}
7 \hspace{1em} // Fortified version of strcpy (safe)
8 \hspace{1em} \_\_strcpy\_chk(buffer, *(build_id + 32), 64);
9 \hspace{1em} [...]}
10 \texttt{void* buffer_ptr = buffer + 0x188;}
11 \texttt{void* filename_field = cJSON_GetObjectItem(json_obj, "file-name");}
12 \texttt{if (filename != 0) {
13 \hspace{1em} // strcpy call with indirect pointer,
14 \hspace{1em} // not fortified (unsafe!)
15 \hspace{1em} strcpy(buffer_ptr - 0x84,
16 \hspace{1em} *(filename_field + 32));
17 \hspace{1em} } }
```
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void create_interfaces(char *inf, int vlan_id) {
    char if_name[10];
    char cmd_buff[100];

    /* This formatting call limits the size of
     * 'inf' to 7. 'if_name' is not used for the
     * system() call, but the program crashes
     * if the size is exceeded. */
    __sprintf_chk(if_name, 1, 10,
                   "%s.%d", inf, vlan_id);
    if(! check_if_inf_exists(if_name)) {
        if(! check_if_inf_exists(if_name)) {
            __sprintf_chk(cmd_buff, 1, 100,
                           "vconfig add %s %d",
                           cmd_buff, 1, 100,
                           inf, vlan_id);
            system(cmd_buff);
        }
    }
}

Listing 3: Reverse-engineered code excerpt of the operating system (OS) command injection vulnerability in Line 18 (F4).

is violated when accessing dynamically allocated memory areas such as heap buffers with pointers, and their fortified counterparts cannot replace unsafe functions. We attribute the existence of F3, a heap buffer overflow in the sw_mgtd daemon, to this fact (Listing 2): Surrounding code relies on __strcpy_chk() in combination with stack-located buffers, while the problematic code copies data from an MQTT message into a heap buffer (Line 13). Here, the unfortified strcpy() function is used, thus producing an overflow bug when copying from untrusted input. The impact of such issues goes beyond simple DoS attacks against services on the RU and can lead to full RCE [32] with severe consequences for the whole O-RAN (Section 6.1). At least C1 is required to exploit this finding since the service is exposed on the Open Fronthaul interface. We assign F3 a high CVSS score of 8.3 (Figure 6c) with a high impact on availability, a low impact on integrity, and a high subsequent impact on availability. We base this score on the conservative assumption that exploitation for full RCE might be infeasible due to insufficient primitives.

5.4 Command Injection Vulnerabilities

Memory-related issues are not the only area where user input sanitization is lacking. Generally, we noticed that commands executed by the system function were built using string formatting techniques. A review of associated input parameters uncovered an exploitable command injection vulnerability in one of the management daemons (Listing 3), resulting from the passing of untrusted user input to system (F4). Since the management daemons run as root, this enables the execution of arbitrary commands in the context of the super-user. Similar to memory corruption issues, this vulnerability is also externally exploitable with at least C1 and no authentication due to the missing access control on the MQTT server. As described in Section 4.3, no O-RAN standard mandates the MQTT server. Instead, it is an implementation detail of the RU vendor. The exposure of internal services that implement O-RAN-specific functionality leads to additional attack surfaces that could have been avoided. The specific command injection vulnerability we found gives an adversary-controlled buffer of seven bytes (Line 12). Only five usable bytes remain after accounting for two bytes to terminate the previous command and cut off trailing characters. Although this length restriction prevents straightforward execution of arbitrary code, known techniques exist to exploit exactly such scenarios to gain full RCE [61], with effects on the whole O-RAN, which we describe in Section 6.1.

We adapt this idea to create empty files with controlled filenames by using the shell’s output redirection operator (>). After creating the necessary files, we use ls -> 0 to create a file containing the chosen payload. Note that we get the trailing zero for free due to the virtual local area network (VLAN) ID appended to the injectable interface name (Line 15), allowing us to stay within the payload length constraints. We force ls to list the files in the order of most recent creation by creating a file called _tx beforehand, which is parsed as an argument to ls, controlling the sorting precedence of the output. This order allows our files to appear first in the directory listing, enabling us to ignore trailing characters. As ls adds whitespace between filenames, we facilitate a combination of tr and sed invocations to remove whitespaces and construct arbitrary payloads, inserting ${IFS} whenever we require spaces in our payload. We assign F4 a critical CVSS score of 9.3 (Figure 6d) with a high impact on confidentiality, integrity, and availability, a low subsequent impact on confidentiality and integrity, and a high subsequent impact on availability.

5.5 Open Fronthaul Standard Deviations

The investigation of the AV2700 RU revealed several deviations from the concepts and functionalities introduced in the O-RAN M-Plane specification for the Open Fronthaul. Specifically, various features specified in the standard for the RU startup procedure were absent in the AV2700. This section addresses the missing TLS option (Section 5.5.1) and the persistent creation of users (Section 5.5.2) before discussing the use of default credentials (Section 5.5.3). While none of these deviations are exploitable, they can facilitate follow-up attacks.

5.5.1 Missing NETCONF via TLS Option

The RU performs a call-home procedure during start-up, which leads to the DU establishing a NETCONF connection to the RU. The M-Plane specification mandates TLS encryption as an alternative to SSH for establishing the NETCONF
connection [47]. However, we discovered that the NETCONF via TLS option is missing in the AV2700. As a result, only NETCONF via SSH is available during the initiation of the call-home procedure. To use this deviation in combination with a flaw affecting the SSH implementation, an adversary will need $C_2$ to restart the RU and trigger the start-up procedure. $F_1 - F_4$ would still be exploitable when using TLS encryption.

5.5.2 Persistent Creation of Users

The second discrepancy occurs when creating a new user account with super-user privileges on the AV2700. The M-Plane specification states that upon creating a new user account and assigning it super-user privileges, the default root account on the device should be deactivated, and the active NETCONF connection should be disconnected [47]. However, we found that after creating a new user account and assigning super-user privileges on the AV2700, the device neither disconnects the active NETCONF connection with the default account nor deactivates the default root account. This behavior deviates from the specification and can facilitate follow-up attacks, e.g., for adversaries that manage to create a user via the debug port ($C_2$).

5.5.3 Default Credentials

The O-RAN Alliance has identified the use of default credentials on RUs as a main security issue [44]. Considering the prevalence of default password lists [38] and the associated risks in network equipment [13], the failure to deauthenticate the default account poses severe security risks. Adversaries can gain access to deployed AV2700s by brute-forcing devices with default password lists as long as the default super-user remains active, which can be attacked by adjacent adversaries with access to a connected Ethernet port ($C_1$).

6 Discussion

This section discusses the requirements of our findings and their impact on the operation of the O-RAN (Section 6.1). We outline mitigation means for $F_1 - F_4$ (Section 6.2). We discuss the security implications of our findings considering technological trends related to indoor BS (Section 6.3), 5G and beyond (Section 6.4), and the O-RAN ecosystem (Section 6.5). Finally, we address limitations of our work, future work (Section 6.6), and the responsible disclosure process (Section 6.7).

6.1 Impact on the Cellular Network

In Section 3, we defined the goal of our presumed adversary as full control of an RU running in an O-RAN. This section summarizes the exploitation requirements of findings $F_1 - F_4$ (Section 6.1.1) and their impact (Section 6.1.2) on the cellular network. Figure 7 depicts which capabilities are required to exploit $F_1 - F_4$ and what level of control they enable. Finally, we point out follow-up attacks (Section 6.1.3).

6.1.1 Requirements

Findings $F_1 - F_4$ are all exploitable via the RU’s Open Fronthaul interface. Thus, adversaries with access to an adjacent Ethernet port connected to the RU can exploit them ($C_1$). The adversary is not required to have specific knowledge of any credentials.

6.1.2 Impact

In the following, we discuss what adversaries can achieve with $F_1 - F_4$ and how close that brings them to fully controlling an RU running in O-RAN.

Reconfiguration With $C_1$, adversaries can reconfigure the running RU with $F_2$. Note how $F_1$ and $F_4$ also enable reconfiguration of the RU.

Denial of Service A DoS attack on the RU leads to users losing access to the cellular network. An adversary that is limited to $C_1$ can exploit $F_2$ to achieve DoS by reconfiguration of settings in the oru-shell: (1) data transmission can be interrupted by modifying RF parameters, (2) access to the RU can be hindered by configuring a VLAN tag unique to the network operator, or (3) the device can be rebooted repeatedly with the reboot option to disrupt availability. Note how, with $C_2$, $C_3$, or $C_4$, adversaries can trivially achieve DoS by repeatedly restarting or shutting down the RU.

Full Access Findings $F_1$ and $F_4$ both grant the ability to execute arbitrary code on the RU. Notably, both findings only require $C_1$ and allow RCE in the security context of the root user. Thus, $F_1$ and $F_4$ give the adversary full control of the RU. Assuming it is feasible to gain RCE with $F_3$, that finding also gives the adversary full control of the RU.

6.1.3 Follow-Up Attacks

Figure 1 depicts to which O-RAN components the RU is connected. With full control over an RU, there are three potential follow-up goals: (1) targeting users via their UEs, (2) attacking the O-RAN DU on the Open Fronthaul CUSM-Plane, or (3) attacking the O-RAN SMO on the Open Fronthaul M-Plane. Adversaries can target users by injecting downlink traffic to attack UEs. While no known attacks targeting users from an O-RAN RU exist, similar attacks exist for LTE [12, 34, 51]. Lateral movement in the O-RAN is possible towards the DU and the SMO. Adversaries can conduct the Open Fronthaul C-Plane DoS attack against the DU described
6.2 Mitigating the Discovered Vulnerabilities

Mitigating $F_1$ is straightforward by removing the exposed TCF agent before deployment. To mitigate $F_2$, we recommend limiting internal services to local addresses to avoid exposing them to external threats. Regarding $F_3$, we recommend performing explicit bound checking on all untrusted user input and considering switching away from the programming language C [48]. Vulnerability $F_4$ is addressable by sanitizing user input before passing it to functions that evaluate commands, such as the `system()` function. Limiting the internal services to local addresses, as suggested for $F_2$, also restricts the exploitability of this issue but still enables a low-privileged user to escalate their privileges.

Generally, we recommend applying a reasonable threat model (Section 3) during the software design phase to limit the external attack surface from an architectural point of view. Furthermore, we identified several deviations from the O-RAN and Open Fronthaul specifications (Section 5.5). Coherency to these standards, especially regarding security, ensures the implementation of the best practices, thus mitigating vulnerabilities in general.

6.3 Indoor Base Stations

The high number of security-related issues emphasizes the need for an updated threat model for indoor BSs. This shift voids the assumption that only trusted entities can directly communicate with the RU. Combined with a system architecture that exposes many services without authentication, as described in Section 4.3, the AV2700 presents a vast attack surface. Large parts of the AV2700’s internal code are probably written in C, requiring high security awareness and rigorous security testing [53]. Without such precautions, memory safety bugs that lead to vulnerabilities are very likely.

As we show in Section 5, the security weaknesses affecting the AV2700 spread beyond memory corruption issues, including missing access control for dangerous services and an OS command injection. These problems can also occur in software written in memory-safe languages. Therefore, it is necessary to follow security best practices and apply a proper threat model during the development phase, reflecting the reality that adversaries might have physical access to the RU when deployed as an indoor BS in a public space.

6.4 Technologies of 5G and Beyond

The intended application areas of 5G, namely enhanced Mobile Broadband (eMBB), Ultra Reliable Low Latency Communications (URLLC), and Massive Machine Type Communications (mMTC), incur high requirements on the RAN. 5G facilitates novel technology, such as FPGAs for mmWave beamforming to fulfill these requirements. However, using novel technology in gNBs and O-RAN RUs introduces new challenges for RAN vendors and mobile network operators (MNOs), e.g., more complex hardware in indoor BSs (Section 4.2) and other RAN components.

While $F_1$ is not a vulnerability within the cellular network itself, it is exploitable by an adjacent adversary to gain access to the AV2700’s host system, from where escalation to the AV2700 is trivial with root privileges. The exposed TCF agent vulnerability (Section 5.1) is a direct cause of developers not removing the TCF agent from the AV2700 before deployment.
deployment. As FPGAs are included in O-RAN RUs to fulfill the requirements of 5G in the application areas, \( F_1 \) is a consequence of the novel technologies of 5G and beyond. Additionally, with the TCF debugger enabled by default for the widespread Zynq UltraScale+, \( F_1 \) can likely be reproduced on other RUs.

6.5 Complexity of the Open RAN Ecosystem

The O-RAN ecosystem is complex with its new open interfaces and introduced features. The different components are highly interconnected through the various interfaces, and research identified that adversaries can use the interconnectivity to their advantage to escalate attacks \([36, 39]\). As detailed in \([6]\), establishing control of an RU provides an adversary with the means to escalate attacks upwards, penetrating the O-RAN through the DU and beyond, consequently impacting the entire O-RAN ecosystem, including the CU, the SMO, and the RICs. The security implications of this intrusion into the O-RAN are critical as adversaries might access user- and other sensitive data. They might manipulate the O-RAN to transmit malicious packets and data to users, potentially affecting user devices. Additionally, an adversary might bring down the entire O-RAN with a DoS attack, leading to a large-scale outage in 5G, classified as a critical infrastructure.

6.6 Limitations and Future Work

We did not fully evaluate the RU’s HDMI debug port. An adversary with access to all interfaces \((C_2)\) might use the RU’s debug port to perform a DoS attack or prepare follow-up attacks that lead to RCE, e.g., creating a new super user. An adversary capable of removing the RU \((C_3)\) can perform more intrusive operations to achieve full control of the RU, e.g., firmware modifications or hardware fault injection. However, if these attacks lead to RCE in the security context of root, the adversary still needs to redeploy the RU into the running O-RAN to achieve their goal, requiring \( C_4 \).

We analyzed the AV2700 as an example of a proprietary indoor O-RAN RU. We focused on the capabilities of an adversary abusing physical access to an indoor RU, potentially stealing, modifying, and redeploying the RU. As we did not analyze an RU in a live O-RAN, future work might provide valuable insights into how much CU-Plane traffic an adversary with full control of the RU can access.

While we aimed to highlight general issues with indoor O-RAN RUs, our evaluation considered only one product, the AV2700. Future work might reproduce our findings on other indoor RUs and assess to which extent our findings are generalizable.

6.7 Responsible Disclosure

We privately reported \( F_1 \) to Airspan on April 19, 2023. After waiting for an acknowledgment or response, we sent a follow-up email on February 13, 2024, with a revised deadline of April 13, 2024, marking 360 days from the initial reporting. On February 14, 2024, an Airspan executive responded to our email, who acknowledged dismissing our initial email as a phishing attempt. We were assured that the responsible team at Airspan had been informed about our report and that they would contact us regarding the vulnerability and next steps. On February 21, 2024, we privately reported \( F_2 - F_4 \) to Airspan. We set a deadline for May 21, 2024, marking 90 days from the day of reporting, which complies with recommended industry practice \([29]\). To the best of our knowledge, Airspan is now working on patches for \( F_1 - F_4 \).

7 Conclusions

With this paper, we contribute to the RAN security of 5G and beyond, especially regarding the deployment of indoor BSs. We introduce a threat model for indoor BSs, considering they are more easily accessible than outdoor BSs. Our security analysis of the Airspan AirVelocity 2700 (AV2700) results in multiple deviations from the O-RAN and Open Fronthaul standards. We find four vulnerabilities on the AV2700 that we, due to the lack of official scores, self-assign high or critical CVSS scores \((F_1 - F_4)\) and recommend mitigation means for all of them. Our findings show that vulnerabilities in the host system of a state-of-the-art indoor BS are exploitable to Remote Code Executions (RCEs), which facilitate follow-up attacks on the RAN. This highlights the importance of securing not only the RAN-related implementations of a RAN component but also the underlying host.
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Abstract

Internet of Things (IoT) devices sit at the intersection of unwieldy software complexity and unprecedented attacker access. This unique position comes with a daunting security challenge: how can we protect both proprietary code and confidential data on a device that the attacker has unfettered access to? Trusted Execution Environments (TEEs) promise to solve this challenge through hardware-based separation of trusted and untrusted computation and data. While TEEs do an adequate job of protecting secrets on desktop-class devices, we reveal that trade-offs made in two of the most widely-used commercial IoT devices undermine their security.

This paper uncovers two fundamental weaknesses in IP Encapsulation (IPE), the TEE deployed by Texas Instruments for MSP430 and MSP432 devices. We observe that lack of call site enforcement and residual state after unexpected TEE exits enable an attacker to reveal all proprietary code and secret data within the IPE. We design and implement an attack called RIPencapsulation, which systematically executes portions of code within the IPE and uses the partial state revealed through the register file to exfiltrate secret data and to identify gadget instructions. The attack then uses gadget instructions to reveal all proprietary code within the IPE. Experiments with commodity devices and a production compiler show that—even after following all manufacturer secure coding practices—RIPencapsulation reveals, within minutes, both the code and keys from third-party cryptographic software, as well as allowing unrestricted writes to TEE memory.

1 Introduction

The global IoT industry is projected to become a trillion-dollar industry by 2027 [2]. IoT devices are widely deployed in both safety- and mission-critical roles in government, healthcare, transportation, manufacturing, defense, and telecommunications industries. Thus, these devices are a treasure trove of sensitive information. Data security concerns are a major obstacle to the growth of the IoT sensor market as data breaches continue to rise with the advancement of technology. In addition to data security, the growing software complexity of IoT devices and proliferation of Artificial Intelligence mandate code security, i.e., the protection of proprietary algorithms and models. Failing to protect proprietary code and secret data puts both consumers and companies at risk.

"Trying to design information security solutions without due consideration of the complex human nature may prove to be an Achilles heel" [9]. Cryptographic algorithms like AES and RSA provide confidentiality of data, but the key still ends up in device memory. This leaves keys vulnerable to exfiltration by an attacker with physical access. Unfortunately, physical access is the common case for IoT devices. To address the threat of co-resident attackers, manufacturers provide a Trusted Execution Environment (TEE). TEEs bifurcate hardware (either physically or virtually) into security domains, where code and data in the high-security domain are protected from the low-security domain. For IoT-class devices, Texas Instruments provides a TEE called IP Encapsulation (IPE), which physically partitions device memory into a protected region and an unprotected region.

Texas Instruments is the world’s second-largest manufacturer of microcontrollers [7]. Their MSP family of devices consists of over 2000 unique devices [3] making them one of the most widely deployed microcontrollers [4, 5]. MSP430s are 16-bit industrial-grade microcontrollers with low power consumption at a low cost. The MSP432 line of microcontrollers extends the capabilities of the MSP430 with a 32-bit, ARM-based architecture. Both devices have TEE support in the form of IPE, making IPE the most widely deployed TEE.

While the community continues to probe the security of TEEs provided by higher-end devices, the security of IoT-class TEEs remains under-explored. This paper fills that gap by analyzing the security of TI’s IPE. IPE protects code and data within the IPE zone from all non-IPE zone read and write accesses [37, 45, 48]. IPE is enforced by the Memory Protection Unit (MPU) for MSP430 and the System Controller (SYSCTL) module for MSP432, which restricts direct external IPE zone accesses by checking the origin of mem-
ory accesses. In addition, the MPU/SYSCTL also restricts all JTAG/DMA accesses to the IPE zone. Thus, only memory accesses from within the IPE are allowed to the IPE zone, making it ideal for storing secret data (e.g., keys) and proprietary code (e.g., AI models). Our exploration of IPE security reveals that—despite following the TI-recommended secure programming practices—the state-of-art compilers produce assemblies that leak information from and allow unrestricted writes to the IPE zone via the unprotected register file. These weaknesses render IP encapsulation insecure.

IPE has two weaknesses that undermine security by enabling arbitrary read and write access to secure memory:

- IPE allows all code outside the IPE zone to branch to arbitrary instructions within the IPE zone.
- When execution leaves the IPE zone unexpectedly (e.g., via an interrupt) the contents of the register file remain.

We construct an attack leveraging these weaknesses called RIPencapsulation, which exfiltrates all code and data protected by the IPE—within minutes. Inspired by SGX-Step [49] and Interrupt-oriented Bugdoor Programming [43], but extending them to the IoT domain, RIPencapsulation combines interrupt-based control flow attack patterns, with data-oriented attack patterns, and side-channel attack patterns to break IPE. The result of RIPencapsulation is unrestricted read, write, and execute access to IPE-protected memory.

We implement and evaluate RIPencapsulation on TI MSP430 and MSP432 devices. Our evaluation shows that RIPencapsulation reveals the entire contents of the IPE zone with third-party implementations of AES, SHA256, and RSA, using a variety of optimization settings on a production compiler. RIPencapsulation exfiltrates all keys and code from both devices, automatically, within minutes—even when following all of TI’s secure coding best-practices.

This paper makes the following technical contributions:

- **Create a side channel:** We design and implement an interrupt-based side channel that reveals the state within the IPE zone of TI MSP devices (§4, §5, §6).
- **Reconstruct firmware:** We use partial state, timing, and size information to reconstruct the IP-encapsulated assembly (§4.2, §5.2).
- **Demonstrate generality:** We show the problem is pervasive across TI MSP devices, memory types, cryptographic implementations, and compiler optimizations (§7, §7.6).
- **Modify firmware:** We uncover interrupt-based data-oriented gadgets to modify the IP-encapsulated code and data (§7.7).
- **Discuss mitigation:** We qualitatively analyze various mitigation techniques with respect to their impact on an IoT device (§§).
- **Open-source RIPencapsulation:** We open-source all attack and evaluation code [8].

![Figure 1: Block diagram illustrating how the MPU enforces IP Encapsulation on MSP430 devices.](image)

**Responsible disclosure.** We have disclosed RIPencapsulation and the threat it poses to the security guarantees of IP Encapsulation on MSP-class devices to Texas Instruments.

## 2 Background

This section covers topics underpinning RIPencapsulation.

### 2.1 Trusted Execution Environment

A Trusted Execution Environment (TEE) is a secure processing area that provides isolated execution and secure storage of code and data inside a tamper-resistant module. TEEs include process isolation, the integrity of applications running inside the TEE, and the confidentiality of data associated with it. TEEs achieve this by using a memory protection mechanism restricting access to the security-critical software module [39].

Intel Software Guard Extensions (SGX) and AMD Secure Encrypted Virtualization (SEV) are multi-tenant systems running with operating systems and full-fledged commodity desktop/server-class systems. They use hardware memory-based encryption to isolate sensitive code and data. This type of deployment scenario is not available in low-end microcontroller devices like the MSPs due to the hardware overhead of the encryption engine and the run time overhead of encryption in an environment with single-cycle main memory access.

ARM TrustZone is a microcontroller-focused TEE that splits the physical memory into secure and normal regions, with specifically assigned computational units like Secure Attribution Unit (SAU), ensuring safe context switches between secure and normal processes, or lightweight remote attestation schemes like SMART [21] and VRASED [35], which provide user trust with minimal HW/SW modifications. SANCUS [34] is another secure architecture that provides
isolated execution and privacy of code and data in low-level networked embedded systems.

The only TEE for the low-end devices common to large-scale IoT deployments is TI’s Intellectual Property Encapsulation (IPE). IPE protects the encapsulated memory region from all direct non-IPE accesses, whether it be from on-chip execution or off-chip via the debugger, i.e., only program code executed from the IPE region itself has access privileges to IPE code and data. Figure 1 illustrates the IPE implementation for MSP430 devices: the Memory Protection Unit (MPU) verifies IPE region accesses by snooping the Memory Address Bus (MAB) and the program counter to check whether the access request is made by code in the IPE zone. Any unauthorized access to the IPE zone causes the MPU to drive the Memory Data Bus (MDB) with $0x3FFF$. To execute code stored inside the IPE segment, the program must call functions within the IPE zone. The MSP432’s IPE mechanism is slightly different technically, but works in a similar manner and has the same flaws as the MSP430 IPE (§4).

Existing attacks demonstrate ways to undermine deployed TEEs. CLKscrew [44] exploits software-exposed energy management mechanisms to introduce faults in the secure part of the memory, exfiltrating IP from TrustZone. Volt Boot [32] is another attack that demonstrates the vulnerability of on-chip volatile memories due to the physical separation common to modern system-on-chip power distribution networks. Recent research reveals vulnerabilities in TEEs like ARM TrustZone [15] and AMD SEV [30, 31], calling into question the reliability of these protection mechanisms. Our work adds to the TEE attack literature with an attack on TI’s IPE.

2.2 Code-reuse Attacks

Attackers turn to code reuse attacks when injecting their own code is prevented. Instead of injecting new code, the attacker constructs malicious functionality by chaining existing code snippets, called “gadgets” found in the target program. These gadgets are short sequences of instructions, typically ending with a “return” instruction. By crafting a chain of gadgets and manipulating the program’s control flow, the attacker is able to execute arbitrary commands. Many techniques exist in the literature that utilize various aspects of the memory control plane [11–13, 16, 40] and data plane [18, 25] to create Turing-complete gadgets for malicious purposes. We take inspiration from such techniques, replacing a ret with a carefully crafted interrupt and leveraging data-oriented attack principles.

2.3 Context Switches and Call Site Verification

Context switching is the process of transitioning the execution from the untrusted zone to the secure/trusted zone and vice versa. When a context switch occurs, the current state of the regular execution environment, including registers, memory contents, and program counter is saved, and the system transitions between zones. Secure context switching in TEEs is crucial for ensuring the isolation of trusted code and data from the rest of the system as any data that remains serves as a side channel to untrusted software.

In addition to context clearing, a TEE must enforce call site verification to ensure that untrusted code interfaces with trusted code in acceptable ways. When a program interacts with the TEE, it makes calls to procedures within the enclave. These calls are known as “call sites”. Call site verification verifies that the callee is a function allowed to be called from untrusted code. This prevents attackers from hijacking the control flow and executing arbitrary gadgets within the enclave. We show that call site verification is a necessary component of any secure TEE.

3 Threat Model

The defender’s code is bug-free. The defender follows TI’s secure coding practices: (1) they clear IPE state on exit and (2) disable interrupts upon IPE entry. The defender uses commodity cryptographic algorithms and compilers.

We assume the attacker has the capability to run any code in the untrusted world, this can either come from co-resident software or from having physical access [9]. This means the attacker can configure the timer and interrupt service routines. We assume the attacker’s software has a way to communicate with the attacker; The attacker wishes to have arbitrary read, write, and execute access to IPE-protected code and data. Note that this level of access is in-keeping with how TI expects users to interface with the IPE, i.e., the IPE is a place for protected, third-party code that untrusted user software can use as a library.

4 RIPencapsulation Design

RIPencapsulation is an interrupt-based side-channel memory exfiltration attack on TI MSP IP-Encapsulated (IPE) memory. As Figure 2 illustrates, the attack consists of three phases. After the first two phases of the attack, we are able to reverse engineer 80% of the IPE-protected code. If the attacker’s goal is only to get the keys from commodity cryptographic implementations, this generally suffices, as we prove in §7. However, completing all three phases enables the attacker to exfiltrate 100% of IPE-protected memory.

4.1 Creating a Side Channel (Phase 1)

The fundamental weakness in the design of IPE is that it does not protect the register file when context switches outside the IPE zone. This first phase exploits this weakness as a side channel that reveals the internal state of the IPE zone. The naive approach is to single-step IPE code using a debugger, but the MPU/SYSCTL monitors the memory address bus and
prevents JTAG or DMA from accessing the IPE-protected memory zone. This prevents breakpoints from working inside the IPE zone. While we observe that it is still possible to send HALT signals while in the IPE zone, it only provides timing granularity of 250 ms—not single-instruction precision.

The ability to process signals indicates that, in general, interrupts are processed while executing in the IPE zone. Thus, we can leverage a more precise interrupt source for single-instruction precision: the timer. Timer module interrupts have the capability to interrupt a program at single-cycle granularity (i.e., sub-instruction level).

Figure 2 shows the flow of the RIPencapsulation attack. In (1), attacker-controlled code sets up the timer module to interrupt the processor at a counter value of one clock cycle into the IPE code. Then the attacker code jumps directly to the instruction after the instructions which disables external interrupts.1 In (2), the victim IPE code executes until the timer module interrupts it and passes control to the attacker’s ISR. Note that on an interrupt, any currently executing instruction is completed, and the PC of the next instruction, along with the SR, is pushed onto the stack. The context of the IPE code at the time of the interrupt remains intact.

Inside the ISR, (3) we copy the register states to attacker-controlled memory. This includes all the general-purpose registers as well as the stack pointer. In (4), the memory space available on MSP430/MSP432 is limited, with memory sizes around 256KB. So saving the register states of the entire IPE-analysis process on the target MSP microcontroller is not feasible and we use its UART interface to transmit the exfiltrated register state to a workstation for analysis.2 In (5), the attacker’s ISR resets the PC, SP, and SR registers to restore the program state to attacker-controlled code. The attacker code increments the timer counter value by one cycle and calls the victim code again. We repeat Phase 1 until the state-change due to all IPE code is captured. The end result is similar to single-stepping through the IPE code.

### 4.2 IPE State Dump Post-processing (Phase 2)

Phase 2 consists of post-processing the register state dumps and does not require access to the device. The goal is to decode the IPE assembly, extracting as much information as possible from the state dumps. In (6), we Look at the changes in PC deduce instruction boundaries. Comparing its PC with the PC of the next instruction, we are able to infer the size of the completed instruction unless it is a control-flow discontinuity. The frequency of successively repeating PCs in the state dumps provides instruction cycle count.

In the MSP430 instruction set architecture, the instruction size and cycles depend only on the operands and not the operation. An MSP430 instruction has broadly two types of operands, register or memory, with the possibility of combining these two for the source and destination operands. Identifying the operation is straightforward when both operands are direct register values. In such cases, the critical piece of information is the change in values of the general-purpose registers (GPRs) and how those changes correlate to the previous values of the registers. For instance, an ADD instruction with two register operands causes a difference in the value of the destination operand. By doing so, we decode the operation as well as the operands. However, we need to probe memory-to-register or register-to-memory instructions further in order to decipher them, as we detail in §5.2. We also observe that memory-to-memory operations are indecipherable just by looking at the register file, as at least one of the GPRs must change for identification.3

Status bit changes are also helpful in resolving the instruction guesses. A carry bit set implies that the result of the operation produces a carry. Zero or negative bit changes help us infer whether the result of an operation is zero or negative. The overflow bit signifies an overflow in the signed-variable range [46]. It also helps resolve certain operations, e.g., an AND instruction resets the overflow bit. These distinctions are most beneficial when the destination is not a register.

After reverse engineering, we are able to decode all the register and register-indirect addressing mode operations, when

---

1TI’s secure coding practice recommends disabling interrupts while executing in the IPE zone. We leverage the lack of call site verification to bypass any interrupt disabling code. It is also possible to use external interrupts or even a power reset in place of timer interrupts.

2We also experimentally verify that it is possible to use the debugger to transmit the exfiltrated register state—albeit 22x slower than the UART.

3The ARM instruction set of the MSP432 only allows for register-to-register state-changing operations, which increases the power of Phase 1.
both operands are in one of those addressing modes. The next step in post-processing depends on whether the attacker aims to obtain the key or exfiltrate the entire IPE memory.

4.3 IPE Memory Access Gadgets (Phase 3)

A ROP gadget is a security exploit that allows an attacker to execute code in the presence of code protection mechanisms \([16, 38]\). For TI’s IPE, there is no context switch gateway between calls from untrusted code to trusted code. We observe that an attacker has the capability to branch/jump to any instruction inside the IPE code without breaching the IPE security. Taking inspiration from ROP, we devise an interrupt- and data-oriented exploit for memory access purposes, which we call Interrupt-Oriented Programming (IOP). Interrupt-oriented Bugdoor Programming (IOBP) \([43]\) first introduced the idea of IOP in the context of complete read/write access locked microcontrollers. However, these IOBP gadgets are rare in real-world firmware. The fundamental idea of our IOP is that if we setup the registers for a specific IPE instruction, branch directly to that IPE instruction, wait for it to complete execution, interrupt execution before the following instruction executes, and look at the results in the attacker’s ISR, we get a Turing-complete set required for return-oriented programming \([16, 38]\). Register-indirect addressing mode instructions in the IPE code that directly modify the value of a destination register are ideal candidates for memory exfiltration as these instructions enable the attacker to read an IPE memory location by modifying the memory address value in the source register, followed by a readout of the value returned in the destination register. The same is true for register-based memory store instructions. Henceforth, we refer to this class of instructions as IOP gadgets.

The first step of arbitrary IPE memory access is to find an IOP gadget. Next, the attacker injects code into the non-IPE memory that sets up the timer module with a counter value, allowing the execution of the targeted instruction to complete. The malicious function also writes the desired IPE segment base address to the source register of the instruction. Then the program jumps to the IOP gadget inside the IPE zone. After execution of the gadget instruction(s), the timer module interrupts IPE execution, invoking the attacker’s ISR. In the case of exfiltration, the ISR sends the value of the destination register to the attacker workstation and restores the PC, SP, and SR of the program to the attacker’s control code. For memory writes, the host uploads a new malicious value. Repeating this process, the attacker is able read and write the entire IPE-protected memory.

Table 1: RIPencapsulation target platforms.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Platform</th>
<th>MSP430FR5994</th>
<th>MSP432P401R</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ISA</td>
<td>MSP430 CPUX</td>
<td>ARMv7-M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NV Memory Type</td>
<td>FRAM</td>
<td>Flash</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NV Memory Size</td>
<td>256 KB</td>
<td>256 KB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max Clock Frequency</td>
<td>16 MHz</td>
<td>48 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IP Encapsulation</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UART Interface</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timer Module</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Algorithm 1 Interrupt-based side-channel routine for exfiltrating IPE process register states

1: ...Set timer ISR routine...
2: \(i \leftarrow 0\)
3: \(\text{TIMER\_COUNT} \leftarrow 0\)
4: while \(i \neq \text{DESTINED\_DUMPS}\) do
5: \(\text{TIMER\_COUNT} \leftarrow \text{TIMER\_COUNT} + 1\)
6: ...Set timer and UART parameters...
7: ...Start timer counter...
8: ...Enable interrupts...
9: \(\text{CALL IPE\_Function()}\)
10: // Secure process gets interrupted
11: ...Copy all core registers to unprotected memory...
12: ...Copy saved state to UART TX Buffer...
13: \(i \leftarrow i + 1\)
14: ...Reset SP, SR and PC registers...
15: end while

5 RIPencapsulation Implementation

We implement and evaluate RIPencapsulation on Texas Instruments MSP430FR5994 and MSP432P401R launchpads. Table 1 details the devices’ relevant specifications. Since the MSP430 and MSP432 are based on different instruction sets, there are some implementation differences in RIPencapsulation on the two microcontrollers; §6 covers these differences.

5.1 Capturing IPE Register State

RIPencapsulation’s interrupt-based side-channel procedure transfers the single-cycle register state dumps to the attacker’s machine. Algorithm 1 provides the details of RIPencapsulation’s side channel routine. MSP430FR5994 comes with two asynchronous general-purpose timer modules, each with four operating modes, and supports multiple captures/compares.\(^5\) The three operating modes besides Stop mode are – Up, Continuous, and Up/down; they have similar behavior: the timer counts to a value before overflowing and restarting the

\(^4\)An attacker may leverage the lack of call-site verification to control register values and memory addresses to further disambiguate instructions as part of Phase 1, but none of our attacks required it.

\(^5\)We use the timer module instead of the watchdog timer because it has finer-grain control over timer interval ranges and supports interrupt intervals as low as one clock cycle.
count. It generates interrupts when the timer counter overflows or reaches the capture/compare register value, depending on the operating mode.

After setting up the timer parameters, we start the timer and enable interrupts. Then we branch to the IPE code, where the timer interrupts it, invoking the interrupt service routine (ISR). Inside the ISR, we copy the latent IPE state from the register file and sent it to the workstation via the UART. Next, the ISR restores PC, SP, and SR to the attacker’s state machine code, where we reset the timer parameters and restart the counter with the incremented TIMER_COUNT value so that the device goes one cycle deeper into the IPE code.

5.2 Reverse Engineering and Heuristics

MSP430 consist of the 27 implemented instructions of the MSP430 CPU [46]. Besides this, some MSP430 devices also support additional CPUX instructions that are used when a greater than 16-bit address space is required. The instructions are categorized into three types based on the operand sizes: byte, word, and 20-bit. The MSP430 instructions support seven different addressing modes. Table 2 summarizes the various source and destination addressing modes that the MSP430 instruction set architecture supports and highlights the instructions RIPEncapsulation is able to guess correctly. RIPEncapsulation successfully decodes the instructions that use register/indexed/indirect register mode source and destination operands. It can also decipher the indirect autoincrement mode instructions, where the source operand is @Rn+. In contrast to the indirect register mode instructions, these instructions increment the source register value by 1, 2, or 4 depending on whether the operand size is byte, word, or 20-bit respectively. It is important to note that these four types of instructions constitute the bulk of the assembly in our benchmarks. We are unable to decipher instructions with symbolic or absolute addressing mode source or destination operands as they are IP encapsulated and cannot be directly modified to attacker-controlled non-IPE address locations for disambiguation. Also, we do not consider guesses for instructions with immediate mode source operand and register/indexed/indirect register mode destination operand in our evaluation of decoded assembly instructions, as it is ambiguous whether the source operand is an immediate value or a value stored in some IPE symbol or absolute address.

Algorithm 2 details the sorting algorithm for register mode instructions where the source and destination operands are register contents. For indexed or indirect register mode instructions, the source or destination operand contains a register value used as a pointer to the actual operand value. Algorithm 3 highlights the procedure for identifying these instructions. Before branching to the suspected instruction, the attacker sets all the general-purpose registers (GPRs) to controlled non-IPE memory addresses. Based on the addressing mode, the suspected instruction will modify either the corresponding destination register or the memory address value it points to. Observing which register or memory address value changes, we guess the destination operand and its addressing mode (register/indexed/indirect). Analyzing the new value at the destination location and comparing it with the older GPR values, we are able to figure out the source operand, its addressing mode, and the operation performed. For instance, a "MOV @R10, R15" loads the value at the memory address pointed by R10 to R15. For indexed instructions, we perform multiple tests with different memory address inputs to get a complete resolution, as we also need to identify the offset to the address value stored in the register operand. Besides this, we also perform multiple tests to disambiguate unintended clashes between operations. For instance, XOR between 0xFE and 0x00 produces the same output as MOV with 0xFE.

Single operand instructions such as PUSH, POP, CALL, and RETI modify the stack and have unique effects on the stack pointer, giving away their identity. We also perform heuristic analysis on the obtained register dumps to clarify the victim program assembly state better. Figure 3 illustrates the register

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source Operand</th>
<th>Destination Operand</th>
<th>Rm</th>
<th>PC</th>
<th>x(Rm)</th>
<th>TONI</th>
<th>&amp;TONI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rn</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>@Rn</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>@Rn+</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#N</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x(Rn)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDE</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&amp;EDE</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: MSP430 decoded instructions. EDE and TONI are generic labels and have no special meaning. Certain instructions cannot be guessed accurately as there is ambiguity when the source operand is an immediate value or label (-).
state plot of a decrementing loop-counter program. Here the R12 register holds the counter value decremented at the end of each loop. The return of the program counter to the lower memory address signifies JUMPing back to the start of the loop. We interpret PC value discontinuities which do not modify the SP as JUMP instructions.

5.3 IPE Memory Exfiltration

Instructions which use indexed/indirect register mode source operand are ideal for exfiltrating the IPE memory. However, any indexed/indirect register value also works as we modify the memory address pointed to by that register to some attacker-controlled memory location. After the attacker identifies an IOP gadget, they inject malicious code that writes the IPE segment base address to the source register of the victim instruction and branches to it. Following the timer interrupt, the ISR transmits the saved destination operand containing the IPE memory value over the UART. The malicious code then increments the victim address before the ISR transmits the next destination operand value to the attacker’s machine. Algorithm 4 details RIPenapsulation’s MSP430 IP exfiltration routine using the IOP gadget.
6 RIPencapsulation on MSP432

We also test the efficacy of RIPencapsulation on MSP432 with the Cortex-M4 Flash-based microcontroller MSP432P401R. This device has a different ISA, different system-on-chip, and different non-volatile memory, so by showing that RIPencapsulation works for the MSP432, we show that the flaws in TI’s IPE are fundamental.

6.1 CPU Halts Inside IPE Zone

MSP432 IP Encapsulation has some key differences in its implementation, besides the fact that it is only configurable using the bootloader (due to Flash vs. FRAM differences). MSP432 IPE is more secure in that it disallows all kinds of CPU halts inside the IPE zone. The SYSCTL security control monitors all debug accesses from the DAP (debug) port inside the IPE zone. In fact, SYSCTL does not permit any CPU halts inside the IPE zone, including breakpoint addresses pointing inside the IPE memory (unlike MSP430 IPE). Even with this precaution, we find that we are able to trigger timer interrupts inside the IPE zone. Thus, like for the MSP430, we use timer interrupts to build our attack, however, there are some differences in the interrupt handler routine.

6.2 Return from Interrupt Handler

The setup procedure for timer interrupts is the same as on the MSP430. However, the working of interrupts is slightly different. On the MSP432, all interrupts and exceptions are handled by the Nested Vectored Interrupt Controller (NVIC). When the NVIC detects that an interrupt signal is HIGH, it changes the state of the interrupt to pending. Interrupts remain pending until the processor enters the interrupt service routine (ISR), upon which the NVIC changes the interrupt status to active. When the interrupt is serviced by the ISR, the processor loads an EXC_RETURN value stored in the link register (LR) to the program counter (PC). In our test code using timer interrupts, an EXC_RETURN value of 0xFFFFFEE9 is loaded into PC, which returns to the original thread using the state from the main stack pointer (MSP). On return from the ISR, the NVIC changes the interrupt status from active to inactive. As such, when we try to replicate RIPencapsulation on the MSP432 by jumping to the malicious code, like we do on the MSP430, the interrupt status remains active, and the NVIC does not allow re-entry into the ISR even when the timer interrupt becomes pending again. To resolve this, we exit the ISR using the EXC_RETURN value. So, instead of jumping directly to the malicious code, we write the malicious return state on the MSP. This way, when the EXC_RETURN value is loaded into the PC, the NVIC changes the interrupt status to inactive and the processor returns to the malicious code instead of the original thread, where we reset the timer interrupts and increment the timer counter for single-step execution of the victim IPE code.

6.3 Clearing Interrupt Flags

Even though the program control returns to the malicious code upon completion of the ISR, as we desire, we observe that the program immediately re-enters the ISR, not executing any victim code. We discover that this is happening because the interrupt signal stays asserted even after completion of the ISR. The NVIC detects the asserted signal and immediately changes the interrupt status to pending, leading to re-entry inside the ISR. Clearing the interrupt flags de-asserts the interrupt signal and the NVIC waits for the next timer interrupt upon completion of the ISR.

6.4 Unlocking Read Access

Exfiltrating the data from the MSP432 IPE region is not so straightforward. The attacker must unlock data access each time the control goes inside the IPE zone. If we try to jump to an arbitrary load instruction inside the IPE zone without unlocking the data access first, the processor throws an exception. Writing 0x695A to the memory-mapped SYS_SEC_DATA_UNLOCK register unlocks the data access for the IPE region writing to that register (since MSP432 allows the creation of up to four isolated IPE regions). To bypass this, we need to construct a more sophisticated read IOP gadget. Algorithm 5 details RIPencapsulation’s MSP432 IP exfiltration routine using the IOP gadget. In our implementation, we
jump inside the IPE zone to a store instruction to write the unlock value to the memory-mapped SYS_SECDATA_UNLOCK register followed by an indirect register branch instruction to branch to the actual load instruction which we then use to exfiltrate the IPE firmware. The attacker is capable of leveraging other sophisticated IOP gadgets to perform this read exploit.

7 Evaluation

We evaluate RIPencapsulation against four commodity cryptographic algorithms, namely AES (tiny AES), SHA256 (saddi), SHA256 (gladman), and RSA (codebase). We select these specific benchmarks in order to evaluate RIPencapsulation across different forms of cryptographic algorithms like symmetric-key and public-key cryptography and cryptographic hashing. We compile all benchmarks using the open-source MSP430 GCC toolchain developed by Texas Instruments [47], testing them against a range of optimization levels. Our evaluation answers the following questions:

- Are cryptographic implementations generally susceptible to the RIPencapsulation attack?
- What effect does the compiler optimization level have on the vulnerability of these cryptographic implementations?
- How long does it take to carry out the RIPencapsulation attack?
- Is IPE vulnerable across device types?

7.1 AES

Our static analysis results show that the AES implementation leaks key bits to the registers in its KeyExpansion function. At optimization levels -01 and above, the KeyExpansion function is embedded inside the AES_init_ctx function. All the instructions leaking the key bits are of the form MOV.B @Rn, Rm. The destination registers in these instructions leak the last four bytes of the secret key and all the remaining round keys. Reverse engineering the AES secret key using the round keys is a deterministic process, and literature exists describing the same [19]. We take the second-round key and the last four bytes of the secret key to obtain the original 128-bit key using the following formula:

\[
\begin{align*}
\omega_{i-4} &= \omega_i \oplus (\omega_{i-1}) \\
\text{Else,} & \quad \omega_{i-4} = \omega_i \oplus sbox(shift(\omega_{i-1})),
\end{align*}
\]

followed by XOR of \( \omega_{i-4} \)'s 1st byte with Rcon[\( j \)]

Here \( \omega_i \) is the \( i \)th word in the complete AES key. \( sbox(x) \) represents the byte substitution using the S-Box lookup table, \( shift(x) \) is a cyclical shift of the bytes of \( \omega_i \), and \( Rcon[j] \) is the round constant for round \( j \), whose key we reverse engineer here. This would be the first round in our case. It is also worth mentioning that the -00 optimization level assembly reveals the secret key location in the stack. Assemblies produced at all optimization levels contain an instruction of the form MOV.B @Rn, Rm. We use them as IOP gadgets to exfiltrate the AES IPE code and data. Table 3 summarizes the results for our AES-128 implementation.

7.2 SHA256

Table 4 highlights the results of the RIPencapsulation attack on saddi SHA256 implementation. Not only do all the assemblies leak the plaintext location to the registers, but also all the plaintext bits. The plaintext bits are leaked in the SHA256Guts function, which is embedded inside the sha256_update function at optimization levels -01 and above. The instructions containing the leaking registers are word instructions, and

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Optimization Level</th>
<th>Instructions decoded</th>
<th>Reveal key bits?</th>
<th>Contains IOP Gadget?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-O0</td>
<td>60.5%</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-Og</td>
<td>66.6%</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-O1</td>
<td>68.4%</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-O2</td>
<td>68.4%</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-O3</td>
<td>68.4%</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-Os</td>
<td>67.9%</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-Ofast</td>
<td>68.4%</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Test cases with different compiler optimizations for AES (tiny AES). The second column depicts the percentage of assembly instructions we are able to reverse engineer after Phase 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Optimization Level</th>
<th>Instructions decoded</th>
<th>Reveal ‘pt’ bits?</th>
<th>Contains IOP Gadget?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-O0</td>
<td>59.4%</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-Og</td>
<td>56.7%</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-O1</td>
<td>53.9%</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-O2</td>
<td>49.7%</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-O3</td>
<td>50.1%</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-Os</td>
<td>53%</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-Ofast</td>
<td>50.1%</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Test cases with different compiler optimizations for SHA256 (saddi). The second column depicts the percentage of assembly instructions we are able to reverse engineer after Phase 2.
Table 5: Test cases with different compiler optimizations for SHA256 (gladman). The second column depicts the percentage of assembly instructions we are able to reverse engineer after Phase 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Optimization Level</th>
<th>Instructions decoded</th>
<th>Reveal ‘pt’ bits?</th>
<th>Contains IOP Gadget?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-O0</td>
<td>59.2%</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-Og</td>
<td>60.9%</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-O1</td>
<td>58.3%</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-O2</td>
<td>60.4%</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-O3</td>
<td>60.7%</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-Os</td>
<td>57.7%</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-Ofast</td>
<td>60.7%</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: Test cases with different compiler optimizations for RSA (codebase). The second column depicts the percentage of assembly instructions we are able to reverse engineer after Phase 2. *Readout from the stack is required for some bits of the private key.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Optimization Level</th>
<th>Instructions decoded</th>
<th>Reveal key bits?</th>
<th>Contains IOP Gadget?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-O0</td>
<td>58.3%</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-Og</td>
<td>58.4%</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-O1</td>
<td>57.3%</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-O2</td>
<td>54.3%</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-O3</td>
<td>54.3%</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-Os</td>
<td>60.8%</td>
<td>✓*</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-Ofast</td>
<td>54.3%</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7.3 RSA

The codebase RSA implementation is the smallest code of all the benchmarks evaluated in this paper. Table 6 summarizes the evaluation results for our RSA implementation. Assemblies produced at optimization levels -O0, -Og, and -O1 store the private key location in the stack and leak the private key bits to the registers inside the modexp function, which is called by the rsaDecrypt function. Level -O2, -O3, and -Ofast leak both the private key location and the key itself to the general-purpose registers inside the rsaDecrypt function. The -Os assembly stores the private key location in the stack and only partially leaks the private key bits to the registers inside the modexp function. The assembly directly leaks the first two words to the registers but accesses the next two words in the BIS.W x(SP), R12 instruction, which performs an OR between the two operands. Since OR is lossy, we cannot reverse-engineer the operands from the result of the operation. So, we need to read out the last two words of the private key from the stack. The -Os optimization assembly contains an IOP gadget of the form MOV.W @SP, R12, that is used to exfiltrate the private key bits from the stack. The -O0 level produces assembly with a prologue consisting of a PUSH operation on the stack followed by a SUBA operation on the stack pointer. All other assemblies of RSA contain only the SUBA operation on the stack pointer in the calling function.

7.4 Attacking Real Firmware

While cryptographic algorithms are a natural target in TEEs, we demonstrate the generalizability of our exploit on real-world firmware. To this end, we use an existing GPS/GPRS tracker application from a drone flight controller [6]. We verify that this application is vulnerable to RIPCencapsulation attacks as it contains several indirect load and store instructions which serve as our IOP gadgets. Table 7 shows that assemblies produced at all optimization levels contain IOP gadgets. Indirect load instructions serve as read IOP gadgets which enable the exfiltration of all the IPE protected code and data. We also verify the presence of indirect store instructions in the IPE code which serve as write IOP gadgets. Such write IOP gadgets give the attacker the ability to plant bugs in the GPS/GPRS tracker code.

7.5 Attack Time

IPE exfiltration rate is characterized by the delay in transmitting the data packets to the external device over the UART communication channel. At a baud rate of 115200 and clock...
frequency of 1 MHz, it takes 10 seconds on average to obtain the register states leaking the second round key of the tiny AES encryption process. Saddi SHA256 directly leaks the plaintext bits to the register states in under 75 seconds for the -O0 optimization level, whereas -Ofast optimized code leaks the plaintext in 23 seconds. Although the entire gladman SHA256 register state exfiltration process takes the longest time due to its large code size (2x in size compared to saddi SHA256 and 4x compared to codebase RSA), it leaks the plaintext bits to the registers in roughly the same amount of time as saddi, ranging from 30 to 70 seconds, with the -O0 level assembly being the most time-consuming. Codebase RSA is the simplest benchmark of all and leaks the private key to the registers within 5 seconds. However, since -Os optimized RSA code requires exfiltration of some key bits from the stack, Phase 3 is necessary and the attacker must use an IOP gadget for exfiltrating the private key. In general, we are able to receive 10,000 dumps over the UART channel in under 2 minutes. The time taken to execute Phase 2 of the attack depends on the attacker’s approach to analyzing the exfiltrated register state. To accelerate Phase 2, we automate the reverse engineering process on our workstation.

7.6 MSP432 Results

We were able to replicate all of the attacks from the MSP430 on the MSP432. Even though the MSP432 is a newer ISA with a more security-oriented system-on-chip, RIPencapsulation is easier on the MSP432 due to its Thumb architecture set, which predominantly uses register mode operations. Thus, the reverse engineering capability of RIPencapsulation on MSP432 increases to 80% without Phase 3.

7.7 Write Exploit

Besides leaking the IPE memory to the outside world, specific IOP gadgets are also able to write to the IPE region, giving the attacker the power to modify the IPE code and possibly get access control over it that way. This breaks the integrity and authenticity guarantees of code and data inside the IPE region. Register direct/indirect addressing mode instructions in the IPE code with register indirect destination addressing are ideal candidates for such an exploit as they allow deploying a payload to any desired IPE memory location. For the MSP430 instruction set these instructions look like MOV Rn, x(Rm), MOV @Rn, x(Rm), MOV x(Rn), x(Rm), MOV x(Rn), x(SP) and many more variations of the same. We find that all our MSP430 benchmarks contain one of these instructions across all compiler optimizations. Meanwhile, the MSP432 uses Flash for its non-volatile memory hence we need the Flash Controller for writes. However, MSP432 IPE only allows storing code and constants in its IPE region and the Flash Controller is disabled inside the IPE zone.

8 Mitigation Strategies

We find two fundamental shortcomings in Texas Instruments’s (TI’s) IP Encapsulation (IPE) design, which make it vulnerable to RIPencapsulation. First, it does not clear the IPE state on context switches to non-IPE execution. This enables the attacker to invoke an Interrupt Service Routine (ISR) outside the IPE zone but retain access to the latent state of IPE execution through the register file. Secondly, IPE has no call site verification. This allows the attacker to jump anywhere inside the IPE zone, opening the door to control- and data-oriented attacks. Even though TI recommends the IP author to disable interrupts from non-IPE code as a secure coding practice, we show that this is futile as attackers can bypass any protections in the IPE zone by jumping to the instruction right after. Thus, a defense must address both the fundamental IPE flaws.

“The privacy of register and on-chip caches should be protected by the trusted computing base from software attacks” [42]. In the AEGIS Architecture [42], a secure context manager (SCM) stores all the process’s register values in the SCM table on interrupt and clears the register states before invoking the ISR so that the ISR cannot access the internal state of the secure process. The SCM restores the register states from the SCM table on return from the ISR. Clercq et al. [20] provide a hybrid implementation of AEGIS for MSP430 devices that improves SANCUS [34]. When extended to include clearing the residual state present in the shared memory region of SRAM (e.g., the stack), AEGIS-based system should address the problem of latent IPE state upon unexpected IPE exits—at the cost of hardware modification.

The lack of valid call site verification allows the attacker to orchestrate data-oriented control flow attacks. Almost 90% of exploit-based software attacks use some form of Return-Oriented Programming (ROP) [27]. Address Space Layout Randomization (ASLR) is a well-known class of code security techniques [22, 26, 28, 52, 53] that randomize the memory address of a program’s sections in order to reduce the chances of code reuse exploits that rely on knowing the exact location of process objects. Not only does ASLR entail a heavy overhead, but it also supposes a higher level of ability to intrude into the code and introspect its insecure uses. The facilities available on MSP430 and MSP432 devices do not lend themselves to an efficient implementation of such a high overhead approach.

A better defense for control- and data-oriented attacks is a call gateway veneer. In the embedded space, ARM TrustZone enforces this gateway veneer by introducing a Non-Secure Callable (NSC) memory region. All calls from a normal program to a secure function must go through the gateway veneer residing in the NSC memory. Calls to invalid entry points inside the secure code cause a hardware exception which always traps into a secure state. Fault injection [44] and short-term data remanence [32] attacks break the security guarantees of ARM TrustZone by pausing the trusted execution in a
controlled manner to reveal its internal state.

We believe that ARM TrustZone, combined with fault attack protection, in conjunction with AEGIS-style secure context-switching represents the best solution to defend IoT-class devices against RIPencapsulation. Given the many trade-offs at play for ultra-constrained devices like MSPs, we believe that the design, implementation, and evaluation of such a defense is important future work that this paper motivates.

9 Related Work

Trusted Execution Environments (TEEs) are process isolation and secure storage solutions that are finding their way into IoT-class embedded devices. Recent work indicates a rise in the trend of secure process preemption or exception-based exploits, which infer the program’s internal state by studying their effects on the unprotected areas of the compromised device. In light of this trend and given RIPencapsulation is a TEE attack, we cover attacks against other TEEs on devices ranging from desktop-class to embedded devices.

9.1 Interrupt-based Attacks

SGX-Step [49] is an interrupt-based side-channel attack on Intel Software Guard eXtensions (SGX), which builds on previous kernel-level SGX exploits that preempt the enclave execution to leak information from page tables (PTE) [51, 54] or branch prediction units [29]. SGX-Step exploits the Advanced Programmable Interrupt Controller (APIC) timer to interrupt the secure process at several-instruction granularity in order to gain fine-grained control of the side channels, improving the temporal resolution of previous enclave pre-emption attacks [24, 29, 51, 54]. Nemesis [50] extends the SGX-Step by using an interrupt-based side channel to leak instruction-level information from TEE execution. Nemesis requires precisely timed interrupts to capture per-instruction latency differences.

RIPencapsulation extends the idea of SGX-Step and Nemesis to IoT class devices. RIPencapsulation provides single-cycle granularity and uncovers 100% of TEE-protected memory by combining interrupt-based attacks with data-oriented attack patterns. RIPencapsulation also demonstrates an exploit to modify the TEE-protected code and data for its target device class. Note that, the compiler-based defenses that reduce the effectiveness of SGX-Step, apply to heavyweight TEEs and rely on detecting high rates of page faults or interrupts by leveraging the x86 Transitional Synchronization eXtensions (TSX) and as such do not apply to the IoT-class devices targeted by RIPencapsulation [17, 41].

The Page-Fault Weird Machine [10] has a similar high-level idea to Interrupt-Oriented Programming (IOP) for using interrupted execution with pre-existing gadgets in the device to get useful computation. However, RIPencapsulation’s IOP differs in the context of gadget aims, target device class, and security violation. We use gadgets on the firmware level (instruction set architecture) as opposed to microarchitecture gadgets. Our target class devices are bare-metal resource-constrained microcontrollers as opposed to x86 full-fledged desktop class devices (for example our device class does not have virtual memory). Finally, we use our gadgets to create read/write exploits and break the security of TEEs on our target devices.

Interrupt-oriented Bugdoor Programming (IOBP) [43] is conceptually the same as RIPencapsulation’s IOP. The difference lies in the adversarial setting. IOBP exploits require some a priori knowledge to find useful IOBP gadgets in read/write access blocked microcontrollers. We too consider our protected firmware (IPE protected library) to be read/write access blocked, however a part of the memory is unlocked to read/write accesses. This is a realistic threat model for IP theft/imitation in cases such as flight controllers, where a competitor (potential adversary) uses the licensed security critical library (flight controller) APIs in their development code. When IOP is used in such a context, a) we do not require a priori knowledge of the IPE firmware, as we can use IOP gadgets to dump CPU states and reverse engineer partial information about the underlying code, enough to detect read/write IOP gadgets and b) find more usefully exploitable IOP gadgets for protected state extraction/modification.

9.2 Debugger-based Attacks

Shedding too much Light on a Microcontroller’s Firmware Protection [36] analyzes the security of protected Flash memory on STM32 microcontrollers. The paper uses fine-grain CPU resets and a vulnerability in the Flash protection logic protocol to extract the entire firmware by accessing iterative addresses of the firmware via the debugger and capturing latent Flash data in unprotected SRAM. While this attack requires optical fault injection and chemical etching to manipulate particular Flash bits, RIPencapsulation can leverage their controlled CPU resets in the event that timer interrupts are not available.

Brosch [14] presents a firmware dumping technique for an ARM Cortex-M0 SoC that uses the debugger to manipulate the CPU register values at single-step intervals. By single-stepping through the program code and observing the CPU register changes, they find load instructions to exfiltrate the protected memory. Their attack is based on the debugger’s single-stepping capability inside protected memory, which is prevented by TI’s IPE implementation. RIPencapsulation side-steps TI’s protection through a combination of interrupts and data-oriented attacks, achieving single-step IPE execution. Additionally, RIPencapsulation presents a write exploit, breaking the integrity and authenticity of firmware inside the protected memory.
9.3 Blind Attacks

Code reuse attacks require varying degrees of information on the target. Blind attacks aim to create exploits when neither the source nor binary code is available. Half-Blind attacks [23] presents a stack overflow/ROP gadget attack to gain privileged access in the bootstrap loader (BSL) of an MSP430 device, which can then be used to extract the firmware image. Hacking Blind [11] is a more generic and advanced version of half-blind attack which is fully blind and presents techniques to find and chain multiple, different gadgets. While these attacks do not work with TI’s IPE protection, they serve as inspiration for attacking unknown binaries with RIPCapsulation.

9.4 Other attacks on TEEs

CipherLeaks [31] is a ciphertext side-channel attack on AMD’s Secure Encrypted Virtualization (SEV) TEE. SEV protects Virtual Machines (VM) from an untrusted hypervisor by using hardware-enforced memory encryption. On domain switch between the guest and host VM, SEV stores the encrypted register states in the Virtual Machine Save Area (VMSA). The CipherLeaks attack model assumes that the attacker has read access to the VMSA but no write access. CipherLeaks uses the hypervisor to monitor specific offsets of the VMSA to infer changes of any 16-bit plaintext. Non-Automatic VM Exits (NAE) expose some plaintext register values to the hypervisor. In essence, the attacker triggers an NAE to collect a dictionary of plaintext-ciphertext pairs for these registers stored in the VMSA. Cipherleaks then uses this plaintext-ciphertext dictionary to crack the entire OpenSSL RSA key in 410 rounds with 100% accuracy. In order to patch this vulnerability, AMD added randomization in stored register values when encrypting and saving them into the VMSA during VMEXITs [1]. This fix is available in the AMD SEV-SNP TEE. Unfortunately, encrypting the register file is not a complete defense against RIPCapsulation, as the ability to enter the IPE zone at arbitrary points allows the attack to create IPE zone altering and exfiltration gadgets.

CLKscrew [44] is an energy management-based exploit that manipulates the voltage and frequency of the processor to induce faults. Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling (DVFS) is an energy management scheme, ubiquitous on commodity devices, that trades off processing speed for energy savings. CLKscrew is able to break the confidentiality and integrity of ARM TrustZone using software-only control of the regulators. In essence, the attacker increases the frequency of the processor beyond the limits dictated by the operating voltage to induce instability and halt the TrustZone process from the normal world. Performing Differential Fault Analysis on the correct and faulty decrypted plaintext pair, the attacker is able to infer the AES key. We envision an exploit that combines the Interrupt-Oriented Programming described in this paper with CLKscrew to get very fine-grained control over fault injections inside the TEE.

During preparation of the camera-ready version of this paper, we discovered a paper citing a previous version of this paper that leverages our arbitrary read/write/execute access to IPE-protected memory to strengthen their attack on IPE [33]. While the practical variant of their attack relies heavily on RIPCapsulation, they provide their own unique capabilities worth noting. Their main contribution is an attack primitive that they refer to as controlled call corruption which exploits a microarchitecture bug in the IPE access control mechanism. If an adversary sets the SP to some protected memory address, followed by a call to the IPE zone, the return address is pushed to the stack pointer location, subverting the IPE access control check. Their defensive landscape analysis agrees with ours that a hybrid solution is required for a comprehensive defense.

10 Conclusion

Texas Instruments MSP IP Encapsulation (IPE) aims to provide confidentiality of data stored inside the IP-encapsulated memory zone; this includes proprietary code and keys. RIPCapsulation breaks this guarantee by leveraging two fundamental drawbacks in MSP430 IPE design: residual state on context switches and lack of call site verification. We exploit these flaws to create an interrupt-based side channel to gain cycle-accurate control IPE execution and exfiltrate all IPE secrets. The evaluation shows that this attack works using production tools and settings of popular open-source cryptographic implementations.

This paper shows that Trusted Execution Environment (TEE) designers must pay careful attention to unexpected TEE entries and exits. Without guarding the entries to IPE code, attackers can bypass defenses and create gadget-like instruction sequences. Without cleaning up residual state shared across security domains on every possible exit, attackers have access to secret-revealing side-channel information. These requirements extend beyond any single TEE implementation, serving as necessary conditions for ensuring code and data confidentiality by all TEEs.
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Abstract

The security of Internet-of-Things (IoT) is a growing concern, with IP cameras like those from Eufy promising robust security through military-grade encryption. While Eufy’s claims are strong, independent verification of these claims is crucial to confirm the integrity and resilience of its systems against potential vulnerabilities and extend the lessons learned to the broader IoT landscape, ensuring practices keep pace with technological advancements.

We unveiled the inner workings and security measures in the Eufy ecosystem through reverse engineering, particularly focusing on its smart doorbell and Homebase, and evaluated the proprietary peer-to-peer protocol and encryption methods. This paper offers a comprehensive analysis of the Eufy ecosystem, offering insights into the broader implications of IoT device security. Our investigation revealed critical vulnerabilities within the ecosystem, which were responsibly disclosed and confirmed by Eufy. The vulnerabilities could compromise end-user privacy by allowing unauthorized access to the end users’ home network within seconds. A key tool in our research was dAngr, a symbolic debugger we developed to facilitate the reconstruction of encryption keys in intricate cross-architecture binaries, thus enabling a more efficient reverse engineering process.

The research revealed vulnerabilities in Eufy’s ecosystem, leading to serious privacy and security concerns, and suggests effective countermeasures, stressing the need for continued vigilance in IoT device security.

1 Introduction

Smart doorbells have experienced a remarkable surge in sales, reaching a market value of USD 16.2 Billion in 2023, and are expected to grow at an annual rate of 33.4% from 2023 to 2030 [1]. To give an idea of their popularity, Amazon sold more than 400,000 smart doorbell devices and accessories during the pandemic [34]. Smart doorbells empower end users to monitor and interact with people at their doorstep remotely, enhancing both convenience and physical security. However, this surge in popularity has brought concerns regarding security, safety and privacy to the forefront, forcing doorbell manufacturers to invest in bolstering their security measures.

Eufy [12], a rapidly emerging player, is a part of Anker Innovations. Anker is one of the leading electronics brands in America. Founded in 2016, Eufy is already among the ten most popular IP Camera brands in 2022 [23].

Eufy distinguishes itself with its emphasis on security, offering secure local storage (as it eliminates the need for cloud storage subscriptions), as well as promising military-grade encryption and end-to-end encryption [13].

In this work, we present an in-depth security analysis of the Eufy ecosystem which was studied for more than 9 months. Our research is based on the Eufy Homebase 2 in combination with the Eufy video doorbell 2K. However, our findings extend beyond those devices, affecting a whole array of Eufy devices (including its IP Cameras). Our security analysis includes several techniques including network analysis, symbolic execution, static and dynamic analysis of the firmware and reverse engineering. This combined effort of analysis methods enabled us to dissect the complete ecosystem. We exposed a series of critical vulnerabilities across various areas of the ecosystem, encompassing the peer-to-peer protocol, authentication, networking, encryption and the pairing process. These vulnerabilities pose a substantial threat to the ecosystem’s confidentiality, integrity and availability.

We present a major attack on the Eufy Homebase, exploiting distinct vulnerabilities, and endangering the network and privacy of all end users using the Eufy ecosystem. The only requirement of the attack is being in proximity (i.e., up to miles away using specialized hardware) of an Eufy device and the attack takes no longer than 20 seconds. No network connection is required. The result of the attack is unrestricted access to the end user’s home network. Prompt and thorough remediation of these vulnerabilities was of the utmost importance considering the gravity and scale of the attack.

Furthermore, we present dAngr, a debugger built upon the symbolic execution engine angr [40]. It simplifies and en-
hances the manual analysis of cross-architecture binaries, abstracting away the complexities of the symbolic execution engine. dAngr was used to reconstruct the media AES encryption keys allowing us to recover all video and media sent from the Homebase. Additionally, the ease with which the encryption keys for proprietary peer-to-peer communication can be recovered undermines the assertion of providing military-grade encryption.

To address these vulnerabilities and shortcomings, we propose countermeasures and best practices for each specific issue within the Eufy ecosystem. Following responsible disclosure, Eufy has acknowledged the identified vulnerabilities, and we have provided input to mitigate the various vulnerabilities.

Outline. In the remainder of this paper, we start an overview of the Eufy Ecosystem in Section 2. Section 3 presents the attacker model and methods used for the attacks performed in Section 5. Countermeasures are presented in Section 6 followed by Section 7 with general insights and recommendations. Related work is discussed in Section 8, and we conclude with Section 9.

2 The Eufy Ecosystem

The Eufy ecosystem encompasses several components. First, the smart devices, including the smart-doorbells, lights, cameras, vacuums, entry sensors and more, are connected through a closed and dedicated wireless Eufy network with the Eufy Homebase, a central component of the Eufy ecosystem. This core element of the ecosystem acts as a local hub for the management of connected smart devices and handles encryption, networking, firmware updates, and connects to the cloud through the end users’ wired local network. The end user can interact with the Homebase using a mobile App which connects to the Homebase (either through the cloud or via the local network). Alternatively, the Eufy web application can connect to the Homebase through the cloud. The Eufy ecosystem studied in this work is depicted in Figure 1. During our study, we focus on two Eufy devices, namely the Homebase 2 and the video doorbell 2K. However, our findings go beyond these devices, affecting the complete Eufy ecosystem.

Before explaining the details of the various findings and vulnerabilities, we provide essential context for understanding and interpreting the subsequent findings and vulnerabilities related to the Eufy ecosystem.

2.1 Video Streaming and Communication

Commands and video streams are transferred at various points in the ecosystem. Commands consistently use a proprietary peer-to-peer protocol (P2P). Video streams use the P2P protocol or other protocols depending on the network location and application retrieving the stream.

2.1.1 Doorbell Communication

The doorbell solely communicates with the Homebase, and this communication occurs over a dedicated hidden Eufy WiFi network. The traffic is secured at the data link layer using wireless communication security. Authentication to this network is established using WPA2-PSK, a pre-shared key of eight characters generated during the initial setup of the Eufy Homebase. This wireless network’s SSID follows a pattern consisting of the string “OCEAN_XXXXXX” where XXXXXX represents the last 24 bits of the Homebase’s MAC address.

Pairing mechanism. The pairing mechanism, as depicted in Figure 2, leverages soundwaves as an out-of-band channel to pass sensitive information to the doorbell. The Eufy App instructs the end user to bring the doorbell in close proximity to the Homebase. Next, the Homebase emits a soundwave carrying both SSID and WPA2-PSK of the dedicated Eufy network. The doorbell retrieves the information contained in the soundwave and connects to the Eufy wireless network. The Homebase and doorbell are subsequently connected via a wireless network protected with a pre-shared key. Afterwards, the Homebase and doorbell exchange their P2P connection information (serial number, licenses, etc.) through the Eufy network, and store this information in flash memory, completing device pairing. Finally, the Homebase and doorbell can exchange commands and pass the camera feed.

Streams and messages. Within this wireless network, various streams and messages are transmitted in the clear. P2P commands allow, for instance, to notify the end user when someone rings the doorbell, or to control the camera of the doorbell. We identified a UDP stream containing a continuous stream of JFIF video data and a smaller TCP stream containing JFIF image data. JFIF can be considered as a successor of the original JPEG format [16].

Once the doorbell and the Homebase are paired, both JFIF streams are persistent, even when the user is not watching the feed. Upon reaching the Homebase, the feed undergoes analysis by a motion detection and facial recognition module. Upon detecting movement, the Homebase promptly notifies the user and subsequently encrypts and stores the video and images locally. Optionally, the user may choose to backup the encrypted media in the cloud.

2.1.2 Communication with the End User

Eufy employs several methods to communicate with the end user depending on the location and application in use. While commands are always sent encrypted over the P2P protocol using a symmetric P2P AES key, the protocols used for transmitting video and images between the Homebase and the end user differ. Figure 3 illustrates the scenarios, which are discussed below in more detail.
Mobile App. The first scenario, depicted at the bottom of Figure 3, occurs when the end user uses the mobile App to view the stream. The Homebase employs the proprietary peer-to-peer protocol (P2P) over UDP to communicate the media to the App. The JPEG stream is encrypted with a symmetric P2P AES key. When the end user uses the mobile App to view the stream while connected to the end user’s home network (i.e., not using the Internet), communication between both devices is direct. When, on the other hand, the user wants to connect remotely (i.e., a direct connection to the Homebase is infeasible), communication between both devices is relayed through a custom cloud server.

Web viewer. When the end user uses the web viewer (see at the top of Figure 3) independent of the user’s location, media is sent using Web Real-Time Communication (WebRTC) [2], an open-source web-based application technology. It is primarily used for establishing real-time, peer-to-peer communication. It is always encrypted using vetted algorithms (e.g., DTLS, SRTP [7, 39]) and leverages standard protocols for NAT Traversal (ICE, STUN and TURN [18, 33, 38]) using another cloud server.

The more secure WebRTC is only used in the communication between the Homebase and the web application. The mobile App always relies on the proprietary P2P protocol to propagate the media stream, and as we will discuss in Section 5.4, these AES keys are insecure, endangering the confidentiality of the ecosystem.

2.2 Homebase Firmware

To understand the functioning of the Homebase, its firmware was thoroughly analyzed. The platform uses a MIPS architecture, running a custom Linux built with Buildroot [3]. Multiple binaries developed by Eufy are present on the firmware. The main binary called home_security handles all major functionalities of the Homebase. This binary has multiple instances running concurrently.

3 Attack Vectors & Methods

Our analysis involved various techniques to analyze the Eufy ecosystem. Studying the device from distinct angles allows for a comprehensive analysis of the ecosystem. Our research encompasses three methods of analysis: network analysis, firmware analysis and symbolic analysis. While we conducted an in-depth analysis of the smart doorbell and Homebase, the mobile App and web viewer were only used during network analysis.

Attacker model: In our analysis, we consider two types of adversaries, as illustrated in Figure 1:
1. The outdoor adversary operates within reach of the wireless Eufy network but is not connected to either the Eufy or the end user’s home network.

2. The indoor adversary has access to the home network, including the Homebase. It allows interception and manipulation of communication between the Homebase and other devices in the home network, including the Internet gateway.

Network analysis. The initial phase of our investigation involves the analysis of the network traffic within the Eufy ecosystem. The objective is to uncover the ecosystem’s functionality, employed protocols, interactions with external entities, and identification of cleartext communication. This process involves capturing and analyzing the communication between the Homebase and the home gateway along with testing man-in-the-middle attacks (MITM) from an indoor adversary’s perspective. From an outdoor adversary’s standpoint, the Eufy wireless communication is analyzed using a WiFi dongle.

Firmware analysis - reverse engineering. The process of firmware analysis involves disassembling the devices and scrutinizing debug ports and other hardware peripherals that may facilitate firmware extraction. Upon successful extraction, the firmware undergoes a series of tests, encompassing both automated and manual analysis. Initially, automated analysis of the firmware is conducted using EMBA, an open-source firmware analyzer [24].

Following the automated analysis, an exhaustive manual analysis is performed, selecting proprietary, custom-built binaries for in-depth inspection. To facilitate this reverse engineering step, we employ Ghidra, an open-source reverse engineering tool [11]. Leveraging the Ghidra decompiler to provide insights into the program logic, focusing on areas such as the proprietary peer-to-peer protocol, authentication mechanisms, encryption and decryption processes, and cloud communications.

Selective execution. During our analysis of the key generation mechanism employed for encrypting media, challenges arose during the decompilation of the embedded MIPS binary. Ghidra faced difficulties in generating proper decompiled code for the more intricate functions. While other decompilers may have better support for these types of embedded binaries, we opted for a distinctive approach. We aimed to execute the embedded code to recreate the media keys. However, executing binaries of an embedded device presents its own set of challenges. In the upcoming Section, we introduce the use of dAngr to execute a specific function with chosen inputs and retrieve the media encryption key.

4 Selective and Platform Independent Execution with dAngr

Running a selected function in an embedded binary allows for several opportunities for testing and analysis. Potential benefits include analysis of the behaviour of the function under various conditions, testing for vulnerabilities, and automated testing procedures. In this Section, we discuss existing techniques’ benefits and issues and introduce a novel technique.

4.1 Existing Approaches

Selective execution of embedded functions. The aim of selective execution is to execute a function in a binary of an embedded device, leveraging known inputs to reconstruct, for instance, AES encryption keys. Several techniques exist, each with specific shortcomings. The most challenging approach would be to reconstruct a binary by extracting code using objdump. However, this approach is complex and may face difficulties, particularly when dealing with global static variables. A simpler approach involves using a debugger such
as radare2 or gdb to execute the required function with the chosen inputs [31]. While with radare2 this may still be complex, requiring the correct memory and register settings, calling a function with chosen arguments in gdb is straightforward.

Unfortunately, a major disadvantage of these solutions is platform dependency. Both binary reconstruction and debuggers require a matching platform and dependencies (e.g., libc) to execute the function.

**Platform-dependent execution.** Most solutions require either full or partial execution of the binary, necessitating a platform and libraries that match the binary. This requirement poses challenges, particularly for binaries from IoT devices that may use less common platforms. Executing, for instance, a MIPS binary on a standard platform is not straightforward.

To overcome the challenges some solutions propose to run a debugger on the physical device. However, access to such a device may not always be feasible. Another approach involves using a hardware platform with a matching architecture, but this requires a bootable binary that simulates all peripheral initialization and hardware communication, which can be complex and time-consuming. Likewise, emulating the hardware platform using, for instance, QEMU, in which either the binary or the full device may be emulated [29], suffers from this same issue.

An alternative approach is to perform binary lifting into an intermediate representation (IR) and either recompile to another platform or perform virtual execution (interpretation) of the IR code. However, both approaches suffer from issues with simulating actual devices.

**Our approach.** To address the shortcomings of the existing solutions, we combine both Selective execution and Platform-agnostic execution using dAngr, a debugger for angr (see Section 4.2). Platform independence is achieved through the execution of VEX IR. Furthermore, to overcome the configuration and hardware initialization challenges, we use selective execution to simulate only the necessary functionality to execute the selected functions.

Table 1 summarizes the main points of comparison between the traditional methods for selective and platform-independent execution of embedded functions versus our approach using dAngr. The dAngr approach combines the advantages of both supporting selective execution and being platform agnostic, offering a more streamlined and versatile solution for testing and analyzing embedded devices.

| dAngr: a Debugger for angr |

To support our research, we developed dAngr, a debugger built on top of angr. angr is a symbolic execution engine implemented in Python. angr handles the complexities of binary lifting and interpretation, while the debugger interfaces (a command line, and JSON interface) simplify its use, requiring minimal knowledge about the underlying engine.

While for our attack we use dAngr for concrete execution (i.e., with concrete inputs instead of symbolic inputs), it also supports symbolic execution. The debugger contains common debugging commands such as adding, removing, enabling/disabling breakpoints, stepping and running. Note that since we use angr as an interpreter, stepping occurs per basic block instead of per instruction as in other debuggers. Similar to other debuggers, the run command performs execution until the next breakpoint or the end of the binary. However, in the case of symbolic execution, the debugger may stop if a branching state is reached, allowing the user to choose the branch to take.

Moreover, dAngr supports setting and retrieving registers or memory at specified addresses. Instead of starting the execution upon the binary’s entry point, it is possible to relay the start of the execution to a selected address. Combining memory and registry control with starting execution at a chosen address enables selective execution of a function in the binary.

However, this approach still requires some in-depth knowledge of the platform e.g., to specify the function arguments using the correct registers and calling convention. To simplify executing functions and make our tool more accessible, we support three additional commands: set_function_prototype, to specify the function prototype, set_function_call to set the debugger to the function address and correctly set the arguments, and get_return_value to retrieve the return value with the type as specified in the prototype. Listing 1 shows an example of the commands to execute a function with specified arguments.

```
> set_function_prototype int func(char*, int)
> set_function_call func("abc",2)
> run
> get_return_value
```

In addition, testers can pass hooks to the debugger to replace or implement specific functions called inside the executed code. This feature was used to debug the binary and attest certain parameters.

This novel approach simplifies the execution process and aligns seamlessly with our goal of recovering the key generation algorithm, allowing the execution of a specific function with concrete inputs without the need for an exhaustive and complex setup.

dAngr is made open-source and available on GitHub¹.

¹https://github.com/angr-debugging/dAngr
Table 1: Comparison of Execution Approaches

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute/Approach</th>
<th>Existing Techniques</th>
<th>dAngr Approach</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Selective Execution</td>
<td>Requires binary reconstruction or debugger (e.g., radare2, gdb)</td>
<td>Enables execution of specific functions with chosen inputs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Platform Independence</td>
<td>Highly dependent, requiring matching platform and libraries</td>
<td>Utilizes VEX IR for platform independence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complexity of Setup</td>
<td>Complex, may involve binary reconstruction or setting memory and registers</td>
<td>Simplifies simulation, avoiding deep knowledge of platform specifics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulation of Hardware/Peripheral Setup</td>
<td>Requires accurate simulation or emulation for execution</td>
<td>Only simulates the necessary functionality for executing selected functions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suitability for Testing and Analysis</td>
<td>Limited by platform dependency and setup complexity</td>
<td>Enhanced by ease of executing specific functions and platform independence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approach to Execution</td>
<td>Direct execution on hardware or through emulation/simulation</td>
<td>Virtual execution of intermediate representation (IR) code</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5 Attacking and Identifying Vulnerabilities in the Ecosystem

After analyzing the Eufy doorbell and Homebase, we uncovered several flaws that undermine the security of the system. In the following, we introduce the steps taken during the analysis of the Eufy Homebase and smart doorbell.

5.1 Firmware Acquisition

To gain access to the Eufy ecosystem, our first step involves acquiring the firmware.

**Homebase.** For the Homebase, the firmware acquisition process commences with the disassembly of the device, revealing UART debug ports. Connecting a USB-to-TTL reader to these ports, we discovered a password-protected UART shell. However, during the boot process, a temporary recovery shell can be accessed without authentication. Within this recovery shell, we analyzed the filesystem, unveiling the password of the root user. This password coincided with the WPA2-PSK securing the dedicated Eufy network, highlighting a vulnerability in password reuse. These particular flaws had been previously identified by other researchers conducting security analysis on the Eufy ecosystem [5]. By using this password, we gain entry to the password-protected UART shell, thereby accessing the system. Consequently, the firmware is obtained through a firmware dump in this shell.

**Doorbell.** Unlike the Homebase, the doorbell lacks obvious UART ports. However, upon carefully analyzing the hardware of the doorbell, SPI NOR flash is detected. Reading this NOR flash chip is accomplished using an SPI reader. Specifically, we used a CH314a flash programmer to acquire the firmware of the doorbell [22].

While the doorbell primarily handles only essential functions, such as capturing and sending media to the Homebase, the Homebase manages more intricate operations such as media processing, encryption and authentication. Hence, the majority of the security analysis is concentrated on the Homebase. Notably, an automated analysis of the firmware using EMBA did not uncover any significant vulnerabilities.

5.2 Cracking the WPA2-PSK

To understand the construction of the WPA2-PSK key, we located, through reverse engineering, the responsible functions in the `home_security` binary found in the Homebase firmware.

The WPA2-PSK of the Homebase has a fixed length of eight characters, comprising both lowercase letters, uppercase letters, plus, slash and numbers (64 possible values), yielding a theoretical entropy of approximately 48 bits. This is already a weak key strength to protect wireless network communication. Nevertheless, as shown in Table 2, brute-forcing a key with only commodity hardware may take several years.

However, weaknesses in the key generation process lower the entropy of the WPA2-PSK even further. The WPA2-PSK has a one-to-one mapping with a non-secret variable (i.e., the serial number), making it susceptible to exploitation. Learning or brute-forcing the serial number compromises the security of the dedicated Eufy network.

The serial number can be discovered in at least three distinct ways: it is printed on the device casing, it can be intercepted in the LAN or WAN network when using the App, and it can be brute forced.

The WPA2-PSK is derived by (1) computing the MD5 hash
of this serial number, (2) encoding the result using Base64, and (3) taking the first eight bytes.

\[
\text{WPA2-PSK} = \text{B64}(\text{MD5(serial)})[0:7]
\]

An example of a key generation is shown below:

\[
\text{SN} = \text{T}8010P23224107B0
\]

\[
\text{MD5}([\text{SN}]) = c4732772b06902fe671689ef92946675
\]

\[
\text{B64}(\text{MD5}([\text{SN}])) = YzQ3MzJ3NjI5MDY5MDJmZTY2...
\]

\[
\text{WPA2-PSK} = \text{B64}(\text{MD5}([\text{SN}]))[0:7]
\]

\[
= YzQ3MzJ3
\]

To brute force the WPA2-PSK by guessing serial numbers, we can take advantage of the structure of the serial number. Upon scrutinizing the serial numbers of over 30 distinct Homebases found online, a pattern emerges. Figure 4 shows the various parts of the serial number: (1) device-type identifiers, (2) batch identifiers and (3) device-specific identifiers.

The device-type identifiers are uniform across distinct Homebases. The only difference we detect is the character following the device-type identifiers (i.e., T8010), which may be either "P" or "N". For the batch identifiers, we consistently observe numbers ranging from zero to three. The device-specific identifiers consist of seven hex numbers. However, extrapolating the entire range based on only 30 analyzed devices may lead to inaccuracies. Therefore, we adopt a pragmatic approach, considering both a best-case (BC) scenario, where only batch identifiers are considered to be in the range of zero to three, and a worst-case (WC) scenario, where batch identifiers consist of all possible hexadecimal values. While the former, using our commodity hardware takes approximately 11 hours, the latter may need 30 days.

Upon further investigation of the WPA2-PSK key generation process, we discovered an even worse vulnerability allowing the recovery of the WPA2-PSK in only 20 seconds.

A closer look at the code revealed that only the first six characters of the MD5 hash affect the WPA2-PSK: by definition of Base64 encoding, the first eight characters of the Base64 encoded string only depend on the first six characters of the MD5 hash. To make things worse, the MD5 hash function outputs hexadecimal characters. Hence, the WPA2-PSK is based on only six hexadecimal characters (16 possible values each). The example above simplifies to the following:

\[
\text{SN} = \text{T}8010P23224107B0
\]

\[
\text{MD5}([\text{SN}]) = c4732772b06902fe671689ef92946675
\]

\[
\text{B64}(\text{MD5}([\text{SN}])[0:5]) = YzQ3MzJ3
\]

\[
= \text{WPA2-PSK}
\]

This vulnerable key derivation process diminishes the WPA2-PSK’s entropy to a mere 24 bits. This low entropy allows the creation of a custom password list containing all ±16.8 million potential eight-character passwords for Eufy’s dedicated networks. By exploiting this vulnerability, an attacker can leverage a dictionary attack on the WPA2-PSK.

**Exploit:** Executing a brute force attack on a dedicated Eufy network protected with a WPA2-PSK involves cracking the four-way handshake between the client and access point (i.e., the Homebase). To obtain this handshake, a de-authentication attack on the doorbell is executed [17]. Simultaneously de-authenticating the doorbell and monitoring the wireless network enables us to capture the handshake. Such attacks are common for leveraging an offline attack on WPA and WPA2 security protocols. While brute-forcing WPA3 is more challenging, the key’s limited entropy of only 24 bits makes a brute-force attack feasible, even in the case of WPA3.

The Airack-ng tool suite is employed for this purpose [26]. Subsequently, the captured handshake is cracked offline using Hashcat [30], a password-cracking tool, and our custom password list. Using commodity GPU hardware \(^2\), Hashcat successfully cracks the WPA handshake within 20 seconds.

The vulnerability in the WPA2-PSK generation has been assigned CVE-2023-37822.

### 5.3 Lack of Network Security

**Insecure communication.** Armed with the password list crafted earlier, the previously deemed secure dedicated Eufy network now faces a significant threat. Engaging in war driving for hidden wireless networks with an SSID starting with “OCEAN_”, we gain unrestricted access to the network of

---

\(^2\)We reach about 800k tests per second using the AMD Ryzen 9 5950X, NVIDIA RTX 3080 10GB, 64GB DDR4 3600Mhz
any Eufy Homebase 2 ecosystem. Furthermore, all commun-
ication, including commands, video streams and images, is sent unprotected, in cleartext on this dedicated network. Compromising the confidentiality and integrity of the Eufy ecosystem.

Lack of isolation. Despite the insecure communication, the most critical networking flaw of the Homebase lies in its use as a pivot. The lack of isolation between the dedicated net-
work and the end user’s home network through the Homebase is a significant vulnerability. Acting as a proxy, the Homebase permits traffic to flow from the dedicated Eufy network to the end user’s home network without any restrictions. Since the end user lacks visibility into the dedicated Eufy network, a ma-
licious actor joining this network could go unnoticed. In such a scenario, the complete private network of the user becomes accessible to the outdoor attacker, turning the Eufy ecosys-
tem into an easy and stealthy entry point for adversaries into the private networks of end users. When combined with the vulnerabilities discussed earlier, the potential consequences of this flaw become enormous.

5.4 Breaking the Encryption Schemes

Eufy states to ensure the users’ privacy and promises military-
grade encryption. This Section delves into the subsequent measures taken by Eufy to achieve these goals and how we compromised them.

AES encryption in Eufy’s ecosystem. Eufy predominantly uses the weaker ECB version of the AES encryption as its cryptographic foundation for data protection. Within the ecosystem, two distinct symmetric AES encryption keys play pivotal roles in safeguarding user information: the P2P AES encryption key dedicated to securing P2P communication (commands and messages), and the media key used to encrypt media (images and videos for both storage and communication). Both the Homebase and client applications reconstruct the AES keys using obscure key generation processes. Before discussing the distinct key generation methods, it is imperative to introduce the so-called PPCS identifier (also denoted as \(\text{PPCS}_{-}\text{ID}\)). Next to the serial number, this device-
specific identifier is stored in flash memory. It consists of three distinct parts separated by dashes, among others, used to derive encryption keys. The 20-character string contains three parts: the first part consists of uppercase characters that identify the device type, the second part is made up of unique numbers related to the device, and the third part contains uppercase characters. It takes the following format:

\[
\text{AAAAAAA} - \text{000000} - \text{BBBBB}
\]

5.4.1 Breaking Encrypted P2P Traffic

Encrypted P2P traffic exchanged between the Homebase and the mobile App (local or remote) uses AES ECB encryption. The AES key is created containing device-specific information as follows:

\[
\text{Key} = \text{PPCS}_{-}\text{ID}[0:15] + \text{serial}[9:15]
\]

Here, the key is a combination of the first 16 characters of the PPCS identifier, and the last seven characters of the serial number. It is crucial to note that all parameters used in the key derivation process can be observed in the network traffic between the Homebase and the App (local or remote). This information is transmitted in plain text. Given that all key material is pre-shared over the same network, the encryption of the P2P traffic brings no additional security.

5.4.2 Generating the Media Encryption Key

In the encryption of media, Eufy adopts a more intricate method for generating the AES encryption keys. Although the encryption of videos and images slightly differ (i.e., storage format), the encryption key is the same. This Section focuses on the encryption process of images to demonstrate how the Eufy ecosystem secures its media.

Encrypted image format. Before delving into the encryption process of an image, it is essential to understand the format of an encrypted image. An encrypted image is a file that starts with a plaintext Eufy header containing the serial number of the Homebase (\(\text{serial}\)) and a random value (\(\text{rand}\)). Both are used in recovering the encryption key. The format of the Eufy header is represented as follows:

\[
\text{eufysecurity} : < \text{serial} > : 01 < \text{rand} > : \\
\]

The cleartext Eufy header is succeeded by 256 encrypted bytes, being the encrypted JFIF header. Subsequently, this encrypted header is followed by the remainder of the unen-
crypted JFIF image. Since only the JFIF header is encrypted, leaving the rest of the image unencrypted, there is a potential for information leakage.

Media AES encryption key generation algorithm. The recon-
struction of the media encryption key is more complex. Since the Homebase binaries do not contain code to decrypt media, we focus on the encryption process. The primary function responsible for encrypting images is denoted \(\text{jpg_encrypt} \). This function first constructs the encryption key using \(\text{create_pic_code_v1}\), and next, encrypts the image.

The generation of the media key entails three steps, de-
picted in pseudocode in Algorithm 1. First, a Homebase unique \(\text{baseCode}\) is created based on the serial number and
Algorithm 1 Critical key generation functions in the create_pic_code_v1 algorithm (pseudo code)

```plaintext
1: function GETHOMEBASECODE(serial, PPCS_ID)
2:   sfx = getPPCSSuffix(PPCS_ID)  \ See Alg. 2
3:   baseCode = concat(serial[0 : l], str(sfx))
4:   return baseCode
5: end function
6: function GETRANDSEED(PPCS_ID)
7:   sfx = getPPCSSuffix(PPCS_ID)
8:   rndStr = "01" || str(random()) || str(1000 − sfx)
9:   seed = Obfuscate1(MD5(rndStr))
10: return (seed, rand)
11: end function
12: function CREATEIMAGEKEY(baseCode, seed)
13:   h = SHA256("01" + baseCode + seed)
14:   encKey = Obfuscate2(h)
15: return encKey
16: end function
```

PPCS identifier. Next, a seed is generated from the same PPCS identifier along with a freshly generated random integer. Finally, the encryption key is derived from the combination of baseCode and the seed.

Both getHomebaseCode and getRandSeed use PPCS_ID to compute a suffix sfx. Then, the baseCode is constructed by concatenating a substring of the serial (where the length l depends on the last byte) with this suffix. Similarly, the seed is computed by concatenating the random integer with a value derived from the suffix (i.e., 1000 − sfx). The resultant string is then hashed, followed by an obfuscation step. This obfuscation is essentially transforming bytes. Finally, in CREATEIMAGEKEY, the baseCode and the seed are hashed and again obfuscated with a custom deterministic algorithm. It is evident that each of these steps, including the obfuscations, is reproducible given the serial, PPCS_ID and rand are known.

5.5 Reconstructing the Media Encryption Key Using dAngr

As outlined earlier, the intricacies involved in the encryption key derivation pose significant challenges to manual reverse engineering. The first attempts were ineffective due to the complexity and inaccuracies found in the decompiled Ghidra code. Specifically, the Ghidra decompiler encountered difficulties with certain sections of the MIPS code, resulting in unreliable decompiled output.

As discussed in Section 4.1, we adopt a novel approach to recover the encryption keys. We leverage dAngr for a concrete and platform agnostic execution of the create_pic_code_v1 function required to reconstruct the key. Listing 2 shows the commands passed to dAngr to reconstruct encryption keys given the correct inputs.

Since the binary only contains the encryption part, we use this function to reconstruct the keys. However, in this case, during the actual key generation, a fresh random value is generated to create a unique key for each image. To be able to decrypt an encrypted image, we need to reconstruct the key given a specific random (included in the Eufy header in the encrypted image). Therefore, we take advantage of the hooking functionality of dAngr to replace the call to generate a random (i.e., random) with a stub that returns the random number included in the encrypted image.

Listing 2: dAngr commands to reconstruct a media encryption key

```
> get_string_memory 0x5000
> load_hooks hooks.py
> set_function_prototype void create_pic_code_v1(char*, int, char*, char*, char*)
> set_function_call create_pic_code_v1('T8010P123DEADBEAEA', 0x10, '2YXABCD-456789-TSRQP', '0'*10, '0'*32)
> run
```

In Listing 2, a function is set up and configured with the correct parameters. The first argument is the serial number, the third is the PPCS_ID and the final two parameters are character arrays of 10, respectively 32 characters for the returned random value and the encryption key. The first 16 characters of the latter hold the actual key. To read out the key, we need to access the memory of the last parameter of which the address (0x5000) is printed during debugging.

To decrypt a given image, we extract the serial and rand, and together with the PPCS_ID, we can easily recover the encryption key. The PPCS identifier can be intercepted from the network traffic between the Homebase and the mobile App.

Alternatively, we can eliminate the dependency on the PPCS_ID. After further investigation, we successfully recovered the algorithm to generate the sfx suffix derived from the PPCS identifier (see Algorithm 2).

Algorithm 2 getPPCSSuffix(PPCS_ID)

```plaintext
1: s = PPCS_ID[0 : 15].split(‘-’)[1]
2: sfx = int(s[0]) + int(s[1]) + int(s[3]) + int(s[5])
3: if sfx < 5 then
4:   sfx = sfx * 2
5: end if
6: return sfx
```

This function calculates the sum of four of the six digits in the middle part of the PPCS identifier. Next, the result is doubled when the sum is smaller than five, further diminishing the already limited entropy. Thus, instead of monitoring the network traffic and waiting for the PPCS_ID to leak, we can opt for a brute-force approach on the parts of the PPCS_ID being used.
We simply hook the `getPPCSSuffix` function and generate the 480 potential `sfx` values output by `getPPCSSuffix`. We can easily verify the correctness of a key based on the presence of the magic bytes (i.e., 0xFFD8 for JFIF images) in the decrypted JFIF header. Once we find a match, we also have a valid `sfx` which can be used to decrypt further images.

Using this brute-force approach, we can decrypt any encrypted image without requiring any additional information beyond the encrypted image itself.

The media key derivation process is clearly flawed, enabling an indoor attacker or the cloud server to decrypt all media. It is important to note that other researchers independently uncovered the encryption mechanism while reverse engineering the mobile App [6]. Their motivation primarily focused on facilitating access to the ecosystem through open-source tools. In contrast, our objective was to identify weaknesses in their encryption process. Notably, we achieved this goal, even generating Eufy keys leveraging the lack of entropy without requiring the device identifiers.

### 6 Countermeasures

Considering the vulnerabilities outlined in the previous section, defining countermeasures for fortifying the Eufy ecosystem is crucial. For each vulnerability, we propose countermeasures:

- **Password reuse**: Avoid reusing the WPA2-PSK. To protect the UART boot sequence, the debug port should be disabled.

- **Password has one-to-one mapping**: Ensure passwords do not have a one-to-one mapping with public variables. These variables should be kept secret. Alternatively, passwords should be randomly chosen using a secure random generator.

- **Low entropy password**: Although rectifying low-entropy passwords presents a challenge, a solution would be to discreetly transmit a new high-entropy WPA2-PSK to each paired device after updating each Eufy device. This must be done before changing the Wireless network, allowing background updates without user interaction or breaking the connection with the smart devices.

- **Lack of isolation**: Prevent attackers from pivoting between networks by implementing Linux `iptables` functionality on the Homebase. The Homebase should act solely as an Internet gateway restricting traffic to flow between isolated networks. If necessary, only essential ports should be forwarded.

- **Cleartext traffic**: Augment WPA2-PSK as a protection mechanism with additional protection. Encrypt network communication using established protocols such as TLS to introduce an extra layer of security and end-to-end encryption. This should be implemented for all communication, including P2P traffic.

- **Bad encryption keys**: Enhance the key derivation process, by adopting standard and secure key derivation and encryption schemes. Refrain from using proprietary DIY algorithms and AES ECB mode. Furthermore, a proper key management solution must be implemented such that keys must not be derived from non-secret information such as serial numbers.

Additionally, instead of only encrypting the media headers, the entire payload should be encrypted.

### 7 General Insights & Recommendations

Conducting an in-depth security analysis has provided valuable insights into the Eufy ecosystem, unveiling both its vulnerabilities and strengths. Several key lessons can be learned from this comprehensive examination.

To evaluate the impact of our research, we initially assessed the alignment of the Eufy Homebase and doorbell with the OWASP IoT Top 10 [28] before and after our investigation. Initially, the Eufy ecosystem showcased strong compliance with the OWASP IoT Top 10, boasting standardized AES encryption and secure WPA2-PSK-protected network communication. Only an unprotected UART recovery shell and having open UART debug ports were left unaddressed. However, as revealed in our analysis, critical flaws in data encryption, network architecture weaknesses and the use of weak guessable passwords are uncovered. Consequently, Eufy’s standing on the Top 10 shifted after our in-depth analysis, now failing in several key areas.

Our analysis revealed that in IoT, particularly in the realm of consumer IoT, security is still often treated as an afterthought, especially in teams lacking security expertise. This often results in reliance on security by obscurity and do-it-yourself (DIY) solutions.

For instance, our work revealed several weak key generation methods. Notably seeking compliance with security standards such as EN 303 645 (ETSI Consumer IoT) may not have been sufficient to prevent the flaws discovered in this study. The recommendation stemming from these insights is clear: IoT manufacturers should invest in comprehensive IoT security training. They must adopt industry-standard, vetted protocols to comply with established security standards. Rather than resorting to custom solutions, strict adherence to best practices is crucial.

Enforcing unique keys per device has become mandatory for compliance with prominent security standards. In turn, security compliance will be required to enter markets worldwide. For instance, embedded devices can only be sold on the EU market after having received a CE label, and demonstrating security compliance will be part of the certifying
process from August 2024. The aforementioned requirement – i.e., unique device keys – is imposed by the realistic attacker model in which a malicious stakeholder with physical access to one IoT device cannot undermine the whole ecosystem. Well-established mechanisms and protocols exist and many standards point to very concrete tactics (without enforcing a specific solution or technology).

However, many developers still develop proprietary solutions instead of relying on widely recognised mechanisms. The major reason is the often recurring complex tension between security and manageability. To decrease the key management burden, obscure mechanisms are often constructed in which keys are unique per device but can still be derived by having knowledge of the device firmware. This implies that an attacker with physical access to an IoT device no longer directly undermines the security of the whole ecosystem (as keys are no longer shared across devices) but can indirectly derive the keys of other devices by inspecting the device firmware. This is possible if an attacker has physical access to one device and can rely on firmware inspection tools which are becoming easily accessible. To tackle this evolution, standards and even legislation should become stricter in the sense that they do not only impose requirements concerning general characteristics of the device but also on feasible and non-feasible mechanisms to enforce it. Although this may restrict the degrees of freedom at design and development time and may result in more advanced key management (ultimately resulting in a more expensive lifecycle), it will result in improved security.

The community, particularly in consumer IoT, would benefit from the availability of reference architectures and proof of concepts that depict commonly encountered use cases and scenarios. These should encompass essential aspects such as the proper use of STUN, TURN and ICE services for remote access; secure pairing of smart devices, gateways and mobile devices; correct use and implementation of public key infrastructure; secure update procedures; and the secure use of cloud services and API’s. Such resources would deter developers from resorting to DIY strategies and obscure solutions.

Securing IoT devices is undoubtedly a substantial endeavor, requiring expertise across various domains, including embedded hardware and software, network security, cloud communication, and mobile or web development. The commitment to strong security practices is essential for the sustained integrity of IoT ecosystems.

8 Related Work

We discuss in this Section relevant and previous research and studies that influenced our approach to analyzing the Eufy ecosystem.

State of the art of IoT security. Costin et al. performed the first large-scale analysis on IoT devices [10], examining over 683 firmware images, unveiling vulnerabilities on 123 distinct products. Another large-scale analysis is done by Neshenko et al. [25], they focus on discovered IoT vulnerabilities and classify the various vulnerabilities and weaknesses inherent to IoT devices. Performing new large-scale analyses has become increasingly challenging, due to a recent trend where manufacturers strive to maintain the secrecy of their device’s firmware. This approach may result in fostering security through obscurity, which fails to deter attackers equipped with sufficient resources.

In a more targeted study, Schwartz et al. analyze the security of 16 popular IoT devices leveraging reverse engineering techniques [41]. Their systematic application of reverse engineering techniques uncovered distinct vulnerabilities, emphasizing the importance of this method in identifying security weaknesses. Obermaier et al. focus on cloud-based video surveillance systems, analyzing four distinct IP Cameras [27] through a combination of network and firmware analysis. This approach led to the uncovering of various vulnerabilities related to authentication, proprietary encryption algorithms and weak certificate validation. Rondon et al. delved into the security of E-IoT systems scrutinizing proprietary protocols used in E-IoT settings [36]. Collectively, these studies indicate the urgent need for enhanced security measures in IoT devices.

WPA attacks. The landscape of wireless security, particularly in the context of Wi-Fi networks, has been a subject of extensive research and exploration. Lorente et al. scrutinized WPA2 password-generation algorithms in Wireless routers and discovered that many routers used weak password-generation algorithms [21]. Reversing the algorithms, Lorente et al. discovered that in most algorithms known parameters were used as input and that they had a simple deterministic password-generation process. One of the vulnerabilities we uncovered is similar to this work. However, we go further than discovering a one-to-one mapping, identifying multiple weaknesses in Eufy’s password generation algorithm.

Reversing engineering. Several studies discuss methodologies for discovering and analyzing vulnerabilities [14, 19, 20, 42]. In this related work, reverse engineering is considered an efficient but exhaustive method for analyzing embedded devices. Techniques for more efficient reverse engineering and methodologies for performing a complete device analysis are discussed. Thomas et al. present a framework to reduce the upfront effort in analyzing and reverse engineering using static and dynamic analysis techniques [45].

In case studies, Casagrande et al. applied reverse engineering methodologies to unveil vulnerabilities in the Xiaomi ecosystem. Their work exposed issues in both the pairing process and in applications developed by Xiaomi [8, 9]. In their work, they reverse-engineered the Xiaomi companion App.
and the Bluetooth Low-Energy communication. The reverse engineering led to the uncovering of various vulnerabilities in the pairing process of the Xiaomi Fitness tracking system and the Xiaomi E-scooters. The vulnerabilities they discovered are cleartext keys, unauthenticated pairing and modifying the password without authentication. Ullrich et al. reversed the Neato vacuum and discovered an attack leveraging weak secret keys and a buffer overflow via the cloud to break the Neato ecosystem [46]. Giese et al. reverse engineer using hardware hacking the Amazon Echo Dot and perform IoT forensics to uncover bad practices that lead to personal data leakage [15]. Other examples of high-impact attacks uncovered by reverse engineering are the Zigbee worm exploiting Philips Hue lamps [37], and breaking glucose monitoring systems thanks to weak proprietary protocols [35]. In our research, we employ a similar methodology to uncover vulnerabilities, focusing on reversing the binaries, networking, and internal operations of the Eufy ecosystem. Contrary to the above work, we present a novel approach leveraging a new cross-platform debugger to assist manual reverse engineering in embedded devices.

Symbolic execution. Yadegari et al. and Banescu et al. emphasize symbolic execution as a potent mechanism to circumvent obfuscation techniques [4, 48]. Symbolic execution proves invaluable in identifying weaknesses and vulnerabilities. Nevertheless, symbolic execution faces its own set of challenges, notably in the analysis of cryptographic functions, which is inherently complex. Vanhoef et al. demonstrate that simulating cryptographic primitives during symbolic execution can be done to find weaknesses in cryptographic functions [47]. Ramos et al. develop an under-constrained symbolic execution framework to analyze individual functions rather than whole programs, bypassing several weaknesses of symbolic execution engines [32]. Contrary to prior work, this work leverages the binary lifting and interpretation provided by angr to make debugging platform-independent. While our attack only requires concrete execution, our debugger also supports symbolic execution.

Case studies including the Eufy doorbell. P. Moore analyzed the web interface of the Eufy doorbell [44]. Moore proved that Eufy uploads images to the cloud without authorization. Moore also discovered that the video stream of the Eufy doorbell was sent unencrypted. These vulnerabilities were confirmed and patched by Eufy, ensuring that now all video and images are end-to-end encrypted.

M.A. Stanislav examined various security frameworks to determine the overall security posture of internet-connected devices [43]. An analysis was performed on 40 internet-connected cameras. This analysis includes information gathering, disassembling the device, analyzing the various interfaces of the device, and more. Eufy is one of the cameras being analyzed, and comes out as one of the more mature brands, having overall good security and conforming to best practices.

The open-source community also reverse-engineered the Eufy App and reconstructed the P2P protocol. Allowing them to replace the App or web interface, and connect it to a home automation system [6]. The project primarily focuses on a specific aspect of the P2P protocol related to communication between App and Homebase. However, the P2P protocol within the ecosystem extends further than App Homebase communication, the communication between the Homebase and other Eufy devices is a critical part of the P2P protocol. To build upon and expand the existing research of the Eufy ecosystem, we dissect the firmware of the Eufy devices and the Eufy ecosystem internals, while actively seeking vulnerabilities and weaknesses.

9 Conclusion

The reverse engineering and analysis of the Eufy ecosystem provided insights into the intricate workings of its devices. This investigation uncovered multiple weaknesses, highlighting critical areas of one of the top players in the IP Camera domain. The core of our work involved the analysis of the proprietary peer-to-peer protocol, dissecting the encryption mechanisms, and understanding the internal network’s behaviour through a combination of reverse engineering, binary interpretation, and network traffic analysis.

We introduce a novel approach for key reconstruction in embedded devices. We developed dângr a symbolic debugger that augments manual reverse engineering. By leveraging angr, a symbolic execution engine that implements binary lifting and interpretation of the lifted code, our tool enables platform-agnostic execution of specific functions, allowing us to execute isolated cryptography functions in an embedded cross-architecture binary without a complex or time-consuming process. We demonstrate our novel approach by reconstructing the AES keys for media encryption in the Eufy ecosystem.

Our findings culminated in an attack on the Eufy ecosystem requiring no network connectivity. The sole prerequisite is proximity to the Homebase’s dedicated network. Leveraging two vulnerabilities uncovered during our analysis, the attack serves as a potential entry point into the end user’s private home network. The ease and severity of this attack deem it highly critical. We proposed appropriate countermeasures for each identified flaw.

Eufy has confirmed the vulnerabilities and initiated security patches, further bolstering their security.
**Responsible disclosure.** In June 2023, we responsibly disclosed all newly identified vulnerabilities to Eufy. The comprehensive disclosure process was conducted through Anker’s channels. In addition to providing a detailed write-up of the vulnerabilities, we included recommendations for effectively mitigating these issues. A condensed version of the recommended mitigations can be found in Section 6.
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Abstract

Arm Cortex-M processors are the most widely used 32-bit microcontrollers among embedded and Internet-of-Things devices. Despite the widespread usage, there has been little effort in summarizing their hardware security features, characterizing the limitations and vulnerabilities of their hardware and software stack, and systematizing the research on securing these systems. The goals and contributions of this paper are multi-fold. First, we analyze the hardware security limitations and issues of Cortex-M systems. Second, we conducted a deep study of the software stack designed for Cortex-M and revealed its limitations, which is accompanied by an empirical analysis of 1,797 real-world firmware. Third, we categorize the reported bugs in Cortex-M software systems. Finally, we systematize the efforts that aim at securing Cortex-M systems and evaluate them in terms of the protections they offer, runtime performance, required hardware features, etc. Based on the insights, we develop a set of recommendations for the research community and MCU software developers.

1 Introduction

Microcontroller units (MCUs) are small computers designed for embedded and Internet of Things (IoT) applications in contrast to microprocessors used in smartphones, personal computers, and servers. They operate at frequencies ranging from several kHz to several hundred MHz. The sizes of their ROMs and RAMs are small and usually fall into the range of several hundred bytes to several megabytes. Even though MCUs are general-purpose computers, they are commonly employed for running specialized software and firmware tailored to specific applications.

The Arm Cortex-M family, which has three major architectures and 12 processors as of 2023, is the most popular 32-bit MCU architecture without a memory management unit (MMU) on the market. More than 80 hardware vendors have licensed Cortex-M cores [1]. 4.4 billion Cortex-M MCUs were shipped in the 4th quarter of 2020 alone [2], and it is estimated that Cortex-M MCUs account for almost 100 billion deployed embedded and IoT devices in 2021 [3].

Given the sheer volume of deployed Cortex-M systems, one would anticipate that the security of their hardware and software stack has been thoroughly studied and systematized. Unfortunately, this is not the case. To bridge the knowledge gap that hinders the users and researchers, we seek to answer the following questions regarding their security states:

• Q1 - What are the security features, limitations, and issues at the Cortex-M microarchitecture, instruction set architecture (ISA), and beyond? The answer helps understand the constraints in securing software on Cortex-M.

To address this question, we analyze the hardware security limitations of Cortex-M by comparing its offerings with microprocessors. Our main observation (§3) is that Cortex-M processors lack support for memory virtualization and provide only basic memory protection mechanisms. Additionally, their other security features, e.g., TrustZone, are streamlined compared to their Cortex-A counterparts and introduce new vulnerabilities.

• Q2 - What are the security mechanisms and flaws of Cortex-M based software systems? The answer helps understand the status of Cortex-M software security in real-world systems.

To answer this question, we compile a dataset of 1,797 real-world Cortex-M firmware samples, including 1,003 newly collected ones, and perform by far the largest empirical analysis on the adoption of security mechanisms on real-world Cortex-M systems. In particular, we summarize the software architectures found in these samples and other research projects. We develop binary analysis tools to verify if the collected samples leverage the security mechanisms that have been widely deployed on microprocessor-based systems, e.g., privilege separation and stack canaries. We uncovered that (§4) despite extensive research on more secure architectures for microcontroller-based systems, these advancements are rarely implemented in real-world firmware. Moreover, the hardware security features offered by Cortex-M processors are seldom utilized in the majority of the assessed firmware; hence, where is the “up”?! Furthermore, existing compiler-based mitiga-
tions designed for process-based operating systems (e.g., stack canaries) prove ineffective when operating within a single physical address space.

- **Q3** - What are the nature and severity of the publicly disclosed vulnerabilities in the Cortex-M based software systems? The answer helps find out software bugs that are more likely to be exploited in such systems.

To tackle this question, we analyze 310 Cortex-M related software bug reports spanning nearly six years, from 2017 until 2023. Our analysis includes systems developed by nine hardware vendors, e.g., Nordic and NXP, and seven real-time operating systems (RTOS), e.g., FreeRTOS. We further categorize the software implementation issues into validation, functional, and extrinsic bugs, a taxonomy adopted in a recent work studying the vulnerabilities in Cortex-A systems [4].

Our insights (§5) include that these systems not only exhibit memory corruption vulnerabilities but also display weaknesses in their protocol and cryptographic implementations.

- **Q4** - What defenses for Cortex-M systems have been explored in the literature, and what are their limitations? Together with the previous answers, this helps shed light on new research directions to secure Cortex-M systems.

To address this question, we create a taxonomy and comparative evaluation of over 50 papers spanning nearly nine years. Our evaluation framework considers the defenses each solution offers, the hardware units it relies on, and their runtime overhead in terms of memory size, performance, etc. Our major observations (§6) include the research community not only shifts the exact same defenses from microprocessor-based systems on Cortex-M systems, e.g., enforcing isolation and confinement, stack integrity, and control flow integrity, but also develops solutions intrinsically linked to the MCU characteristics, e.g., peripheral-oriented fuzzing.

Based on the insights, we develop a set of recommendations for the research community and MCU software developers (§7). Figure 1 provides an overview of the organization and contributions of this paper. We have open-sourced our source code, dataset, and supplementary materials.

2  Methodology

2.1  Adversarial Model

In general, we consider the security limitations and issues of the microarchitecture, ISA, and above. In particular, we assume an adversary can perform (i) microarchitecture side-channel attacks, e.g., bus interconnect; (ii) glitching, e.g., voltage fault injection; (iii) remote attacks via a network; (iv) nearby wireless attacks via BLE, ZigBee, etc.; (v) local attacks through peripherals and debug ports; and (vi) software side-channel attacks. On systems without TrustZone-M, we consider an adversary with one or more of the following objectives: (i) to obtain secrets from the flash, e.g., intellectual property (IP) theft and RAM; (ii) to tamper sensitive data; (iii) code execution and privilege escalation, e.g., control-flow hijacking. On systems with TrustZone-M, we assume all components in the non-secure state are untrusted and consider an adversary with all aforementioned goals as well as compromising the secure state.

2.2  Analyzing Hardware Offerings

We provide a detailed analysis of the hardware security limitations and issues. Due to the page limit, a detailed walk-through of the Cortex-M architecture is not included in this paper. Interested readers please refer to our supplementary materials, which consolidate information from various official sources [5–14]. To aid in research for the community, we have developed an open-source code suite, demonstrating the use of Cortex-M security features.

2.3  Collecting and Analyzing Firmware

**Collecting Firmware.** The process of collecting and decoding Cortex-M firmware was far from straightforward and re-

1https://github.com/CactiLab/SoK-Cortex-M
Table 1: Manufacturer distribution of the compiled real-world firmware dataset. *Italic* represents newly collected sample that were not publicly released before.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HW Vendor</th>
<th># Firmware</th>
<th># Devices</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nordic</td>
<td>768</td>
<td>513</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>690</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TI</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telink</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dialog</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NXP</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cypress</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>1,797</td>
<td>689</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

sulted in the accumulation of significant amounts of unusable data. We used three approaches to collect firmware: (i) we filtered Cortex-M firmware from publicly available embedded system datasets [15,17–21]; (ii) adopting an analogous methodology as described in [15], we developed scripts to analyze/unpack mobile apps and extract potential Cortex-M firmware. Using this approach, we collected 4,693 potential samples from six silicon vendors. These samples are in various formats, e.g., S-record for NXP, cyacd format for Cypress, and proprietary format of Qualcomm; (iii) we crawled websites for 25 silicon and device vendors known for embedded and IoT devices. This effort resulted in 1,687 potential samples, but none of them turned out to be Cortex-M firmware. This aligns with the findings in FirmXRay [15], which noted that vendors seldom make their firmware available online.

As shown in Table 1, our firmware collection endeavor ended up with 1,797 unique Cortex-M firmware from seven hardware vendors. Among these, the FirmXRay dataset includes 790 firmware samples, representing 533 distinct devices from two vendors (768 from Nordic [22] and 22 from Texas Instruments [23]). Additionally, the HEAPSTER dataset [16] encompasses four Cortex-M binaries from STMicroelectronics (ST) [24]. Furthermore, we have gathered 1,003 firmware from other vendors, including Nordic (690), Telink [25] (192 firmware for 120 unique devices), Dialog [26] (53 firmware for 36 devices), NXP [27] (1), and Cypress [28] (67). These samples have not been publicly shared before. The firmware in our collection is in raw binary format, lacking symbolic information.

**Analyzing Firmware.** We used FirmXRay [15] to recognize the base address of each firmware. Scripts were then developed to identify the Cortex-M vector table and perform recursive disassembly with Ghidra [29]. We also applied scripts to filter a portion of firmware samples that contain device information, ensuring that they are from distinct devices. We conducted an analysis of the disassembled samples using the following heuristics: (i) to identify if firmware uses any RTOS, we performed binary function recognition [30] and string searches for ten popular RTOSs; (ii) for firmware that uses an RTOS, we analyzed if task stack overflow checks are performed. To this end, we checked if the task stack overflow handling functions, e.g., osRtxKernelErrorNotify() with the parameter osRtxErrorStackOverflow in CMSIS RTOS2 [31], are called by other functions in the firmware; (iii) we analyzed if and how the SVC register is changed and how the SVC instruction is used to determine privilege separation and stack usages; (iv) to check if there are stack canaries, we analyzed function prologues and epilogues for specific instruction patterns derived from canary-protected functions generated by three compilers. In addition, we searched if the firmware has the hard-coded libc error message "*** stack smashing detected ***" and whether the function printing out this message is called by other functions, which is a practice used before [32].

### 2.4 Collecting and Analyzing Bug Reports

We retrieved over 500 hardware and software bug reports related to Cortex-M systems from 2017 to 2023 [33], which shows a growing trend. Besides “Arm”, we included in our list of keywords the names of top hardware vendors [34], popular RTOSs [35], and embedded SSL libraries, e.g., Mbed TLS [36] and wolfSSL [37]). We manually confirmed the bug reports indeed affect Cortex-M systems, including verifying the affected chips and inspecting the source code. Two researchers worked together to categorize each bug into a relevant subclass, which was verified by a third researcher.

### 2.5 Systematizing Scientific Publications

We collected over 30 papers on Cortex-M security from top conferences. In addition, we supplement our list of surveyed papers with another over 20 articles that are highly relevant to the topic but published in other venues. Note that our systematization focuses on the works explicitly designed for and implemented on Cortex-M. Nevertheless, we discuss related works that were designed for or implemented on other architectures but may be applied to Cortex-M in §6.10.

### 2.6 Threats to Validity

Our analysis of firmware may be subject to biases and imprecision due to the limited number of firmware. There is a risk of over-representing systems from specific vendors. Most firmware in our dataset (57.3%) are raw binaries and lack detailed device and architecture information, making it difficult to confirm their intended use cases and resulting in a potential bias in analyzing similar firmware samples. Additionally, the lack of proof-of-concept exploits and vague CVE descriptions introduces imprecisions in the classification of vulnerabilities. Furthermore, our analysis focuses on publicly disclosed vulnerabilities. Undiscovered vulnerabilities could unveil additional fundamental issues in Cortex-M systems.

### 3 Hardware Limitations and Issues

#### 3.1 Hardware Limitations

Hardware limitations are missing or constrained hardware security features, which are typically non-patchable. Compared

---
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with Cortex-A, Cortex-M features distinct design elements, particularly in its memory protection mechanisms and the TrustZone extension (TrustZone-M versus TrustZone-A).

Limitations of Memory Protection Mechanisms

**L01. No memory virtualization:** No hardware-supported memory virtualization is available on Cortex-M due to the absence of a memory management unit (MMU). Instead, software modules share the same physical address space. Such lack of memory virtualization also implies a small address space (4GB), which presents challenges to effective address space layout randomization (ASLR) due to low entropy.

**L02. No input-output memory management unit:** Besides MMU, input-output memory management unit (IOMMU) or its equivalents, i.e., IOMPU, that provide memory protection from malicious direct memory access (DMA)-capable peripherals are also missing on Cortex-M. Some hardware vendors implement their own IOMPU, i.e., the resource domain controller on NXP i.MX RT [38, 39], but they are only found in some of the latest devices.

**L03. A small number of MPU regions and limited sizes:** Cortex-M only supports a small number of memory protection unit (MPU) regions, and the size of regions must be a multiple of 32 bytes. Compared to the page-based memory access control on microprocessors, the granularity of MPU-based coarse-grained, and it is insufficient to implement fine-grained isolation that requires a large number of regions.

**L04. A small number of secure/non-secure memory regions:** The number of regions supported by secure attribute unit (SAU) is small, e.g., up to 8 regions on Cortex-M33, resulting in limited design choices in splitting the secure and non-secure address space. To alleviate this issue, silicon vendors use the implementation defined attribution unit (IDAU), which supports up to 256 regions, to create more partitions. However, if more than 256 partitions are needed or the device has many peripherals, this may not be enough [40].

Inherited Limitations from TrustZone-A

**L05. No intrinsic encryption to protect the secure state memory:** TrustZone-M does not encrypt the secure state memory. Consequently, cold boot attacks [41] can dump the secure state memory. There could also be information leakage when a memory protection controller (MPC) assigns a memory region from the secure state to the non-secure state at run-time, which we will discuss in L05.

**L06. Lack of intrinsic support for multiple trusted execution environments:** TrustZone-M only provides one isolated execution environment in which the trusted firmware executes, resulting in a large software trusted computing base (TCB). For instance, TF-M [42] has over 117K lines of code.

**L07. Lack of hardware-based remote attestation in TrustZone-M:** Same as Cortex-A [4], Cortex-M TrustZone lacks a hardware-based integrity reporting mechanism, so it cannot provide a hardware-based remote attestation as Intel software guard extensions (SGX) does. For example, the Arm platform security architecture (PSA) introduces a weakened software-based attestation method [43, 44].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Insights</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• The Cortex-M architecture offers weaker memory management interfaces than popular microprocessors, creating challenges to enforce memory isolation and security.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• TrustZone-M inherits hardware limitations of TrustZone-A and introduces more constraints.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3.2 Hardware Issues

Hardware issues discuss vulnerable hardware components and hardware-supported operations.

**Vendor-Agnostic Microarchitecture Issues**

**101. Vulnerable to microarchitectural side-channel attacks:** Although most Cortex-M processors lack a cache or branch predictor at the microarchitectual level, there are other side channels that can leak information.

*Information leakage through power analysis:* ELMO [45] demonstrates the feasibility of reversing AES S-Box output code sequences through power analysis on the Cortex-M0 processor. Furthermore, Vafa et al. [46] successfully applied a power analysis attack to recover running instructions on the Cortex-M3 processor.

*Information leakage through timing side-channels:* MCU bus interconnect arbitration logic involves delays when multiple bus masters, such as the CPU and DMA, simultaneously access a shared secondary port, like a memory controller. As demonstrated in BUSted [47], the attacker can successfully bypass protections provided by the MPU and TrustZone by exploiting these timing differences.

*Information leakage through long-term data remanence:* UnTrustZone [48] reveals that static random-access memory (SRAM) can be manipulated to imprint and expose on-chip secrets by accelerating analog-domain changes in SRAM. Using this method, UnTrustZone successfully extracts AES keys and proprietary firmware from various Cortex-M devices protected by TrustZone.

**102. Vulnerable to fault injections:** A fault injection attack involves deliberately causing errors in a system’s hardware (e.g., voltage, clock, electromagnetic) to disrupt its normal operations of a digital circuit and exploit these induced faults for malicious purposes. Johannes Obermaier and Marc Schink et al. discussed how to escalate the debug interface permissions or execute arbitrary code by injecting faults into voltage [49], Quad-SPI bus [50], and electromagnetic [51] at boot time on Cortex-M0/3/4 devices. µ-GLitch [52] entails injecting multiple, coordinated voltage faults into Cortex-M devices to bypass the TrustZone protection, allowing leaking secrets stored in secure memory into non-secure code.
Vendor-Agnostic ISA Issues

103. **Fast state switch mechanism exploitable for privilege escalation:** Cortex-M TrustZone uses the fast state switch technique to allow direct cross-state transitions from any privilege level without the need for a higher privileged secure monitor mode like Cortex-A TrustZone. Although this feature makes cross-state transitions more efficient, it exposes vulnerabilities to a recently discovered attack known as ret2ns [53]. This attack leverages critical system registers and instructions used by the fast state switch to escalate privilege in the non-secure state, potentially leading to arbitrary code execution.

104. **Improper privilege management for inter-processor debugging:** CVE-2018-18068 reports that the debugging host’s privilege level is ignored in the inter-processor debugging mode, allowing the non-secure state on both TrustZone-M and TrustZone-A to gain access to the secure state resources via the ETM [54, 55].

105. **Information leakage to the non-secure state due to state switches:** This could happen through memory and general-purpose registers. (i) If a region used by the secure state is re-mapped by MPC into the non-secure state without proper sanitization, sensitive information will be leaked; (ii) Information leakage could happen if the general-purpose registers are not cleared when switching to the non-secure state. To address this issue, Arm recommends general-purpose registers that are not used to pass arguments should be cleared before state switches [7]; (iii) CVE-2021-35465 reports an issue of the floating-point lazy load multiple (VLLDM) instruction, which allows the non-secure code to access secure state floating-point registers.

Vendor-Specific Hardware Issues

106. **Improper privilege management in vendor-specific hardware features:** Some hardware vendors introduce over-powerful hardware features that can be exploited to gain full control of the system. For example, NXP LPC55S6x MCUs include a ROM patch controller to fix bugs in the ROM after fabrication. CVE-2021-31532 reports that even attackers in the non-secure state and unprivileged state can utilize the ROM patch controller to reconfigure the SAU regions to gain privilege escalation. CVE-2022-22819 shows that the ROM patch controller firmware also has a buffer overflow bug that can lead to arbitrary code execution at the privileged level.

4 Software Architectural Issues

4.1 Software Architectures

As shown in Figure 2, we identified two (i.e., a and b) software architectures in the collected firmware dataset and another three (i.e., c, d, and e) in the literature. **Bare-metal systems and unikernels** (a) run directly on the hardware at the highest (non-secure) privilege level. The RTOSs in such systems are only linked as a library OS, e.g., Mbed OS bare-metal profile [63]. We will discuss in 108 that over 99.44% of the 1,797 firmware belong to this category, including 66 firmware samples that use FreeRTOS and another 13 firmware use Mbed OS. **Monolithic kernels** (b) are the most common organization in microprocessor-based systems, e.g., Linux and Windows. Such systems run the kernel entirely at the
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privileged level, and applications run in (unprivileged) user space. However, only 0.56% of the firmware samples in our dataset fall into this category. Exokernels (c) run at the highest privilege level, virtualizing and allocating resources to RTOSs or bare-metal applications running at a lower privilege level. We will discuss two software-based exokernel projects, Hermes [64] and MultiZone [65], and two Cortex-M TrustZone-based exokernel projects, ILTzVisor [66, 67] and SBIs [68], in D05. Dual-world systems (d), which are enabled by TrustZone-M, run RTOSs and applications in the non-secure state, whereas secure OS/services run in the secure state. The Trusted Firmware for Cortex-M (TF-M) [69] is a reference implementation of this architecture. Multi-world systems (e) enable multiple equally-secure TEEs. We will discuss iTango [70], one prominent example of a multi-world TEE implementation leveraging TrustZone-M in D06.

4.2 Architectural Issues

Software architectural issues refer to common limitations and flaws we found in real-world firmware.

Lack of Privilege Management

I08. No or weak privilege separation: As shown in Table 2, only 10 out of 1,797 samples in our dataset execute some code at the unprivileged level, and the others execute entirely at the privileged level. Due to the lack of spatial isolation and privilege separation, a bug anywhere may compromise the whole system, even reverting MPU settings.

I09. SVC repurposing: The SVC instruction is designed to escalate the execution level; however, executing this instruction at the privileged level also transfers the control to the SVC handler. Surprisingly, we find that 1,466 (81.58%) samples run everything at the privileged level and repurpose this feature to call library APIs, e.g., Nordic SoftDevice [71], instead of privilege escalation. The behavior is consistent across vendors, e.g., Nordic, TI, Telink, Cypress, and ST.

Lack of Memory Protections

I10. No or weak stack separation: RTOSs, such as FreeRTOS [72] and Zephyr [73], support multi-tasking, so each task has its own stack. However, stack separation between the kernel and application is rarely used in bare-metal firmware. Armv8-M also introduces stack limit registers (PSPLIM and MSPLIM) to delimit the boundaries of stacks. However, no firmware in our dataset has been used them.

RTOS Implementations: We found that only a few RTOSs protect tasks’ stacks, and only Zephyr optionally supports using stack limit registers. When stack guard is enabled, FreeRTOS [74] and Mbed OS [75] insert a predefined delimiter to mark the boundary of each task’s stack. Zephyr can use either PSPLIM or an MPU-configured memory guard to prevent overwriting beyond a task’s stack [76].

Empirical Analysis on Real-world Firmware: 10 samples that adopt privilege separation (discussed in I08) leverage both the MSP- and PSP-based stacks. In addition, another 124 samples use both the MSP- and PSP-based stacks without privilege separation. All other samples (1,663; 92.54%) only adopt a single MSP-based stack. 59 of the 66 FreeRTOS-based firmware samples and 7 of the 13 Mbed OS-based firmware samples use task stack overflow guards.

I11. Secure state exception stack frame manipulation: CVE-2020-16273 shows that the non-secure state software may manipulate the secure stacks and hijack the secure control flow if the secure software does not properly initialize the secure stacks. To this end, an attacker creates a fake exception return stack frame to deprivilege an interrupt.

I12. No or weak memory access control; executable stack: Despite the presence of MPU, previous research suggests that it is rarely utilized in most real-world systems [77–79]. We confirm that 1,773 of the 1,797 firmware in our dataset do not use MPU, which means the code, SRAM, and RAM regions are executable and malicious code can read and write arbitrary memory. Out of the 24 firmware that use MPU in our dataset, five use the MPU defined by Arm. The remaining 19 use a vendor-specific implementation, i.e., Nordic’s simplified

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Security Feature</th>
<th>Nordic (FirmXRay)</th>
<th>Other Nordic</th>
<th>TI</th>
<th>Telink</th>
<th>Dialog</th>
<th>NXP</th>
<th>Cypress</th>
<th>ST</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Readback Protection (I07)</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>2.21%</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>2.17%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Privilege Separation (I08)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1.04%</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.97%</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.29%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVC for Library Call (I09)</td>
<td>753</td>
<td>98.04%</td>
<td>690</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>2.90%</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>8.85%</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stack Separation (I10)</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>6.38%</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>6.63%</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>11.88%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stack Limit Register Usage (I11)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task Stack Overflow* (I10)</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>96.72%</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>80%</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>32.14%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory Access Control (MPU) (I12)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5.83%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory Access Control (sMPU) (I12)</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>2.47%</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>3.31%</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stack Canaries (I13)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.14%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proper Instruction Sync. Barriers† (I110)</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>36.59%</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>27.12%</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#F: Number of firmware, #D: Number of devices, -: Not applicable, *: The percentage is only based on firmware that use RTOS, †: The percentage is only based on firmware that update CONTROL with the TOS instruction.
MPU (sMPU) [80], which only supports a subset of MPU features. Specifically, sMPU only supports read and write permissions with two protection domains.

### 11.3 No or weak stack canaries

Stack canary implementation involves initializing the canary value, runtime verification, and handling mismatches. The compiler and libraries manage the latter two, with the system initializing the canary value. In the standard C libraries (libc), the value of the stack canary is taken from a global variable __stack_chk_guard. In modern OSs, the value of the canary is randomly initialized when a process is created. However, embedded systems often use a fixed canary value post-compilation or boot [81]. Notably, there is only one __stack_chk_guard for the entire physical address space. We found that only one of the 1,797 firmware samples in our dataset adopts it.

### 11.4 Missing barrier instructions

Barrier instructions, including data memory barrier (DMB), data synchronization barrier (DSB), and instruction synchronization barrier (ISB), guarantee that system configurations take effect before any memory operations [82]. The omission of them is unlikely to cause any issues on most Cortex-M MCUs because they do not have out-of-order execution and branch prediction capabilities. For MCUs that do have such capabilities, e.g., M7, this may lead to similar vulnerabilities that were discovered on microprocessors [83–85]. To check if barriers are set in firmware, for any CONTROL register update, we verify if there is an ISB instruction in its ten subsequent instructions. Our analysis shows that only 98 of the 281 firmware samples (34.88%) that update the CONTROL register use the ISB instruction thereafter. However, as we cannot confirm which architecture those firmware are using, it is unclear whether the missing barrier instructions will cause issues or not.

### 5 Software Implementation Issues

Table 3 presents the numbers of Cortex-M related CVEs affecting nine hardware vendors, seven RTOSs, and two TLS libraries. We break down the number based on CVSS scores [86]. As shown in Table 3, the majority of CVEs (53.85%) affecting hardware vendors are classified as "medium" severity, while the majority of CVEs affecting RTOSs (78.07%) are categorized as either "critical" or "high". We use a bug classification system proposed in [4] to characterize them into three major classes, i.e., validation, functional, and extrinsic. We summarize the results in Table 4, where we further provide a breakdown of bugs based on the functionality and the software components.

#### 5.1 Validation bugs

Validation bugs refer to bugs that mishandle or improperly validate input and output data. Examples are out-of-bounds read and write and improper parameter validation. They are frequently exploited for arbitrary write and read, allowing attackers to steal/overwrite sensitive information, execute remote code, or cause a denial of service.

#### 5.2 Validation bugs in communication components

Table 4 shows that 57.78% of validation bugs affect communication stacks, e.g., Bluetooth and TCP/IP implementations. For instance, FreeRTOS has a DNS poisoning bug that does not check if a DNS answer matches an outgoing query (CVE-2018-16598). Open-source libraries that are heavily used by Cortex-M systems, such as Mbed TLS or WolfSSL, also have 42 validation bugs.

#### 5.3 Validation bugs in device drivers

Device drivers are exposed to attackers through physically-accessible peripherals, e.g., the USB interface. We found 25 bugs that affect two hardware vendors and two RTOSs in this category. For instance, the buffer overflow bug of the NXP Kinetis K82 USB driver can be leveraged to access the flash (CVE-2021-44479). The USB driver in Zephyr also has a buffer overflow bug that allows an attacker to cause a denial of service (CVE-2020-10019).

#### 5.4 Validation bugs in dynamic memory allocations

Embedded systems commonly implement custom allocators rather than using the standard heap implementations in the Libc [16]. Bugs in heap management can result in a system crash or arbitrary code execution. For example, NXP’s SDK, RIOT-OS, Mbed OS, and CMSIS RTOS are vulnerable to integer overflows in their allocator functions [87].

### Table 3: Distribution of disclosed Cortex-M related CVEs (2017 - 2023)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vendor/RTOS/Lib</th>
<th>Critical</th>
<th>High</th>
<th>Medium</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arm</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microchip Technology</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silicon Labs</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NXP Semiconductors</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST Microelectronics</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cypress Semiconductor</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gigadevice</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texas Instruments</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nordic</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total (HW vendors)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FreeRTOS</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMSIS RTOS2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mbed OS</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zephyr</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIOT-OS</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contiki-ng</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Azure</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subtotal (RTOSs)</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>311</td>
<td>470</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>879</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mbed TLS</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WolfSSL</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subtotal (Libs)</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>233</td>
<td>413</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>748</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Insights

- The real-world firmware samples in our dataset barely use the security features of Cortex-M and largely lack the security mitigations that are widely deployed on modern microprocessor-based systems.
- Some software- and compiler-based mitigations, e.g., stack canaries, are less effective on MCU-based systems and should be redesigned.
Table 4: Distribution of Cortex-M software CVEs in different classes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bug Class</th>
<th>Functions</th>
<th>Affected HW Vendors SDKs</th>
<th>Affected RTOSs / TLS libs</th>
<th>#Bugs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Validation</td>
<td>Communication</td>
<td>NXP (2), Microchip (5), ST (1), TI (9)</td>
<td>FreeRTOS (11), RIOT-OS (24), Mbed OS (7), Zephyr (32), CMSIS RTOS2 (1), Zephyr (2)</td>
<td>193</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Device Driver</td>
<td>Cypress (10), Silicon Labs (8), Nordic (3)</td>
<td>Zephyr (8), Azure (5)</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Memory Allocation</td>
<td>NXP (1)</td>
<td>FreeRTOS (2), RIOT-OS (2), Mbed OS (2), wolfSSL (28)</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Context Switch</td>
<td>TF-M (1)</td>
<td>FreeRTOS1 (7), Zephyr (3)</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Others</td>
<td>Silicon Labs (5), NXP (2), Microchip (1)</td>
<td>Contiki-ng (39), Zephyr (10), Mbed TLS (14), wolfSSL (28)</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Protocol Implementation</td>
<td>TI (1), Cypress (2), Silicon Labs (2)</td>
<td>FreeRTOS (3), RIOT-OS (4), Zephyr (13), Mbed OS (1), Mbed TLS (3), wolfSSL (9)</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Memory Access Control</td>
<td>TF-M (1), NXP (1), ST (1)</td>
<td>FreeRTOS (2), Zephyr (4), Contiki-ng (1)</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cryptography Primitive</td>
<td>TF-M (2), Microchip (1), ST (1)</td>
<td>Mbed TLS (4), wolfSSL (4)</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extrinsic</td>
<td>Software Side-Channel</td>
<td>ST (1)</td>
<td>Mbed TLS (8), wolfSSL (5)</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

I18. Validation bugs in context switch components: Bugs in these components have been exploited for privilege escalation. Zephyr uses signed integer comparison to validate the syscall number, so a negative number leads to privilege escalation (CVE-2020-10027). TF-M has a bug allowing for out-of-bounds write in an NSc function, which can lead to data leakage from the secure state (CVE-2021-27562).

I19. Validation bugs in other components: As discussed in 108, many systems execute entirely at the privileged level, and bugs in any component could lead to severe consequences. For example, a buffer overflow in FreeRTOS' shell can cause privileged code execution (CVE-2020-10023). Microchip's SDK has integer overflows that can be leveraged to access flash memory (CVE-2019-16127).

5.2 Functional bugs

Functional bugs refer to programming errors that do not correctly implement the intended design.

I20. Functional bugs in protocol implementations: 11.38% of the functional bugs are related to protocol implementations. For instance, the Bluetooth controller in the Cypress SDK uses a much shorter random number (than 128 bits) as the pairing number, allowing the brute force of the random number to perform a man-in-the-middle attack during BLE pairing (CVE-2020-11957).

I21. Functional bugs in memory access control: Incorrect memory access control configurations, including for MPU and TrustZone, compromise isolation. We found eight bugs affecting one hardware vendor and two RTOSs in this category. For example, FreeRTOS has a bug that allows any code to set the system privilege level (CVE-2021-43997).

I22. Functional bugs in cryptography primitives: We found four bug reports in this category. For instance, RIOT-OS has a nonce reuse bug in its encryption function (CVE-2021-41061) and TF-M has a functional bug when cleaning up the memory allocated for a multi-part cryptographic operation, resulting in a memory leak (CVE-2021-32032). The implementations of PKCS #1 v1.5 padding for RSA in the ST (CVE-2020-20949) and Microchip (CVE-2020-20950) SDKs are vulnerable to the Bleichenbacher attack [88]. This vulnerability relies on the use of error messages or responses from the server to gain information about the validity of the padding after decryption attempts.

5.3 Extrinsic bugs

Extrinsic bugs refer to defects that do not belong to the validation bugs or functional errors.

I23. Software side-channels: The Lucky 13 attack in Mbed TLS (CVE-2020-16150 and CVE-2020-36423) enables an attacker to deduce secret key information by exploiting time variations in the decryption process. This vulnerability, specifically found in Cipher Block Chaining (CBC) mode, is based on the time differences associated with padding length.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Insights</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Most Cortex-M based production systems are written in memory-unsafe languages, e.g., C [89], and they suffer from memory corruption vulnerabilities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Microcontrollers lack security mechanisms present in microprocessors for decades, such as privilege separation. Microcontroller developers may not realize the absence of features like an MMU can pose greater risks than microprocessors. Without privilege separation, any bug can be critical and compromise the entire system.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6 Security Research

We present a taxonomy of the security research projects on Cortex-M systems. Figure 3 depicts and summarizes the relationships among limitations, issues, and mitigations at different layers. Table 5 presents a comparative evaluation.

Addressing Hardware Issues

6.1 Addressing Microarchitectural and ISA Issues

D01. Mitigating microarchitectural attacks: To mitigate information leakage through timing side-channels (I01), BUSted [47] recommends disabling DMA during sensitive execution, and introducing random delays. To counter information leakage through long-term data remanence, UnTrust-Zone [48] suggests initializing SRAM at startup. To mitigate
fault injection attacks (I02), one strategy is the use of duplicate security-critical registers [13]. µGlitch suggests introducing random delays in the execution code to complicate the parameter determination process for fault injections.

D02. Secure cross-state control and data interactions: One effective way to counteract privilege escalation through fast state switching (I03) is to add additional privilege checks. Ret2ns [53] suggests using address masking and MPU configuration checks to limit return targets from secure to non-secure state at the non-secure privileged level. In improving privilege management for inter-processor debugging (I04), Nailgun [55] employs MPU to restrict low-privilege access to debug registers. To mitigate information leakage during cross-state switches (I05), one approach is to implement authentication and authorization between the two states, as SecureCret [132] does for TrustZone-A. Secure Informer [95] and ShieLD [96] authenticate secure service calls from the non-secure state by verifying non-secure MPU configurations.

Addressing Software Architectural Issues

6.2 Separation of Privilege

Projects in this category provide different levels of granularity in isolating and confining software modules of one bare-metal system or one RTOS to address I08. These privilege separation approaches only introduce a small number of context switches, introducing low overhead.

D04. Compartmentalization: The projects on privilege separation (D03) only split a program into privileged and unprivileged parts. However, software modules at the same privilege level still reside in the same security and fault domain, resulting in coarse-grained memory access control (I12). Several compartmentalization solutions attempt to address this issue.

Compartmentalization with heavy context switches: uSFI compiler [98] instruments an entry function for each module and changes cross-module procedure calls to SV call instructions. ACES [79] instruments binaries to enforce inter-component isolation. MINION [99] automatically identifies the reachable memory regions of tasks through static analysis and enforces run-time memory access control. Because there are limited available MPU regions (L03), ACES and MINION propose schemes to merge the compartments. Compared to D03, compartmentalization introduces more context switches between modules; hence, the overhead is higher.

Compartmentalization with reduced context switches: To reduce the overhead introduced by compartmentalization, OPEC [100] leverages global variable shadowing to minimize the need for MPU regions and compartmentalizes programs to include only essential functions. EC [101] uses a formally verified microkernel and intra-kernel isolation to achieve compartmentalization. CRT-C [102] compartment an RTOS into kernel, threads, and device drivers and utilizes CheckedC [133] to restrict their programming capabilities.

DMA-enabled compartmentalization: The aforementioned compartmentalization solutions do not support DMA, leaving the system vulnerable to malicious DMA-capable devices due to the absence of an IOMMU (L02). D-Box [103] addresses this issue by introducing more secure MPU configurations and kernel extensions with explicit support for DMA operations.
Table 5: Comparative evaluation of system isolation and attack mitigation projects for Cortex-M (§6.2 - §6.8). The first column of the table lists the major defense mechanism proposed or adopted in a project.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Vendor</th>
<th>Target (H. source code; R. binary)</th>
<th>RIOTOS</th>
<th>Prototype Implementation (RIA)</th>
<th>Limit of Memory Prot. Mechanisms</th>
<th>Vendor-Agnostic Micro Issues</th>
<th>Vendor-Specific Hardware Issues</th>
<th>Lack of Privilege Management</th>
<th>Lack of Ref.-Based Interception</th>
<th>Memory Bugs</th>
<th>External Bugs</th>
<th>MPU</th>
<th>Unprivileged Stored Instruction</th>
<th>Energy Overhead</th>
<th>Bare-Metal Applications</th>
<th>RISCs</th>
<th>HEHES</th>
<th>CoreMark</th>
<th>CoreMark-Pro</th>
<th>Diaryag</th>
<th>Embree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RUBiS [27]</td>
<td>2023</td>
<td>S &amp; P</td>
<td>v8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UnTrustZone [48]</td>
<td>2023</td>
<td>S &amp; P</td>
<td>v8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>μGlitch [52]</td>
<td>2023</td>
<td>USENIX</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nailgun [55]</td>
<td>2021</td>
<td>TDSC</td>
<td>S R v7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secure Informer [95]</td>
<td></td>
<td>2022</td>
<td>CPSS</td>
<td>S R v8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ShieldD [96]</td>
<td>2022</td>
<td>TDSC</td>
<td>S R v8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D08</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAFER [57]</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>RTAS</td>
<td>S R v7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPOXY [77]</td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>DATE</td>
<td>S R v7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPEX [100]</td>
<td>2022</td>
<td>EuroSys</td>
<td>S B v7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D05</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hermes [64]</td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>MCMAS</td>
<td>S B/R v7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MultiZone [65]</td>
<td>2020</td>
<td>EW</td>
<td>B v7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D04</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CalRE [106]</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>RAID</td>
<td>B v8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D03</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harm [115]</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>EuroSOS</td>
<td>B B v7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D02</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rendezvous [132]</td>
<td>2022</td>
<td>EuroSOS</td>
<td>B v7/8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D01</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tock [134]</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>SOCSP</td>
<td>S R v7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DTAT [122]</td>
<td>2019</td>
<td>NDSS</td>
<td>S R v7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D11</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAPE [123]</td>
<td>2019</td>
<td>HPCSC</td>
<td>S B v7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D13</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISC-FLAT [124]</td>
<td>2019</td>
<td>RTAS</td>
<td>S R v8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PicoXM [120]</td>
<td>2020</td>
<td>SecDev</td>
<td>S B/R v7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D14</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tock [134]</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>SOCSP</td>
<td>S R v7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D11</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DTAT [122]</td>
<td>2019</td>
<td>NDSS</td>
<td>S R v7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D13</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISS-FLAT [124]</td>
<td>2019</td>
<td>RTAS</td>
<td>S R v8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PicoXM [120]</td>
<td>2020</td>
<td>SecDev</td>
<td>S B/R v7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

v7: Armv7-M; v8: Armv8-M. ↓↓: Implemented defense techniques to address at least one issue or overcome one or more limitations in the corresponding category. +: Need specific hardware support. -: Not applicable. ↓↓ and ↔ represent small and big steps towards a similar goal, respectively.

6.3 Virtualization and Multi-world Systems

Solutions in this category enable or secure multiple bare-metal systems and RTOSSs to run in an isolated fashion on one MCU.

D05. Virtualization: This technique can be used to support privilege separation (see 1068). Software-based virtualization: In those solutions, bare-metal systems and RTOSSs execute at the unprivileged level and the exokernel or an exception handler runs at the privileged level, as shown in Figure 2c.1. A challenge is that the MSR and MRS (move to general-purpose registers from system registers) instructions fail silently without triggering any exceptions when executing at the unprivileged level, which can be addressed by replacing them with undefined instructions. Examples are Hermes [64] and MultiZone [65].
TrustZone-based virtualization: As shown in Figure 2(c.2), the exokernel or hypervisor runs at the highest privilege level (privileged secure state), and bare-metal systems and RTOs can execute at the other three privilege levels. Prominent examples include ILTZVisor [66, 67] and SBIs [68].

D06. Multi-world systems: Multiple isolation environments enhance the isolation between system components.

Real-time and secure TrustZone-assisted dual-world system: De facto Cortex-M TEE solutions, e.g., TF-M [69], have availability and security issues, e.g., CVE-2021-32032. To address these issues, RT-TEE [104] ensures the real-time availability of both computation and I/O by adopting a policy-based event-driven hierarchical scheduler. SafeTEE [105] targets multi-core Cortex-M devices and isolates applications by assigning cores exclusively to them.

TrustZone-assisted multi-world system: As shown in Figure 2(e), TrustZone-assisted multi-world systems create multiple secure execution environments within the non-secure state to overcome L06. The uTango [70] kernel runs in the secure state at the privileged level, while other applications, services, and OSs are isolated in their non-secure state domains. Each domain has its own SAU configuration, which is only accessible by the uTango kernel.

6.4 Defeating Memory Corruption Attacks

The quest to defeat memory corruption attacks on Cortex-M systems (I15 - I19) largely includes adapting the security solutions for microprocessor-based systems to the resource and power constraint platforms.

D07. Stack and return address integrity: Stack and return addresses are a major attack vector (I10 and I11). Besides stack canaries (I13), there have been many attempts to maintain stack integrity on Cortex-M.

SafeStack: SafeStack [134] keeps unsafe local variables in a separate unsafe stack while keeping the return address in the regular stack. EPOXY implements an adapted SafeStack by (i) putting the unsafe stack on top of the RAM, (ii) making the stack grow up, and (iii) placing a region guard between the unsafe stack and other memory regions.

Shadow stack: Shadow stack [135] stores protected copies of return addresses. CaRE [106] and TZmCFI [108] use TrustZone-M and place the shadow stack in the secure state. To achieve low overhead, Silhouette [107] and Kage [109] restrict the writes to the shadow stack by transforming regular store instructions to unprivileged ones (STR*T). SUM [110] restricts unauthorized access to the shadow stack via the MPU.

Return address integrity: µRAI [112] enforces the property of return address integrity by removing the need to spill return addresses to the stack. Rio [113] encrypts all return instructions in the firmware and instruments a runtime module to decrypt and execute these instructions. SHERLOC [111] introduces a reconstructed call stack (RCS) approach to ensure the matching of function calls and returns.

ROP gadget removal: Thumb-2 instruction set [136] allows the creation of ROP gadgets by jumping into the middle of a 32-bit instruction. To replace exploitable instructions, uSFI [98] and uXOM [119] convert all 32-bit instructions to equivalent 16-bit instruction sequences.

Stack sealing: To secure the secure world stack exception frame (I11), Arm recommends adding an integrity signature to the bottom of the secure exception stack frame [137].

D08. Forward-edge control-flow integrity (CFI): TZmCFI adopts LLVM’s forward-edge CFI [138]. CaRE calculates the absolute target addresses, stores them in a branch table, and replaces all indirect branches with SVC instructions for runtime checking. Silhouette and Kage insert fixed CFI labels at the beginning of every address-taken function and check the label before the jump or the function call executes. SHERLOC maintains an indirect branch table to constrain the forward target within a predetermined CFG. InsectACIDE [139] retrieves a set of offline-computed legitimate transfer targets to validate the forward-edge transfers.

D09. Compiler-based software diversity: This technique randomizes the code and data of programs [140] to offer weakened probabilistic protection from code reuse attacks and data corruption attacks. However, the system memory layout remains the same after compilation. For instance, EPOXY [77] and Randezvous [114] randomize the function order and add dummy variables to the .data and .bss regions.

D10. Address space layout randomization (ASLR): Without an MMU (L01) and the dynamic loading of programs, an ASLR solution on Cortex-M needs to increase entropy and decide when to perform the randomization. Both HARM [115] and fASLR [116] copy code from flash to RAM for execution and conduct randomization at the function level to increase entropy. HARM triggers randomization periodically by SysTick exceptions, while fASLR copies the function to a random location of RAM when it is called for the first time.

D11. Formal verification: Pip-MPU [118] introduces a formally verified kernel for Cortex-M. It features user-defined, MPU-guarded multiple isolation levels and is a refactored version of the MMU-based Pip protokernel [141]. It disables exceptions and puts the kernel inside the privileged level.

6.5 Defeating Software-based Code Disclosure

Projects in this category explore software-based XOM. Note that these efforts cannot address I07, in which a hardware debugger can disclose the contents in memory.

D12. Software-based XOM: uXOM [119] converts memory access instructions, excluding those that need privilege, into unprivileged ones (STR*T/LDR*T) and sets the code region as privileged access only. For the instructions that are not converted, uXOM instruments verification before them. PicoXOM [120] implements XOM by utilizing the address range matching feature of DWT with a much lower overhead.
The DWT, however, only has up to four comparators, which limits the number of configurable XOM regions.

### Addressing Software Implementation Issues

#### 6.6 Memory-safe Programming

Developing software in a manner that inherently reduces the likelihood of bugs and errors, thereby enhancing the overall safety and reliability of the system (I15 - I23).

**D13. Secure multiprogramming with memory-safe languages:** Tock [121] takes advantage of MPU and the type-safety features of Rust to build a multiprogramming system on Cortex-M. Rust encapsulates a large fraction of the Tock kernel with granular and type-safe interfaces.

#### 6.7 Remote Attestation

Compared to the attack mitigation discussed in §6.4, remote attestation only detects adversarial presence.

**D14. Software-based control-flow and data integrity attestation:** Control-flow attestation (CFA) extends static attestation of code to run-time control-flow paths. DIAT [122] provides data integrity attestation and CFA of the code that generates and processes the data. LAPE [123] provides a coarse-grained CFA by grouping functions into compartments and attests the inter-compartment control-flow transfers. ISCFLAT [124] extends the aforementioned approaches to support interrupts, and ARI [125] formulates the property of real-time mission execution integrity.

#### 6.8 Firmware Update

**D15. Secure software update:** ASSURED [126] allows a device to authenticate the source of firmware updates. DisPatch [127] allows end users to write patches in a domain-specific language, which DisPatch then automatically injects into the binary firmware. Shimware [128] investigates the challenges of updating monolithic firmware images with new security features. It automates finding safe injection locations and implementing self-checks to prevent modifications.

**D16. Firmware hotpatching:** While updating the whole firmware requires interrupting its normal execution (D15), hotpatching can fix minor issues at run-time. HERA [129] uses flash patch and breakpoint (FPB) to insert hardware breakpoints and redirects the instructions at breakpoints to the patch codes on RAM. However, FPB is only supported on M3 and M4 MCUs. To address this issue, RapidPatch [130] utilizes other hardware mechanisms, e.g., DWT.

#### 6.9 Vulnerability Discovery

**D17. Full firmware rehosting:** One main challenge in emulating firmware on a desktop is how to model peripherals. P2IM [142] observes the MMIO access pattern of each peripheral during firmware emulation. DICE [143] improves P2IM by additionally modeling DMA. Symbolic execution that models the return value of an MMIO read as a symbolic value has also been used in firmware emulation. Examples include Laelaps [144], µEmu [145], Jetset [146], and Fuzzware [21]. SEmu [147] extracts the condition-action rules to dynamically synthesize peripheral models. To sidestep the challenges in peripheral modeling, HALucinator [148] detects and replaces hardware abstraction layer functions of major chip vendors with host implementations. SAFIREFUZZ [149] executes embedded firmware as a Linux userspace process on systems sharing the same instruction set family as the targeted device. HOEDUR [150] employs multi-stream inputs, restructuring the traditional approach of firmware fuzzing into multiple, strictly typed, and cohesive streams, thereby enhancing mutation effectiveness and coverage.

**D18. Hardware-in-the-loop rehosting:** Full firmware rehosting techniques cannot accurately model more complex peripherals, such as the USB. Hardware-in-the-loop approaches address this challenge by redirecting I/O interactions to the physical hardware. The pioneer in this direction is Avatar [151], which is followed by its variants [152-155]. Instead of redirecting I/O interactions, Frankenstein [156] directly uses dumped firmware images from real devices to re-establish emulator states.

**D19. On-device fuzzing:** Existing rehosting solutions fall short in testing low-level drivers, either because they cannot provide the needed emulation fidelity or completely sidestep driver emulation. µAFL [157] supports on-device fuzzing with the help of a debug dongle and ETM. Moreover, over-the-air fuzzing has been explored to find bugs in Bluetooth controllers [158, 159]. Lastly, to make bugs observable during fuzzing, µSBS uses binary rewriting to instrument the firmware for sanitization checks [160]. SyzTrust [161] combines ETM for direct fuzzing on IoT devices with non-invasive state and code coverage tracking.

**D20. Static methods:** Static methods are typically geared toward detecting a particular type of bug. For instance, PASAN [162] considers concurrency issues with peripheral access. FirmXRay [15] aims to detect Bluetooth link layer vulnerabilities from bare-metal firmware. HEAPSTER [16] inspects common classes of heap vulnerabilities in Cortex-M monolithic firmware images.

#### 6.10 Other research

Solutions and ideas for other architectures may be ported to or optimized for Cortex-M with proper modifications. For instance, the ideas of control-flow attestation (C-FLAT [163]) and operation execution integrity (OAT [164]) apply to Cortex-M naturally but were only implemented on Cortex-A. In addition, on Arm Cortex-A, pointer authentication code (PAC) has been utilized to enforce spatial (e.g., return ad-
R05. Implement privilege separation or employ RTOSs with distinct privilege levels: We have observed that numerous real-world firmware was built upon vendor-supplied project templates, lacking privilege separation. We strongly recommend developers opt for templates incorporating essential security features or, alternatively, adopt RTOSs with different privilege levels as the foundational framework for their development.

R06. (Partially) Transition into memory-safe languages: A full transition into memory-safe languages, e.g., Rust, may not be immediately feasible for all Cortex-M projects due to factors like existing codebase, expertise, and project timelines [171]. Partial adoption of memory-safe languages, which provides a pragmatic and manageable approach toward embracing memory-safe languages’ advantages within existing projects, can be highly valuable for enhancing the overall system robustness by mitigating memory-related issues like buffer overflows and null pointer dereferences.

R07. Enhance the synergy between developers and the security research community: During our efforts to systematize security research, we noticed that some issues lack corresponding defense mechanisms (Figure 3). This could be due to incomplete publication collections, as we primarily focused on security conferences. Nonetheless, similar to the varying levels of collaboration observed between the hacker community and academia [172], if developers and the security research community unite to share findings and insights, the security of microcontroller-based systems may be significantly improved.

8 Conclusion

We present a comprehensive systematization study of the hardware and software security of Cortex-M systems. It covers the Cortex-M hardware architectures, security-related features, limitations, and issues. The study includes by far the largest empirical analysis of real-world Cortex-M firmware, characterization of reported software bugs, and an overview of state-of-the-art security research in this area. Based on the insights, we develop a set of recommendations for the research community and MCU software developers.
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Appendix

Our open-source repository contains extra information for researchers:

- A Cortex-M firmware analysis tool (in the firmware_analysis folder).
- A Cortex-M firmware database (in the firmware_analysis folder).
- Cortex-M hardware feature test suites (in the hw_feature_test_suites folder).
- Supplementary Material 1: Cortex-M Architecture in a Nutshell (Background.pdf).
- An interactive figure showcasing the relationships between Cortex-M limitations, issues, and mitigations (download relations_interactive_fig.html).
- A collection of Cortex-M-related CVEs in Google Spreadsheet.
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Abstract
Compiler-based memory safety enforcement for unsafe C/C++ code has historically suffered from prohibitively high overhead. Despite regular advances in compiler optimization and increasing hardware resources and hardware support, most applications require too many checks to guarantee complete memory safety at an acceptable performance level. Consequently, researchers often propose relaxed policies where not all memory accesses undergo equally rigorous checking. One common suggestion is to omit pointer validity checks for memory loads. This omission significantly reduces the number of necessary checks and, thus, overhead. Moreover, it should only sacrifice the detection of pure information disclosure vulnerabilities through invalid reads, which are left unchecked.

This work challenges the perceived security benefits of store-only bounds checking. We show that invalid reads often suffice to take control of memory writes and bypass store-only validity checks. We empirically demonstrate the problem on SoftBound and qualitatively analyze the impact on a broad scope of other work. We also perform a large-scale evaluation on 1,000 popular C/C++ repositories and show that real-world code readily satisfies the necessary preconditions for store-only bypasses. Finally, we briefly discuss possible defenses and adaptations that let complete bounds checkers regain a part of the store-only overhead reduction potential without dramatically losing security.

1 Introduction
Memory-unsafe programming languages continue to dominate the composition of our modern software stack, from bootloaders, Operating System (OS) kernels, and system libraries to user-facing applications like web servers and browsers. Programs written in these languages often contain memory errors such as out-of-bounds (OOB) accesses [70, 72] or use-after-free bugs (UAF) [71], which can be exploited by attackers to leak or corrupt sensitive data, or to force the victim program to execute attacker-chosen code [102].

Owing to these security risks, government bodies [80] and industry leaders [89] are increasingly pushing for more memory safety in critical infrastructure and systems-level software, encouraging the use of safe languages instead, such as Rust [22]. Software vendors have already adopted these recommendations for new software projects [61, 99]. However, for a vast amount of already existing C and C++ code, translating it into safer languages is not feasible any time soon [86], leaving a mountain of unsafe code currently deployed in production environments for which no clear solution exists.

Researchers and practitioners from academia and industry alike have come up with many attempts to minimize the security impact of this unsafety through compiler transformations that automatically harden the code against memory error exploitation, e.g., by inserting checks on memory accesses or indirect control flow transfers. One such approach, which has been thoroughly investigated for decades [97, 102], is to retrofit memory safety into these languages by (semi-)automatically instrumenting memory accesses with runtime checks that validate pointer bounds (spatial memory safety) and object lifetimes (temporal memory safety) [6, 9, 12, 14, 18, 25–27, 30–32, 35, 36, 42, 49, 51, 54, 57–59, 63, 66, 74, 77–79, 90, 93, 94, 103, 116, 120, 121]. We broadly refer to these memory safety enforcement mechanisms as “bounds checkers” for short.

The design and implementation of bounds checkers has been a long-standing and highly active area of research, fueled by the promise of strong memory safety but plagued by prohibitive run-time overhead and compatibility issues. Despite steady advances over time, from optimizing the storage structure of bounds and lifetime metadata [18, 39, 41, 67, 68, 75, 78, 111], to avoiding the branch predictor pollution of typical compare-and-branch instrumentation [6, 18, 36, 58], or maximally reducing the number of redundant checks through static code analysis and optimization [12, 18, 44, 45, 52, 66, 100, 108, 112, 117, 122], the overhead of comprehensive memory safety enforcement remains well outside the stringent performance budget of typ-
ical production deployments [102]. For this reason, some prior work proposes to deliberately sacrifice some security coverage to reduce the performance impact by selectively eliding validity checks on memory accesses whose protection is explicitly scoped out [15, 63, 75, 77, 78], or whose performance impact is considered disproportional to their security benefit [38, 50, 107].

One commonly suggested strategy is to place validity checks on memory writes alone [36, 63, 75, 77, 78, 81, 94], which significantly reduces performance overhead, as most programs tend to read memory far more often than they write to it [65, 81, 84, 115]. Naturally, this comes at the cost of leaving pure information disclosure vulnerabilities out of scope. Major security crises like Heartbleed demonstrate that such confidentiality breaches are not necessarily of lesser impact [87]. Still, they only represent a minority of possible attacks, while their mitigation frequently requires more than double the amount of validity checks [78, 81]. Hence, store-only bounds checking is often heralded as a straightforward option to curb overhead while keeping the vast majority of memory vulnerabilities at bay by ensuring that attackers can never abuse invalid memory writes to corrupt program memory.

Store-only checking, which allows read operations on out-of-bound locations and with dangling pointers, is sufficient to prevent all memory corruption-based security vulnerabilities.

Nagarakatte et al. [77]

In this work, we argue that the intended integrity assurance of store-only bounds checking does not hold in practice, as a direct consequence of the lack of protection on memory reads. In short, the core issue is that store-only bounds checkers do not suffice to secure the data and pointer flow of the program, while their protection guarantees assume they do. As just one striking consequence of this, we show that attackers can corrupt arbitrary memory locations using protected writes by loading valid pointers through invalid memory reads. Our key finding is that the substituted, invalidly loaded pointer will always pass the store-only validity check, regardless of the bounds checker design or implementation. In summary, we make the following contributions:

- We outline four types of attacks that can corrupt memory under store-only bounds checking, including one that abuses protected writes.
- We empirically validate our attack on a SoftBound-hardened program [75], and qualitatively analyze the susceptibility of a representative selection of other work.
- We estimate the real-world feasibility of our attacks by analyzing a large corpus of open-source code.
- We reflect on the security assurances of store-only bounds checking and discuss possible improvements.

Listing 1: SoftBound’s pointer propagation instrumentation, adapted from [75].

```c
ptr = *some_loc; // pointer load
bounds = lookup(some_loc)->bounds;

*other_loc = ptr; // pointer store
lookup(other_loc)->bounds = bounds;
```

2 Background

Bounds checkers check if the pointers a program dereferences still point to their intended referent [51]. This intended referent is usually the object whose address the program initially derived the pointer value from. Two main bounds-checking approaches can guarantee complete memory safety.

- **Point-based approaches** explicitly track the intended referent for each pointer as run-time information, either in a disjoint metadata structure [25, 75, 76, 79, 81], or encoded as part of the pointer itself (so-called fat pointers1) [9, 14, 49, 79, 109]. In the former case, the referent metadata is indexed using the address of pointers in memory, and the compiler explicitly instruments pointer copies in the program so they update the metadata. Listing 1 shows the way this explicit propagation happens in SoftBound [75].

- **Object-based approaches** instead restrict pointer arithmetic such that the program can always recover the address of the original referent during memory accesses [26, 30, 51, 90]. Typically, this means not permitting a pointer to escape the original bounds of its allocation [30, 78]. The program associates safety metadata with every object’s base address and inspects the currently-pointed-to object’s metadata whenever it performs pointer arithmetic. Pointer propagation through memory requires no special handling, as the program can retrieve the allocation bounds based on the pointer value alone.

It is worth noting that many bounds checkers, especially recent ones [32, 58, 78, 93], do not perfectly fit either of these categories but instead appear more of a hybrid. For instance, Delta Pointers track the original referent per pointer through a relative distance metric in the pointer’s unused top bits (Pointer-Based) but can only do so for a limited range of pointer arithmetic, after which the original referent is lost (Object-Based) [58].

Secondly, as mentioned in Section 1, developers do not always operate bounds checkers in their most secure, full-coverage mode due to overhead concerns. Instead, bounds checkers sometimes omit some checks, allowing developers to accept a limited security risk to improve run-time performance. For instance, Wagner et al. argue that the most frequently executed memory accesses are the best candidates for

---

1For brevity, we also include “diet” pointers that do not extend the native pointer width in this category.
bounds check elision [107], since they contribute to the overhead the most. Yet, the code that contains these accesses is likely the least bug-prone and best-tested code in the program, given its frequent execution.

A more popular way to deploy bounds checkers selectively is to restrict the checks to memory writes alone [63, 75, 77, 78, 81, 94], or to memory accesses that are permitted to access a certain amount of sensitive data [3, 15, 60, 101], or only certain regions of memory, e.g., the heap [30, 35, 45, 66]. The overhead reduction factor naturally depends on the amount of memory accesses that are left unchecked.

Store-only bounds checkers frequently report reduced overheads by a factor 2 or more [63, 75], while preventing all out-of-bounds or dangling pointer writes. Prior work has presented this as an attractive performance-security trade-off [77, 81], primarily due to the ease of converting any bounds checker design to a store-only working mode. Hence, although not all published memory safety enforcement work includes dedicated discussions and benchmarks of store-only operating modes, the prevailing notion seems that any bounds checker can readily be operated in a store-only mode when performance requirements dictate so, with limited security impact.

3 Risks of Store-Only Bounds Checking

The central thesis of this paper is that by leaving memory reads uninstrumented and freely exploitable, store-only bounds checkers give up much more security guarantees than “merely” the detection of pure information disclosure vulnerabilities such as Heartbleed [33, 87]. In this section, we describe several additional vulnerabilities and attack vectors spawned by the lack of protection on memory reads. In particular, we show that attackers can still arbitrarily corrupt memory despite passing all store-only validity checks.

3.1 Threat Model and Assumptions

Throughout this paper, we assume that (i) the program contains exploitable memory reads (e.g., out-of-bounds accesses or reads through dangling pointers), and (ii) the program uses a bounds checker of any type (i.e., pointer- or object-based, or a combination of both) to protect its memory writes. As we aim to break the intended integrity assurance of the store-only working mode, we do not rely on sub-object overflows [34] or vulnerabilities in external code or unprotected memory regions since prior work usually considers such vulnerabilities out of scope [30, 35, 45, 66]. We also assume that the attacker knows the details of the deployed store-only hardening and will adapt the attack to its design and implementation characteristics. Finally, as repeatedly demonstrated by previous work [73, 95, 98], we assume that any Address Space Layout Randomization (ASLR) [83] can readily be bypassed through information disclosure as a result of invalid memory reads.

3.2 Invalid Pointer Loads

A first, highly impactful security issue with store-only bounds checking appears when the program loads pointers from memory through exploitable memory reads such as the one shown in Listing 2. Attackers that can control the read on line 3 can choose which pointer to load from memory and, thus, which pointer gets dereferenced in the later memory write. Crucial here is that, as long as the loaded pointer points to a valid live object, the memory write will *always pass the store-only validity check* on line 5. The fundamental problem is that omitting the validity check for the memory read allows attackers to load a pointer value illegitimately, yet ensures that the pointer has valid bounds information when the program performs the store validity check. This is true even if the loaded pointer propagates through an arbitrary number of assignment statements before it reaches the final store instruction because the bounds checker will propagate the pointer metadata along the way if necessary.

Listing 2: A vulnerable code pattern under store-only hardening, with SoftBound instrumentation in red.

```plaintext
1  // exploitable pointer load
2  ptr = array[i];
3  bounds = lookup(&array[i])->bounds;
4  // ...
5  assert_in_bounds(ptr, bounds); // ...
6  *ptr = ...;
```

Taking SoftBound as an example, Listing 2 shows that the bounds of the pointer at the `&array[i]` memory location are loaded and then checked against the value of the loaded pointer itself. Given control over `i`, attackers can choose which pointer is loaded, and due to the dynamic bounds propagation, SoftBound will look up the correct bounds associated with the accessed memory location. We stress that this is not a design or implementation issue with SoftBound; these are the intended bounds propagation rules for any bounds checker, regardless of object- or pointer-orientation. In Section 6, we describe the same issues against other types of bounds checkers.

To exploit this issue in practice, attackers must procure a valid pointer in the program to use as a substitute for (one of the) intended pointer values. Operating a bounds checker in store-only mode dramatically facilitates the search for these valid pointers since attackers can freely disclose large swaths of application memory through invalid reads, explicitly permitted by the threat model of these bounds checkers [77, 81]. Even without such capabilities, and depending on the type of victim application, offline analysis on a local binary may be sufficient to find useful pointers near the exploitable memory read location. Such an attack would not even require defeating ASLR in the first place, as a form of “Position-Independent
As previous work also noted [60, 102], code patterns such as
Address Reuse” [37].
Alternatively, attackers can craft valid pointers and inject them in attacker-controlled memory regions as part of the payload. This crafting option gives attackers even greater flexibility to meet the constraints of the invalid memory load. As far as we are aware, only pointer-based bounds checkers that maintain disjoint metadata keyed on pointer addresses, e.g., SoftBound [75], may be able to reject such crafted pointers during the store-only validity check, because the disjoint metadata will only contain entries for addresses of existing, valid pointers in the program. Any crafted pointers will not have corresponding entries in the metadata, and, as such, fail the metadata lookup itself. We note that modern pointer-based bounds checkers rarely use disjoint metadata, as it hurts cache locality [2, 81], can be a concurrency bottleneck in multi-threaded programs, and leads to compatibility issues when the bounds checkers cannot reliably instrument all pointer copies that should update the metadata, e.g., in external code [42]. Hence, most modern bounds checkers [63, 78, 81] fail to detect the use of attacker-crafted pointers.

3.3 Arbitrary Code Execution Without Memory Corruption

No amount of validity checks on memory writes can help prevent exploits that solely use invalid memory reads. Existing store-only bounds checkers explicitly consider this in the case of information disclosure vulnerabilities [63, 75, 77, 78, 81, 94], but overlook the broader implications of memory-unsafe information flow. Consider the below snippet:

```c
func = array[i];
func (args);
```

As previous work also noted [60, 102], code patterns such as the above allow attackers to substitute `func` for other code pointers, including crafted ones, by merely abusing a single memory read. Such invalid function pointer reads suggest that developers should at least complement store-only bounds checks with defenses like Control Flow Integrity (CFI) [1]. In the original Code Pointer Integrity (CPI) paper [60], the protection against invalid code pointer reads is the precise difference between CPI and its less secure Code Pointer Separation (CPS) variant.

```
int adminLvl = dangling_ptr->lvl;
if (adminLvl > 2)
    system("/bin/bash");
globalAdminLvl = adminLvl;
```

The use-after-free vulnerability on line 1 allows attackers to take control of the value of the `adminLvl` variable following the invalid load, typically by placing payload data at the `dangling_ptr` location. Because that memory load is left unchecked under store-only bounds checking, this snippet allows attackers to control a privilege flag without corrupting it, solely through an invalid read. In this case, the attack results in a privilege escalation. Note how this attack allows attackers to overwrite memory, e.g., the `globalAdminLvl` on line 4. Such an overwrite is entirely memory-safe.

3.4 Invalidly Loading Non-Pointer Data

Further generalizing the implications of memory-unsafe information flow, attackers can also abuse invalid memory reads to load plain, non-pointer data from an attacker-controlled source. These invalid reads include pure information disclosure vulnerabilities like Heartbleed. However, they can also be used to create a write-what primitive where there previously existed none, as shown below:

```
ptr = ...;
ptr = &array[i];
*p = ...;
```

If attackers can leak the `adminLvl` pointer value and the base address of the `array`, they can fill the difference between both in `i`. The resulting `ptr` will then be equal to `array+{adminLvl-array} = adminLvl`, which will be a valid pointer to dereference, including all the necessary in-pointer metadata.

To defend against this type of attack, affected bounds checkers enforce the confidentiality of pointer values by checking memory reads to prevent information disclosure. In contrast, a

Nagarakatte et al. [77]

Interestingly, SoftBound also associates metadata with function pointers [75], much like data pointers, and checks on indirect calls whether the called address has a corresponding metadata entry. As acknowledged by the authors, any valid function pointer can still be substituted, enabling expressive Whole-Function Reuse (WFR) [88, 92, 104]. More modern bounds checkers typically do not include any checks on indirect branches at all since the memory safety offered by the bounds checking itself should suffice to stop the initial memory error leading to a code pointer overwrite.
store-only deployment explicitly breaches this confidentiality by eliding checks on memory reads, massively exacerbating the applicability of this attack.

No matter how tempting it may sound to protect only writes, one must remember that buffer-overhead vulnerabilities will slip away from such low-overhead checking.

Oleksenko et al. [81]

With the advent of low-latency cryptographic block ciphers in commodity hardware [10, 11, 56], we notice a growing trend towards such in-pointer metadata designs without pointer arithmetic restrictions [42, 62, 63, 105]. We want to stress that, even with full and store protection, these schemes still struggle to guarantee pointer confidentiality when the program is prone to sub-object overflows [34], or when it inadvertently leaks pointer values without violating memory safety. Concurrent work [40, 46] already exploits this precise weakness of the C^3 defense [62]. On top of this, store-only checking grants attackers reliable access to confidential pointer values via information disclosure, thus presenting a clear security incompatibility with this emerging trend in low-overhead bounds checker design.

4 Ubiquity in Real-World Code

To assess whether existing code contains the necessary patterns to enable our store-only bypass techniques, we conducted an evaluation of the 1,000 most-starred C and C++ GitHub repositories. We tried to automatically identify the generic vulnerable patterns described in Section 3 using custom CodeQL queries. We excluded two patterns from this search. We did not search for invalid loads of non-pointer data (Section 3.4), since its exploitable use, e.g., bypassing a privilege check, is highly application-specific and hard to infer automatically for a broad range of software. In addition, we also disregarded pointer arithmetic sites that are prone to the attack we described in Section 3.5 since we have no way of realistically estimating attacker control over the pointer offset.

Instead, we looked for loads of pointers that are later dereferenced in a memory write (Section 3.2), or called indirectly (Section 3.3). We excluded patterns where the load operation was obviously safe (e.g., direct loads from a scalar local variable). Instead, we focused on patterns (specifically on reads from arrays), of which we assumed a substantial portion are exploitable. We then evaluated how many of them suit the requirements of store-only bypasses. This selection targets a large class of spatial C and C++ vulnerabilities but may miss potential Use-After-Free (UAF) issues, which can also appear without any indexing operations. However, these temporal safety issues are much harder to distinguish from obviously-safe pointer loads statically.

We match every pattern that contains direct data flow from a loaded pointer value to the pointer operand of a memory write (unsafe data pointer loads) or an indirect call (unsafe funcptr loads). Figure 1 shows that the former pattern occurs broadly across the entire suite of evaluated repositories. In addition, many repositories have frequent occurrences, e.g., 1,000 or more for over half of the evaluated programs. In contrast, the function pointer load pattern occurs less frequently, in large part because indirect calls occur less frequently than memory accesses. Hence, the store-only bypass based on invalidly loaded data pointers significantly increases the attacker’s options when facing a store-only bounds-checked program.

5 Assurances of Store-Only Bounds Checking

Given the store-only bounds-checking risks we describe in Section 3, one may ask whether the utility of store-only bounds checking is defeated entirely. In this section, we analyze the expressiveness of the arbitrary write primitive granted through our store-only bypass, and discuss cases where store-only bounds checking is still useful.

After gaining some control over the target object of the memory write, attackers can corrupt address data to bootstrap a more powerful primitive [43], or corrupt key data structures directly, e.g., security-sensitive configuration data [16], syscall arguments [43], or syscall-guard variables [113]. Alternatively, attackers may seek arbitrary code execution by corrupting a code pointer in the program [13, 82, 85]. Most of these are already accessible through valid pointers in the program, so attackers can disclose the target corruption address more easily and obtain valid pointers to bypass the store-only validity checks. However, some objects never appear as valid overwrite targets in the bounds-checking metadata because no instrumented write should ever be able to target them. We describe a few examples here.

Return Addresses Overwriting return addresses can be difficult under store-only hardening since they are not part of any live object. In addition, some bounds checkers “heapify” [79] stack allocations to better control their memory layout [29], or to simplify instrumentation. This effectively leaves the return addresses on a safe stack [60], of which the location may be harder to disclose, and, in turn, complicates the task of crafting valid pointers. However, we find no such restrictions for the corruption of function pointers, i.e., forward-edge control flow hijacking, which is equally expressive [13].

Bounds Metadata An attractive option for adversaries looking to bootstrap an initial store-only bypass into a more expressive primitive may be to target the bounds or lifetime metadata itself. Once again, however, no pointers will naturally occur in the program for which any bounds checker
metadata is a valid target. Some defenses, e.g., CryptSan [42] and Mid-Fat Pointers [57], even include dedicated Software Fault Isolation (SFI) to explicitly outlaw invalid accesses to the metadata, as a defense-in-depth measure.

**Safe Objects** As a way to reduce run-time overhead [29, 106] or to provide isolation [44, 45, 60, 64], defenses statically identify objects that can never be the source of memory errors, because they are provably always accessed within their bounds. Bounds checkers do so too, e.g., to avoid heapifying many stack objects for performance reasons [29]. Similar to return addresses, this leaves them separated on a safer stack, which no bounds-checked memory writes can target.

For each of these cases, we notice a large difference between centralized/disjoint and decentralized/inline metadata. For a typical fat pointer approach, e.g., Austin et al.’s [9], attackers can craft fat pointers with any bounds attached to them, including those permitting access to the stack, bounds table metadata, or any other illegitimate targets, e.g., the Global Offset Table (GOT) [118]. After disclosing the address of the target object, such approaches pave the way for expressive exploitation.

On the other hand, many bounds checkers contain at least some metadata that is not kept inline with the pointer, and thus hinders straightforward crafting. Among “diet pointer” schemes, i.e., those that do not extend the native pointer width, many include a small metadata key as part of the pointer [18, 63, 78, 79, 91, 110], which can be used to retrieve complete metadata information during validity checks. These make it harder to craft arbitrary pointers to illegitimate targets, since it may require crafting a metadata entry, too. If all metadata is stored in a centralized, disjoint location [63, 91], this is near impossible using store-only hardened writes alone. Alternatively, metadata can be stored inline with the objects too, e.g., as allocation headers or footers [18, 78, 79]. Adversaries must then be able to craft the metadata in the expected location, typically near the target object, to accompany the crafted pointer. For some illegitimate targets, e.g., return addresses, this can still be feasible when there are enough attacker-controlled regions available nearby.

Note that our discussion in this section primarily concerns illegitimate corruption targets, such as return addresses, to which the bounds checker will never create any valid pointers, as they are not supposed to be overwritten by application-level memory writes. All other corruption targets, e.g., function pointers, access control data, configuration data, etc., can generally be targeted through hardened memory writes using both crafted and reused pointers. In addition, store-only security risks that do not depend on invalid memory writes are not affected by any limitations of the store-only bypass primitive. For instance, loading attacker-chosen function pointers enables expressive control flow hijacking, with which these “illegitimate” targets can still be corrupted.

6 Analysis of Existing Store-Only Bounds Checkers

We reviewed several prominent bounds checkers that include a store-only mode and analyzed their susceptibility to the security risks we identified in Section 3. We summarize our findings in this section. Table 1 shows the condensed results, with the properties of each evaluated defense, and the bypass expressiveness it grants.
Table 1: Comparison of selected bounds checkers that offer a store-only working mode. We highlight their respective design properties and the expressiveness of the store-only bypass technique under each.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hardware Type</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Commodity</td>
<td>Commodity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Per-Pointer Metadata</td>
<td>Pointer-based</td>
<td>Object-based</td>
<td>Pointer-based</td>
<td>Pointer-based</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Per-Object Metadata</td>
<td>Disjoint</td>
<td>In-pointer</td>
<td>Disjoint</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pointer Reuse</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pointer Crafting</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illegitimate Targets</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Listing 3: Vulnerable program.

```plaintext
1  int* adminLvl = ...; // *adminLvl = 0
2  struct user {
3      int age;
4  }* users[NUM_USERS] = ...;
5  id = input_user();
6  age = input_user();
7  // exploitable memory read
8  struct user* user = users[id];
9  // checked memory write
10  user->age = age;
11  if (*adminLevel > 2) {
12      printf("Shell for admin: \
13         system("/bin/bash");
14  }
```

**SoftBound [75]** SoftBound is one of the most well-known spatial memory safety defenses in academic literature, with much derivative work reusing or extending its techniques [15, 100, 101]. The basic design is pointer-based with disjoint, centralized metadata. A large table, indexed by the storage locations of program pointers, contains information about the bounds of their intended referents. When pointers move around in memory, SoftBound updates the metadata to move around with them, and when they are loaded from memory, their bounds metadata is, too. This propagation mechanism allows SoftBound to check every pointer against the bounds of its intended referent on memory accesses without constraining or checking pointer arithmetic.

SoftBound, and the later review article by the same authors [77], includes an evaluation of a store-only working mode that reduces run-time overhead by a factor of 2 or more. Using SoftBounds’ open-source prototype [23], we empirically validated our store-only bounds check bypass on a manually written vulnerable program, shown in Listing 3. On line 9, attackers can use the id variable to control the loaded pointer from the users array. After defeating ASLR and disclosing the addresses of the objects involved, attackers can load the adminLvl pointer on line 9 by out-of-bounds indexing the users array, such that the bounds-checked write on line 11 overwrites the admin level, leading to privilege escalation in this case. We modeled this example after the IE God Mode bug [7], where a single variable controlled the privilege level of VBScript code executing in a sandbox.

We confirmed that we were able to successfully exploit the native program, without any hardening applied, by passing it the correct offset value for id, e.g., &adminLvl - &users, and supplying an age larger than 2. When we repeated this experiment on a fully hardened program version, SoftBound successfully detected the exploitation at the initial out-of-bounds memory read on line 9. We then turned off checks on memory reads and were able to exploit the program again, using the same technique as with the native program. During the memory read, SoftBound looked up the bounds associated with the actually-accessed memory location, i.e., &adminLvl, and enforced those at line 11. Naturally, these bounds were valid for the memory write to *adminLvl.

**FRAMER [78]** FRAMER is a spatial-only bounds checker which implements a mostly object-based design. Small in-pointer metadata keys track the location of per-object bounds information, which is typically located close to the object. FRAMER restricts pointer arithmetic to preserve the metadata key and, thus, to remember the intended referent at all times. FRAMER also supports a store-only working mode, which incurs less than a third of the performance overhead of its full instrumentation version.

As pointers store metadata keys in the unused top bits, they contain all the necessary information to pass the validity check. Naturally, pointer reuse is possible here to obtain valid substitute pointers, like in the previous SoftBound exploitation example. In addition, attackers can trivially craft pointers with arbitrary metadata keys in the upper bits. The possibility of pointer crafting makes FRAMER even more suitable for store-only attack bypasses than SoftBound.
PACMem [63] PACMem uses ARM’s Pointer Authentication (PA) feature [8] to bind pointers to their disjoint per-object metadata entries cryptographically. During allocation, PACMem generates a Pointer Authentication Code (PAC) based on the object’s full validity metadata (base pointer, allocation size, and a randomly generated temporal identifier called a “birthmark”) and places it into the top bits of the pointer. PACMem also stores per-object validity metadata in a linear table, indexed by the PAC of pointers during memory accesses. If the PAC does not match the looked-up validity metadata, PACMem knows the pointer is no longer tracking its intended referent, either due to out-of-bounds indexing or due to an intervening deallocation.

The authors also evaluate PACMem in a store-only working mode, which more than halves run-time overhead. From a store-only bypass perspective, PACMem behaves very similarly to FRAMER. The PAC is essentially a metadata key, protected from corruption through cryptographic integrity checks, for which FRAMER uses pointer arithmetic checks instead. In both cases, the metadata keys are revealed when the attacker can leak memory contents, and attackers can craft pointers using any metadata key to grant access to any bounds stored in the metadata table. Hence, this design permits both crafting and reuse to obtain valid pointers. To reiterate, what we describe as pointer crafting still requires the disclosure of authenticated pointers to the target object first to craft an identical copy in a different place. However, this is entirely in the scope of the store-only threat model, as mentioned in Section 3.1.

Finally, PACMem is the only one out of our evaluated schemes that suffers from the breach of its implicit pointer confidentiality. As discussed in Section 3.5, pointers contain their own metadata tags, and PACMem permits arbitrary pointer arithmetic. Hence, leaking two PACMem pointers and computing their offset gives attackers an index value with which they can construct pointer A from pointer B and vice versa.

Intel MPX [81] The now-deprecated Intel Memory Protection Extensions (MPX) were a hardware feature of select Intel CPU microarchitectures that included dedicated bounds registers, as well as bounds checking and management instructions that provided generic hardware acceleration for pointer-based bounds checking schemes [120]. Several papers additionally explored using MPX as a fast, coarse-grained intra-process isolation mechanism [15, 55, 60], for which it was arguably better suited.

MPX has architectural support for a centralized in-memory metadata structure that contains bounds entries for the location of every pointer in the program. In that regard, typical MPX-accelerated bounds checkers, such as those implemented by the GCC and ICC toolchains in the past [19, 81], are very similar to SoftBound, which itself was inspired by a hardware implementation of the same idea [25]. Indeed, Oleksenko et al. analyzed the performance characteristics of Intel MPX when used for its intended bounds checking purpose [81], and included a performance comparison with, among others, SoftBound. They also evaluated a store-only working mode of such an MPX-based bounds checker and found that it reduces the performance overhead by a factor of 2.

A key difference between MPX’s design and SoftBound is that MPX redundantly stores the pointer’s value in the bounds entry that describes its intended referent. The goal is to allow the detection of external uninstrumented code that overwrites pointers in memory without updating their associated metadata entries, e.g., by re-assigning it to a different object. During loads of pointers, using the \texttt{BNDLDX} instruction [47], the processor checks whether the bounds table entry is present and holds a pointer value that matches its disjointly stored copy as a way to verify whether the metadata is still up to date. If it is not, MPX can take one of two implementation-defined actions. On the one hand, MPX can update the bounds table entry to cover the entire address space [47], i.e., the loaded pointer value can point to any object in the program, as a security concession that prioritizes compatibility with external code [77]. This compatibility mechanism allows MPX to gracefully handle calls to uninstrumented libraries, dynamically unbounding pointers when external code changes them instead of terminating the program. On the other hand, MPX can simply terminate the program. This latter option prioritizes security over compatibility.

From a store-only bypass perspective, the aforementioned compatibility option makes pointer crafting much easier than it is with SoftBound, which strictly distinguishes between valid pointer-holding locations and non-pointer data (cfr. Section 3.2). In its store-only mode, MPX would then graciously interpret any attacker-crafted pointer as a valid pointer for any object in the program, which bypasses previous pointer crafting limitations with SoftBound, yielding the single most expressive store-only bypass primitive we have observed in our review of the literature.

7 Discussion & Related Work

Until now, we described several attack vectors against store-only bounds checkers that go beyond information disclosure, in the hope of recalibrating the community’s expectations about the security guarantees of such defenses. In this section, we take a broader look at other types of store-only hardening, and the impact of our findings on other areas of memory safety enforcement.

Write Integrity Testing (WIT) [5] WIT is a notable memory safety hardening that solely provides store-only validity checks. However, its enforcement mechanism fundamentally differs from that of bounds checkers. At compile time,
WIT assigns the same color to all memory writes that may alias. This creates disjoint alias sets [53], each identified with a unique color, that hold all objects in the points-to sets of the aliasing writes. At run time, WIT tags each object with the color of its alias set, and queries the color of the actually-accessed object on memory writes. WIT’s store-only validity check verifies that the looked-up color matches the statically-assigned color of the write. This validity check ensures that the actually-accessed object is within the statically-computed points-to set of the memory write. Within that set, the memory write can corrupt all objects. Naturally, this permits clear memory safety violations, and has been regarded as strictly weaker than precise bounds checking for that reason. However, because WIT establishes the set of accessible objects statically, its validity checks cannot be fooled by our store-only bypass. Contrary to bounds checkers, WIT does not propagate any bounds or metadata information dynamically. As such, its security guarantees are not affected by any memory-unsafety from which the memory write operand originates; the same, statically-determined set of objects will be enforced regardless. WIT shows increased resilience over bounds checkers in the face of arbitrary memory reads, which makes it more suitable as a store-only hardening mechanism.

Impact on Static Analysis Bounds checkers typically include a range of compiler optimizations to suppress overhead [12, 18, 44, 45, 52, 66, 100, 108, 112, 117, 122]. A popular optimization is to check whether pointer operands of memory accesses are always in bounds of any object they could refer to [5]: if so, they are provably safe and do not require a dynamic bounds check. This in-bounds analysis typically requires statically tracing pointers backward to determine their origin, accumulating any offsets they garner along the way. Many pointers are loaded from memory eventually (Section 4), at which point thorough analyses perform a Reaching Definitions Analysis (RDA) [4] to determine the possible values of the loaded pointer. The in-bounds analysis can then continue investigating all these possible loaded pointer values. If all possible loaded values are in bounds, the analysis will consider the original memory access as safe, and leave it uninstrumented.

Again, a problem appears when the loaded pointer value originates from an exploitable memory read. Attackers can invalidly load a different pointer, and, due to the optimization, there will not even be a bounds check left to bypass. The underlying problem here is that many static analyses do not account for the memory-unsafety of C and C++ [69], but are still used to prove its safety properties. To avoid this specific issue, we recommend only performing RDA on memory loads which themselves are also provably in bounds.

Store-Only Testing In this paper, we have primarily discussed the weaknesses of bounds checkers as exploit mitigations, facing a sophisticated adversary that is motivated to break the program’s protection through any means necessary. However, some bounds checkers simply aim to catch memory safety violations that are triggered during development or (fuzz) testing [17, 36, 67, 94]. The latter are commonly referred to as “sanitizers” [97], and tend to use less secure methods of catching memory errors, that nevertheless detect violations more precisely, e.g., at object bounds instead of allocation bounds [28]. Performance can still be important here, e.g., to improve throughput during automated fuzz testing [36, 48, 119, 122]. Indeed, the original AddressSanitizer (ASan) paper, now integrated into popular compilers [20, 21], included an evaluation of a “writes-only” instrumentation mode, which reduced the run-time overhead threefold. However, since ASan is not meant to run in production, despite a stint in the Tor browser [24], the impact of our attack is limited. Still, our work undermines the assumption that when a program is thoroughly sanitized/fuzzed for invalid write bugs, attackers will not be able to corrupt program memory or achieve arbitrary code execution.

Selective Bounds Checking Apart from store-only deployments, researchers have also proposed using bounds checkers to protect only a security-critical, sensitive part of the data space [3, 15, 60, 101]. These defenses generally include a coarse-grained isolation mechanism in the non-sensitive part to prevent access to the sensitive part, e.g. using SFI [114] or Intel MPK [47]. Typically, a pointer analysis determines which memory accesses are allowed to access the sensitive region and which are not. Depending on the way the analysis computes sensitivity, we believe that such selective bounds checkers carry a similar vulnerability to their store-only siblings. Consider the snippet below:

```c
ptrToSens = nonSensArray[i];
*ptrToSens = ...;
```

The nonSensArray is non-sensitive, and it contains non-sensitive pointers to sensitive objects. The load from the array on line 1 is only instrumented with coarse-grained bounds checks, since the pointer analysis correctly determined that it accesses a non-sensitive object (nonSensArray). The store on line 2 is bounds checked in a fine-grained way, since it is supposed to access sensitive data. When the load on 1 is exploitable, however, attackers can load any valid pointer to the sensitive region from the non-sensitive region, which will pass the validity check on line 2, in true store-only bypass fashion. Hence, attackers can choose which sensitive object gets written to on line 1, by abusing a memory error they were permitted to exploit (coarse-grained bounds check). Note that we bypass two layers of defense-in-depth at once here: attackers are not supposed to write to the sensitive region (inter-sensitive isolation), and sensitive memory accesses are not supposed to be exploitable, because they are bounds checked (intra-sensitive isolation).
One option to address this issue is to include pointers to sensitive objects in the sensitive region as well [15, 96], recursively. However, this can quickly lead to a very large sensitive region, with almost all memory accesses instrumented, and the associated performance overhead.

8 Conclusion

In this work, we uncovered fundamental weaknesses of store-only bounds checking, directly caused by the lack of protection on memory reads. In particular, we demonstrated that invalid loads of pointers give attackers control over hardened memory writes. We empirically validated our attack on a prominent bounds checker prototype, and characterized the same weakness in other bounds checker designs. Through automated code analysis, we showed that a large corpus of real software exhibits the vulnerable patterns that enable our store-only bypass.

Looking ahead, we discussed potential avenues to rebalance the security and overhead advantages of store-only hardening. To this end, we recognized the resilience of Data Flow Integrity (DFI) against malicious pointer loads. Given the broader importance of efficient memory safety enforcement, we encourage new research into store-only hardening, keeping in mind the subversive effects of attacker-controlled memory loads.
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Abstract

Complex programs written in memory-unsafe languages tend to contain memory corruption bugs. Adversaries commonly employ code-reuse attacks to exploit these bugs. Control-flow Integrity (CFI) enforcement schemes try to prevent such attacks from achieving arbitrary code execution. Developers can apply these schemes to existing code bases by setting compiler flags, requiring less effort than rewriting code in memory-safe languages. Although many works propose CFI schemes and attacks against them, they paid little attention to schemes deployed to end-users. We provide a systematic categorization and overview of actively used CFI solutions. We then conduct a large-scale binary analysis on 33 Android images of seven vendors and two Windows builds for different hardware architectures to study CFI utilization in practice. We analyzed over 77,000 files on the Android images. We found that depending on the variant, up to 94% of binaries and 93% of libraries are unprotected. All analyzed binaries depend on unprotected libraries, therefore rendering CFI enforcement ineffective. Further, we look at the development of CFI coverage over time on Android and find it stagnating. CFI roll-out is closer to complete on the Windows builds, but not all files are protected yet (2.63% unprotected). Consequently, our results show that the adoption of CFI protection is lacking, putting devices at risk. Additionally, our results highlight a large gap between the state of the art in research and the reality of deployed systems.

1 Introduction

Memory safety vulnerabilities make up two thirds of security issues in large code bases across the industry [45]. Despite the ongoing effort to prevent and mitigate memory corruption attacks, adversaries exploit these memory corruption bugs to take over computer systems. Rewriting memory-unsafe code in memory-safe languages reduces this attack surface [101]. However, the tremendous engineering effort of, e.g., porting C/C++ code to Rust, will still take years and is often infeasible on a limited budget. As a generic solution fitting most code bases, compiler toolchains add checks meant to prevent the exploitation of memory safety vulnerabilities. Control-flow Integrity (CFI) enforcement schemes are one instance of such checks. CFI checks prevent code-reuse attacks by limiting the allowed targets for indirect control-flow transfers. Ideally, this means that the program flow stays within the intended boundaries. Because the precise and sound points-to analysis required to enforce this property is generally undecidable [93], practical CFI schemes have to settle for less precise policies. Implementations must be efficient to be deployed on real-world systems while also granting sufficient security guarantees. As a result of this trade-off, coarse-grained CFI schemes can often be observed in practice, even though their ineffectiveness is well known [31]. We address the following research questions in this paper:

1. Which CFI schemes are found in practice?
2. Where and how consequently are they deployed?
3. What are their capabilities and limitations to prevent attacks?

In contrast to previous works comparing and benchmarking CFI schemes [19, 33, 65, 66, 78, 105, 114, 123], we study real-world ecosystems that deploy CFI mitigations. With this approach, we address how effectively CFI enforcement is deployed on actual systems rather than comparing academic research prototypes. For that, we study three different software- and four hardware-based CFI implementations on their corresponding platforms. We primarily focus on CFI schemes targeting user-space programs, even though most of them are used to protect the operating system kernel as well, since protecting OS kernels requires a different threat model. We also examine three shadow stack designs used to implement backwards-edge CFI. Numerous choices are involved in designing CFI enforcement schemes. These choices include which kind of control-flow transfers are protected, how the allowed Control-flow Graph (CFG) is derived, and whether special hardware features are required. CFI enforcement opens up a considerable research area, with a vast amount of different proposals [2, 24, 34, 46, 52, 59, 61, 62, 68, 72, 79, 82, 83,
Most of these proposals are not widely deployed in practice, as they depend on specialized hardware, require intrusive changes, come with a significant performance overhead, or are closed-source. Many promising academic solutions have not been adopted in practice and were not maintained over time. Following the approaches laid out by these prototypes, all of the most common operating systems [100] support some form of CFI enforcement in 2024. We identified the most notable solutions currently used in practice as:

- LLVM Clang CFI [107,110], used primarily on Android and the Linux Kernel,
- Windows Control Flow Guard (WCFG) [76] and its successor eXtended Flow Guard (XFG) [120],
- ARMv8 Pointer Authentication (PA) [96] including Branch Target Identification (BTI), utilised by recent Apple Systems on a Chip (SoCs) starting with the A12, S4, and M1 chips [11], by Android, and by Windows on ARM [121]; and
- Intel Control-flow Enforcement Technology (CET) [54, 56], supported on Intel processors starting with the 11th Gen [55] and used by Windows and Linux.

There are also a few other commercial offerings, such as the Reuse Attack Protector (RAP) [49] and similar. We do not include them in this work, as it is difficult to reason about how frequently they are deployed.

We find that many binaries and libraries are missing appropriate protection, despite the compilation toolchains for these systems supporting them. On Android, we find that every investigated binary depends on at least one unprotected library. Overall, less than 17% of the binaries and libraries in recent firmware images are CFI protected. On Windows, CFI coverage is much higher, but a fine-grained CFI implementation is only available on preview builds. In summary, our main contributions are as follows:

- We systematize prevalent CFI solutions in practice, including LLVM’s CFI scheme and Microsoft’s closed-source implementations WCFG and XFG on Windows.
- We study CFI coverage, security characteristics, and effectiveness in practice by running a large-scale binary analysis on Android and Windows binaries.
- We analyse Android firmware releases of the same devices to get insights into the development over time.

## 2 CFI Design Space

### Approaches to CFI Enforcement

CFI schemes prevent deviation from a program’s control flow, assuming an attacker who can divert the control flow by exploiting memory corruption bugs. Figure 1 shows a simplified CFG example, where basic block A is allowed to call blocks B and C, but not block D. Calling into D from A violates the CFI policy. Block D could, for example, be the `system()` function on Unix-like systems.

To protect indirect control-flow transfers, most CFI enforcement schemes follow the same basic pattern: First, a program-specific CFG is derived from the policy specifying the rules for valid control-flow transfers. Then, during runtime, this CFG is enforced by guard code, which checks that a control-flow transfer abides by the CFG [123]. If a violation of the CFG is detected, the program can be terminated to prevent successful attacks. Some recent proposals also refine the CFG during runtime [34, 52, 83, 115]. This allows to increase the precision of the CFG, for example, to achieve forms of context sensitivity. Although CFI includes forward- and backward-edge protection, this approach is often only applied to forward-edge flows, while shadow stacks are the preferred method to protect backward-edge transfers [21]. They can leverage that the return address after a call instruction is known to be the address of the subsequent instruction, language features that require special stack unwinding aside.

### Compile-time Instrumentation vs. Binary Rewriting

Guard code can be added directly during a program’s compilation or by applying binary rewriting or instrumentation techniques. Hereby, there is a trade-off between applicability and precision: Compiler-based CFI implementations require the source code of applications to add protection, which implies that protection can only be added to commercial off-the-shelf software by the vendor itself. However, binary rewriting suffers from higher complexity and usually a loss of precision [85,114]. Seemingly for this reason, we observed that all CFI schemes found in practice are compiler-based.

### Policy Precision

CFI schemes are often categorized into coarse- and fine-grained schemes. We adopt the definition from [83], wherein the number of supported *Equivalence Classes* is used as the decisive characteristic. Targets of indirect control-flow transfers are divided into classes so that if a target is reachable from a given control-flow transfer, every other target in the same equivalence class is a valid target as well, but others are not. Coarse-grained CFI schemes support only a program-independent and typically low number of equivalence classes. Fine-grained CFI schemes support a program-dependent number of equivalence classes, allowing
We are unaware of any CFI-related work that uses such metrics for their evaluation. The CFI adversary model assumes that by using these capabilities, the adversary can break Address Space Layout Randomisation (ASLR) [84, 128]. By common assumption, the adversary can perform arbitrary calculations, for example, by sending data to their server or by abusing existing scripting capabilities as present in web browsers. Since an adversary with arbitrary write capabilities could overwrite any checks, the enforcement of a Write Execute (W⊕X) policy [104] is typically assumed to protect the integrity of code sections. Because CFI focuses on protecting individual control-flow transfers, CFI schemes generally cannot prevent data-only attacks, which only modify non-control data [21, 23].

## Attacks
Several generic attacks on CFI are known in the literature. The first category of attacks exploits imprecision in the enforced CFG. For instance, [31] studies Call-preceded Gadgets, assuming that the backward-edge protection only restricts returning to a legitimate call site but does not restrain the choice of call sites. This does not hold for shadow stacks, and only to some extent for PA, as discussed in Section 4.2.1, and is hence not fully applicable to programs that are adequately protected with either a hardware-based shadow call stack or PA. In the same category, [50] analyses the availability of so called Entry Point Gadgets, which are sequences of useful instructions that start at a function’s entry point and end with an indirect call or jump. Similarly, [38] introduces the notion of Argument Corruptible Indirect Call Site (ACICS) gadgets, which are pairs of indirect call sites and security-sensitive target functions that are reachable from the corresponding call sites. As the name suggests, a core property of these ACICS gadgets is that the attacker can control the arguments of the corrupted call site to gain additional capabilities (e.g., arbitrary code execution in the best case).

Fundamentally, the previously covered CFI schemes can only limit the number of available gadgets, not guarantee their absence. For coarse-grained schemes such as WCFG
and Indirect Branch Tracking (IBT), this means that the set of potential entry points of ACICS gadgets consists of all functions that are marked as valid call targets. Fine-grained CFI implementations like Clang’s schemes and XFG limit valid call targets per call site even more. Their protection implies that entry point gadgets must be chained so that the associated type of the call site at the end of the gadget matches the type of the next gadget or the gadget dispatching function. This exact scenario is covered by [41], which uses so-called Linker Gadgets to traverse the CFG in a policy-adhering fashion. Finally, the Counterfeit Object-oriented Programming (COOP) technique [95] chains fake objects with virtual function table pointers pointing to the functions to be called. This approach only works if C++ semantics are not adequately enforced, and hence is only applicable to WCFG, WTI or IBT, but not the type-based LLVM CFI and XFG schemes.

Besides these works, there are studies covering interactions between compilers, runtime, and CFI schemes leading to bypasses. Such interactions include the compiler spilling sensitive registers to the unprotected stack [29], compiler-introduced double-fetches that enable Time-of-check to Time-of-use (TOCTOU) attacks [122], and exception handling mechanisms that can be abused for control-flow hijacking [36]. Further works focus on data-only attacks to bypass CFI [21, 23, 58]. Such attacks break most CFI schemes since they fall outside the typical CFI adversary model.

4 CFI Scheme Internals

In this section we categorize existing schemes that we found relevant in practice and describe how they work. Refer to Table 1 for an overview.

4.1 Software-based Forward-edge CFI

CFI mechanisms for forward- and backward-edge protection can be implemented either purely in software [19, 66, 123] or based on hardware support [33, 105]. From the security perspective, we found that existing hardware-based forward-edge CFI mechanisms are not inherently more secure than schemes implemented entirely in software. Although Clerq et al. argue in [33] that software CFI instrumentation code can be bypassed if the adversary can change the page permissions of code to writable, this also applies to hardware-based schemes such as Intel’s CET or ARM’s PA and BTI. In addition, there is already the W⊕X policy to prevent such attacks, which is typically hardware-enforced [104]. Under it, an adversary must first overcome CFI to disable this policy, at which point CFI has already been broken.

4.1.1 LLVM Clang CFI

LLVM’s CFI implementation [107, 110] is part of the compiler front-end Clang and supports languages in the C family, including C++. It protects indirect function calls, calls via pointers to member functions, virtual function calls, non-virtual function calls using polymorphic classes (i.e., classes declaring or inheriting virtual functions), and invalid casts of polymorphic classes3.

The enforced policy follows the type system of the source language, e.g., a function pointer of a specific type is only allowed to call functions with a compatible signature. Consequently, all unique function signatures and class hierarchies form their own equivalence classes, and LLVM CFI is, therefore, a fine-grained CFI scheme. LLVM’s CFI checks can be divided into inline local checks performed in the current module and Cross-Dynamic Shared Object (CDSO) checks crossing library boundaries.

Local CFI Local checks use a bit-vector-based approach. For indirect function calls involving function pointers or pointers to member functions, a jump table is generated during compilation for each unique function signature, which contains all related address-taken or exported functions. In addition, each call site is instrumented with instructions that check whether the call target is a member of the table belonging to the static type of the function pointer. Virtual and non-virtual function calls and casts to polymorphic classes are checked with a bit-vector, encoding valid vtable address points for the corresponding class type [108]. This more elaborate check is necessary because sub-classes may implement new virtual functions, resulting in vtables of different sizes, so a simple alignment and range check does no longer work.

Cross-DSO CFI When the program calls an exported function of another module, its type identifier must be derived to perform the CFI check. Hence, a direct table- or vtable-based check is infeasible in such a case, as the address of the correct table is unknown. To solve this problem, CDSO-compatible modules export the __cfi_check function, which is invoked by the calling module with the type identifier of the function pointer or class used in the checked call-site, and the address of the target function. This function can then check to confirm that the given target address has a matching type.

The corresponding module must be determined to find the correct __cfi_check function belonging to a target address. For that, CDSO-compatible programs maintain a CFI-shadow mapping that allows getting the __cfi_check address of the module a given address is located in. The lookup of the entry in the CFI-shadow and calling the correct __cfi_check function is handled by __cfi_slowpath. At runtime, functions affecting loaded modules such as dlopen must be intercepted to adjust the CFI-shadow mapping accordingly.

We find that the necessity to update the CFI-shadow mapping introduces a potential race condition, which we discuss further in Section A.2 in the appendix.

Unprotected Libraries LLVM’s CDSO CFI scheme allows loading unprotected libraries (i.e., without __cfi_check). In

3We focus on control-flow transfers in this paper, as casts are not a typical concern of CFI. LLVM just uses the same mechanism to check them.
this case, the corresponding library is marked as unchecked in the shadow mapping, and indirect calls to targets in it always succeed. This principle applies even to protected indirect calls that are not intended to target functions in this library. If such calls are corrupted to transfer into an unprotected library, \_\_cfi\_check will dispatch them successfully, because no information is available regarding valid targets in this library. As a consequence, mixing protected and unprotected libraries diminishes CFI’s security guarantees, as large libraries are bound to contain useful gadgets. Our evaluation in Section 5.1 shows that this is a serious issue across all major Android-based platforms.

### 4.1.2 Windows Control Flow Guard

Microsoft Windows has a proprietary CFI implementation, which is integrated into the operating system itself. It is called Control Flow Guard (WCFG) [76], and was first released in November 2014 [14]. WCFG enforces a CFI policy where indirect calls must target a known address-taken or exported function. This means there is only a single equivalence class, and WCFG is hence a coarse-grained CFI scheme. Indirect calls, including virtual calls using a vtable, are either protected with a call to a check function or entirely replaced with the call to a dispatch function that performs the WCFG check and dispatches the call afterward.

**Implementation**

To mark functions that can be called indirectly, the Load Configuration structure that is part of the portable executable (PE) format is added to the executable during compilation. This structure contains various WCFG-related fields, including function pointers to the check/dispacht functions and the address of the table containing the relative addresses of all WCFG-protected functions [77]. Scanning this table when dispatching an indirect call is inefficient, which is why a bitmap marking valid functions is constructed when loading a program [124]. As the compiler aligns functions to 16-byte boundaries, a single bit per 16 bytes of address space would be sufficient to mark functions in the bitmap. Windows uses two bits to support unaligned functions, e.g., handwritten assembly.

**Security**

Previous research identified various weaknesses in WCFG, such as gadgets that are contained in unaligned 16-byte blocks [15], or memory-based indirect calls via writable function pointers [102]. Independent of WCFG, multiple works raise issues of coarse-grained CFI schemes [31, 50, 95], implying that WCFG cannot prevent memory corruption attacks from achieving arbitrary code execution.

### 4.1.3 eXtended Flow Guard (XFG)

Microsoft is developing a WCFG successor called eXtended Flow Guard (XFG) [120], which is already available on Windows preview builds, even though undocumented. XFG uses a type-based policy similar to LLVM’s CFI implementation (cf. Section 4.1.1), but it is based on embedded labels to perform CFI checks. We extend existing third-party works treating XFG [39, 73] by reverse-engineering relevant XFG internals to compare its security properties with the other CFI schemes. In the implementation at the time of writing ( Insider Preview build 23440), a 64-bit type hash precedes all XFG instrumented functions. During runtime, the XFG dispatch function checks whether a given call target has the expected type hash or else the program is terminated. The type hashes are derived from a combination of a function’s signature, its name, and the class hierarchy in case of virtual function calls. Consequently, cross-module calls to XFG-instrumented functions work without additional overhead since type hashes directly precede the functions. On some architectures such as x64, MOV instructions for loading the expected type hash contain the type hash itself as part of the instruction encoding. Such instructions would then produce unintended call targets. To address this issue, the instrumentation code loads the expected type hash with the last bit flipped, and the dispatch function undoes this bit flip before comparing it with the stored label. Figure 2 depicts the whole XFG flow: First, an instrumented call site is redirected to the dispatch function. This function is configured by the loader, which sets the \_\_guard\_dispatch\_icall\_fptr function pointer depending on whether WCFG or XFG should be enforced. The XFG dispatch function loads the hash located at the quad-word prior to the target address, flips the last bit of the expected value, and compares them. If they match, the call is dispatched. Else, the WCFG bitmap is consulted to check if the target is a known function entry address. The target address is called if it is. Otherwise, a function is called to determine the consequences of this CFI violation.

XFG is backward-compatible with WCFG-protected programs. After a failed check for a matching type hash, the XFG dispatch function also consults the WCFG bitmap to check whether the target is a WCFG-protected function, and if so, may still allow the call. XFG-instrumented functions hence use the fourth remaining bitmap state to encode that they should not be valid WCFG call targets.

Figure 2: Reverse-engineered XFG check flow. Green and red arrows represent flows after a successful and failed check, respectively. The dotted arrows mark data fetches.
4.2 Hardware-based Forward-edge CFI

This section introduces four hardware-based CFI schemes targeting forward-edge protection. These schemes are coarse-grained, except for PA and FineIBT, which allow to implement different policies. It follows that they are less precise than LLVM CFI or XFG. However, due to their implementation in hardware, they are more efficient.

4.2.1 ARM Pointer Authentication

Pointer Authentication (PA) [12] is a security extension for the AArch64 architecture, which allows for protecting pointer integrity by inserting a cryptographic Message Authentication Code (MAC) called Pointer Authentication Code (PAC) into the unused upper bits of pointers. Unused bits are available because the virtual address space size does not occupy the full 64-bit of register width. Consequently, their exact number depends on the specific implementation. PA was introduced in ARMv8.1-A in 2016 [17], and later also for the microprocessor profile starting with the ARMv8.1-M architecture update, as announced in 2021 [80]. To operate on PACs, the PA extension adds a variety of instructions that can be divided into four categories [12]:

- PAC* instructions to generate and insert a PAC,
- AUT* instructions to authenticate and remove the PAC for subsequent use of a pointer,
- XPAC* instructions to strip the PAC from a pointer without authenticating it, and
- (no common prefix) combined instructions that perform a PA-related operation and a related instruction together.

The MAC algorithm uses one of five keys and a 64-bit context value that allows tying pointers to a specific context. These keys are stored in CPU registers and are not accessible from exception level EL0 (user space).

Since PA is more of a building block for CFI schemes rather than a mitigation on its own, there are different PA-based implementations that differ in their respective characteristics. While the protection of forward-edge flows is covered in multiple research works such as [40, 57, 68, 94, 96, 126], Apple’s arm64e ABI [10] is the only case where we observed a PA-based forward-edge scheme in practice.

4.2.2 ARM Branch Target Identification

ARM’s BTI feature is a forward-edge CFI scheme and an alternative to custom PA-based schemes. It introduces the BTI instruction, which takes a target operand specifying what kind of control-flow transfer is allowed to target the instruction. The target operand can be c, j, or jc, indicating that the corresponding BTI instruction can be targeted by calls, jumps, or both respectively [12]. Jumps that target the registers X16 or X17 are also compatible with the c target. This enables the use of jumps to these registers in Procedure Linkage Table (PLT) entries or for indirect tail-calls [92]. BTI allows configuring which memory page should be protected. Outside protected memory regions, the BTI executes as NOP [12].

4.2.3 Intel Indirect Branch Tracking

The IBT feature is the forward-edge control-flow transfer protection component of Intel CET. It is a coarse-grained CFI scheme using label instructions for marking valid call targets, and thus very similar to the proposal in the seminal work on CFI [2] and ARM’s BTI feature. The two label instructions that IBT adds are ENDBR32 and ENDBR64, for the 32-bit compatibility mode and the 64-bit mode, respectively.

The CFI policy enforced by IBT is straightforward: If an indirect call or jump is encountered, the next instruction executed must be a label instruction. If it is not, the control protection exception is raised [56]. There might be instances, such as switch-case constructs, where the control-flow transfer target resides in read-only memory or where IBT is undesired for some other reason. To support such instances, CET supports a no-track prefix that marks the subsequent CALL or JMP as not requiring a ENDBR instruction as the target. For backward compatibility, it is also possible to set up a bitmap that marks memory pages where the same exception applies [56].

4.2.4 FineIBT

FineIBT [44] is a hybrid CFI scheme, which improves the precision of coarse-grained hardware-based schemes while preserving their performance gains. While the general approach is mostly architecture-agnostic, their implementation targets Intel’s BTI as suggested by the name of their scheme. The fundamental idea is that if a coarse-grained scheme like BTI or IBT protects a program, all indirect control-flow transfers are already limited to target particular instructions (i.e., ENDBR64 for IBT), and instrumentation code only needs to be placed at these locations. This restriction means that the policy check can be executed after the control-flow transfer occurred since the hardware-based scheme guarantees that only such locations can be indirect call targets. Compared to full-software implementations of this approach like XFG, FineIBT avoids loading a label from memory before taking an indirect control-flow transfer. It follows that FineIBT is compatible with execute-only memory.

4.3 Software-based Backward-edge CFI

Shadow call stacks are a common approach to protect backward-edge control-flow transfers. They protect saved return addresses against memory corruption attacks by saving them to an isolated memory region. Since such metadata must be dynamically updated during runtime, it cannot be
protected by marking it read-only like CFI checks [20]. Solving this issue in software is challenging, as it either requires full Software Fault Isolation (SFI) or hardware-supported isolation [2, 20]. Often, software-based shadow call stacks rely on information hiding to protect the shadow stack area. However, it has been shown that due to information disclosure attacks [48, 84], this approach cannot withstand the CFI adversary [128]. Recent works propose re-randomization as a solution to such attacks [119, 129, 130]. They continuously re-randomize the addresses of protected areas or the addresses contained therein and thus limit the use of information leaks to an adversary. Another problem of software-based shadow stacks is that on some platforms such as x64, where call instructions directly push the return address on the stack, there is a timing window for a race condition between the call instruction and the return address being written to the shadow stack [2]. These shortcomings aside, a few software-based shadow stack approaches are found in practice.

4.3.1 LLVM Shadow Call Stack

LLVM implements a shadow stack scheme for the AArch64 architecture. The design supported by Clang is a compact shadow stack based on information hiding, i.e., the shadow stack maintains its own stack pointer in register X18, which must remain unknown to the attacker to offer any protection. This implies that this register must not be spilled onto the stack (e.g., when calling into unprotected code), or else an attacker could obtain the shadow stack location from there. Because of its nature as software-based shadow stack, which is only protected through information hiding, this design is inherently weak against attacks that try to uncover hidden locations in memory. Corresponding example attacks based on allocation oracles are proposed in [84]. A larger guard region can be allocated to increase the resistance against such attacks, containing the shadow stack itself. Thus, an allocation oracle will only find the whole guard region instead of the exact location of the shadow stack. Android implements this approach in its Libc [89].

4.3.2 SafeStack

Besides the shadow call stack, LLVM also implements SafeStack [64, 106]. The key idea of SafeStack is to separate safe and unsafe memory objects on the stack. Memory objects considered safe are return addresses, stack spills, and local variables that are not address-taken but only accessed via the frame pointer. Everything else is stored on the unsafe stack. The implementation relies on information hiding to protect the safe stack area and hence suffers the same associated weaknesses as the shadow call stack [47].

4.4 Hardware-based Backward-edge CFI

Hardware-based backward-edge CFI schemes address the weaknesses of software-based designs. They can implement atomic instructions to prevent race conditions and provide memory isolation for sensitive regions.

4.4.1 PA-based Approaches

One common scheme uses PA to protect saved return addresses on the stack by tying them to the stack pointer value at function entry [96]. This can efficiently be done by using the PACIASP and AUTIASP instruction pair, which sign and verify the link register with the current stack pointer value as context. Since the link register is used to store return addresses by BL instructions, these instructions can be placed at the start of the function prologue and epilogue, respectively. The PACIASP and PACIBSP instructions have implicit BTI behaviour, making them valid call targets [12] under BTI enforcement. Consequently, programs using PA to protect the return address with these instructions do not need an extra BTI instruction at the start of a function.

In comparison to a regular shadow call stack there is no memory overhead for the shadow call stack area. Neither loader nor operating system needs to do additional work besides the operating system managing the PA keys themselves, which is required for any PA-based scheme. Due to the nature of stack-based function calls, stack pointer values are not guaranteed to be unique to a specific function during program execution. This enables substitution attacks, where an adversary exchanges the saved return address with another unintended target that has been leaked earlier [96]. Consequently, compared to the hardware-based shadow call stack, the PA design offers weaker security guarantees.

4.4.2 Intel CET Shadow Call Stack

Intel CET features a hardware-based shadow call stack for backward-edge protection [97]. This shadow stack is implemented as a descending second stack designated for storing only return addresses. A new SSP CPU register holds the current shadow stack pointer. This register can only be modified by dedicated new instructions for shadow call stack management, which are intended for either the operating system or libraries that need to handle special stack unwinding cases. During normal program execution, the call and return instructions are shadow stack aware if the shadow stack feature is enabled. This means that the call instructions do not only push the return address to the unprotected program stack but also to the shadow stack. Similarly, the return instructions compare the return address stored on the shadow stack to the return address stored on the save stack and only continue if they match. Otherwise, the #CP exception is raised [56]. Adapting the semantics of these instructions means that existing programs do not need to be recompiled to benefit from shadow stack
protection as long as they do not implement custom unwinding logic. Only the runtime and standard libraries that handle unwinding must be modified to be shadow stack aware.

The shadow stack region is protected by adding a new attribute to the address translation to indicate a shadow-stack page. Pages marked as such cannot be modified by regular store instructions, protecting the integrity of the saved return addresses. In addition, call and return instructions fault if the page where they try to store or fetch the saved return address from the shadow stack, respectively, is not marked as shadow page [56]. This implies that even with complete control over a program’s virtual memory, an adversary cannot manipulate return addresses without access to either gadgets with management instructions or a primitive to create shadow-stack pages under their control.

5 Study on CFI Adoption in Platforms

In this section, we study the usage and effectiveness of the CFI schemes covered in the previous section on the Android, Linux, and Windows platforms.

5.1 Android Study

The Android Open Source Project (AOSP) [7] uses LLVM’s CFI implementation to enforce CFI since Android 8.1 for a set of components [4]. In user space, CDSO mode is used, enabling protected programs to perform indirect calls into shared libraries [108]. Since LLVM’s CFI implementation only protects indirect forward-edge control-flow transfers, Android (on AArch64) supports LLVM’s shadow call stack for backward-edge protection [6]. However, this shadow call stack is based on information hiding and is not designed to resist the typical CFI adversary. We also observed the PA-based return address protection scheme used as a more secure alternative. Bionic provides the necessary runtime support for the shadow call stack and LLVM CFI. Android 12 added support for ARM’s Memory Tagging Extension (MTE) [1, 8], a hardware-based memory safety mitigation which implements memory tagging. While the first phones supporting MTE have been released [16], it is not a CFI mitigation and disabled by default, and we do not include it in our study.

5.1.1 Android Image Analysis Setup

We analyze 33 Android images of popular flagship devices to compare the CFI usage on Android across multiple device manufacturers. Based on their market share, we select the smartphones Samsung Galaxy S22, Xiaomi 13, Vivo V25, and Oppo Reno 8 5G [9]. In addition, we include the pure AOSP Generic System Images (GSIs) for Android 10 to 14 and a system image from Google’s Pixel 7 phone, because Google is part of the driving force behind Android. We also include the GrapheneOS firmware for the Pixel 7, which promises increased security and privacy [27], to see if it has better CFI coverage than the Google Pixel 7 firmware. Based on the results of these images, we picked the Samsung Galaxy S20 and the Xiaomi Mi 10 for analysis over time. They both have publicly available firmware archives ranging from Android 10 to Android 13. The full versions and source URLs of all firmware images are specified in the appendix (Table 8).

Since all of these phones are ARM-based, we enumerate AArch64 ELF files on their Android firmware images and run an analysis on them. An overview of our analysis pipeline is shown in Figure 3. We extract the following characteristics:

**ELF Type** We distinguish between binaries (i.e., executable programs), shared libraries, and loadable kernel modules (with a .ko extension).

**General LLVM CFI Usage** To determine general LLVM usage, the analysis checks for the existence of the exported \_\_cfi\_check function, which is always present if the binary was compiled with LLVM CFI. We manually check samples to confirm that all vendors built their applications with CDSO.

**Shadow Stack Usage** The analysis searches for instructions unique to shadow-stack-protected binaries to detect shadow-stack usage. One such instruction is 1dr LR, [x18, #-8], which is used to restore the link register from the shadow stack. We examine multiple random samples of files containing this instruction and found that it is only used for the shadow stack and does not appear in other contexts.

**Pointer Authentication** PA is used to protect return addresses in some of the files. We detected PA protection by scanning for related instructions. This approach introduces imprecision as it counts files where only certain functions are PA-instrumented as PA-protected. However, we deem this approach sufficient to understand the overall distribution of fully unprotected binaries. We also scanned for BTI related
instructions, but found them too rare for consideration.

Kernel CFI Configuration Clang’s kernel CFI is enabled by the CONFIG_CFI_CLANG Kconfig flag [5]. To determine if the kernel of a firmware image enables CFI we use the extract-ikconfig script from the Linux repository [70] and double check the decompressed kernel image for CFI-related symbols and strings.

Rust Source Language All analyzed Rust binaries were compiled without CFI protection and hence excluded from the statistics. These files were detected by checking their symbols for Rust-specific functions (e.g., __rust_alloc).

OAT Files Some ELF files can contain ahead-of-time compiled DEX code in a custom OAT format [91]. Such files are not CFI-protected and can be detected by a combination of specific symbols, such as oatdata and oatdex. We exclude them from the statistics.

Library Dependencies Unprotected dependencies massively contribute to the number of available call targets. We collected each analyzed file’s dependencies as indicated in the corresponding ELF structure.

Type Identifiers Passed to __cfi_slowpath Extracting type identifiers passed to __cfi_slowpath shows which function or class types are actually used for CFI checks. In our analysis, this is done by leveraging Ghidra’s [3] constant propagation analysis. First, the analysis searches calls to __cfi_slowpath, which is imported from bionic and hence easy to locate. Then, it extracts the first argument that is passed to the function. Since type identifiers are constants, this is well-doable by static analysis.

Type Identifiers and Their Associated Address Ranges Given a binary file, its equivalence classes and their members can be constructed by extracting type identifiers and their associated address ranges. The core observation is that this information is encoded in the exported __cfi_check function, which is easy to locate. In addition, this function is independent of any global state and uses only arithmetic and control-flow instructions, making it a good fit for symbolic execution [13]. Our implementation uses the Angr framework [99]. It progresses execution states until they either hit a return, indicating a successful check, or a call to abort(), in which case they are discarded. Afterward, the collected constraints on the type identifier and the address argument are solved for the successful states, resulting in a mapping from type identifiers to the address ranges of their jump tables or vtables. Finally, it detects whether a target range is for a jump table or a vtable by checking whether a branch instruction is found at the start of the first slot. On a side note, the results of the symbolic execution can also support program analysis. We discuss this further in Section A.1 in the appendix.

5.1.2 Evaluation

Unprotected Binaries We count the number of files with and without CFI protection (as indicated by the existence of the __cfi_check export) to determine the general coverage of CFI protection. We divide them into binaries, libraries, and loadable kernel modules and additionally count the shadow call stack usage. We filter out files that are unprotected by design, such as OAT files or binaries that were classified as Rust binaries. Table 2 depicts the numerical results for the CFI coverage of the remaining files. For both binaries and libraries, only the minority of files is CFI-protected, with the
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Table 2: CFI coverage of Android firmware images.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vendor &amp; Devices</th>
<th>Files Total [count]</th>
<th>LLVM CFI Protected [%]</th>
<th>Shadow Stack Protected [%]</th>
<th>Pointer Auth. Protected [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GSI 10</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>1240</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GSI 11</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>1383</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GSI 12</td>
<td>167</td>
<td>1708</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GSI 13</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>1893</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GSI 14</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>1729</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>11.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xiaomi 13</td>
<td>535</td>
<td>2601</td>
<td>270</td>
<td>5.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Google Pixel 7</td>
<td>234</td>
<td>998</td>
<td>241</td>
<td>7.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GrapheneOS Pixel 7</td>
<td>233</td>
<td>994</td>
<td>241</td>
<td>7.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oppo Reno 8 5G</td>
<td>351</td>
<td>2316</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>6.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samsung Galaxy S22</td>
<td>289</td>
<td>1775</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vivo V25</td>
<td>361</td>
<td>2771</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5.82</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For the S20 firmware images, the security patch level and the Android version are given. Data for the M1 10 in Table 5 in the appendix.
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only exception being the Xiaomi 13 firmware. Concerning loadable kernel modules, build settings seem to be more consistently activating CFI, i.e., all kernel modules are protected, or none are.

**Unprotected Dependencies** When looking at the few protected binaries, an essential factor is the number of unprotected dependencies they load. Unprotected dependencies have twofold implications: First, CFI-protected control-flow transfers targeting address in them cannot be checked. Hence, every byte in all executable sections in any unprotected dependency is a valid call target. Second, indirect control-flow transfers within the unprotected dependencies are not checked and can be used to reach arbitrary code in the protected parts.

For each of the selected Android firmware images, we compute the recursive dependencies of all protected binaries. Then, we calculate the ratio of unprotected to protected dependencies (selected results in Table 3, see Table 6 for the full results). Inspecting the unprotected libraries shows that system libraries such as libc are never protected. Since these libraries are large and offer a variety of gadgets, they pose an attractive target for adversaries [113]. All protected binaries on the analyzed images depend on at least one of them.

**Backwards-edge Protection on Android** We find that there are two prevalent approaches for protecting return addresses in AArch64-based Android. First, there is the LLVM shadow call stack [6, 109]. Bionic allocates the shadow stack area during process creation, and it is only protected by information hiding through ASLR. Programs not using the shadow call stack will simply overwrite X18 and ignore the allocated shadow stack area. As seen in Table 2, no binaries and barely any libraries are compiled with the shadow call stack. A probable explanation for its low usage is that a PA-based scheme is used instead, which does not share the weakness against memory disclosure attacks.

Comparably many binaries and libraries use the PA instructions PACIBSP and AUTIBSP to protect return addresses by tying them to the stack pointer (cf. Section 4.2.1). We also observe some cases with generic PA instructions such as autia716 (which authenticates the value in X17 with X16 as the context), but they appear only in stack unwinding code.

**Development over Time** The datasets for the S20 and the Mi 10 show that significant changes in CFI coverage occur only with new Android releases (cf. Table 2 and Table 5). Minor fluctuation in CFI coverage within the same Android version happens primarily due to the addition or removal of ELF files. However, some changes in the protection status of existing files, from protected to unprotected and vice versa, also happen in our dataset. Figure 4 shows the development over consecutive Android releases for the GSI. PA-based return address protection has been introduced with Android 12 and has since been extended, although the adoption rate slowed down with Android 14. The LLVM CFI coverage stagnates and, in some cases, even decreases with recent releases. Corresponding figures for the S20 and the Mi firmware can be found in Figure 6 in the appendix.

**Memory-safe Code in Rust** We find that Rust binaries are rather uncommon, with an average of only 14 files over all Android 13 firmware images. This might be subject to change as Google plans to primarily use Rust for new low-level code in Android [101]. Such a transition period comes with its own issues: Mixed binaries resulting from combined Rust and C / C++ codebases might be more vulnerable to memory corruption attacks because memory-safe parts can be abused to bypass mitigations such as CFI, which are deployed to protect unsafe code [74, 86]. Mixed binaries aside, Rust-based libraries will also contribute to the number of unprotected libraries and hence to the number of unprotected dependencies C / C++ binaries might have. While this issue could be addressed by compiling such libraries with LLVM CFI enabled, cross-language CFI support for Rust is not available yet [32].

**Equivalence Class Size Frequencies** For an indirect forward-edge control-flow transfer, the equivalence class size expresses the number of available call targets and hence the possible choices to an adversary. Therefore, the distribution of equivalence class sizes is a relevant metric to analyze type-based CFI schemes on a particular platform. Even though it shares the issue that the usefulness of targets is not con-
considered, it implicitly only considers full functions instead of arbitrary gadgets. Figure 5 depicts the frequencies with which each equivalence class size appears on the different firmware images. Equivalence classes are counted over all files on the corresponding firmware image as they were extracted from the __cfi_check function by our analysis. Equivalence classes consist of either jump tables, as used for checking function pointers, or vtables for checks involving C++ objects. Equivalence classes with the same type identifiers may appear multiple times if used in different files.

The distribution concentrates on single-member classes, with lesser frequencies of larger classes. This characteristic is desirable, as single-member classes imply that an adversary has no choice. We observe that the same outliers are often found across different firmware images due to the fact that they share a common codebase. Concerning the type of the tables these equivalence classes are based on, we found that jump tables are primarily responsible for the largest equivalence classes, with the exception of the Xiaomi 13 firmware.

**Reachable Equivalence Classes** Not all equivalence classes in a CFI-protected binary and its dependencies are actually reachable, i.e., there is no indirect control-flow transfer targeting them. Calls to __cfi_slowpath can be used to determine equivalence classes that are reachable from a binary. This approach is imperfect because __cfi_slowpath is also used for other CFI-related checks that are not strictly speaking indirect control-flow transfers. One instance of such a check is the cfi-nvcall, which checks non-virtual calls for polymorphic class types by checking the vtable pointer to ensure that the function is called with a compatible object [108]. This can be solved by following the CFG after the corresponding __cfi_slowpath call to determine the type of the next branch instruction, keeping only indirect calls. Such additional analysis steps introduce imprecision and runtime overhead, and we decided to focus on CFI checks independently of their purpose. To get an idea of how a program’s dependencies increase the size of existing equivalence classes, we also included its dependencies for this particular analysis. Because this does not make sense for binaries with no protected dependencies, such files are ignored. Full results are depicted in Table 7 in the appendix. Besides for the Xiaomi firmware, the geometric mean of equivalence class sizes slightly decreases when considering dependencies. While this is contrary to the expectation that equivalence classes grow due to the merging of classes with common type identifiers, it can be explained by the fact that on these firmware images, protected libraries on average, have smaller equivalence classes than binaries. Therefore, the geometric mean decreases when also considering dependencies. The results restricted to reachable equivalence classes change as expected. Overall, reachable equivalence classes are expected to contain more than a single member because else there would be no need for function pointers or virtual functions. Table 7 contains equivalence class sizes below two because a significant portion (cf. Table 3) of dependencies are unprotected, and targets that are located in them cannot be considered.

### 5.2 Linux Study

The Linux kernel introduced support for Clang’s CFI scheme in release 5.13 [111]. As a more efficient alternative, Linux also supports FineIBT, starting with version 6.2 [71]. FineIBT user-space support is also in the works, but it requires PLT format modifications, thus leading to ABI changes [44]. For backward-edge protection in user space, the Linux kernel 6.6 introduced CET shadow stack support on corresponding platforms [112]. Applications need to signal shadow stack compatibility by setting the SHSTK flag in the Executable and Linking Format (ELF) note, and the kernel must be configured with the X86_USER_SHADOW_STACK flag [60].

The build configuration of shipped kernels and applications usually depends on the Linux distribution. Because there are many different Linux distributions and their market share is hard to quantify [35], we exemplarily pick the most recent Debian, Ubuntu, Fedora Workstation, and Arch Linux releases as representatives of widespread distributions. As of September 2023, none of them ship a kernel recent enough to support the CET shadow stack, and none enables CONFIG_CFI_CLANG by default. On the application side, these distributions set the -fcf-protection build flag by default to produce shadow stack and IBT protected binaries, even though kernel support for neither feature is available yet [25, 26, 28, 53]. Clang’s CFI scheme is not specified, probably because it is tied to Clang and unusable with other prevalent compilers such as GCC. On major Linux distributions, fully working mitigation combinations are not deployed yet. For this reason, we refrain from running a binary analysis study on Linux distributions.

![Equivalence class size distribution over all firmware.](image)
5.3 Windows Study

We study the Windows 11 Insider Preview developer build 23440 with respect to WCFG and XFG coverage. WCFG-related metadata in the Portable Executable (PE) header allows us to reliably detect WCFG and XFG usage. The former can be detected by checking the DllCharacteristics field [77], while XFG protection is indicated by the GuardFlags field of the load configuration. All XFG-instrumented functions are listed in the GuardCFFunctionTable in the load configuration and have the corresponding bit set in the flags part of their entry [75]. Hence, we use the following approach: First, we traverse the GuardCFFunctionTable and extract all entries with flag-bit 0x08 set. Then, for each entry, we extract the 8 bytes representing the type hash, which precedes the address indicated by its address part. As a result, we obtain the set of XFG-instrumented functions and their type hashes.

### WCFG and XFG Coverage

First, we measure WCFG and XFG coverage by enumerating all PE files compiled for x64 with either a .dll or .exe extension. We restrict files to these extensions to exclude files that share the PE format but are irrelevant to our study, such as .mui files used for multilingual user interfaces. Additionally, we ignore files without executable sections since they do not require protection. Virtual DLLs are one example of such files [124]. Table 4 gives an overview of the distribution of protection schemes. Contrary to the results from our Android study, the majority of analyzed files on Windows are compiled with XFG instrumentation.

### Equivalence Class Sizes

The geometric mean equivalence class size is similar to the one we observed on Android (cf. Table 7, second column), even though slightly lower. Besides Windows 11 being a codebase unrelated to Android, a contributing factor to this difference could be that not every protected function in an XFG-instrumented PE file is necessarily XFG protected, as WCFG can be used to protect individual functions. We found that, on average, 95.94% of GuardCFFunctionTable entries were marked as XFG protected for files with XFG instrumentation. This means that on average remaining 4.06% of targets must be considered members of every XFG equivalence class in the corresponding file. The entire distribution of equivalence class sizes is depicted in Figure 7 in the appendix and looks similar to the distribution on Android (cf. Figure 5).

### Backwards-edge Protection on Windows

WCFG and XFG only protect forward-edge control-flow transfers. Microsoft tested a software-based shadow stack called Return Flow Guard but found it affected by information leakage attacks and an exploitable race condition [14]. Instead, they use hardware-supported schemes on supported platforms: On recent x86-based systems, the shadow stack of Intel’s CET is used to protect backward-edge transfers [69] if the corresponding PE file sets the CET_COMPAT extended DLL characteristics bit.

On AArch64-based systems, recent Windows on ARM builds support PA for protecting return addresses [121]. Our analysis of the insider preview dev build 23419 yields a PA file coverage of 92%. To calculate this, we enumerate all .exe and .dll files for AArch64 and search them for PA-related instructions. Then, we filter out cases of instructions that only appear incidentally in executable sections. The remaining instructions consist of the PACIBSP and AUTIBSP pair used for signing and authenticating the return address with the stack pointer as context and the k key, and the XPACLRI instruction for stripping PACs from the link register. Windows 11 on ARM uses the basic PA scheme, in which each return address is tied to the stack pointer value at function entry (refer to Section 4.2.1). Since better designs exist (e.g. [57, 67]), it seems that the current implementation was deemed sufficiently secure, or the complexity or runtime overhead of such solutions was found unacceptable.

### Bypassing XFG with Suppressed Functions

WCFG supports function suppression, a feature to mark unsafe functions that should never be called indirectly [75]. Such functions are not placed into the WCFG function table and have no bitmap entry to mark them as valid functions. Developers can use this feature by using function modifiers in their code, and Microsoft uses it internally to protect system DLLs. In such DLLs, restricted functions are mostly related to control-flow tasks such as stack unwinding or exception handling.

We found that even though suppressed functions do not appear in the WCFG function table, they still have XFG type hashes. Consequently, they are valid call targets under XFG enforcement, as long as the corresponding call site has the same type hash. For suppressed functions of a sufficiently generic signature (i.e., no custom types appearing only in specific APIs), this implies that they can be reachable by an attacker, especially considering previously described techniques to reach such call sites [38, 41]. We reported this issue to Microsoft and expect that Microsoft will fix this in future releases of Windows and their MSVC compiler by omitting XFG type hashes for suppressed functions.

### 6 Related Work

Various CFI schemes have been treated in previous research. Thereby lay the focus on either compatibility [123], a combination of precision, security, and performance [19], techniques applicable to resource-restrained embedded and real-
time processing devices [78], the precision of binary-level techniques [114], and the security boundaries of different approaches [66], [81] introduces a framework for comparing different CFI policies. Since this framework operates on source code, it solves a different task than our analysis. Equivalent studies also exist for hardware-based schemes [33, 65, 105]. Because these surveys mostly compare academic prototypes, they do not address the usage of CFI in practice. In [116], CFI equivalence classes in the Linux kernel are analyzed. Their approach differs from ours, as they extract CFI targets by using an instruction pattern instead of symbolic execution. Consequently, they do not consider CDSO calls.

Several works exist that explore approaches to automated firmware analysis. Firmalice [98] detects authentication bypasses in binary programs automatically. It uses symbolic execution to detect such vulnerabilities based on a general and architecture-agnostic model characterizing them. Similarly, [22] employs full-system emulation of Linux-based firmware to identify vulnerabilities by checking accessible web pages, enumerating Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) information, and attempting known exploits.

Related to memory safety, the work in [125] runs a large-scale analysis to study the coverage of different mitigations in embedded-device firmware. To detect present mitigations, they use static indicators, including the occurrence of certain strings or symbols, the existence of specific ELF sections, or flags in the program header. However, they do not consider CFI usage. Targeting specifically the Android platform, [51] analyzes Android firmware to investigate its patch level. It builds on multiple static analysis tools to detect missing patches, app attribute misconfigurations, and cryptographic misuse. To perform static analysis tasks targeting pre-installed apps in Android firmware, the FirmwareDroid framework [103] was proposed. It has been applied to study advertiser tracker libraries shipped with pre-installed apps. [37] investigates the security of such pre-installed apps, focusing on privilege-escalation vulnerabilities by using a custom static taint analysis.

7 Recommendations for Improving CFI

A comparison of the state of the art CFI research with the schemes found in practice shows a large gap between scientific implementations and their adoption. Researchers identified compatibility as a long-standing issue [123]. When looking at the two instances where production systems and compilers have integrated results from research efforts [44, 110], it becomes evident that corresponding authors had direct ties to the industry. The corresponding financial backing and interest in creating solutions that are applicable to production systems could explain why these authors underwent the effort of submitting patches to LLVM and the Linux kernel.

The CFI schemes observed in practice are primarily coarse-grained. With LLVM’s type-based scheme and the introduction of XFG, vendors are moving towards fine-grained schemes, which provide better security. This trend confirms that vendors are interested in moving forward and closing the gap between academia and industry.

Our analysis shows that equivalence classes of the fine-grained schemes tend to be small. Compared to coarse-grained schemes, this indicates a substantial improvement, but outliers exist and contribute to the choices of targets available to adversaries. Existing metrics for measuring CFI protection are insufficient to address this problem, therefore adding to the difficulty in evaluating the benefits of these mitigations.

We found that in the Android ecosystem, popular vendors rolled out CFI support differently over time. This indicates that even if there is a build environment that supports CFI and that is well-maintained and tested, adoption to real-world systems takes time. We strongly encourage vendors to ensure that CFI is applied to all binaries. From the vendor’s perspective, system libraries should be shipped with CFI enabled to allow developers to benefit from compiling programs with CFI. Our tools will support vendors in analyzing their systems for potential gaps in CFI support, which might arise due to passing wrong compiler options in subprojects.

8 Conclusion

Our results show that CFI roll-out is not yet a finished process. We found the CFI coverage on Android lacking, especially regarding system-provided shared libraries. In these cases, CFI follows an all-or-nothing principle, meaning that security benefits are basically non-existent without a complete deployment. While the WCFG/XFG coverage we observed on Windows was better, it remains to be seen how long it takes until commercial off-the-shelf software builds are properly shipped with XFG protection once XFG is officially released.

With the increasing adoption of CFI, the hurdle for adversaries grows, who, in the best case, need to develop new exploitation techniques for each vulnerable program, hence raising the required effort and cost of attacks. In addition, specific bugs that would lead to arbitrary code execution without CFI can become unexploitable with CFI protection being applied, requiring adversaries to find stronger primitives. We hope to see CFI fully deployed in the future, along with more effective protection guarantees.
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A Appendix

This appendix contains a discussion of how type-based CFI schemes can aid binary analysis tasks and a description and Proof of Concept (PoC) of the race condition in LLVM’s CDSO CFI shadow mapping. Furthermore, it accommodates measurement data that did not fit into the main parts of the paper: Figure 6 shows how the CFI coverage changed over time with regards to the S20 and Mi 10 firmware images. Table 5 continues Table 2 with measurements for the Mi 10 firmware, Table 6 is an extended version of Table 3 covering all firmware images, Table 7 contains additional measurement data covering geometric means of equivalence class sizes in different categories, and Table 8 specifies the exact versions of the Android images we look at.

A.1 Using CFI to Aid Binary Analysis

Security aside, CFI can also unintentionally help analyze binary programs. For example, it has been shown that the ENDBR instructions used for Intel’s IBT feature can be used to improve function boundary detection [63]. We argue that type-based schemes such as LLVM CFI or XFG also aid binary analysis by allowing to infer function addresses and information about their signatures. We propose the following approach:

1. Pre-compute type identifiers for common type signatures and classes and store them for fast look-up.
2. Find and annotate indirectly-callable functions with their corresponding type identifier. For LLVMCFI, the type identifier can be obtained by symbolically executing the __cfi_check function (details in Section 5.1.1). For XFG, this is done by extracting the type identifier that precedes the function.
3. Group annotated functions by their type identifiers.
4. Look up identifiers in the pre-computed data set, and if found, mark the function with the corresponding type. If some function in a set has a known signature, the same type can be applied to all other functions in the same set. The same principle can be applied to manually assigned signatures, which can also be propagated to functions in the same set.

A fundamental limitation of this approach is that only indirectly-callable functions can be analyzed, as only they will have the CFI-related metadata. More specifically, functions that are neither exported nor address-taken will not have jump tables or type hashes, respectively. A second issue is that type identifiers can collide, producing the same identifier for different types. Our approach would then produce wrong function signatures. Even though such collisions are unlikely, they are possible. However, we still think our approach is an interesting enhancement of typical binary analysis tools and leave a thorough evaluation for future work.

```c
void thread_func(uintptr_t target) {
    // Simulate vulnerability to overwrite shadow mapping entry
    *reinterpret_cast<uintptr_t*>(target) = 0xffffffffffffffff;
}

int main() {
    // Simulate leak of allocation address
    uintptr_t alloc = reinterpret_cast<uintptr_t>(
        mmap(nullptr,
            SIZE, PROT_READ | PROT_WRITE,
            MAP_PRIVATE | MAP_ANON | MAP_NORESERVE, 0, 0));
    std::cout << "Allocation at: "
        << std::hex << alloc << std::endl;

    // Calculate the address where the mapping entry for
    // target_func is located
    uintptr_t target = alloc + 
        (reinterpret_cast<uintptr_t>(
            reinterpret_cast<void*>(target_func)) >> kShadowGranularity)
        << 1 - DISTANCE);
    std::cout << "Target at: "
        << std::hex << target << std::endl
        << "Shadow base at: "
        << std::hex << (alloc - DISTANCE) << std::endl;

    // Start a thread to overwrite the target,
    // and trigger shadow mapping update
    std::thread t = std::thread(thread_func, target);
    // The .so file is arbitrary
    void * handle = dlopen("/usr/lib/p7zip/7z.so", 0);
    t.join();

    // Simulate an arbitrary write to redirect the
    // function pointer to the target function
    int (*func_ptr)(int) = foo;
    func_ptr = reinterpret_cast<int*>(
        reinterpret_cast<void*>(target_func));
    func_ptr(5); // This call should fail under LLVM CFI
}
```

Listing 1: Proof of concept for CDSO CFI race condition bypass

A.2 LLVM CDSO CFI race condition

LLVM’s compiler runtime and Android’s C standard library bionic [90] handle this by first allocating a new area for the shadow mapping, writing the desired values, and then re-mapping this new area to the previous shadow mapping address. This process opens up a timing window in which the newly allocated mapping is writable.

We successfully exploit this race condition to bypass CFI from within a C++ program, based on an experiment in which the adversary triggers a call to dlopen and then immediately starts a thread for writing to the shadow mapping afterward. A PoC for this bypass is shown in the appendix in Listing 1. Such issues indicate that an approach using embedded labels like Window’s XFG is a more elegant solution, especially with respect to CDSO checks, but it is incompatible with execute-only memory.
Figure 6: CFI coverage development over different Android releases. Bars represent the arithmetic mean over the analysed images within an Android release.

Table 5: CFI coverage of Android firmware images (continuation of Table 2)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vendor &amp; Version</th>
<th>Binaris</th>
<th>Libraries</th>
<th>Kernel Modules</th>
<th>LLVM CFI Protected [%]</th>
<th>Shadow Stack Protected [%]</th>
<th>Pointer Auth. Protected [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mi 10 2020-03-21 10</td>
<td>384</td>
<td>1987</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>10.94</td>
<td>14.09</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mi 10 2020-07-15 10</td>
<td>382</td>
<td>1987</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>10.99</td>
<td>14.14</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mi 10 2020-10-20 10</td>
<td>382</td>
<td>1992</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>10.99</td>
<td>14.11</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mi 10 2021-01-10 11</td>
<td>383</td>
<td>1542</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>17.75</td>
<td>27.43</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mi 10 2021-07-07 11</td>
<td>385</td>
<td>1534</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>17.66</td>
<td>27.57</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mi 10 2021-02-20 11</td>
<td>385</td>
<td>1542</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>17.4</td>
<td>27.5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mi 10 2022-04-20 12</td>
<td>396</td>
<td>1681</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>16.67</td>
<td>27.31</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mi 2023-01-12 12</td>
<td>397</td>
<td>1688</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>16.88</td>
<td>27.19</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mi 10 2023-03-13 13</td>
<td>428</td>
<td>1668</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>15.4</td>
<td>28.72</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mi 10 2023-05-17 13</td>
<td>428</td>
<td>1668</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>15.4</td>
<td>28.72</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7: Equivalence class size distribution on the Windows 11 Insider Preview build 23440.
Table 6: Unprotected library dependencies in binaries.
Vendor & Device

208

Min [%]

Mean [%]

Max [%]

GSI 10
GSI 11
GSI 12
GSI 13
GSI 14

83.78
75.24
61.76
58.97
63.41

92.84
86.93
83.56
83.12
82.46

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

Xiaomi 13
Google Pixel 7
GrapheneOS Pixel 7
Oppo Reno 8 5G
Samsung Galaxy S22
Vivo V25

24.14
58.97
58.97
61.76
60.98
58.97

75.83
84.65
84.65
87.0
87.13
88.48

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

S20 2020-02-19
S20 2020-05-15
S20 2020-10-14
S20 2020-11-23
S20 2021-05-17
S20 2021-10-20
S20 2021-12-23
S20 2022-04-26
S20 2022-09-27
S20 2022-10-24
S20 2023-02-20
S20 2023-07-26

81.41
81.41
86.36
77.14
77.14
77.14
61.76
61.76
61.76
60.98
60.98
60.98

89.37
89.37
93.97
88.73
88.73
88.73
87.38
87.48
87.48
87.4
87.42
87.42

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

Mi 10 2020-03-21
Mi 10 2020-07-15
Mi 10 2020-10-20
Mi 10 2021-01-10
Mi 10 2021-07-07
Mi 10 2022-01-20
Mi 10 2022-04-20
Mi 10 2023-01-12
Mi 10 2023-04-03
Mi 10 2023-05-17

77.97
77.97
77.97
53.57
53.57
53.57
49.36
49.36
47.49
47.49

93.81
93.8
93.8
87.03
87.0
86.94
87.14
86.66
86.13
86.13

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
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Table 7: Geometric mean of equivalence class sizes.

All
without deps.

All
with deps.

Reachable
without deps.

Reachable
with deps.

GSI 10
GSI 11
GSI 12
GSI 13
GSI 14

1.52251
1.53914
1.5913
1.5868
1.55852

1.48887
1.47219
1.40786
1.42263
1.49571

1.61912
1.74867
1.81712
1.91317
1.88483

2.17204
2.24668
2.35598
2.54419
2.53512

Xiaomi 13
Google P7
Reno 8
Galaxy S22
Vivo V25
GrapheneOS

1.26808
1.47118
1.47902
1.44893
1.46451
1.46739

1.31866
1.41269
1.40975
1.42762
1.42683
1.41381

1.42438
1.74687
1.73381
1.7376
1.76094
1.74092

2.06797
1.9628
1.93443
1.93009
1.99112
1.95775

S20 2020-02-19
S20 2020-05-15
S20 2020-10-14
S20 2020-11-23
S20 2021-05-17
S20 2021-10-20
S20 2021-12-23
S20 2022-04-26
S20 2022-09-27
S20 2022-10-24
S20 2023-02-20
S20 2023-07-26

1.44735
1.44887
1.44793
1.46341
1.46006
1.46704
1.47126
1.47519
1.47654
1.48012
1.47762
1.47624

1.43
1.43365
1.47095
1.46212
1.4641
1.46407
1.4107
1.41253
1.41281
1.42268
1.42254
1.42209

1.60504
1.60284
1.60507
1.64564
1.64128
1.64932
1.67733
1.68565
1.68332
1.71563
1.70653
1.71574

1.76194
1.76729
1.71205
1.81048
1.81521
1.82339
1.8489
1.85759
1.84906
1.89752
1.8927
1.89804

Mi 10 2020-03-21
Mi 10 2020-07-15
Mi 10 2020-10-20
Mi 10 2021-01-10
Mi 10 2021-07-07
Mi 10 2022-01-20
Mi 10 2022-04-20
Mi 10 2023-01-12
Mi 10 2023-04-03
Mi 10 2023-05-17

1.34242
1.3431
1.33849
1.38289
1.3849
1.36369
1.33301
1.33273
1.34791
1.34805

1.3812
1.37911
1.37826
1.41024
1.41137
1.40777
1.37841
1.3783
1.37218
1.37145

1.38852
1.38709
1.38092
1.45177
1.45473
1.42972
1.40426
1.39999
1.44178
1.4436

1.55355
1.54917
1.54222
1.65537
1.65985
1.6782
1.53657
1.53187
1.66612
1.67142
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# Table 8: Analysed Android Firmware Images

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vendor</th>
<th>Device</th>
<th>Android</th>
<th>Release Date</th>
<th>Firmware Identifier</th>
<th>URL (full URL on-hover)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GSI</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>October 2019</td>
<td>gsi_gns_arm64-exp-QM1</td>
<td>dl.google.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GSI</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>September 2020</td>
<td>gsi_gns_arm64-exp-RP1A</td>
<td>dl.google.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GSI</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>July 2022</td>
<td>gsi_gns_arm64-exp-SQ3A</td>
<td>dl.google.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GSI</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>April 2023</td>
<td>gsi_gns_arm64-exp-T3B3</td>
<td>dl.google.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GSI</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>August 2023</td>
<td>gsi_gns_arm64-exp-UPB5</td>
<td>dl.google.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Google</td>
<td>Pixel 7</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>March 2023</td>
<td>panther-t3b2.230316.003-factory-c65097bc</td>
<td>dl.google.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GrapheneOS</td>
<td>Pixel 7</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>September 2023</td>
<td>2023091600</td>
<td>releases.graphenesos.org</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samsung</td>
<td>Galaxy S22</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>January 2023</td>
<td>S901BXU3CMAC__S901BU003CMAC_EUX</td>
<td><a href="http://www.sammobile.com">www.sammobile.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xiaomi</td>
<td>Xiaomi 13</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>February 2023</td>
<td>fuxi_eea_global_V14.0.15.0.TMCEUXM</td>
<td>bigota.d.miui.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oppo</td>
<td>Reno 8 5G</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>November 2022</td>
<td>CPW2135_MT6893_EX_A_18_221121</td>
<td>oppostockrom.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samsung</td>
<td>Galaxy S20</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>February 2020</td>
<td>G900FXUIATB8M</td>
<td>samfw.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samsung</td>
<td>Galaxy S20</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>May 2020</td>
<td>G900FXU1AT5E</td>
<td>samfw.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samsung</td>
<td>Galaxy S20</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>October 2020</td>
<td>G900FXUG5BT3J</td>
<td>samfw.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samsung</td>
<td>Galaxy S20</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>November 2020</td>
<td>G900FXUG5CTKG</td>
<td>samfw.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samsung</td>
<td>Galaxy S20</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>May 2021</td>
<td>G900FXG8DEUE4</td>
<td>samfw.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samsung</td>
<td>Galaxy S20</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>October 2021</td>
<td>G900FXG6CUJ5</td>
<td>samfw.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samsung</td>
<td>Galaxy S20</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>December 2021</td>
<td>G900FXG6CEKUL7</td>
<td>samfw.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samsung</td>
<td>Galaxy S20</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>April 2022</td>
<td>G900FXG6EYVDB</td>
<td>samfw.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samsung</td>
<td>Galaxy S20</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>September 2022</td>
<td>G900FXG8FFV1B</td>
<td>samfw.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samsung</td>
<td>Galaxy S20</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>October 2022</td>
<td>G900FXG8FU8XG</td>
<td>samfw.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samsung</td>
<td>Galaxy S20</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>February 2023</td>
<td>G900FXG6FM18M</td>
<td>samfw.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samsung</td>
<td>Galaxy S20</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>July 2023</td>
<td>G900FXG6FHMDA</td>
<td>samfw.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xiaomi</td>
<td>Mi 10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>March 2020</td>
<td>V11.0.9.0.QJBEUXM</td>
<td>bigota.d.miui.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xiaomi</td>
<td>Mi 10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>July 2020</td>
<td>V11.0.18.0.QJBEUXM</td>
<td>bigota.d.miui.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xiaomi</td>
<td>Mi 10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>October 2020</td>
<td>V12.0.6.0.QJBEUXM</td>
<td>bigota.d.miui.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xiaomi</td>
<td>Mi 10</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>January 2021</td>
<td>V12.2.4.0.RJBEUXM</td>
<td>bigota.d.miui.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xiaomi</td>
<td>Mi 10</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>July 2021</td>
<td>V12.5.2.0.RJBEUXM</td>
<td>bigota.d.miui.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xiaomi</td>
<td>Mi 10</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>January 2022</td>
<td>V12.5.8.0.RJBEUXM</td>
<td>bigota.d.miui.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xiaomi</td>
<td>Mi 10</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>April 2022</td>
<td>V13.0.4.0.RJBEUXM</td>
<td>bigota.d.miui.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xiaomi</td>
<td>Mi 10</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>January 2023</td>
<td>V13.0.10.0.RJBEUXM</td>
<td>bigota.d.miui.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xiaomi</td>
<td>Mi 10</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>April 2023</td>
<td>V14.0.1.0.TJBEUXM</td>
<td>bigota.d.miui.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xiaomi</td>
<td>Mi 10</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>May 2023</td>
<td>V14.0.2.0.TJBEUXM</td>
<td>bigota.d.miui.com</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Abstract

Most memory corruptions occur on the heap. To harden userspace applications and prevent heap-based exploitation, Google has developed Scudo. Since Android 11, Scudo has replaced jemalloc as the default heap implementation for all native code on Android. Scudo mitigates exploitation attempts of common heap vulnerabilities.

We present an in-depth study of the security of Scudo on Android by analyzing Scudo’s internals and systematizing Scudo’s security measures. Based on these insights we construct two new exploitation techniques that ultimately trick Scudo into allocating a chunk at an attacker’s chosen address. These techniques demonstrate — given adequate memory corruption primitives — that an attacker can leverage Scudo to gain arbitrary memory write. To showcase the practicality of our findings, we backport an n-day vulnerability to Android 14 and use it to exploit the Android system server.

Our exploitation techniques can be used to target any application using the Scudo allocator. While one of our techniques is fixed in newer Scudo versions, the second technique will stay applicable as it is based on how Scudo handles larger chunks.

1 Introduction

Most modern critical memory corruption vulnerabilities are heap related [36]. On Android, multiple publicly documented examples demonstrate the feasibility of exploiting a heap-based vulnerability to gain arbitrary code execution [14, 27, 30]. To protect userspace processes against heap vulnerabilities, Google has introduced the hardened Scudo allocator in Android 11 [49].

Since then, Scudo has become the default allocator for native userspace code in the Android Open Source Project. Unless explicitly modified by the vendor, all userspace processes, including apps and higher-privileged system services use Scudo.

Scudo is explicitly designed to increase the cost and complexity of heap-based exploits [3]. To protect itself from attacks, Scudo implements security measures to ensure the integrity of inline heap metadata and to prevent a predictable heap layout.

Exploitation techniques that target the allocator to escalate a heap-bound memory corruption vulnerability into an arbitrary memory write primitive or code execution have a long tradition. The security community has compiled a large compendium of such techniques for allocators like ptmalloc [5, 9, 29, 31, 43] (the glibc allocator) or jemalloc [6, 44] (Android’s previous default allocator). Only by understanding these techniques can an analyst assess the criticality and exploitability of a heap-bound memory corruption vulnerability. However, Scudo has avoided scrutiny. So far, no comprehensive study on techniques targeting Scudo exists.

In this work, we explore the limitations of Scudo’s protections. In particular, we find that Android’s userspace architecture significantly weakens Scudo’s security. All app processes and several system services are forked from a single process (the Zygote process) [21] and end up sharing the same address space layout and allocator state. The allocator state contains the secrets used to protect inline heap metadata and randomize allocation addresses. In a scenario where one Zygote-forked process attacks another such process, the allocator’s secrets are shared between the attacker and the target process. This effectively bypasses any protection relying on the confidentiality of these secrets. Stripped of these security measures Scudo becomes a promising target for exploitation.

In this work, we explore the limitations of Scudo’s protections. In particular, we find that Android’s userspace architecture significantly weakens Scudo’s security. All app processes and several system services are forked from a single process (the Zygote process) [21] and end up sharing the same address space layout and allocator state. The allocator state contains the secrets used to protect inline heap metadata and randomize allocation addresses. In a scenario where one Zygote-forked process attacks another such process, the allocator’s secrets are shared between the attacker and the target process. This effectively bypasses any protection relying on the confidentiality of these secrets. Stripped of these security measures Scudo becomes a promising target for exploitation.

We present two exploitation techniques targeting Scudo. In the context of attacking Zygote-forked Android processes, our techniques only require a sufficiently powerful memory corruption primitive, which allows manipulating inline heap metadata, to gain arbitrary memory write. Furthermore, these techniques can be applied to any program utilizing the Scudo allocator. However, in a more generic attack scenario, an additional memory leak primitive is required.

To demonstrate that our findings apply to realistic scenarios, we backport a known vulnerability (CVE-2015-1528 [39]) to Android 14. The vulnerability is a heap under/overflow in Android’s Binder deserialization. We show that in this
scenario the heap underflow can be leveraged by a malicious app to achieve code execution in the system server, using our exploitation techniques.

In summary, we make the following contributions:

- Analysis and systematization of Scudo’s security measures.
- Discovery of two exploitation techniques that target Scudo.
- Exploitation case study utilizing our techniques to achieve arbitrary code execution in the system server on Android 14.
- Discussion of possible mitigations, memory corruption primitives required to leverage our techniques, and Scudo’s impact on Android userspace security.
- Development of a gdb plugin and python library to help in analyzing and exploiting Scudo.

We disclosed our findings to the Scudo maintainers. One of our techniques has been fixed in Android 14. While we proposed a further extension to Scudo, which mitigates our second exploitation technique, it was not merged due to performance concerns. Consequently, Scudo remains susceptible to our second technique. We will open-source our tooling for Scudo along with our exploits.

2 Scudo Security Measures

Scudo is a drop-in replacement for the glibc memory allocator, exposing the same API (e.g., malloc, free). As a security-hardened allocator, it implements four security measures: (i) isolation, (ii) randomization, (iii) protection, and (iv) separation. In this section, we present these security measures and discuss how they protect from exploiting heap-based vulnerabilities.

To give concrete examples of the security measures impact, we use the example program in Listing 1, which uses the Scudo allocator. The program reads the attacker’s input into the tmp buffer (Line 8) in a loop, allocates a 0x18 sized chunk (Line 11), copies data from tmp into the chunk (Line 13), and then frees a specific chunk based on the value of status (Lines 14 - 16). The attacker controls the values of the status and size variables. This results in two security vulnerabilities, a heap-based overflow on Line 13 and a double free on Lines 14 and 15.

Isolation. Based on the requested allocation size, chunks are either handled as primary or secondary chunks. Primary chunks are placed into dedicated heap memory regions, while secondary chunks are allocated separately in their own memory region. To handle primary chunks, Scudo maps multiple

```plaintext
int main(){
    char tmp[0x100];
    void *class_0_secondary_chunk = malloc(0x20000);
    void *class_1_chunk = malloc(0x8);
    void *class_2_chunk = malloc(0x18);
    printf("victim:%p\n", class_2_chunk);
    while(1){
        read(0, tmp, 0x100);
        int status = *((int*)tmp);
        int size = *((int*)(tmp+sizeof(int)));
        char *chunk = (char*)malloc(0x18);
        printf("address:%p\n", chunk);
        memcpy(chunk, tmp+sizeof(int), size);
        if(status & 0x8){free(class_2_chunk);}
        if(status & 0x4){free(chunk);break;}
        if(status & 0x2){free(chunk);
    }
}
```

Listing 1: A vulnerable example program with a heap buffer overflow and a double free (both values of the size and status variable are under the attacker’s control). The attacker’s input is read from standard input.

In Lines 3-5 of Listing 1, chunks of different sizes are allocated, resulting in a heap memory layout shown in Listing 2. Thus, the heap buffer overflow in Listing 1 can only overwrite memory inside the [Class 2 region] memory region and cannot directly overwrite chunks of other size classes or allocator-internal metadata.

Security Measure Isolate:
Chunks are allocated in dedicated isolated memory regions. Furthermore, allocator-internal metadata is stored in separate memory regions from chunks.

Randomization. The chunks inside a region are allocated at random offsets. When a region is first mapped, several addresses where a chunk may be allocated are placed into a so-called TransferBatch. The order in which these addresses are returned from the TransferBatch is randomized. This randomization is achieved by shuffling the addresses in the TransferBatch using a seed stored in the allocator. This randomiza-
size permission
...
0x00001000 -- [Secondary guard]
0x01001000 rw- [Class 0 secondary chunk]
0x00001000 -- [Secondary guard]
...
0xa0006000 -- [Guard and reserve]
0x00040000 rw- [Primary chunk free lists]
0x2ffbf000 -- [Guard and reserve]
0x00040000 rw- [Class 1 region]
0x2fc0000 -- [Guard and reserve]
0x00040000 rw- [Class 2 region]
0x0ffcb000 -- [Guard and reserve]
...
0x00044000 r-- libc.so
0x00094000 r-x libc.so
0x00004000 r-- libc.so
0x00002000 rw- libc.so
0x00452000 rw- [Allocator metadata]
...

Listing 2: An example memory map of Scudo relevant regions. Marked in blue are regions where Scudo stores free lists and other allocator-internal metadata. Marked in orange are regions where chunks are stored. In this example, a single secondary chunk was allocated, and at least one chunk of class IDs 1 and 2 were allocated. Scudo memory regions containing chunks are surrounded by 0 permission guard pages.

Security Measure Randomize:
Addresses of consecutive allocations are randomized.

Protection. When allocating a chunk, Scudo places a chunk header at address returned pointer-0x10. The chunk header is shown in Table 1. The relevant fields are the ClassId, State, and Checksum. The ClassId stores the chunk’s class ID. The State field tracks if the chunk is currently in use or has been freed. To protect this header, Scudo stores a truncated CRC32 checksum of the header fields in the Checksum field. The checksum is computed using the chunk’s address, the header, and a 32-bit cookie value, which is randomly generated when the program starts. Listing 3 shows how the checksum is computed. Any time Scudo interacts with a chunk, it recomputes the checksum and compares it with the Checksum field to ensure the integrity of the chunk header. In the example program in Listing 1, if the attacker blindly overwrites the chunk header of the class_2_chunk with the heap overflow, Scudo will abort when freeing the chunk (Line 16) as the checksum will not match the header contents. By ensuring that the State field has the expected value, i.e., the chunk currently being freed is not already free, Scudo prevents double-free attacks. In Listing 1, if an attacker sends a payload that results in a status of 0x6, this triggers a double free (Lines 14-15). However, Scudo immediately aborts on Line 15 as it detects the double free using the State field.

Security Measure Protect:
The chunk header, stored inline on the heap, is protected by a checksum.

Separation. Secondary chunks have the same chunk header as primary chunks, with the ClassId field set to 0. Additionally, secondary chunks have an extended header beginning at returned pointer - 0x40, see Table 2 for an overview of the fields. This extended secondary chunk header stores pointers to a linked list in next and prev of allocated sec-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th># bits</th>
<th>Field</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>ClassId</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>State</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>OriginOrWasZerod</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>SizeOrUnusedBytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Offset</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Checksum</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: The fields and corresponding sizes in the Scudo chunk header. The OriginOrWasZerod field indicates the origin of the chunk, e.g., malloc or new. The SizeOrUnusedBytes field indicates the exact chunk size. Offset is filled with zeros.

Figure 1: The output of running the example program in Listing 1 two times to show Scudo randomizing allocation addresses. Note that for this example ASLR was disabled to show the chunk offsets in the same memory region changing between runs.

Figure 1: The output of running the example program in Listing 1 two times to show Scudo randomizing allocation addresses. Note that for this example ASLR was disabled to show the chunk offsets in the same memory region changing between runs.
short checksum(long address, long header, int cookie){
    int intermediate = CRC32(cookie, address);
    intermediate = CRC32(intermediate, header);
    return = (short) (intermediate & (intermediate >> 16)) & 0xffff;
}

Listing 3: Pseudocode of how Scudo computes a chunk’s checksum. Address points to the chunk, header is the chunk header without the checksum and cookie is a secret, set when the allocator is initialized.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th># bytes</th>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Checksum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0x8</td>
<td>Prev</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0x8</td>
<td>Next</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0x8</td>
<td>CommitBase</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0x8</td>
<td>CommitSize</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0x8</td>
<td>MapBase</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0x8</td>
<td>MapSize</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0x8</td>
<td>Scudo Chunk header</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: The fields and corresponding sizes in the secondary chunk header for 64-bit programs. Only the Scudo chunk header is protected by a checksum.

secondary chunks. It also stores the mapping’s base address and size, with and without the guard pages respectively in MapBase, MapSize, CommitBase, and CommitSize. Importantly, the secondary chunk header is not protected by a checksum. Instead, Scudo relies on the fact that only one chunk is stored in the mapping and that the mapping is surrounded by guard pages to protect the extended header. The chunk header and secondary chunk header are the only instances of Scudo storing metadata inline on the heap. In Listing 1, the chunk class_0_secondary_chunk is allocated on Line 3 and its secondary chunk header is stored at class_0_secondary_chunk-0x40. In Listing 2 this chunk resides in the [Class 0 secondary chunk] memory region.

Security Measure Separate:
Pointers stored inline are placed in separate mappings and protected by guard pages.

3 Threat Model

In our threat model, a malicious attacker-controlled Android app aims to escalate privileges by attacking another app or system service on the same device. The device is running an Android version using Scudo.

The attacker’s goal is to gain code execution in the target process by corrupting the target’s memory. Due to Android’s separation of userspace processes, the attacker cannot directly manipulate the target’s memory. Instead, the attacker relies on the target’s exposed functionality to interact with the target’s memory. Furthermore, the target contains memory corruption vulnerabilities triggerable by the attacker. There are many examples of such memory corruption vulnerabilities in apps (CVE-2019-11932 and CVE-2021-24041 [14, 42]), or system services (CVE-2015-1528, Stagefright, CVE-2020-0026, CVE-2019-2136, and CVE-2022-39907 [10, 25, 39–41]). See Figure 2 for a concrete example of our threat model.

The attacker plans to use these vulnerabilities to bypass Scudo’s four security measures and leverage Scudo to achieve an arbitrary memory write for subsequent code execution. In the following sections, we discuss how in the context of our threat model each of Scudo’s security measures is broken.

4 Compromising Protect and Randomize

Both security measures Randomize and Protect rely on the confidentiality of Scudo metadata and ASLR (Address Space Layout Randomization). Concretely, if an attacker can leak the contents of the TransferBatch or the seed used to shuffle the TransferBatch, the security measure Randomize is compromised. With the leaked information, the attacker can pinpoint exactly where Scudo will allocate future chunks. To compromise the security measure Protect, the attacker needs to first compromise the security measure Randomize or leak the address of the target chunk in another way. Additionally, the attacker also needs to obtain the cookie to calculate the checksum correctly.

In our threat model both security measures Randomize and Protect are immediately compromised. On Android, all apps as well as several system services are forked from the same Zygote process. This reduces the startup time and reduces memory consumption by sharing RAM pages used for framework code and resources [21] but comes at a devastating cost to security [32]. As a consequence, most Android userspace processes share the same ASLR layout, including Scudo regions. Furthermore, the Zygote process allocates sev-
eral chunks initializing the Scudo allocator i.e., setting the cookie and TransferBatch randomization seed. After forking all of this allocator state is preserved. A malicious app can predict exactly where chunks of other Zygote-forked processes will be allocated by using its allocator as an oracle, which breaks security measure Randomize. To break security measure Protect, the malicious app can simply read out its Scudo cookie and forge valid checksums for any chunk header.

Security measures Randomize and Protect are compromised in an attack scenario in which a malicious Android app is attacking another Zygote-forked process.

Going forward, we assume that the attacker has compromised the security measures Randomize and Protect.

5 Arbitrary Write

The holy grail of heap exploitation is to coerce the allocator into allocating a chunk at an attacker’s chosen address. This can lead to code execution for example by allocating a chunk on the stack and writing a ROP (Return Oriented Programming) chain to the chunk. Since the security measures Randomize and Protect are bypassed, only the measures Isolate and Separate stand in the way of an arbitrary write. In classical ptmalloc heap exploitation, an arbitrary write is usually achieved by manipulating inline pointers. However, as shown in Section 2 the security measure Separate separates inline pointers from the rest of the heap. The only instance of Scudo storing pointers inline is in the secondary chunk header, which is stored in memory regions separated from the rest of the heap.

To go further we assume the attacker to have access to a memory corruption primitive which allows manipulating the header of a victim chunk. This memory corruption primitive is limited to Scudo’s primary heap regions. An example of such a primitive is a heap buffer overflow that overwrites the chunk header of a subsequent victim chunk. After bypassing the security measure Protect, the attacker can freely set any fields of the overflowed chunk header (Table 1) and calculate a valid checksum. When the victim chunk is freed, the checksum verification will succeed and Scudo will parse attacker-controlled metadata. An example of such a primitive is shown in Listing 1. The vulnerable program allows an attacker to overwrite the chunk header of class_2_chunk using the heap buffer overflow. Since the attacker has broken the Randomize security measure, the attacker can keep allocating chunks in a loop until the overflowing chunk is just below the class_2_chunk. Subsequently the class_2_chunk can be freed (Line 16) by setting status to 0x8.

Both, manipulating the State and ClassId fields, are interesting for the attacker. By manipulating the State field, a double free can be turned into a UAF (Use After Free). In this scenario, the chunk is first freed, the attacker then overwrites the header and changes the State field from freed back to allocated. The chunk is then freed again and ends up in the free list twice, setting up the UAF. However, the UAF is only interesting if attacking the application’s data is in scope since the UAF does not give access to any Scudo metadata. As opposed to ptmalloc where a UAF may allow overwriting pointers to other free chunks.

More interesting for the attacker is manipulating the ClassId field. By changing the ClassId of a primary chunk to 0, the class ID of secondary chunks, the attacker effectively places the secondary chunk header inline on the heap rendering the security measure Separate ineffective. In the scenario of an overflow, the secondary chunk header is fully under the attacker’s control. Figure 3 illustrates this phenomenon. Before the overflow, the victim chunk is simply a primary chunk with ClassId 2. After the overflow, the victim chunk is replaced by a fake secondary chunk with a bogus secondary chunk header. Freeing the overflowed victim chunk causes a segfault as Scudo attempts to read the linked list entry at 0x4141414141414141.

Figure 3: A heap buffer overflow, which overwrites a chunk header and changes a primary chunk’s ClassId to 0, defeats security measure Separate. Note that the figure shows lower addresses at the top, growing downwards.

To compromise security measure Separate an attacker needs access to a memory corruption primitive which allows the creation of faked secondary chunks.

In the following sections, we present two exploitation techniques, Forged CommitBase and Safe Unlink. Both techniques manipulate this newly created and inlined secondary chunk header in different ways to achieve an arbitrary memory write, thus breaking security measure Isolate.
5.1 Forged CommitBase

The Forged CommitBase technique manipulates the CommitBase header field of the inlined secondary header to achieve an arbitrary memory write.

The CommitBase field of the secondary chunk header stores a pointer to the start of the secondary chunk (including the secondary chunk header). After freeing the secondary chunk, the CommitBase is stored in the free list of secondary chunks. When this secondary chunk is used to serve an allocation request, Scudo uses the CommitBase stored in the free list to determine where this chunk is located.

By cleverly setting the CommitBase of the faked secondary header to the desired target address, the attacker can bring Scudo to allocate a secondary chunk at the desired address, breaking security measure Isolate.

Figure 4 shows the sequence of events taking place in this exploit and the relevant fields of the faked secondary chunk. At (1) the attacker overwrites the primary chunk’s header and places the fake secondary chunk on the heap, using a memory corruption primitive (for example an overflow). The CommitBase is set to the target address (0x7fffffffdd840). As discussed previously, Prev and Next are pointers to entries in a linked list. For the free to succeed, these pointers need to be valid. Fortunately, Scudo checks if the pointers are null. If they are, the unlinking step is skipped. At (2) the fake secondary chunk is freed, and the CommitBase address is placed into the secondary chunk free list. At (3) a secondary chunk is requested, which Scudo serves from the secondary free list. Since Scudo uses the address stored in the free list, the newly allocated chunk is located on the stack (at 0x7fffffffdd840). Note that the attacker is free to choose any CommitBase address.

For this exploit to succeed, at least one secondary chunk needs to be allocated at the time of freeing. Otherwise, the counter of secondary chunks in use is flipped to -1 and Scudo will crash on the next secondary chunk allocation.

Security measure Isolate can be bypassed by manipulating the CommitBase field of a secondary chunk header.

In the next section we present an alternative technique, which achieves an arbitrary write by manipulating different secondary chunk header fields.

5.2 Safe Unlink

In contrast to the previous technique, our second technique (Safe Unlink) leverages the unlinking taking place when a secondary chunk is freed to obtain an arbitrary memory write.

In glibc heap exploitation, the “unsafe unlink” attack [45] for newer libc versions exploits a linked list unlink to achieve arbitrary memory write. This technique is almost directly applicable to the unlinking taking place when the secondary chunk is freed. Just like newer glibc versions, Scudo diligently checks the integrity of the linked list, see Listing 8 in the Appendix. To leverage this safe unlink, the attacker needs to create a fake linked list. While the glibc exploitation technique relies on an application-specific pointer, for Scudo, we will leverage allocator metadata to fake a linked list with two entries. One entry is the secondary chunk header, the other entry is placed inside the PerClass structure. The PerClass structure is a free list storing pointers to free chunks of a specific class ID. Listing 4 shows the structure of the PerClass free list. It holds the number of chunks, the maximum number of chunks, and a list of pointers to free chunks.

By cleverly forging primary chunks overlapping the fake secondary header and freeing these chunks, the attacker can place pointers to the fake secondary header into the PerClass structure. Figure 5 shows the attacker-created fake linked list before and after unlinking. After unlinking, an address pointing to the free list will be inserted into the free list itself.
Allocating from this PerClass free list returns a chunk overlapping the free list. The attacker thus gains control over the free list and can control the addresses of future allocations.

In order to create the fake linked list, the attacker needs more powerful memory corruption primitives. Besides being able to forge a secondary chunk, the attacker is also able to trigger two frees at address fake secondary chunk header +0x10. An example of such a primitive is a controlled free in which the attacker can corrupt a pointer and then have that pointer freed. Furthermore, the attacker can trigger the memory corruption primitive multiple times, i.e., overwriting the fake secondary header three times.

Figure 6 shows the steps needed to set up the fake linked list. At 1 the attacker writes a primary chunk header with a chosen ClassId and allocated state to the address where the fake secondary header starts. This fake primary chunk header overlaps with the Next field of the fake secondary header. The fake primary chunk is then freed at 2. Effectively, the address of the fake secondary’s CommitBase entry (fake secondary chunk header + 0x10) is passed to free. Consequently, the address of the fake secondary chunk header is placed into the PerClass structure for the chosen ClassId. (Note that Scudo tracks chunks in the PerClass free list by the address of the chunk’s header.) The attacker then repeats the previous steps (3 and 4). Now the address of the fake secondary chunk header is twice at consecutive positions in the PerClass free list. Finally at 5, the attacker sets up the fake secondary chunk header to complete the fake linked list. Both Next and Prev are modified to point to the next instance of the fake secondary chunk address in the PerClass structure. With this the fake linked list, as seen in Figure 5, has been set up. The attacker knows the location of the PerClass structure because of measures Randomize and Protect being broken.

Security measure Isolate can be bypassed by manipulating the Prev and Next fields of a secondary chunk header along with cleverly freeing fake chunks into a PerClass free list.

6 Exploitation Case Study

We demonstrate our findings by reintroducing an n-day vulnerability and exploiting the system server on an Android Virtual Device running Android 14 using our techniques.

The Android system server is the first process forked from the Zygote process. It starts all system services, either starting the service in a separate process or starting a new thread running the service inside the system server. The system server is an interesting target for escalating privileges from an app. Firstly, each service running inside the system server is exposed over Binder IPC to normal apps. Binder is the Android-specific IPC mechanism, which facilitates communication between Android apps and Android services. In total, the system server exposes around 42 services [18]. Secondly, the system server runs as the high-privileged system user, just slightly less powerful than root. Third, the system server...
restarts after crashing giving the attacker multiple exploitation attempts. Finally, the system server is forked from Zygote, and thus Scudo’s security measures Randomize and Protect are ineffective in our attack scenario as described in Section 4.

To provide the attacker app with a memory corruption primitive to defeat security measures Isolate and Separate, we backport CVE-2015-1528 [39] to Android 14. CVE-2015-1528 is a heap underflow or overflow in the Binder data deserialization due to missing sanity checks. Listing 5 shows the relevant code and the code changes reintroducing the vulnerability. The native_handle_create function allocates the native_handle object whose size depends on the numFds and numInts arguments. Both of these arguments are read from the attacker-controlled Binder data. Since the sanity check on the arguments is removed, an attacker can trigger a heap underflow by setting numFds to a negative number, which will cause the first argument of read in readNativeHandle to point behind the allocated chunk. Likewise, by setting numInts to a negative number, a heap overflow is triggered in the loop which reads file descriptors from the Binder data. The change in the loop removes an early exit if reading the file descriptor from the Binder data fails.

At Black Hat USA 2015, Gong [27] used this vulnerability to exploit the system server. In the exploit, Gong coerced jemalloc to allocate a chunk on the stack. Almost ten years and one secure allocator later we will show how the same vulnerability remains exploitable in Scudo.

### 6.1 SensorService

Unlike Gong, who targeted the WindowsManagerService in the system server, we will target the SensorService. Listing 6 shows the relevant code in the SensorService’s onTransact function. The onTransact function is the service’s callback to handle incoming Binder requests. Both the data and code argument to the function are fully under the attacker’s control. By setting the code of the Binder request to CREATE_SENSOR_DIRECT_CONNECTION, the attacker can trigger the vulnerable readNativeHandle function. After the vulnerable function, the descriptors in the newly created native_handle object are tagged with fdsan. fdsan is a file descriptor sanitizer implemented to detect use-after-close or double-closes [4]. Since Android 11, fdsan aborts the process if an issue is discovered. Concretely, if we pass numFds greater than zero, we need to ensure no duplicate integers are present as otherwise fdsan will abort in native_handle_close_with_tag. The createSensorDirectConnection function contains the actual implementation to handle the binder request, we can exit early from this function by setting the format variable, read from the Binder data to an invalid value. Finally, the allocated native_handle object is freed.

---

### Listing 5: The code changes to reintroduce CVE-2015-1528.

```c
/* /libcutils/native_handle.c */

native_handle_t* native_handle_create(int numFds, int numInts)
{
    if (numFds < 0 || numInts < 0 || numFds > kMaxNativeFds
        || numInts > kMaxNativeInts) return NULL;
    native_handle_t* h = malloc(sizeof(native_handle_t) +
        sizeof(int)*numFds + numInts);
    if (!h) {
        return NULL;
    }
    return h;
}

/* /libs/binder/Parcel.cpp */

native_handle* Parcel::readNativeHandle() const
{
    int numFds, numInts; status_t err;
    err = readInt32(&numFds);
    if (err != NO_ERROR) return 0;
    err = readInt32(&numInts);
    if (err != NO_ERROR) return 0;

    native_handle* h = native_handle_create(numFds, numInts);
    // may lead to a buffer overflow if numInts is negative
    for (int i = 0; err == NO_ERROR && i < numFds; i++) {
        h->data[i] = dup(readFileDescriptor(i));
    }
    if (h->data[i] < 0) {
        close(h->data[i]);
        native_handle_delete(h);
        return nullptr;
    }
    if (h->data[i] < 0) err = BAD_VALUE;
}

// may lead to a buffer overflow if numFds is negative
err = read(h->data + numFds, sizeof(int)*numInts);
    if (err != NO_ERROR) {
        native_handle_close(h);
        native_handle_delete(h);
        h = 0;
    }
    return h;
}
```

In summary, we can get a chunk of any size allocated, trigger a controlled heap underflow or overflow originating from that chunk, and have the chunk freed right afterward. Finally, all of these primitives are accessible via Binder by an unprivileged app.

### 6.2 Exploitation Over Binder

To gain code execution in the system server context, our malicious app sends two Binder requests to the SensorService. The first Binder request leverages the heap underflow to place a stack address into the secondary chunk-free list as described in Section 5.1. The second Binder request allocates this secondary chunk and writes a ROP chain to the stack.

**Forging a secondary chunk** Table 3 shows the data sent in the first Binder request. The first five fields
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>String</td>
<td>&quot;wow&quot;</td>
<td>opPackageName</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>int</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>deviceId</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>int</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>int</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>int</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>format</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>int</td>
<td>-23</td>
<td>nrFds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>int</td>
<td>0x3f56</td>
<td>numInts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>long</td>
<td>0x0</td>
<td>Prev</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>long</td>
<td>0x0</td>
<td>Next</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>long</td>
<td>0x7ffdd0b564a8</td>
<td>CommitBase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>long</td>
<td>0x20000</td>
<td>CommitSize</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>long</td>
<td>0x7ffdd0b564a8</td>
<td>MapBase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>long</td>
<td>0x20000</td>
<td>MapSize</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>long</td>
<td>0x507a00000008100</td>
<td>FakeHeader</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>long</td>
<td>0x0</td>
<td>zeros</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>char*</td>
<td>0xfd00 * &quot;A&quot;</td>
<td>filler</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Example of the first Binder request sent to exploit the system server. 0x7ffdd0b564a8 is the target stack address.

...
Table 4: Example of the second Binder request sent to exploit the system server.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>String</td>
<td>&quot;wow&quot;</td>
<td>opPackageName</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>int</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>deviceId</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>int</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>int</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>int</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>format</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>int</td>
<td>0x7fe2</td>
<td>nrFsds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>int</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>numInts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>long[15]</td>
<td></td>
<td>ROPChain</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

the difference between the allocation size 0x20000 and the size of the ROP chain divided by four. When allocating memory in native_handle_create for this 0x20000-sized native_handle object, the chunk is allocated from the secondary free list and placed on the main thread’s stack. In readNativeHandle, the ROP chain (ROPChain) is written to the stack starting at the stored return address of the android:Looper:pollOnce function. After the ROP chain has been written to the stack, there is a race between the main thread returning from the android:Looper:pollOnce function and the SensorService calling native_handle_close_with_tag. If the SensorService wins, the process is aborted by fdsan, due to duplicate integers being passed as file descriptors to fdsan. Instead, if the main thread wins, the first gadget of the ROP chain clobbers the nrFsds field of the stack-allocated native_handle, setting it to a negative number and thus avoiding fdsan attempting to close any file descriptors. After clobbering nrFsds, the ROP chain simply prints to logcat. Figure 7 shows the logcat output after successful exploitation. The exploit succeeds after around ten attempts.

7 Discussion

In this section, we discuss our presented exploitation techniques focusing on mitigations, generalization, and trade-offs.

Mitigations Independent from our research, the safe unlink exploitation technique as described in Section 5.2 has been fixed in Android 14. The fix changes the PerClass free list to store offsets, relative to the primary chunk heap region, instead of pointers. This makes building the fake linked list impossible by freeing chunks. Note that it is still possible to try and construct a safe unlink exploit by targeting application-specific objects to build the linked list. However, we did not find a suitable target inside of Scudo that could be used to build the fake linked list after this fix.

To prevent attackers from creating fake inlined secondary chunks, as described in Section 5, we propose an extension to Scudo which tracks allocated secondary chunks in an isolated memory region. Any time a secondary chunk is freed, our mitigation would check that a secondary chunk was allocated before at the address to be freed. We opened a pull request on the LLVM repository (where the Scudo source is hosted) to add the proposed mitigation to Scudo [11]. However, the request was not merged due to performance concerns. Without fundamentally changing how secondary chunks are handled or accepting the performance penalty, Scudo will remain vulnerable to these types of attacks.

Generalizing our Exploitation Techniques Our exploitation techniques presented in Section 5 apply to any program using Scudo. Both our techniques require the attacker to know the exact address of the victim chunk, whose class ID will be changed.

In Section 4, we show how the typical threat model on Android renders the security measures Randomize and Protect ineffective. With Randomize broken the attacker knows the addresses and order of allocations for all chunks. However, this may not be enough for a sufficiently complex program to exactly predict the address of the victim chunk. Chunks may be freed and reallocated in a non-deterministic matter. For example for our case study in Section 6, we can only predict the address of our victim chunk one out of ten times. Thus, to apply our techniques to complex targets, either the target program restarts after crashing or the attacker has another way to probe the heap state, such as a program-specific memory leak vulnerability.

In a generic scenario, the attacker needs a powerful memory leak primitive akin to an arbitrary read to break both security measures Randomize and Protect. To break Randomize, the attacker needs to use this primitive to read the seed used to shuffle the TransferBatch or directly leak chunk addresses. To break Protect, the attacker needs to either read the cookie directly or leak both a chunk’s header and its address. Using this header and address, the attacker can brute force a valid cookie using the code in Listing 3. The brute force attack is viable since the cookie is only 16 bits long. After obtaining a valid cookie, the attacker can forge valid Scudo chunk headers.

Required Memory Corruption Primitives Both our presented exploits (Forged CommitBase and Safe Unlink) require a memory corruption primitive that allows forging a fake secondary chunk. The fake secondary chunk can be forged either by overwriting an existing chunk’s header or by passing a controlled pointer to free, pointing to a fake secondary chunk.

Both a heap underflow and overflow are examples of primitives that can overwrite an existing chunk’s header. For our case study, we choose a heap underflow primitive. When targeting the system server’s SensorService, we are only able to control one chunk. The heap underflow allows us to reliably overwrite only what is needed, i.e., that chunk’s header.
Instead, if we used a heap overflow, we would have needed to overwrite chunks used by other Binder threads, increasing the complexity and reducing the reliability of our exploit.

An alternative to overwriting existing chunks is freeing fake attacker-created chunks. For this primitive the attacker needs to be able to control a pointer passed to free, which points to an attacker-controlled memory location. In glibc heap exploitation, the “House of Spirit” [46] leverages this primitive to insert the modified pointer into the free list, assuming the attacker was previously able to write a chunk header at that pointer’s location. The “House of Spirit” is only feasible if the attacker can already write to the start and end of the target memory address. However, in Scudo, the primitive can be used to achieve an arbitrary write primitive. This primitive becomes even more appealing for Scudo exploitation because it is not influenced by random allocations, as the attacker chooses the location of the chunks.

In summary, the ideal memory corruption primitive to exploit Scudo is an attacker-controlled free. For the heap underflow or overflow, the preference heavily depends on how the target application handles the underflowed or overflowed chunk.

### Manipulating Scudo Chunk Header Fields

The Scudo chunk header has six fields, see Table 1. In Section 5 we discussed how manipulating header fields is only possible if the Checksum field is set properly and how the State field can be manipulated to induce double frees and use-after-frees. For our exploitation techniques, we overwrite the ClassId field to create a fake secondary chunk. However, for exploitation scenarios where our techniques are not applicable, there exists an alternative way of manipulating the ClassId field to achieve a heap overflow. Instead of changing the ClassId to 0, which transforms the primary chunk to a secondary chunk, an attacker can change the primary chunk’s size by replacing the original class ID with a larger one. Once that chunk is freed, it is placed into the PerClass free list of that larger primary chunk class ID. After said chunk is allocated from the free list, the chunk will overlap other smaller chunks, leading to a heap overflow in the Scudo memory region of the original chunk’s class ID. For the remaining header fields, OriginWasZeroed, SizeOrUnusedBytes, and Offset, we did find a way to manipulate them in a useful manner.

### ARM MTE

ARM MTE (Memory Tagging Extension) [16] is a hardware security feature. Scudo has added support for MTE early on and in October 2023 the first Android devices supporting MTE running Scudo were released [13].

MTE uses the top bits of pointers to tag memory regions. A new instruction allows assigning a tag to a memory region. After a memory region has been tagged, the region can only be accessed with pointers whose top bits match the assigned tag. Tag mismatches result in a segmentation fault.

Allocators can leverage MTE to detect illegal memory accesses to the heap. By assigning tags to the body of allocated chunks, allocators can probabilistically prevent heap overflows or use-after-frees.

If enabled, Scudo tags the body of primary chunks on allocation and deallocation. The body of secondary chunks is not tagged. The chunk headers are assigned predictable tags (0 and 2 for the chunk headers of primary and secondary chunks respectively, 1 for the secondary chunk header).

With these tagged headers our exploitation techniques are mostly mitigated. Bypassing the Separate security measure, as described in Section 5, without crashing due to a tag mismatch is now limited to two specific scenarios. Overwriting the header of an existing primary chunk to create a fake secondary chunk is only possible if there is a chunk just before the overwritten chunk header and that chunk has tag 1, matching the tag assigned to the secondary chunk header. Alternatively, a fake secondary chunk may be forged by creating it on the border between two memory regions tagged with 1 and 2. The secondary chunk header is written to the lower memory region tagged with 1 and the chunk header to the region tagged with 2. Then an arbitrary free, freeing the address just after the forged chunk header passes MTE checks.

Bypassing security measure Isolate is only possible with the forged CommitBase technique as the safe unlink technique requires overlaying primary chunk headers (tagged with 0) over the fake secondary chunk header (tagged with 1). The forged CommitBase technique is further hampered by the fact that it needs to point to an address, whose first 0x30 bytes are tagged 1. Otherwise, Scudo crashes as it tries to write the secondary chunk header to the target address with a pointer tagged 1.

In conclusion, ARM MTE almost completely mitigates our exploitation techniques.
Zygote Forking  To the best of our knowledge, Android is the only significant production deployment of Scudo. As discussed in Section 4, both security measures Randomize and Protect are rendered useless for Android userspace processes that are forked from Zygote. Without these security measures, Scudo’s security becomes similar to that of the standard glibc allocator (predictable allocations and inline metadata that may be manipulated), while still incurring a performance overhead (calculating the checksum). This issue affects any Android userspace memory allocator and can only be solved by moving away from Zygote-forked userspace processes. Table 7 in the Appendix shows the userspace processes running on our stock emulator. 33 userspace processes are Zygote-forked (around 30% of all userspace processes), out of which seven processes run as a higher-privileged user. Note that the remaining processes are system apps, which are usually assigned special privileges.

Quarantine  An optional Scudo feature is the quarantine which delays freed chunks from being allocated again right away. This can make Use-After-Frees harder to exploit but incurs a heavy performance penalty [34]. Related work has shown how the additional complexity and metadata introduced by the quarantine can be exploited for an arbitrary write primitive [24, 50]. Since the quarantine is disabled by default and disabled on Android, we omit it from this work.

Scudo deployment  Although Scudo is the default allocator in Android’s libc, vendors may choose to utilize jemalloc or implement their allocator. To understand if vendors choose to deploy Scudo we analyzed the firmware of recently released phones. We picked 15 devices, whose firmware is easily available, and analyzed the symbols in the shipped libc binary. Table 6 in the Appendix lists the analyzed devices. Overall out of the 15 devices, 6 devices use Scudo. Of the remaining 9 use jemalloc. From this sample of firmware, it is clear that Scudo is deployed in production but has not replaced jemalloc.

Case Study  We backported and exploited the system server on the Android emulator running an x86 image1. Most Android production devices are ARM-based, however, we designed a data-only exploit. The only part of the exploit that needs to be changed for an ARM device is the ROP chain. Furthermore, the emulator provides high fidelity for the Android userspace [22].

8 Related Work

The security community has recently started showing an interest in Scudo. Un1fuzz [50] gives an overview of Scudo internals and presents two exploits against Scudo quarantine.

1Android emulator image: system-images;android-34;google_apis;x86_64

Cesare demonstrates how to compute the cookie with z3 after leaking the chunk header and the chunk header’s address [15]. More recently multiple blogs have been published detailing the inner workings of Scudo [7, 12, 20]. Concurrently to us, Ecb discovered the forged CommitBase exploit and presented his findings at Bsides Canberra [24]. In this work, we systematize Scudo’s security mechanisms, put these mechanisms in the context of the Android userspace, present two exploits and demonstrate our findings against a real target.

Besides Scudo, allocators have long been a target. Researchers have demonstrated exploits against the glibc allocator [5, 9, 29, 31, 43] and jemalloc [6, 44]. These works serve as an inspiration to us and we hope to extend the community’s compendium of exploitation techniques with our Scudo specific techniques.

HeapHopper [23] and ArchHeap [54] are systems to automatically discover heap exploitation primitives. These systems mainly focus on dmalloc or ptmalloc. ArchHeap included Scudo in its evaluation but failed to discover any exploitation primitives.

Other works have focussed on manipulating the heap’s layout [28, 33, 51]. The systems proposed by these works analyze the target program to identify heap manipulation primitives. In our work we focus solely on Scudo and leave identifying the heap manipulation primitives out of scope.

There has been a large body of work on building secure allocators [2, 8, 19, 35, 38, 47, 48] or securing existing allocators [1, 26, 37, 52, 53]. Unlike these works, we focus on dissecting the security measures of an existing, widely deployed allocator.

9 Conclusion

We investigated the security of Scudo, Android’s hardened memory allocator. We have found that a large part of Scudo’s security measures are rendered ineffective by Android’s userspace architecture in the context of our attacker model. Given a memory corruption vulnerability, we demonstrate two exploits which manipulate Scudo into allocating a chunk at an attacker’s chosen address.

To demonstrate that our findings are indeed practical, we backported an n-day memory corruption vulnerability to Android 14 and exploited the highly privileged system server from the context of an unprivileged app, achieving a privilege escalation.

In the process of researching Scudo we have developed a gdb plugin, which allows inspecting Scudo chunks and free lists, and a python library to forge Scudo chunk headers. We open-source all these tools along with the code and artifacts of our exploitation case study at https://github.com/HexHive/scudo-exploitation.
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### Appendix

Table 5: Chunk sizes and the corresponding class ID on Android 14.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ClassId</th>
<th>Size Start</th>
<th>Size End</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0x0</td>
<td>0x10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0x11</td>
<td>0x20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0x21</td>
<td>0x30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0x31</td>
<td>0x40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0x41</td>
<td>0x50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0x51</td>
<td>0x60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0x61</td>
<td>0x80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0x81</td>
<td>0xa0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0xa1</td>
<td>0xb0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0xb1</td>
<td>0xd0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>0xd1</td>
<td>0x110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>0x111</td>
<td>0x150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>0x151</td>
<td>0x1b0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>0x1b1</td>
<td>0x240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>0x241</td>
<td>0x310</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>0x311</td>
<td>0x440</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>0x441</td>
<td>0x660</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>0x661</td>
<td>0x820</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>0x821</td>
<td>0xa00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>0xa01</td>
<td>0xc20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>0xc21</td>
<td>0x1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>0x1001</td>
<td>0x1200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>0x1201</td>
<td>0x1bc0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>0x1bc1</td>
<td>0x2200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>0x2201</td>
<td>0x2d80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>0x2d81</td>
<td>0x3780</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>0x3781</td>
<td>0x4000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>0x4001</td>
<td>0x4800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>0x4801</td>
<td>0x5a00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>0x5a01</td>
<td>0x7300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>0x7301</td>
<td>0x8200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>0x8201</td>
<td>0x10000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0x10001</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Listing 8: Excerpt from the Scudo source code, which unlinks the secondary chunk from the linked list of allocated secondary chunks. Scudo checks the integrity of the linked list with the `CHECK_EQ` macro. The `CHECK_EQ` macro aborts if the arguments are not equal.

```c
void remove(T ∗X) {
    T ∗Prev = X−>Prev;
    T ∗Next = X−>Next;
    if (Prev) {
        CHECK_EQ(Prev−>Next, X);
        Prev−>Next = Next;
    }
    if (Next) {
        CHECK_EQ(Next−>Prev, X);
        Next−>Prev = Prev;
    }
    Size = Size −1;
}
```

Table 6: The analyzed firmware to understand if vendors deploy Scudo. The Date column denotes the firmware’s release date. Out of the 15 devices, 6 use the Scudo allocator. The remaining 9 use jemalloc.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Device</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Allocator</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Samsung S24</td>
<td>2/2024</td>
<td>Scudo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samsung S23 Ultra</td>
<td>1/2024</td>
<td>jemalloc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samsung M14 5G</td>
<td>12/2023</td>
<td>jemalloc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samsung A34 5G</td>
<td>10/2023</td>
<td>Scudo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samsung Galaxy Z Fold 5</td>
<td>2/2024</td>
<td>jemalloc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Google Pixel 8</td>
<td>2/2024</td>
<td>Scudo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Google Pixel Fold</td>
<td>2/2024</td>
<td>Scudo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xiaomi Redmi Note 13 5G</td>
<td>2/2024</td>
<td>jemalloc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xiaomi Redmi 12 5G</td>
<td>12/2023</td>
<td>jemalloc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xiaomi Redmi 13C 5G</td>
<td>1/2024</td>
<td>jemalloc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xiaomi Redmi Note 12 4G</td>
<td>11/2023</td>
<td>jemalloc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vivo y35</td>
<td>1/2024</td>
<td>Scudo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vivo y73</td>
<td>1/2024</td>
<td>Scudo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oppo A96 5G</td>
<td>6/2023</td>
<td>jemalloc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oppo Reno 8 Pro</td>
<td>1/2024</td>
<td>jemalloc</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 7: The 33 userspace processes which are forked from Zygote on the Android 14 emulator (system-images;android-34;googleapis;x86_64). Overall there are 107 userspace processes out of which 33 (30%) are Zygote-forked. 7 (6%) Zygote-forked processes are running as higher-privileged users. Note that the remaining processes are mostly privileged system apps. Compromising such an app from a normal app still escalates the attacker’s privileges. Any additional, user-installed app will also be Zygote-forked.
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Abstract
Espressif introduced the ESP32 V3, a low-cost System-on-Chip (SoC) with wireless connectivity, as a response to earlier hardware revisions that were susceptible to Fault Injection (FI) attacks. Despite its FI countermeasures, we are the first to bypass all security features of the ESP32 V3 with an FI attack, including Secure Boot and Flash Encryption. First, we alter encrypted flash contents to set the 32-bit outcome of a Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC) on the bootloader signature to an arbitrary value, which we then load into the Program Counter (PC) register of the Central Processing Unit (CPU) using a single Electromagnetic (EM) glitch. This allows us to jump to Download Mode in Read-Only Memory (ROM), which provides arbitrary code execution and access to unencrypted flash contents. As far as we know, this is the first successful FI attack, bypassing both Secure Boot and Flash Encryption with a single glitch, on a target with FI countermeasures. As the vulnerabilities are in hardware, they cannot be fixed, and a new hardware revision would be required. In response to our findings, Espressif issued a Security Advisory, AR2023-005, and requested a Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE) identifier, CVE-2023-35818.

1 Introduction
Espressif’s ESP32 is a low-end System-on-Chip (SoC) with Wi-Fi and Bluetooth connectivity, which sparked commercial use in millions of embedded devices. Notable security features such as Secure Boot and Flash Encryption are supported. As shown in Fig. 1, the Secure Boot implements a chain of trust where code stored in internal Read-Only Memory (ROM) authenticates bootloader code stored in external Flash. The latter, in turn, authenticates application code stored in Flash. A chain of trust is needed as the ROM is made by Espressif and the flash contents are made by customers of Espressif. Note that Flash is a Multi-Time Programmable (MTP) Non-Volatile Memory (NVM).

Vulnerabilities in the ROM code are particularly worrisome because (i) they compromise the entire chain, and (ii) they cannot be fixed by a software patch. The same holds for vulnerabilities that are purely in hardware. In this work, we attain this worst-case scenario of breaking the chain at the root. We leverage several weaknesses in the design of the ROM code through ElectroMagnetic Fault Injection (EMFI), which corrupts the executed instructions. Before listing our precise contributions, we situate our work into a brief history of FI attacks on the ESP32.

1.1 History of FI Attacks on ESP32
The first version of the chip, the ESP32-V1, was released in 2016, and its CPU implements the Xtensa Instruction Set Architecture (ISA) [32]. The following FI attacks were reported:
- In 2019, Riscure and LimitedResults [22] independently disclosed the first FI attack on the ESP32-V1: the digest verification of Secure Boot was skipped through a precisely timed voltage glitch (CVE-2019-15894) [12]. If Flash Encryption is disabled, this allows executing a modified bootloader.
- Still in 2019, LimitedResults [22] reported a second FI attack using supply-voltage glitching (CVE-2019-17391): bits stored in electronic fuses (eFuses), which is One-Time Programmable (OTP) NVM configured by Espressif’s customers, are corrupted while being transferred.
to shadow registers. By corrupting read-protection bits stored in eFuses, keys that are also stored in eFuses, can be read out. In 2020, Raelize reproduced this attack using EMFI instead of voltage glitching [27].

• In 2020, Raelize reported an FI attack to bypass Secure Boot with Flash Encryption enabled, leveraging a peculiarity of the ROM to leave the Universal Asynchronous Receiver-Transmitter (UART) bootloader permanently enabled (CVE-2020-13629) [28]. For their attack, they leveraged retained data in the internal SRAM across warm resets, in order to control the PC register of the CPU.

In response to the above FI attacks, Espressif hardened the security design of the ESP32 and released ESP32 Chip Revision v3.0 in 2020 [7]. At the time of writing this paper, this is the latest revision. For the sake of brevity, we refer to this revision as ESP32 V3. Compared to the ESP32 V1, four significant changes are made:

• Secure Boot transitioned from symmetric-key cryptography, i.e., the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES), to public-key cryptography, i.e., Rivest–Shamir–Adleman (RSA) signatures. The ESP32 V3 only stores the public key; the private key is stored externally.

• While analyzing the ROM code, which was publicly released by Espressif as an ELF file [9], we identified the insertion of numerous redundancies, e.g., eFuse bits are read out multiple times. Such redundancies are often used as FI countermeasures [2,24,35].

• The UART bootloader can now be disabled using a dedicated eFuse bit.

• Enabling Flash Encryption is encouraged as part of the newly introduced Release Mode. Stated otherwise, the security of a chip with Flash Encryption disabled is considered suboptimal.

To the best of our knowledge, Espressif has not made any statements about potential hardware countermeasures. Despite the above FI countermeasures, several FI attacks were reported on the ESP32 V3:

• In 2022, Ledger’s Donjon [1] reported the first FI attack on the ESP32 V3, targeting a hardware accelerator of the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) used for decrypting the Flash contents [14]. Through Body Biasing Injection (BBI), a fault analysis recovered the AES key. The same result was also achieved with a pure Side-Channel Attack (SCA): power-consumption traces were found to be correlated with Hamming distances between consecutive AES states. However, the authors were unsuccessful in retrieving the AES key with EM-FI, likely because of redundancies in the ROM code. More precisely, corrupting multiple OTP transfers with multiple EM pulses was found to be infeasible.

• In 2023, we were the second to report an FI attack on the ESP32 V3, albeit the first to succeed with EM-FI. The benefit is that EM-FI is less invasive than BBI, i.e., the latter technique requires opening the plastic chip packaging so that a microprobe can reach the backside of the die [26]. The prime reason for our attack to succeed is that only a single EM pulse is required, i.e., the complexity of jointly optimizing the glitch parameters of multiple pulses is avoided. Instead of AES and OTP transfers, we target ROM code running on the CPU, shortly before the RSA signature of the Flash contents is verified. This article describes this attack in more detail.

Several new releases of the ESP32 use RISC-V as ISA instead of Xtensa. In 2023, Courdesses [3] combined SCA and FI to achieve arbitrary code execution on two of these releases: the ESP32-C3 and the ESP32-C6 [15]. First, a power analysis recovered the AES key that encrypts the first 128-byte block of the Flash, which allows to insert arbitrary code into this block. Next, a voltage glitch bypasses Secure Boot such that the inserted code is executed. More precisely, the glitch causes a stack buffer to overflow, thereby overwriting a function return address with a pointer to the code.

1.2 Contributions

We present a novel FI attack against the ESP32 V3, which chains multiple vulnerabilities and uses a single EMFI glitch to access the decrypted flash contents. Our attack works on the most secure configuration and bypasses all countermeasures. Using commercially available tooling, our attack can be reproduced in minutes once effective glitch parameters such as timing and location are found.

By modifying the encrypted flash contents, we force the ROM’s Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC32) outcome to an arbitrary 32-bit value, which is then loaded into the CPU’s Program Counter (PC) using an EM glitch. This way, we redirect the code execution to the ROM’s Download Mode, which provides access to the decrypted flash contents. We are the first to load a computed value into the PC register of a CPU using a glitch. Moreover, as far as we know, this is the first example of a successful bypass of both Secure Boot and Flash Encryption using a single glitch, on a target with FI countermeasures.

1.3 Disclosure Timeline

The attack described in this paper was responsibly disclosed:

• A technical report specifying the attack was sent to Espressif on April 7, 2023.
• Espressif requested a Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE) identifier, which was created as CVE-2023-35818 on June 17, 2023.
• Espressif published Security Advisory AR2023-005 on its website on July 11, 2023 [16].
• Espressif transferred a bug bounty of USD 2229 on September 25, 2023.

1.4 Structure

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 provides preliminaries on the ESP32 V3. Section 3 provides the theory of our attack. Section 4 provides practical experiments. Section 5 concludes this work.

2 Preliminaries on Espressif’s ESP32 V3

2.1 System Overview

As is shown in Fig. 2, the ESP32 V3 chip communicates with an external MTP NVM in the form of a Serial Peripheral Interface (SPI) Flash chip. This Flash chip stores the bootloader and the application, which can be signed and/or encrypted. The symmetric encryption key is stored in OTP NVM in the form of fuses. The public key for verifying signatures is stored in Flash, and to protect its integrity, a hash digest of the public key is stored in OTP NVM.

![Figure 2: Relevant components of the ESP32 V3.](image)

2.2 Xtensa Instruction Set Architecture

The CPU implements the Xtensa ISA [32]. Instructions are encoded in a 24-bit format, or if it concerns a common use case, in a so-called narrow (n) 16-bit format that can freely be intermixed with the 24-bit format. For example, the 24-bit move instruction movi, which sets a register to a 12-bit constant, has a 16-bit alternative movi.n, which sets a register to a 7-bit constant.

The ISA features 64 general-purpose registers of 32 bits each. However, only 16 registers are visible at any given time through a rotating window, and are labeled a0 to a15. As illustrated in Fig. 3, the window moves back and forth with each function return and function call respectively. For any given subroutine, the return address is stored in register a0, the stack pointer is stored in register a1, and the input/output operands are stored in registers a2 to a7. Hence, a caller that causes the window to shift with 8 registers, as is the case for the call8 instruction, passes operands in registers a10 to a15 to physically match the subroutine.

![Figure 3: Xtensa rotating window, where the caller and the subprogram are colored orange and cyan respectively.](image)

Given that the shift in window can be either 4, 8, or 12 registers, the two most significant bits of a0 encode the shift, whereas the 29 least significant bits determine the return address.

2.3 Secure Boot V2

Once an ESP32-based product is fully developed and ready for commercial release, Espressif recommends configuring the chip in Release Mode. Consequentially, Secure Boot and Flash Encryption are both enabled. As illustrated in Fig. 4, the order of operations for constructing the Flash contents is sign-then-encrypt, not encrypt-then-sign. We make abstraction of the application in Fig. 1, given that a forgery of the bootloader inherently compromises the application. Below, the cryptographic algorithms for Secure Boot and Flash Encryption are specified.

![Figure 4: Signed and encrypted Flash data.](image)
2.3.1 Secure Boot: Digital Signatures

Signatures are based on the RSA public-key algorithm, whilst adopting recommendations from Public-Key Cryptography Standards (PKCS) version 2.2, which is published as Request for Comments (RFC) 8017 [21]. More precisely, RSA-3072 is used, in which the public modulus and the signature are each 3072 bits, or 384 bytes. Instead of signing the bootloader image itself, the image is first fed into a Secure Hash Algorithm (SHA) and its digest is signed instead. More precisely, SHA-256 is used, which has a digest of 256 bits, or 32 bytes. The digest is encoded by the Probabilistic Signature Scheme (PSS).

As detailed in Table 1, the produced signature block contains 1216 bytes, starting with the magic byte 0xe7 and ending with a 32-bit checksum. The magic byte is aligned with a 4 KB boundary, i.e., its physical address is an integer multiple of 0x4000. The public key of RSA is part of the signature block and consists of a modulus, an exponent, and pre-calculated constants that accelerate verification. A SHA-256 digest of the public key is burned into eFuses. The CRC is computed over the 1196 preceding bytes.

Table 1: Signature block format [6].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Offset (bytes)</th>
<th>Size (bytes)</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Magic byte, 0xe7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Version number, 0x02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Zero padding, 0x0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>SHA-256 digest of image</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>384</td>
<td>RSA public modulus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>420</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>RSA public exponent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>424</td>
<td>384</td>
<td>Pre-calculated constant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>808</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Pre-calculated constant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>812</td>
<td>384</td>
<td>Signature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1196</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>CRC32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1200</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>Zero padding, 0x00...00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As can be seen from the publicly released ROM code [9], verification at boot time consists of five consecutive checks. If any of them fails, an error message is printed via UART, and the device is reset. The first check compares the first byte of the signature block to the magic byte 0xe7. The second check compares the recomputed CRC-32 checksum to its stored counterpart. The third check compares the recomputed SHA-256 digest of the public key to its counterpart stored in fuses. The fourth check compares the recomputed SHA-256 digest of the bootloader image to its stored counterpart. The fifth and last check is the verification of the RSA signature.

2.3.2 Flash Encryption

Flash encryption [5] relies on AES-256. The 256-bit key is stored in eFuses. Espressif adopted a custom mode of operation which is fully parallelizable, i.e., consecutive 128-bit blocks can be encrypted independently of one another, and the same holds for the decryption. Note that this entails random access.

The key for each 128-bit block is derived by XORing the master key stored in eFuses with the physical address of the 256-bit block. Hence, each derived key encrypts two adjacent blocks. For performance reasons: Flash encryption, which is an infrequent operation, uses AES decryption, whereas Flash decryption, which happens on every boot, uses AES encryption.

3 Theory of the Attack

3.1 PC Control Through FI

Originally, PC control through FI was performed in absence of Flash encryption, which is an easier setting than ours. We first describe the original technique, and then introduce our workaround for tackling Flash encryption.

3.1.1 Without Flash Encryption

In 2016, Timmers et al. [34] described an FI attack that sets the PC register to a controlled value on CPUs implementing ARM’s AArch32 execution state. These controlled values originate from a source that is under control of an attacker, e.g., unencrypted flash. In ARM’s AArch32 execution state, the PC register can be used as a destination register for many instructions, which was found to be ideal. Only a single load instruction needs to be corrupted by a glitch in order to load a controlled value directly into the PC register. An effective approach [33] is described below:

- Overwrite the original bootloader in flash with a code payload and sled of pointers. These pointers point to the destination address in executable memory at which the code payload is be copied to.
- As a result, when the device is powered, the ROM code will copy the code payload and the pointers to the same destination as the original bootloader. Then, assuming Secure Boot is enabled, the signature check would fail and the target is reset.
- For the attack, a glitch is injected after the code payload is copied, but while the pointers are being copied. This glitch modifies the destination operand of a load instruction such that a controlled value is loaded into the PC register. This effectively executes the code payload well-before the signature is verified.

The above approach is also possible on CPU architectures where the PC register is not directly addressable, including ARM’s AArch64 and Xtensa. For these type of architectures,
the PC register can only be controlled indirectly, e.g., by corrupting the operand of a branch, jump or return instruction.

3.1.2 With Flash Encryption

On modern SoC where Flash contents are encrypted, the technique in Section 3.1.1 might still work, on the condition that the CPU operates directly on ciphertext. Then, a controlled value can be loaded into the PC register simply by overwriting the ciphertext.

However, on the ESP32, the flash contents are decrypted on-the-fly by a hardware implementation of AES. This process is done completely transparent to the CPU, which never operates on the encrypted contents, only on the decrypted contents. Therefore, any modification in the external flash will end up in the context of the CPU as gibberish. In theory, a brute-force attack on the 32-bit address space might still be possible, i.e., the ciphertext is randomly manipulated until the pointer of interest is found. In practice though, the time needed for performing this search is likely excessive, given that devices typically take a few milliseconds to boot.

Therefore, we decided to find another method for slipping in one or more controlled values, which we intend to load into the PC register using a glitch. On the ESP32 V1, Raelize [28] leveraged the UART bootloader, which could not be disabled. However, Espressif patched this vulnerability on the ESP32 V3. We decided to slip in a controlled 32-bit value into the context of the CPU by tampering with the CRC operation that is performed over the signature block. Setting the PC register of the CPU to the result of this CRC32 operation using a glitch is the main novelty of this paper. Gratchoff [19] previously described this as a potential approach, however, to the best of our knowledge, this has never been performed in practice.

3.2 Modifying the Flash

We demonstrate our attack on a bootloader which prints “Hello, World!” There is no application, as shown in Fig. 1, because being able to execute a modified bootloader compromises the application. The boot log observed on the UART is given in Fig. 5. Additional line breaks have been inserted to accommodate the two-column format of this paper.

The ROM code reports explicitly that secure boot is enabled and the secure boot verification succeeded. Even though not specifically reported, flash encryption is enabled as well. Any change to the bootloader or its signature block, both of which are stored encrypted in flash, causes an error message to be displayed in the boot log. If the signature block is modified, the checksum verification fails, and the error message in Fig. 6 is printed. The key observation is that that the checksum verification is done in the plaintext domain.

We refrain from corrupting the first 16-byte block of the signature as this includes a byte at offset 0 which is used as a magic value. Whenever this value is not 0xe7, the signature block is not considered a signature block and the checksum verification is not performed. The error message that is printed when the magic value is modified is shown in Fig. 7.

By performing manipulations of the ciphertext, we can solve a system of linear equations and set the recomputed checksum to any 32-bit value of choice. In fact, the hexspeak value 0xdeadbeef in Fig. 6 is no coincidence, and serves to demonstrate this ability. For our attack, we modify this hexspeak value into a pointer, i.e., a memory address, which we then load into PC using a glitch.

Figure 5: UART for a bootloader that prints “Hello, World!”.

... secure boot v2 enabled
Sig block 0 invalid: Stored CRC 0xbaaeaf78 calculated 0xdeadbeef
secure boot verification failed

Figure 6: UART boot log where the CRC fails.

Figure 7: UART boot log where the magic byte is corrupted.
3.3 Solving Equations

We now specify how the system of linear equations is constructed. As this section is mathematical, unlike the rest of this paper, a notation system is introduced. Variables and constants are denoted by characters from the Latin and Greek alphabets respectively. Orthogonal to this convention: scalars are denoted by regular lowercase characters, binary vectors are denoted by bold lowercase characters, and binary matrices are denoted by bold uppercase characters. All vectors are column vectors.

We leverage that CRC-32 is an affine function, as formalized in Eq. (1), where $\oplus$ denotes XORing and where constant $\gamma \in \{0,1\}^{32}$ only depends on the size of the input $x$. For inputs $x \in \{0,1\}^{9568}$, which corresponds to the first 1196 bytes of the signature block, it holds that $\gamma = 0x6b691bc6$. Given that $\gamma$, eventually, cancels out, its value is inconsequential.

$$CRC-32(x_1 \oplus x_2) = CRC-32(x_1) \oplus CRC-32(x_2) \oplus \gamma.$$  

(1)

Input $x \in \{0,1\}^{9568}$ spans 75 AES plaintext blocks $p \in \{0,1\}^{128}$, as formalized in Eq. (2) where $\parallel$ is the concatenation operator. The first block, $p_0$, contains the magic byte $0x7e$. The last block, $p_{74}$, shares only 96 bits with $x$, and the 32 excluded bits comprise the stored checksum $s_{\text{stored}} = CRC-32(x)$.

$$x \equiv p_0 \parallel p_1 \parallel \cdots \parallel p_{73} \parallel (p_{74} \mod 2^{96}).$$  

(2)

The external Flash contains the corresponding ciphertexts $c_0, c_1, \cdots, c_{74}$, which we can alter. The first block, $c_0$, is unaltered. Otherwise, the magic byte is not found with probability 255/256, and the UART boot log is uninformative, as shown in Fig. 7.

Instead, we consecutively alter blocks $c_1$ to $c_{32}$. In the first iteration, we overwrite $c_1$ with a value $c^*_1$ that is selected uniformly at random from $\{0,1\}^{128}$. Consequently, the corresponding plaintext block $p_1$ changes to an unknown value $p^*_1 \equiv p_1 \oplus e_1$. By booting the ESP32 with this modification, and parsing the UART log, we obtain the checksum difference $d_1 \equiv s_{\text{calculated}} \oplus s_{\text{stored}}$. From linearity in Eq. (1), it follows that the difference $d_1$ only depends on plaintext error $e_1$, as specified in Eq. (3). Nevertheless, $e_1 \in \{0,1\}^{128}$ cannot be recovered from $d_1 \in \{0,1\}^{32}$ due to the 96-bit difference in length, i.e., there are many $e_1$’s that result in the same $d_1$. This is fine: $e_1$ does not need to be recovered, and we merely store the pair $(c^*_1, d_1)$ for further use.

$$d_1 = CRC-32(0_{128} \parallel e_1 \parallel 0_{9312}) \oplus \gamma.$$  

(3)

Now, the same principle is repeated to obtain pairs $(c^*_2, d_2)$ until $(c^*_{32}, d_{32})$, as formalized in Eq. (4). Again, recovery of $e_2$ until $e_{32}$ is unnecessary.

$$d_2 = CRC-32(0_{256} \parallel e_2 \parallel 0_{9184}) \oplus \gamma,$$

$$d_{32} = CRC-32(0_{4096} \parallel e_{32} \parallel 0_{5344}) \oplus \gamma.$$  

(4)

Instead, we linearly combine the known differences $d_1$ until $d_{32}$ into a desired difference $d \equiv s_{\text{pointer}} \oplus s_{\text{stored}}$, where $s_{\text{pointer}}$ is the memory address we want to jump to. This is achieved by solving the system of linear equations in Eq. (5) for $z \in \{0,1\}^{32}$. Note the absence of constant $\gamma$: Each bit $z_i$ of $z$, where $i \in [1,32]$, determines whether or not the corresponding ciphertext block should be corrupted: if $z_i = 0$, the original ciphertext is $c_i$ remains in place, otherwise, the random value $c^*_i$ is used.

$$Dz = d,$$  

where $D = (d_1 \ d_2 \ \cdots \ d_{32}).$  

(5)

One problem remains though: the matrix $D \in \{0,1\}^{32 \times 32}$ is not necessarily invertible. Under the assumption that $D$ is selected uniformly at random from $\{0,1\}^{32 \times 32}$, which is a reasonable abstraction, the probability that $D$ is invertible given in Eq. (6). The proof is straightforward and imagines that columns are added one-by-one [25]; if the previous $i−1$ columns are linearly independent, the addition of column $i$ causes linear dependence with probability $2^{-33}$. For example, the first and last columns cause linear dependence with probability $1/2^{32}$ and $1/2$ respectively. Logarithms help with numerical evaluation, and result in a probability of around $28\%$.

$$\Pr(\text{rank}(D) = 32) = \prod_{i=1}^{32} (1 − 2^{−i})$$

$$= \exp\left(\sum_{i=1}^{32} (\log(2^{−i}) − \log(2^{−i}))\right) \approx 28\%.$$  

(6)

To ensure that $D$ is invertible, we check whether its rank increases for each column $d_i$ that is added, as formalized in Algorithm 1. If the rank does not increase, a new corrupted ciphertext $c^*_i$ is selected uniformly at random. As can be seen from the invertibility proof [25], it are usually the last few columns that require a retry. Observe that there is no need to retake measurements if we would want to build images for more than one pointer of interest.

Alternatives to Algorithm 1 could be devised. For example, instead of gathering pairs $(c^*_i, d_i)$ for 32 AES blocks, pairs could be gathered for, say, 40, blocks. From these 40 blocks, 32 blocks that result in an invertible $D$ are then retained.

Although solving a system of equations is the canonical approach, it is only possible because the signature block happens to be long. Originally, we disclosed an alternative method to Espressif that would also have worked for small signature blocks, at the minor inconvenience of a 32-bit brute-force
Algorithm 1: Measurement for CRC insertion

Input: Original bootloader, \( b \in \{0, 1\}^* \)
Input: Index of magic byte, \( m \in \mathbb{N} \)
Input: Pointer of interest, \( s_{\text{pointer}} \in \{0, 1\}^{32} \)
Output: Modified bootloader, \( b^* \in \{0, 1\}^* \)

1. \( C \leftarrow b \oplus \text{0x32\_x\_128} \)
2. \( D \leftarrow \text{0x32\_x\_32} \)
3. for \( i \leftarrow 1 \) to 32 do
   4. \( b^* \leftarrow b \)
   5. do
      6. \( c_i \leftarrow \{0, 1\}^{128} \)
      7. \( b^*[m + i 128 : m + i 128 + 127] \leftarrow c_i \)
      8. Program \( b^* \)
      9. Fetch \( s_{\text{calculated}} \) and \( s_{\text{stored}} \) from UART
     10. \( D[:, i] \leftarrow s_{\text{calculated}} \oplus s_{\text{stored}} \)
   11. while \( \text{rank}(D) \neq i \)
   12. \( C[:, i] \leftarrow c_i \)
   13. \( b^* \leftarrow b \)
   14. \( z \leftarrow D^{-1}(s_{\text{pointer}} \oplus s_{\text{stored}}) \)
   15. for \( i \leftarrow 1 \) to 32 do
      16. if \( z[i] \) then
         17. \( b^*[m + i 128 : m + i 128 + 127] \leftarrow C[:, i] \)

Next, the goal is to find indices \( j_1, j_2, \ldots, j_\eta \in [1, \lambda] \) such that \( d_{i,j_1} \oplus d_{j_2} \oplus \cdots \oplus d_{j_\eta} \) = \( d \). This search took less than one hour on a laptop. The corresponding ciphertexts \( c_{i,j_1}, c_{i,j_2}, \ldots, c_{i,j_\eta} \) are applied.

3.4 Attack Surface for FI

The result of the checksum operation, \( i.e. \), the pointer of interest, propagates through several CPU registers before the chip, eventually, resets. This propagation path can be followed with relative ease, given that Espressif published the ROM code in ELF format [9]. If the ROM code would not have been published, the code would have to be extracted from the device through either delaying [17, 18] or an exploit [4, 31]. The ELF file is loaded in Ghidra, which is reverse-engineering software that decompiles assembly instructions into C, among other features. Our analysis reveals that the proverbial attack surface for FI comprises three subroutines.

The first subroutine is \texttt{crc32\_le}, which computes the checksum, and is shown in Fig. 8. The XOR operation at address \texttt{0x4005d019} writes the computed checksum into register \( a2 \). If this instruction could be corrupted such that the destination register \( a2 \) changes to the return address \( a0 \), as formalized in Corruption 1, the pointer of interest would be loaded into the PC register of the CPU. Given that \( a2 \) and \( a0 \) are encoded as four-bit fields \( 0x2 \) and \( 0x0 \) respectively, this would only require a single bit flip.

\texttt{corr32\_le()}

\begin{verbatim}
0x4005cfec entry a1, 0x20
0x4005cfef movi.n a8, 0xff
0x4005cfff xor a2, a8, a2
0x4005cfef 132r a9, 0x4005cfe8
0x4005cffe movi.n a8, 0x0
0x4005cfff j 0x4005d014
0x4005cffe add.n a10, a3, a8
0x4005cffe 18ui a10, a10, 0x0
0x4005d001 addi.n a8, a8, 0x1
0x4005d003 xor a10, a10, a2
0x4005d006 extui a10, a10, 0x0, 0x8
0x4005d009 addx4 a10, a10, a9
0x4005d010 132i a10, a10, 0x0
0x4005d00e srlv a2, a2, 0x8
0x4005d011 xor a2, a10, a2
0x4005d014 bne a8, a4, 0x4005cfe
0x4005d017 movi.n a3, 0xff
0x4005d019 xor a2, a3, a2
0x4005d01c retw.n
\end{verbatim}

Figure 8: ROM code of \texttt{crc32\_le}. 

\textbf{Corruption 1.} At address \texttt{0x4005d019}, the instruction \texttt{xor a2, a3, a2 with encoding 0x302320} is corrupted into \texttt{xor a0, a3, a2 with encoding 0x300320}.

The second potential target for FI is subroutine \texttt{ets\_secure\_boot\_verify\_signature}, which is the caller of \texttt{crc32\_le}, and the relevant part is shown in Fig. 9. Due to the shifting window, the pointer is returned in register \( a10 \) after the call at address \texttt{0x4006547e}, and is copied to register \( a13 \) at address \texttt{0x40065485}. If the contents of \( a10 \) differ from the stored checksum in register \( a12 \), a branch is taken at address \texttt{0x40065488} to resume normal operation. Otherwise, the subroutine \texttt{ets\_printf} is called at address \texttt{0x40065491} to print the CRC error message. The unconditional jump at address \texttt{0x40065565} results in a reset.

Again, taking PC control by overwriting the return address \( a0 \) is plausible. Most notably, the move instruction at address \texttt{0x40065485} could be corrupted such that the destination register changes from \( a13 \) to \( a0 \), as formalized in Corruption 2. Although this entails three bit flips, the probability of
As listed in Table 2, we jump to two ROM functions. The first function, \texttt{ets\_fatal\\_exception\_handler}, prepares a formatted string and calls \texttt{ets\_printf}, as shown in Fig. 10. The relative simplicity of a print enables us to efficiently tune EM-FI glitch parameters later-on: the delay, the power, and the XY coordinates. Furthermore, because the value of five registers is printed, useful insights about the injected fault can potentially be gained.

Once suitable glitch parameter values are found, we change the Flash image of our target device and jump to \textit{Download} instead, \textit{i.e.}, the ROM function \texttt{UartDwnLdProc}. The latter jump is more restrictive than \texttt{ets\_fatal\\_exception\_handler} because three input parameters should have proper values.

When the windowing mechanism of the Xtensa ISA has a crucial role in this matter, we experiment with addresses of the form \texttt{0x4XXXXXXX} and \texttt{0x8XXXXXXX}. The return instruction \texttt{retw\_n} uses the two most significant bits of \texttt{a0} to determine the shift in window, whereas the 29 least significant bits determine the next PC.

### 3.6 Simulating Faults with GDB

Before building the FI setup and performing the attack in practice, we simulated the desired faults with Espressif’s GNU Debugger (GDB) to confirm their effect. For this purpose, we prepared a bootloader where the signature block is corrupted, and the recomputed checksum is, consequently, incorrect. Upon flashing this bootloader, Corruption 1 and Corruption 2 are simulated as shown in Fig. 11a and Fig. 11b respectively. In both simulations, we set a hardware breakpoint at the targeted instruction and overwrite register \texttt{a0} with the desired pointer during the break.

To determine whether or not \texttt{ets\_fatal\\_exception\_handler} is reached, we merely need to observe the UART output, and check whether or not the string is printed. For Download Mode, there is no welcome message, but we can check whether or not an additional hardware breakpoint deep within this mode is reached. Our conclusion is that pointers of the form \texttt{0x8XXXXXXX} result in a successful jump, whereas pointers of the form \texttt{0x4XXXXXXX} do not.

For Corruption 3, we performed similar GDB experiments.


```bash
hbreak *0x4005d01c hbreak *0x40065485
continue continue
set $a0 = 0x80006864 set $a0 = 0x80006864
continue continue
```

Figure 11: Simulation of (a) Corruption 1 in `crc32_le` and (b) Corruption 2 in `ets_secure_boot_verify_signature` with GDB.

However, the conclusion is different: pointers of the forms 0x4XXXXXXX and 0x8XXXXXXX both result in a successful jump.

4 Practical Experiments

4.1 Target Preparation

We target an ESP32-DevKitC V4 [8] with an ESP32-WROOM-32E module [13], which is a small-sized and commercially available development board produced by Espressif. To enable EM-FI, we removed the metal shield that covers both the ESP32 V3 chip and the SPI flash chip with a KADA 852D hot air gun. No-clean flux is applied to facilitate this process.

Upon confirming that the board survived the hot air, we manually enable the security features of the ESP32 V3 by burning eFuses. Although Espressif provides a partially automated process, the manual approach is more convenient for developing an attack: the security features can be enabled one by one, instead of altogether automatically. Figure 12a shows the eFuses for enabling Secure Boot. The SHA-256 digest of the RSA public key is obtained from the file rsa.pem.

```
$ espefuse.py burn_key_digest rsa.pem
$ espefuse.py burn_efuse ABS_DONE_1 1
```

(a) Secure Boot.

```
$ espefuse.py burn_key flash_encryption aes.bin
$ espefuse.py burn_efuse FLASH_CRYPT_CNT 1
$ espefuse.py burn_efuse FLASH_CRYPT_CONFIG 15
```

(b) Flash Encryption.

```
$ espefuse.py burn_efuse DISABLE_DL_ENCRYPT 1
$ espefuse.py burn_efuse DISABLE_DL_DECRYPT 1
$ espefuse.py burn_efuse DISABLE_DL_CACHE 1
$ espefuse.py write_protect_efuse FLASH_CRYPT_CNT
```

(c) Release Mode.

```
$ espefuse.py burn_efuse UART_DOWNLOAD_DIS 1
```

(d) Download Mode.

Figure 12: Burning eFuses for (a) enabling Secure Boot, (b) enabling Flash Encryption, (c) enabling Release Mode, and (d) disabling Download Mode.

the eFuse. Because the Flash is external, programming in principle remains possible, at the minor inconvenience of soldering an SPI programmer to the chip.

4.2 EM-FI Setup

We used Riscure’s EM-FI setup [29]. The motorized XYZ stage is shown in Fig. 13a. We used the large red Classic probe tip, which has a diameter of 4 mm. The targeted ESP32 V3 board is stabilized with double-sided tape. A desktop computer communicates with the board via the Micro-USB connector; a Windows COM port provides the serial interface. As is shown in Fig. 13b, an electric wire is attached to the chip-enable pin from the SPI Flash chip, thereby providing a timing reference (i.e., trigger) for the EM glitches.

4.3 Tuning Glitch Parameters

4.3.1 Coarse Timing: Execution Trace

The most crucial glitch parameter to be tuned is the timing. As in prior work, we use the so-called chip-enable signal of the Flash chip as a timing reference. As shown in Fig. 14, the chip-enable signal is observed to consist of five relatively large blocks where data is copied from Flash to SRAM. We used a Teledyne LeCroy WavePro 804HD oscilloscope to take these measurements.

Next, we determine when `crc32_le` is executed with respect to these five copy blocks. For this purpose, we use Espressif’s GDB to trace the program execution. We created a
**Python script that starts from a hardware breakpoint in `main`, and then pauses at each instruction with `stepi` until the program ends. At each pause, we log the function name, the value of the program counter, and the value of registers `a0` to `a15`. This whole process takes less than two hours. As shown in Fig. 15, `crc32_le` is executed shortly after block #5.**

Remark that execution traces are only one possible method to obtain course timing information. An unexplored alternative is SCA, e.g., by taking power-consumption measurements. In this approach, power traces are collected for the two classes, where the recomputed checksum is correct and wrong for the first and second class respectively. Initially, the two classes should be quasi indistinguishable, and shortly after `crc32_le`, the classes should diverge drastically.

### 4.3.2 Refined Timing: FI as Virtual Oscilloscope

Next, we refine the timing by using EM-FI as a virtual oscilloscope [20, 23, 30]. We inject glitches in a large time interval while fetching the CRC error string from UART, both with and without Flash Encryption. Because only tiny differences could be observed, we only show results obtained with Flash Encryption enabled in Fig. 16 and all subsequent scatter plots.

For Fig. 16 and all subsequent plots, we adopt the color legend from Table 3. Green dots represent the baseline, i.e., the fault has no observable effect in the UART output, and the device eventually resets because the stored and recomputed checksums are different. Yellow dots represent fault-induced crashes, i.e., the fault and not the checksum difference causes the target device to reset. Cyan dots indicate that the CRC error string is deformed, e.g., characters are missing or corrupted. Orange dots indicate that the CRC error string is well-formed, but the recomputed checksum is corrupted. Purple dots indicate that the stored checksum is corrupted instead. Pink dots indicate that the recomputed and stored checksums...
4.3.3 XY-Coordinates and Power

The XYZ-stage is used to scan the surface of the ESP32 chip. Although the surface is approximately square, the EM-FI probe is partially blocked by the neighboring Flash chip and is free to move in a rectangular area of roughly 5 mm × 2 mm.

Because the Flash chip has only eight pins, displacement though soldering is possible, but is unnecessary for the attack to succeed. Within the rectangular area, the probe moves in a 30-by-30 grid.

Fig. 17 shows the result of our surface scan. For clarity, only the green, yellow, and red dots are shown. Red dots represent successes, i.e., the string in ets_fatal_exception_handler is successfully printed. For this particular scan, we used the 0x8XXXXXXX address. The key takeaway of Fig. 17 is that the probe can be placed inside at a relatively large fraction of the chip’s surface in order to inject a successful glitch. Stated otherwise, finding the proverbial needle in a haystack primarily applies to time, not space. This is unsurprising because the CPU is relatively large and, arguably, the centerpiece of the chip.

Figure 18 shows a similar scatter plot, now pairing the glitch delay and the glitch power. The power randomly varies between 20% and 100% of the physical maximum; 500 is merely a scaling factor configured in software. The key takeaway of the plot is that two different instruction corruptions result in the desired jump.

Our setup performs around 3.4 attempts per second. The red dots can be reproduced with success rates of around 2%, upon fixing the position \((X, Y)\), the delay, and the power.

4.4 Root Cause Analysis

As for virtually all FI attacks described in the literature, there is no absolute certainty about the exact instruction corruption that caused the attack to succeed. Nevertheless, clues can be obtained.

The easiest available source of clues is the UART log. Recall that ets_fatal_exception_handler prints registers \(a2\) to \(a6\). By matching the printed values to the GDB execution trace, we conclude that \(a2\) to \(a6\) from ets_secure_boot_verify_signature are printed. The addition \texttt{add. n a2, a6, a2} at address \texttt{0x40065481} is confirmed to take place, i.e., the instruction corruptions happen from \texttt{0x40065483} onwards. Another clue obtained from UART is that for the second cluster of red dots in Fig. 18, the CRC error string is printed, whereas for the first cluster,
this print is missing. Based on the above observations, we set forth a hypothesis for each cluster:

1. For the first cluster, we corrupt an instruction in `ets_secure_boot_verify_signature` between addresses `0x40065483` and `0x40065491`. This corruption causes a jump to `ets_fatal_exception_handler` with immediate effect, and without shifting the register window. The above behavior is consistent with `jx` in Corruption 3, but inconsistent with overwriting the return address `a0` in Corruption 2.

2. For the second cluster, we corrupt an instruction in the beginning of `ets_printf`. This corruption causes a jump to `ets_fatal_exception_handler` with a delayed effect, and rotates back the window with eight registers. This behavior is consistent with overwriting the return address `a0`.

A second source of clues is the aforementioned notion of using FI as an oscilloscope. Figure 19 covers a narrow time interval around the two clusters of red dots. Purple dots indicate that the stored checksum is wrong, whereas the recomputed checksum is correct. Pink dots indicate that both checksums are wrong. We see a stripe pattern with a period of around 25 ns. This corresponds to a frequency of 40 MHz, which is also the frequency of the external crystal oscillator.

The first cluster of reds dots is located within a purple region, which is consistent with Corruption 3. Note that the stored checksum is loaded right before.

### 4.5 Jumping to Download Mode

After having tuned our parameters, we prepare the `0x800000000000000000010403fc0` image for Download Mode and burn the eFuse in Fig. 12d. If successful, we can leverage this mode to read and write memory, and execute arbitrary code.

To verify that we are successful in getting into Download Mode, we use UART to send the packet below, which is a command for reading memory. As defined in Espressif’s Serial Line Internet Protocol (SLIP) [11], each packet begins and ends with byte `0xc0`. The second byte is `0x00` and indicates that the packet is a request. The third byte is `0x0a` and indicates the nature of the request: reading data from a memory address. Byte 4 and 5, with value `0x0400`, indicate that four bytes of data are attached to this packet, i.e., the memory address. Bytes 6 to 9, with value `0x00000000`, are unused. Bytes 10 to 13 encode the memory address `0x3f401000` in little endian. This virtual address is mapped to physical address `0x1000` of the external Flash, where the firmware file header is written [10], starting with a magic byte `0xe9`.

```
c0000a04000000000010403fc0.
```

The ESP32 responds with the packet below. Unlike before, the second byte is `0x01` and indicates that the packet is a response. The third byte is still `0x0a`, repeating the nature of the request. Again, byte 4 and 5, with value `0x0400`, indicate that four bytes of data are attached. Byte 6 to 9, with value `0xe9030210`, are decrypted Flash contents. Figure 20 displays the Flash contents before and after encryption, which confirms the match.

```
c0010a0400e90302100000000c0.
```

The success rate for jumping to Download Mode is the same as for jumping to `ets_fatal_exception_handler`: roughly 2%. Because an attacker only needs to succeed once, further optimizing this success rate is unnecessary.

### 5 Conclusion

Our work demonstrates that the ESP32 V3, even though it is specifically hardened against FI attacks, is still vulnerable. Using a single EM glitch, we were able to bypass the SoC’s most significant security features, i.e., Secure Boot V2, Flash Encryption, the disabling of Download Mode by burning fuses, and the enabling of Release Mode by burning fuses. We have no reasons to believe that a skilled and resourceful attacker would be unable to perform this attack on a commercial product that incorporates an ESP32 V3 chip.

Moreover, we believe to have demonstrated an FI technique that is versatile enough to be applied to various architectures, which includes vendors other than Espressif. Our approach...
marks the first successful demonstration of loading an arbitrary value into the PC register of a CPU without being able to directly control the value. Modifying ciphertext in order to load the result of a computation on the plaintext into the PC using a single glitch represents a previously unseen level of complexity for such attacks.

The vulnerabilities we exploited on the ESP32 V3 require a new hardware revision as they cannot be mitigated by a software patch. If such a revision would be made, the attack could be mitigated by simply not printing the checksum values on the serial interface. However, given that variations on our FI technique are not limited to the checksum operation, the printing of any information on the serial interface should be carefully assessed. Either way, Espressif indicated that the attack presented in this article does not apply to the ESP32-S2, ESP32-C3, ESP32-S3, and future chips. We did not investigate what is different for those chips that would yield our attack inapplicable.
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Abstract

Inadvertent photosensitivity of P–N junctions has been known for a long time, but most of the attacks that have been demonstrated are covert channels, requiring an adversarial presence on the device. We show not only how it is possible for an external attacker to bias a P–N junction with a low power laser, without any kind of insider assistance, but also how this kind of attack can be used to perform logic level attacks on the target device and thus interfere with the device’s operation. The technique requires precision but is feasible in practice with off the shelf hardware, as long as the attacker has a line of sight to the target. It can result in attacks that include crashing a computer, change memory contents, alter the instruction stream of a running program, alter messages on a shared communication bus, insert new messages, or prevent communication. Most of these attacks have never been demonstrated before without insider assistance. We demonstrate that under the right circumstances the attack can lead to arbitrary code execution on the target device. We show a working proof of concept including remote code execution, and quantitative measurements leading to testable predictions. Mitigation of this vulnerability is challenging and countermeasures will in most cases require hardware changes.

1 Introduction

Semiconductors are the substrate on which most modern electronics are built. Semiconductors can be “doped”, i.e., contaminated, with elements that makes it either positively charged or negatively charged, with the interface between positively- and negatively charged sections called a P–N junction. These junctions are the basic building blocks of all transistors and diodes (and by extension logic gates, IC and LEDs) and are thus present in basically every device.

In some cases these components are exposed to the outside world, either by design in the case of LEDs, or accidentally in case any part of a circuit board can be seen through vent holes or other openings in a device. Exposed P–N junctions that are electrically connected to a shared communication bus are vulnerable to being optically “pumped” by a modulated laser beam. The effect is to reverse the LED, turning it into a current source, or to bridge the diode, turning it into a conductor, thereby affecting the circuit that the component is connected to.

The effect depends on the type of component and the surrounding electric field. In photovoltaic mode, an LED in forward bias will be reversed if sufficient optical power is pumped into it at the right wavelength; this causes the LED to generate a photocurrent that runs backwards through the connected circuits of the computer, driving the connected circuit high; in photoconductive mode, e.g., an electrostatic discharge (ESD) protection diode in reverse bias, pumped by an infrared laser, conducts current in the opposite direction, grounding the bus and driving it low. The effect is transient, and leaves no evidence behind.

We explored the feasibility of conducting such attacks in practice and the extent to which this effect can be used by an attacker to affect a victim system. We found it is in fact possible to affect P–N junctions using an external light source, in practical conditions. Furthermore it is possible to achieve a range of different effects depending on what the exposed LED or diode is connected to.

We conducted a number of experiments to determine the parameters for a successful attack. These include the angle at which the laser hits the diode, the power level needed and the modulation of the laser. All experiments are done with low cost devices that are easily available to anyone, e.g., a laser module from a Blu-ray player.

We present two working proofs of concept. First an attack on a live I²C bus running between commercially available devices, and second, an attack on the CPU–memory bus on a pedagogically minimized CPU. The first shows that we can inject or alter messages on the I²C bus that will be accepted as legitimate by other devices on the bus. The second gives the attacker arbitrary execution privilege (with some interesting constraints) on the CPU.

Mitigation of the vulnerability is not straightforward. In
most cases countermeasures will require hardware changes and we discuss when and how this can be done in practice.

2 Photosensitivity of P–N junctions

Semiconductor P–N junctions are photosensitive because photons generate electron–hole pairs when they hit a semiconductor under the right conditions, specifically the depletion layer that forms in the presence of an electric field between the p-type and n-type doped regions. Electron–hole pairs form when a photon with the right amount of energy is absorbed by a semiconductor atom [84, p. 80]. In zero-bias mode, the photocurrent generated is proportional to irradiance on the P–N junction [86, Chapter 6, p. 238].

The result of this conversion depends on the electric field, i.e., how the junction is biased. If the P–N junction, say in an LED, is zero biased and illuminated by a suitable wavelength, it goes into what is called photovoltaic mode. Electrons are swept towards the anode, and holes are swept towards the cathode. This makes the cathode positive with respect to the anode, sending an electric current through any circuit attached to the LED but in the opposite direction from the way that usually makes the LED light up. The same thing happens if the LED is forward biased, i.e., lit.

If the P–N junction is reverse biased, as in an ESD protection diode on a shared bus, it goes instead into photoconductive mode when illuminated by the laser. Here, electrons are swept by the electric field towards the cathode, immediately recombing with holes there, lowering the resistance to electric current and making the P–N junction into a conductor. Because the depletion layer is widened by the reverse bias voltage, making a larger volume where electron–hole pairs may be created by absorption of photons, photoconductive mode is more sensitive than photovoltaic mode.

The semiconductor used for the “P” and “N” parts of the junction influences the best laser frequency to use to excite it. The same 980 nm infrared photons that work well on silicon ESD protection diodes are too low in energy (too long a wavelength) to work effectively on, say, gallium arsenide (GaAs) doped LEDs. However a typical 520 nm green solid-state laser works well in that case.

3 Related Work

Unwanted photosensitivity of electronic components has been a known issue for a long time. In 1952, the first production IBM 701 mainframe computer failed at its unveiling when the flashbulbs of news photographers disrupted the Williams tube memory of the computer [10, 17, 35, 75]. Semiconductor memory chips, if not protected from visible or ultraviolet light, are similarly sensitive [51, 82, 89].

In 2015 a flip-chip voltage regulator on the Raspberry Pi 2 single-board computer (SBC) was found—once again when it was being photographed for a press release before the product introduction—to crash the computer whenever exposed to xenon strobe camera flashes [28, 87]. Raspberry Pi 3 was later found to suffer a similar problem with a much larger chip-scale package integrated circuit (IC) on the back side, a Broadcom BCM43438 Wi-Fi and Bluetooth chipset (U19) this time [70]. In both cases, the root cause was found to be failure to specify an opaque backside laminate (BSL) on the chips [61].

Glass-encapsulated small signal diodes have long been known to pick up noise from overhead fluorescent lighting fixtures [13]. Photosensitive LEDs have been used before for communication [23, 81] or light detection [14, 52–55] or power delivery [1, 26, 49, 62, 63].

Other researchers have proposed ways to make a covert channel out of this effect. All such efforts require an insider with the ability to run a listening process on the target device [41]. This is not an unreasonable assumption, as STUXNET surely proved [19, 40], but what separates those efforts from this paper is that Basilisk does not require participation or cooperation by an insider.¹

Most of the remaining published research related to compromising optical emanations (optical TEMPEST) concerns information flow out of the computer system; only a few papers in the literature address information flow inwards [24, 39, 59, 74]. Perhaps closer are laser injection attacks on optical fiber components of a quantum key distribution system, but in that case the real target was an optical receiver actively listening for a signal [30, 73]. A good survey of signal injection attack vectors is [31].

Sugawara et al. demonstrated coupling between a relatively high power laser and microelectromechanical systems (MEMS), e.g., microphones and accelerometers, a clear parallel to our work because it similarly depends on the physical principle of energy transfer from the laser to the target system in order to effect coupling to a subsystem that was not listening for optical signals directly [83]. Rampazzi et al. (2020) found evidence of both photomechanical and photovoltaic effects at work [71, §4.3] and this work was further extended [22] by Cyr et al. (2024) but MEMS attacks are always targeting sensors, with the intention of falsifying measurements; our work is targeting any device that has an exposed P–N junction and can give direct access to the internal state of the machine.

Basilisk is not precisely the same thing as optical fault injection; that work is done on decapsulated chips, not on conventionally exposed P–N junctions [3, 5, 25, 33, 36, 37, 64–67, 78–80]. Laser fault injection is a technique primarily used in chip design and manufacturing for reliability testing. Focused radio frequency, x-ray, subatomic particle, or

¹Randal (2023) makes the useful distinction amongst (1) covert channels, where both sender and receiver are malicious, (2) side channels, where only the receiver of information is malicious, and (3) fault injection, where only the sender is malicious [72, §2.1].
laser radiation can be used to induce permanent or temporary changes in electronic circuit elements, leading to error states resulting in failures of the system [4, 90]. Light-induced voltage (or current) by means of a scanning laser is a test and characterization method used by semiconductor manufacturers to optimize process changes. It may be used in margin testing to assess reliability. Environmental conditions such as temperature, clock speed, or power supply voltage may be varied to induce faults; the latter is the basis for glitching attacks [29, 32].

Single event upset (SEU) testing (e.g., cosmic rays) is important for space vehicles and devices designed to operate in the vicinity of a nuclear reactor. Electromagnetic interference (EMI) testing for electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) is a type of fault injection, and Basilisk may be considered intentional electromagnetic interference (IEMI).

Laser or photoflash fault injection at the basic component level is usually done on a decapped chip or bare die, under a microscope, allowing for precise placement and small spot size. As an attack vector, optical fault injection is normally used for key extraction—from TV set top boxes, electricity meters, smart cards, and payment terminals, in the course of hardware security module (HSM) testing, KG-type military link encryptors, or trusted platform module (TPM) chips [38, 48]. Bar-El et al. (2004) contains a comprehensive list of active protections in hardware—duplication of circuits, multiple redundancy with or without time shifting, and error-correction codes—and software such as are routinely used in spacecraft to guard against SEU events [5].

In contrast to all these localized events, we aim to show that ranged attacks are practicable on networking or programmable logic controller (PLC) equipment used in factory automation and control. Instead of extracting information, such as cryptographic keys, our capability is to take over control of the system.

4 Basilisk

To demonstrate the various effects of P–N junction excitation we design an injection attack framework called Basilisk. This attack framework allows an external attacker to compromise an air-gapped system, without the need for internal collaboration.

Fundamentally the low-level effect of a Basilisk attack is to pull an internal wire in the target device high or low, depending on the type of diode that it is connected to and the surrounding circuit.

This can be used to disrupt a number of higher level tasks, including chip-to-chip communication, assert error- or interrupt conditions or to send or alter commands on a communication bus. For example, as we demonstrate in detail in Section 7, it can be used to corrupt or modify instructions fetched from memory, change the data sent to a display or communication module, or simply crash a device and make it unresponsive.

For Basilisk to be effective an attacker must be able to target a P–N junction directly. In this explanation we will use ESD protection diodes as examples although the same applies to LEDs or any other P–N junction encased in a transparent material. Figure 1 shows a magnified view of a diode cut across the center to expose the silicon chip. Observe that the silicon chip is sandwiched in a gap between cylindrical metal electrodes, and the chip is often off-center in the gap, making it easier or harder to target with a laser beam.

4.1 System model

The system model for Basilisk is depicted in Figure 2. It is quite broadly applicable and only has a few requirements.

First of all, in order to conduct a Basilisk attack the target system must have an exposed P–N junction. This can come in many forms, e.g., in the form of an indicator LED designed to be visible from the outside; or in the form of an ESD
protection component (often a diode) mounted somewhere on a printed circuit board visible through an opening in the case.

The exposed diode must be connected to a useful target. The adversary is able to pull the wire connected to the diode either high or low depending on the type of diode and the surrounding circuit, but typically not both. The diode must be connected to a circuit that if pulled high (or low) will have an effect on the rest of the system. This is very often the case in practical systems and we will show a number of practical examples of such systems throughout the rest of the paper.

Finally, for some of the attacks to be effective the target device must be turned on and running code. This is not always strictly required, for example one can imagine an example where a soft power switch can be activated with a Basilisk attack or a reset line pulled low to reset a halted CPU, but in most practical cases we will assume that the target system is running.

The vulnerability exists whenever exposed PN junctions (like LEDs or ESD protection components) are connected directly or indirectly to electronic circuits carrying sensitive information.

4.2 Adversary model

The adversary must have line of sight to the target diode. This is not trivial in practice, but neither is it very difficult. In Section 5 we define a metric called active area that measures how precisely an attacker must aim to be effective. We show that it is indeed feasible to do even without specialist equipment.

For certain attacks it is necessary to be able to modulate the laser, i.e., turn it off an on, say, in order to create valid packets. We assume the attacker is able to do this as fast as is needed for the attack. This is a fairly easy requirement in practice, as the modulation need not be any faster than the communication protocol under attack, i.e., under 5 MHz for I²C.

Although not always needed, we grant the adversary full knowledge of the timing of any messages that are transmitted across a targeted bus. This is somewhat of an over approximation, but it models the case where this information is available through other side channels. If this information is not available, attacks that require specific timing become probabilistic.

Basilisk works by pulling the wire connected to the diode either low or high, but not both. For this reason the attacker can only change a binary 1 to 0, (or 0 to 1) but not both ways. This is not as much of a limitation as it first appears, because shared communication buses have pull-up (or pull down) resistors making the default bus state high (or low) as in Figure 3. The attacker can send arbitrary messages in that case by, say, pulling the bus low when needed and letting it go back up to high by just turning off the laser. Nevertheless it is a limitation that can come into play in some circumstances. We describe one example of this in Section 7.1.

Note that this technique does not permit the attacker to receive information from the circuit under attack, only send messages. If bidirectional communication is needed, another side channel must be used to read information. Such side channels are in fact often available, e.g., when attacking a display as we demonstrate in Section 7.2, but the attacks we describe do not need to read from the device.

5 Diode Attack Surface

In this section we demonstrate the specific conditions under which it is possible for an external attacker to use a laser to execute a Basilisk attack. We introduce the measurement setup and then use it to drive ESD protection diodes or LEDs into photoconductive- or photovoltaic mode respectively, thus controlling the signal level of the connected circuits.

5.1 CMOS Logic Circuits

Before we continue we need to clarify the target voltage for our experiments. In CMOS, 3.3 V circuits signals are supposed to be either above $V_{IH} = 2.0$ V to indicate a logic high condition or below $V_{IL} = 0.8$ V to indicate logic low. The gap between $V_{IL}$ and $V_{IH}$ is not to be used to avoid ambiguity and to provide a buffer—called the noise margin—against small fluctuations in the electrical signal changing the logic state.

However CMOS logic is a binary system and the “undefined” state cannot actually be represented in hardware, so
in practice; in our experiments, anything below 2 V is interpreted as a logic low condition. This difference is illustrated in Figure 4. This slightly higher value for a logic low condition is helpful for our attack since the lower the attacker wants to drive the signal, the more power is needed. Given the observed behavior we can use 2 V as the threshold for a successful attack.

5.2 Attack Measurements

To make sure our measurements and results are applicable to a real world system, we make all our measurements on an experimental setup consisting of two devices (bus controller and target) communicating over an I²C-bus. The bus has ESD protection diodes and external pull-up resistors to allow us to experiment with different values. We can change the resistor values and bus voltage independently; this mimics the I²C specification, which allows a wide variety of values to be used [60, 68]. A schematic of the test setup can be seen in Figure 5 and a photo in Figure 6.

The measurement setup consists of a pair of linear actuators at 90° to each other to allow for a systematic raster-scan of the diode under attack. The actuators are driven by stepper motors which enable precise repeatable measurements to be taken. Each raster scan of the diode moves the laser beam across a 1 mm² area of one of the ESD protection diodes on the I²C bus, stopping every 20 µm to measure the voltage on the bus.

Basilisk attacks are ideally suited for a shared communication bus because such buses use open collector (or open drain) drivers. A device wishing to transmit will drive the bus low to send a binary 0 or simply release the bus and allow the pull-up resistor to return the bus to its logic high condition (binary 1) between zero bits or between transmissions. Typical values for I²C bus pull-up resistors are 2.2 kΩ or 4.7 kΩ; lower values pull the bus up more strongly, allowing faster communication; conversely, a higher value resistor like 10 kΩ is a weaker pull-up.

The ESD protection diodes tested are a common type of glass-encapsulated DO-35 size small signal diode, a type 1N34A equivalent silicon Schottky diode chosen for its fast recovery speed. The diode is connected in reverse bias with its anode at ground potential. Reverse bias makes the diode non-conductive under normal circumstances, so it doesn’t affect the operation of the bus. If the voltage on the bus ever exceeds the reverse breakdown voltage of the diode, e.g., during a power surge, the diode becomes conductive and shunts the power surge to ground, protecting the bus and the connected devices [47, 85].

We test several different lasers from near infrared (IR) devices at 780 nm, to a longer wavelength of 808 nm and 980 nm in order to identify the type best suited for a particular diode type. The lasers all have a fixed power (intensity) rating between 3–5 mW.

We use our measurement setup to trace a raster pattern with the laser, back and forth over the diode, to identify the best place to direct the laser during an attack. This is illustrated in Figure 7. The lasers are focused to the smallest achievable spot size at a working distance of 32–35 mm. This is not critical for the attack to work but it gives our measurements a higher resolution, allowing us to map out diode vulnerabilities in more detail. Note that even when focused, the beam from a semiconductor laser is slightly elliptical, so we repeated...
all the experiments with the long axis of the elliptical beam oriented parallel, perpendicular, and diagonally to the long axis of the gap between the electrodes in the ESD protection diode under test.

One run of the experiment consists of setting the bus voltage and pull-up resistor values, then scanning the laser spot over the glass body of the diode as shown in Figure 7. Voltage measurements are taken at fifty evenly spaced points along each scan line, for a total of 2500 measurements per run. Each run is repeated sixteen times for different combinations of bus voltage and pull-up resistor values, then the laser is rotated 45 degrees to shift the elliptical beam axis. We have experimented extensively with different wavelengths as well, however for most diode types we have one laser that is clearly the most efficient, so we only present the data for that set of experiments. See Section 8.2 for more details on laser wavelengths.

Voltage measurements are made with a 10-bit analogue-to-digital converter (ADC) channel 0 of an Arduino Uno single-board computer, against a 5 V reference. The ADC was allowed to settle for 500 ms every time the bus voltage was changed, and several voltage measurements were taken at every point, then averaged. The resolution of the ADC is 4.88 mV. All power supply voltages were verified with a Fluke 107 multimeter to be within 0.1 V of spec before the start of each run.

Figure 7: The raster pattern used to scan the diodes and LEDs to obtain repeatable results. Each run consists of 2,500 individual measurements.

6 Experimental Results

After a comprehensive series of tests on both ESD diodes and LEDs we have detailed results that show both options as a viable entry point for a Basilisk attack. In the following we present our findings for the two diode types.

In both cases the results of the experiments are a series of voltage measurements across the measurement area. This area is 1 mm$^2$ for the ESD diodes and 25 mm$^2$ for the larger LEDs.

6.1 ESD Diodes

A representative result is shown in Figure 8. The size and shape of the gap between the electrodes can be clearly seen. There is some indication of the size and location of the silicon chip. The black isovolt curve indicates the V$_{IH}$ = 2.0 V level where the laser has forced the bus voltage below the logic threshold. Any hit from the laser inside the 2 V contour line will be seen as a logic low signal on the I$^2$C bus. We call this region the active area of the diode and it serves as a good metric for how easy it is to execute the attack for a specific set of parameters. If the active area is small for a chosen set of parameters, it means that those parameters make it more difficult to drive the signal low. Conversely if the area is large it means that it is comparatively easier.

To demonstrate how an attacker can best influence an exposed diode, and what circuit types are more vulnerable, we look at each of the parameters individually. These include beam axis rotation, bus voltage, and pull-up strength.

Beam rotation. Figure 9 depicts example results for three different beam rotations. The active areas (region inside the isovolt curve) look slightly different for the three rotations but...
Figure 8: Voltage measurements from a 980 nm laser. The size and shape of the gap between the electrodes can clearly be seen. The black isovolt curve delineates the active region where the laser was able to force the bus voltage below the logic threshold $V_{IH}$, thereby imposing a binary zero on the bus. Simply releasing the bus, by turning off the laser, is sufficient to send a binary one.

Figure 9: Effect of beam elliptical axis rotation: diagonal 45° (left), parallel 0° (middle), and perpendicular 90° (right).

it seems hard to draw a firm conclusion. To help with that we plot the average size of each of the active areas over 10 runs in Figure 10. Here it can be seen that we have a larger active area if the beam is perpendicular, i.e., rotated 90°. While it is tempting to conclude that perpendicular beams are better, it is likely an artifact of the geometry of a specific diode, as the internal placement of the silicon die is believed to be random. However what we can learn from this is that rotation matters, and in a practical scenario rotating the beam might yield a bit of extra efficiency if the diode can only be targeted with an off center beam, or if the power of the laser is limited.

Bus voltage and pull-up resistor strength. Figure 11 shows the effect of bus voltage and pull-up resistor strength. Voltage varies from top to bottom and pull-up resistor strength varies from left to right. Observe how the active area becomes larger at lower bus voltages and with weaker pull-up resistors. This makes intuitive sense since with a lower bus voltage there is less of a voltage difference between a logic high and logic low signal, and thus it takes less to pull the signal down to a low state. Similarly for weaker pull-up resistors there is less current flow available to counteract the attempt to pull the signal level down to low.

For example, while at 5 V with a strong pull-up, attacking the I²C bus is difficult, it is easy to attack a bus at 3.3 V with any reasonable pull-up resistor value.

The isovolt contour lines support the prediction that the attack will get easier in future as system voltages fall from 5 V TTL through 3.3 V CMOS to 2.5 V and 1.8 V LVCMOS [2, introduction]. In general, we can now predict whether a given combination of component type, bus voltage, pull-up resistor value, and laser wavelength is reversible.

6.2 Light Emitting Diodes (LEDs)

Doing the same set of experiments again for LEDs serve two purposes. First we want to show that Basilisk attacks are possible on LEDs as well, which is important since LEDs are often more available as targets. Second we want to investigate how different colored LEDs behave. The behavior will be different since the semiconductor is doped with different elements in order to produce different colored light. Furthermore, some LEDs are encased in a colored resin, which could influence the effectiveness of our attack laser.

An LED is a significantly bigger target than an ESD diode. This makes aiming the beam and beam rotation less important so we will not reproduce that part of the experiment here. We instead focus on the most important aspects that we found
Figure 11: Voltage measurements from varying I2C bus voltage and pull-up resistor strength as independent variables. All attacks are done with an 980 nm laser. The black isovolt lines are 2.0 V for 5 and 3.3 V logic, 1.7 V for 2.5 V logic, and 1.17 V for 1.8 V logic.

will determine the resulting bus voltage, namely the color of the LED that is being attacked, the bus voltage of the victim system, and the pull-up resistor strength.

LED color. We tested the Basilisk attacks on six LEDs (four different colors) with the same 405 nm (violet/blue) laser to get a measure for how color impacts the efficiency of the attack. The results can be seen in Figure 12.

We see that pink LEDs exhibit the weakest response which is likely due to a phosphor layer absorbing a lot of the shorter wavelength before it gets to the chip. The blue and green LEDs both respond fine to the attack, and it is clear that those LEDs are vulnerable enough to be used in practice. The most vulnerable LED color is white. We have not attempted to uncover the specific physical reason for these differences, just note that with the exception of the pink LED, all had fairly large active regions, making them easy to hit.

Bus voltage and pull-up resistor strength. Another thing to note from Figure 12 is that the voltage in the active region, i.e., inside the isovolt curve, is not as low as it is for ESD protection diodes. While LEDs are large and easy to hit, they do not drive the voltage as far down with the same laser power, i.e., they are less efficient. While an ESD protection diode easily drives the voltage down to zero if hit correctly, LEDs usually bottom out at 1–1.5 V. As mentioned in Section 4, this signal level is considered undefined for CMOS circuits but in practice it is enough to trigger a logic low condition, which means it is good enough for our purpose.

7 Case Studies

In the previous section we demonstrated that an adversary can change the logic level of an I2C bus with a laser. But that falls short of demonstrating remote code execution on a live CPU, which requires the attacker to have precise control of timing.

We next show that the attack vector can be used to perform a meaningful attack. We do this through two case studies. In the first one we attack a small computer with a simple instruction set to demonstrate how we can effect arbitrary code execution. The second case study demonstrates that Basilisk attacks can be performed against off the shelf hardware.

The two case studies also allow us to demonstrate both types of Basilisk attack: photovoltaic and photoconductive. In the first case study the exposed diode is an LED connected to the memory bus so we can use photovoltaic attacks to drive the bus wires to their logic high state. In the second case we attack the ESD protection diodes on an I2C bus so we use a photoconductive attack to drive the bus low.

7.1 Changing the running instruction stream

To demonstrate the practicality of remote code execution, at the same time keeping the complexity low so all details are visible, we constructed a minimal 4-bit computer called M5. It has status lights on the memory bus—a feature sadly lacking in most computers designed since the 1970s—and an instruction set architecture (ISA) small enough to make Figure 17 feasible. We wanted to be able to show the reachability analysis between instructions without the overwhelming complexity of a modern ISA like ARMv7 or RISC-V. The point is to show that because of an interesting constraint on the attacker—who may only be able to change a binary 0 to 1—but not the other way around—certain opcodes are reachable from certain other opcodes, but not always the one you want.
M5, shown in Figures 15 (a) and 16, is a minimalist CPU intended not so much to show the practicality of the attack against real hardware but—quite the opposite—to highlight certain unique difficulties of the attack, beyond obvious ones like aiming and focusing.

The accumulator register is visible on the front panel (Figure 13)—visibility is key to establishing a phase lock on the CPU. It has a simple instruction set (Table 1) to make feasible the reachability analysis in Figure 17, and will halt if it decodes an illegal opcode. Cycle time is 250 µs but this was limited by the speed of the laser drivers, not the FPGA.

Both CPU and memory are implemented in the FPGA but the bus between them was routed externally to be accessible for probing outside the FPGA’s internal interconnection fabric, as shown in the schematic of Figure 15 (a). The FPGA used is a Lattice Semiconductor iCE40-HX8K breakout board, configured in Verilog with the open source Project iCEstorm. All experiments in this section are done with a 405 nm, 5 mW laser.³

It is important to note this is not an FPGA vulnerability; the attack happens outside the FPGA’s internal interconnection fabric, on external I/O pins, which are all standard CMOS.

M5 runs the microcode for each instruction on a sixteen-step cycle. Figure 14 shows a typical instruction, opcode mnemonic STA, which stores the value currently in the accumulator register to a specified memory location.

The attacker needs to know a lot about the CPU and the program that is currently running to perform the attack successfully. Firstly, the attacker needs to establish a phase lock on the internal state of the CPU, and from it to accurately measure the cycle time, because the entire attack is predicated on cycle counting.

Here, phase locking is accomplished by watching the accumulator display for changes, because the display always changes at a known microcode cycle. From the direction and magnitude of the change, the attacker can deduce what instruction was running (for example, INC or DEC if the accumulator value changed by one, or STA if the value changed by more than one). From the time between changes, the attacker can calculate the cycle time by dividing by the number of instructions executed between changes and looking up the cycle time of each instruction, which may be different.

All this could be accomplished a different way simply by watching the bus LEDs. We do it by means of the accumulator simply to illustrate the general principle that the attacker is not necessarily attacking the same LED as the one being watched.

After the attacker has established a phase lock and measured the cycle time, the attack proceeds by counting cycles into a predicted part of the fetch–execute cycle and firing the lasers at the instant when the desired value is known to be on the bus (Figure 14). Typically, the laser fires more than once during a particular instruction; for example, once to change the opcode, again four and a half cycles later to change the memory address, and five cycles after that to change the data being written to memory.

The result of the attack can be seen on the right side of Figure 15. Memory map (b) shows what the memory contents of M5 looked like before the attack; (c) shows what it looks like after. The attacker fired the lasers a total of twenty times in six seconds to force the normal program in locations 0–7 to write a new program in high memory at locations 9–14, and then forced a branch to it.

We did not collect any data on the probability of the attack being successful, because we found it to be reliable under the conditions we set up. The lasers are bolted in position, aimed

³With the laser focused at infinity, any portion of the beam lying within a 5 mm diameter acceptance cone at the target will automatically be captured and index matched to the P–N junction, because optical systems—in this case, the lens of the LED—are time-reversible.
Figure 15: (a) Schematic of the M5 computer, built around a Lattice iCE40HX8K-CT256 FPGA. Jumpers J1–J4 form an H-bridge to allow flexibly reorienting the polarity of bus LEDs for experimentation. The bus is pulled down by jumper J5. (b) Memory map before the attack. (c) Memory map after the successful attack.

Figure 16: The M5 computer. Four lasers controlled by an Arduino with MOSFET laser drivers, are mounted aimed at the bus LEDs. The four LEDs on the right are the accumulator (A) register and the LEDs and switches on the left are used to interact with the computer.

At the bus LEDs from a range of 2 cm, because it removes an independent variable (aiming error) from the experiment.

The lasers used in this experiment were 405 nm near-UV diode laser modules of unknown power rating. The lasers were extracted from “cat toys” sold on Amazon.com at https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B09Y4D7NFB/. In operation, they draw approximately 150 mA each from a 3.3 V supply, so their optical power must be < 500 mW and is probably considerably less, as they get warm in continuous operation. These are absolutely not eye-safe and should never have been sold as cat toys.

For safety when using 405 nm lasers, we recommend an enclosure made from #2422 transparent orange polycarbonate sheet 3 mm thick, as shown in Figure 6 when that apparatus was running at 405 nm.

The lasers are modulated by switching their power supply on and off with a MOSFET. Two important considerations apply to these lasers; firstly, they need 3.3 V and will burn out quickly at 5 V, but the MOSFETs won’t switch a load less than their gate (control) voltage. So to make the MOSFETs work and avoid burning out the lasers, always switch 5 V through the MOSFET, and drop it down to 3.3 V with an LM317 voltage regulator between the MOSFET and the laser.

These lasers were chosen for use because they exhibit quick response when modulated in this way, typically < 100 µs turn-on and turn-off latency. Many other laser modules from other sources, when measured, had a turn-on latency of more than 4000 µs, limiting modulation to < 0.25 kHz.

Note that the bus is pulled down by the 10 kΩ resistors. There is no particular reason why it needs to be that way; it’s only to make clear that LEDs under laser illumination drive their signals in reverse.

Using the M5 computer we can now demonstrate a few different adversarial capabilities, the first and easiest being to crash the computer using a Basilisk attack, and the second being arbitrary code execution (with some minor constraints).

To crash the computer, the attacker directs an unmodulated
Mnemonic Opcode Instruction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mnemonic</th>
<th>Opcode</th>
<th>Instruction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NOP</td>
<td>0000</td>
<td>no operation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LDA</td>
<td>0001</td>
<td>load accumulator (addr)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INC</td>
<td>0010</td>
<td>increment accumulator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEC</td>
<td>0011</td>
<td>decrement accumulator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STA</td>
<td>0100</td>
<td>store accumulator (addr)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BZ</td>
<td>0101</td>
<td>branch if $A \neq 0$ (addr)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JMP</td>
<td>0110</td>
<td>unconditional branch (addr)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SR</td>
<td>0111</td>
<td>shift right accumulator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LDI</td>
<td>1001</td>
<td>load immediate</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: M5 instruction set. It consists of 9 instructions including NOP. This is intentionally simple but Turing complete.

laser to any of the bus LEDs for a few seconds. This has any of the following effects: (1) changing a valid opcode to an invalid one; (2) changing the value of a memory address; (3) changing the contents of a memory read or write operation; or (4) changing the control flow of the program.

To achieve arbitrary code execution, the attacker needs to know something about the internal state of the CPU in order to synchronize precisely. Watching the accumulator display (Figure 13) is sufficient to obtain a phase lock on the CPU’s internal state because the display changes at a known cycle offset within the STA instruction.

Even with knowledge of the running program and the CPU timing, the attack is not trivial. By targeting some or all of the bus LEDs, the attacker can change instructions, or data, or addresses after they are fetched from memory but before they are executed by the CPU. However, the attacker can only set bits, i.e., change a 0 to a 1, not the other way around.4 This means that for every instruction there is a certain set of different instructions the attacker can reach. This is illustrated in Figure 17. The level of effort is not dissimilar to finding “gadgets” in return-oriented programming (ROP) or selecting opcodes from the printable character subset of the Intel X86 instruction set architecture [12, 15, 16, 57, 58, 76]. Another analogy would be to looking a few moves ahead in a chess game.

The address of a load or store operation can be easily redirected to high memory addresses simply by setting the most significant bit. The attacker can use many loops through the program, setting a few bits here and there, gradually building up the desired program in high memory. Once done, the attacker can simply redirect a branch to the new code.

In case the code in high memory cannot be created exactly how the attacker wants, maybe because some bit combinations were inaccessible, the constructed code can run fixups on itself the first time it runs. This enables the attacker to use the available instructions to write the desired program. After that,

4This is in photovoltaic mode; in photoconductive mode, we might only be able to reset a bit.

Figure 17: Allowable transitions in the instructions set of the computer defined in Table 1 if the attacker can only set bits, but not reset them.

the fixed-up code runs, and the attacker has full control.

The attacker must be very careful not to crash the running program. If the CPU ever halts, the attack is blocked.

7.2 Attacking an I²C bus

We have demonstrated how a Basilisk attack can lead to arbitrary code execution on a toy computer. In this section we prove the viability by attacking an I²C bus between commercially available devices at 100 kbits−1.

The I²C bus is a serial, synchronously clocked communication bus that is widely used and has a tolerant specification we can abuse. It underlies the System Management Bus (SMBus) and PMBus, as well as being incorporated in many other real-world interfaces including HDMI, PCIe, DVI, and VESA [18]. A timing diagram of the I²C bus can be seen in Figure 19. It consist of two wires: synchronous data (SDA) and synchronous clock (SCL). It is less expensive to attack than a parallel bus (e.g., as used on M5), because the attacker needs to aim and synchronise at most two lasers. Timing is dictated by the sending device and can be arbitrarily slow. This further reduces the difficulty for an attacker since there is no need for synchronization with an existing clock.

I²C is a shared bus with pull-up resistors making the default state of the bus logic high. It uses open collector drivers to pull the bus low when needed so that two devices trying to send at the same time will not cause hardware damage to each other. This makes it ideal as a target for Basilisk attacks.

The I²C bus in our setup (see Figure 18) is provided with ESD protection devices (1N34A Schottky equivalent) on each of the two lines providing an entry point for a Basilisk attack. Figure 20 shows this attack working in practice—one LEDs, in this case. The figure shows an oscilloscope trace of the two I²C wires with the attacker driving both wires to execute the attack. Note how, in the upper trace, the receiver acknowl-
edges each byte sent via the lasers by pulling the bus low. We can be sure that this is indeed the receiver pulling the bus low because it is pulled down all the way to 0 V, which the attacker cannot achieve. The LED can only pull the bus down to about 1.2 V (from $V_{DD} = 3.3$ V) but that is enough.

We identify three attacks: denial of service, message manipulation, and message insertion. The first and easiest attack is denial of service where the attacker simply sends a constant beam of light. Even if the attacker only controls one of the two bus lines, this attack effectively prevents any other communication from taking place.

The second attack is message manipulation where an attacker alters messages sent by other nodes, subject to analogous restrictions as in the M5 example—the attacker can only reset bits, not set them. This attack requires knowledge of the messages going across the bus and precise control over the timing of the attack. The sender of the message is able to detect the change, and will interpret it as bus contention, backing off automatically, but the intended receiver does receive the altered message.

The third and final attack is to transmit messages on an empty bus. It assumes that the attacker knows when the bus is empty, but beyond that there is no further need for precise synchronization with the existing devices.

8 Discussion

Introducing energy to the system—along with information—violates assumptions made by the hardware designer.

8.1 Laser power

In most cases accuracy and precision of aiming can be at least partially substituted with more power.

Our experiments used reclaimed laser modules from old CD, DVD, and Blu-ray players. This is in part to show that Basilisk attacks can be done with very inexpensive hardware,
but also that is what we could easily source. The downside of this is that we do not have specifications for all the lasers, specifically we do not have calibrated intensity measurements.

The lasers we have are sufficient to execute the attacks, but being able to precisely control the optical power and to focus the beam to a smaller spot size \((e.g., 10 \mu m)\) would allow for a more effective delivery of power to the P–N junction.

We observed standard laser safety protocols including use of warning signs, shielding, beam blocks, and protective glasses [6–8, 46, 88]. Hazards related to frequency-doubled 532 nm green laser pointers are well-known [11, 20].

There is no particular reason to think the light need be coherent, or even monochromatic. This is supported by the fact that xenon flash tubes are as effective as lasers.

### 8.2 Laser Wavelength

The lasers we have allowed us to test a variety of shorter wave-lengths, 650 nm (red), 532 nm (green), and 405 nm (blue/violet) in addition to the infrared 780 nm, 808 nm, and 980 nm lasers we used. Shorter wavelengths tend to be more effective for LEDs and longer wavelengths are better for silicon.

### 8.3 Countermeasures

There are two main classes of countermeasures, active and passive. Active countermeasures rely on first detecting that an attack is taking place and then taking corrective action; attacks might be detected optically [9] or electrically [56]. Passive countermeasures minimize the attack surface, either by eliminating vulnerable components or shielding them from influence. Opaque chip packages can mitigate the attack, but this is no option for indicators that must remain visible.

Minimize the number of exposed LEDs or other photosensitive components on a device. Avoid connecting exposed P–N junctions directly to circuits carrying sensitive information. Existing electromagnetic interference (EMI) reduction techniques may be effective against photovoltaic mode, but are unlikely to be effective in photoconductive mode.

It is interesting to note that the most effective wavelength for silicon ESD protection diodes (not LEDs) is in the infrared part of the spectrum, which makes the attacks stealthy.

### 8.4 Other Targets

There are a few areas where it is surprisingly common to have LEDs directly connected to sensitive circuits. We found that CAN bus devices commonly have them [34, 50]. Attacking a differential signaling bus like CAN is more challenging, as it will require the attacker to exploit both the photovoltaic and photoconductive methods on electrically adjacent components at the same time for it to work.

In certain circumstances it is possible that a Basilisk attack can damage the victim device. LEDs driven into photovoltaic mode tend to pull the circuit on their cathode sides more negative. This can, if the circuit on the cathode side of the LED is a low positive voltage, result in the circuit going below ground which could be damaging for sensitive electronics.

### 8.5 Commercially Available Hardware

We have been able to demonstrate the effect only on one piece of commercially available hardware: a 5 mm RGB color-changing LED often found in light-up toys [77].

The device was found to be disrupted by 405 nm, 520 nm, 650 nm, 780 nm, 808 nm, and 980 nm lasers, and the color changing sequence can be reliably reset to red at a distance of 25 cm by a xenon camera flash; this is consistent with the emission spectrum of xenon, which is rich in near-IR.

The effect was first reported in a comment on the article about the Raspberry Pi 2 glitch mentioned earlier [21, 28]. The chip inside is believed to be a CDT3447 or similar [69].

### 9 Conclusion

We present an attack framework we call Basilisk, after the mythical animal that could kill with a single glance [27, 45].

While the photosensitivity of semiconductor diodes is a known phenomenon, we demonstrate the practical requirements for an external attacker to use the effect as an attack vector. We show that Basilisk attacks are feasible in practice, both against ESD protection devices and LEDs, and can be performed as long as the attacker has line of sight access.

Our results go beyond a feasibility study. We show two concrete attacks that have serious consequences. Depending on an attacker’s knowledge of the victim and equipment complexity, it is possible to achieve a number of effects, from denial of service to arbitrary code execution on an air-gapped computer system. Our results lead to testable predictions about the vulnerability of any shared bus that uses open collector (or open drain) tristate drivers.

Minimization is the most effective countermeasure, followed by buffering LEDs—which might be enough to block photovoltaic mode attacks only—but mitigation remains a challenge, especially for indicators that need to be exposed.

### Availability

Verilog source code for FPGA implementation of the M5 CPU, Arduino source code for the attacker’s equipment and the experimental apparatus, raw data, and scripts for data reduction and plotting are available on GitHub at https://github.com/jloughry/basilisk_artifacts.
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Abstract
The globalized nature of modern supply chains facilitates hostile actors to install malicious firmware in 3D printers. A worm similar to Stuxnet could stealthily infiltrate a printer farm used for military drones, resulting in the production of batches with a variety of defects. While cybersecurity researchers have extensively delved into the designing and slicing stages of the printing process and explored physical side channels for offensive and defensive research, the domain of firmware attacks remains significantly underexplored. This study proposes a classification tree for firmware attacks, focusing on the attack goals. We further propose nine distinct firmware attacks within these categories to demonstrate and understand the impact of compromised firmware on a standard fused filament fabrication printer. The study evaluates these attacks through relevant destructive and non-destructive tests, including assessing the tensile strength of the printed parts and conducting air quality tests at the printing premises. The study further investigates the viability of forty-eight attacks, including nine that we propose, across the 3D printing stages: the design stage (involving CAD file manipulation), the slicing stage (involving G-code file manipulation), and the printing stage (involving firmware manipulation). Drawing on our understanding of the 3D printing attack surface, we introduce an Attack Feasibility Index (AFI) to assess the feasibility of attacks at different printing stages. This systematization and examination advances the comprehension of potential 3D printing attacks and urges researchers to delve into cybersecurity strategies focused on counteracting feasible attacks at specific printing stages.

1 Introduction
The popularity of additive manufacturing (AM) is on the rise [1], with critical industrial sectors such as aerospace [2], automotive, and healthcare [3] utilizing 3D-printed functional parts. Consequently, malicious actors now have greater incentives to attack AM setups and sabotage the printed parts. Concurrently, the current industry trend towards fully connected and converged IT and industrial networks [4] potentially extends the reach of cyber attackers to manufacturing units. Over the past few years, the research community has been actively engaged in both offensive and defensive aspects of AM security. AM is a cyber-physical system (CPS) and as any other CPS technology (SCADA, IOT, etc.) subjected to potential security breaches [5–11].

The existing offensive research focuses on either stealing intellectual property (IP) information through side channels [12, 13] or inducing defects in the printed part [14]. Being fundamentally different from its predecessor technologies, AM or 3D printing (3DP) offers unique attack opportunities for an adversary to sabotage the physical properties of the printed parts. These attacks degrade the object’s mechanical strength without modifying the dimensions, weight, center of mass, and other measurable attributes [15]. Although the researchers acknowledge the possibility of firmware attacks [16, 17], most sophisticated attacks are demonstrated at the design and the slicing stages. Moreover, no taxonomy of firmware attacks exists in AM security literature.

This study aims to systematize the knowledge of firmware attacks on 3D printers by developing a classification tree focusing on specific attack objectives. Starting with the fundamental goals of surveillance, denial of service, and integrity breach, the tree extends to include technically attributable subgoals related to the components of the printing process, the printing premises, the printed parts, and the target assembly for which the parts are being printed.

To demonstrate the utility of the classification tree, we showcase nine novel firmware attacks emerging from diverse nodes within the tree, encompassing surveillance, denial of printing service, object integrity, printer damage, and printing premises-related attacks. For instance, print your own grave attack prints a tool and uses it to physically damage the printer’s components, such as the printing bed. Another attack, named incurable, deceives the user by mimicking com-
mon printing faults, leading to prolonged and ineffective troubleshooting of the printing environment. In a sabotage attack on printing premises, the adversary contaminates the printing facility’s environment, leading to potential health hazards. The study demonstrates the impact of these attacks on a standard FFF-based 3D printer running Marlin, the most widely used open-source firmware for 3D printers [18].

The difficulty level of implementing an attack may vary depending on the attack goal. For example, denying printing services by blocking printing instructions is a straightforward task for malicious firmware. In contrast, managing the computation and space complexity involved in scaling an object at the firmware level is challenging. Assessing the complexity of attacks is crucial for understanding the risks involved and prioritizing defensive measures. However, our search revealed no existing research on the complexity analysis of additive manufacturing (AM) attacks.

To fill this gap, we conducted an in-depth analysis of 48 attacks, including those we proposed, to evaluate their implementation complexity at various stages of the printing process. To summarize our findings, we introduce the Attack Feasibility Index (AFI), which represents the feasibility or difficulty level of implementing a specific category of attacks at a particular stage of the printing process.

The findings from the AFI indicate that not all attacks are feasible at any stage of the printing process. For instance, sabotaging the printing premises proves infeasible when targeting the design stage of the process chain. Consequently, cybersecurity solutions optimized for the design stage may not prioritize detecting such attacks.

Contributions. This study offers three main contributions:

1. An attack-goal-focused classification tree for the firmware attacks on 3D printers.
2. Implementation and evaluation of nine novel firmware attacks on Marlin-based FFF 3D printer.
3. An analysis of the feasibility of 48 AM attacks at various stages of the AM process chain, providing insights into their implementation complexity at each stage.

2 Background and Related Work

2.1 Fused Filament Fabrication - FFF

Additive manufacturing, also known as 3D printing (3DP), is a manufacturing technique that constructs objects by adding material layer by layer. This approach fundamentally differs from traditional manufacturing techniques, such as subtractive manufacturing and forging. 3DP offers numerous advantages over previous methods, such as printing complex geometries in a single part, reduced wastage, customized instead of bulk production, and a rapid design-to-production cycle. The ASTM International standards organization defines seven AM methods, including material extrusion, powder bed fusion, and vat photopolymerization, among others [19]. Material extrusion, one of the most commonly used additive manufacturing (AM) techniques, predominantly employs the Fused Filament Fabrication (FFF) process, which is the focus of this study.

Figure 1 provides an overview of a typical FFF printer, which creates three-dimensional (3D) objects by extruding molten filament onto a heated printing bed. For first-layer adhesion and to prevent object warping, the printing bed is maintained at a temperature close to the glass transition temperature of the filament. The printing process starts with the solid filament from a material spool fed into the print head by a stepper motor. The print head features a heated chamber that melts the filament into a molten, piezo-elastic state. The print head utilizes the molten filament extruded from the nozzle orifice to draw a single-layer geometry, resembling a 2D plotter printer with a finite thickness, usually only a fraction of a millimeter. The filament’s molten state allows it to pass through the small nozzle orifice, facilitating bonding (fusion) with the previously extruded material to create a solid geometry. Once a layer is complete, the printing bed moves down to create space between the nozzle and the object for the next layer. This layer-by-layer process continues until the desired object is fully printed.

2.2 Related Work

This section summarizes current research endeavors focused on firmware attacks targeting material-extrusion AM systems and their classification.

Attacks Classification. Several research studies have proposed taxonomies for cyber-physical system (CPS) attacks
in AM systems. Yampolskiy et al. [20] developed an attack taxonomy focusing on semantically identical manipulations introduced by compromised elements. Their taxonomy includes a subset of targeted properties known as ‘attack targets’ but does not delve into the attacker’s goals or consider denial of service attacks. In another study [21], they characterize attacks based on manipulated properties.

Pan et al. [22] proposed a taxonomy that comprises vulnerability, attack vector, attack target, and attack impact; however, it is not focused on attack goals. Mahesh et al. [23] presented a four-level attack taxonomy for AM systems, starting with attack goals, methods, targets, and countermeasures. However, their taxonomy does not cover an in-depth attack categorization. Moreover, they see service denial and IP theft as methods rather than attack goals. Wu et al. [24] developed a taxonomy for AM attacks that includes two parallel streams of cyber and physical attacks. It only enumerates a few attack outcomes under cyber and physical attack consequences. Gupta [16] presented multiple supply chain models for an AM process and highlighted the types of attacks associated with those models. They further discussed the risks associated with the studied attacks. The paper summarily mentions the firmware attack vector without delving into the details.

Our study takes a distinctive approach by constructing a multi-tier attack categorization tree based on attack goals within additive manufacturing (AM) systems. This focus allows us to elucidate the strategic intentions behind various attack methodologies and enables the development of targeted countermeasures tailored to thwart specific attack goals.

**Firmware Attacks on 3D Printers.** Researchers have demonstrated sabotage attacks on 3D printers at pre-firmware stages, such as during the design and slicing stages. Additionally, surveillance attacks through side channels have been extensively investigated [25–27]. Nevertheless, exploration into firmware attacks remains relatively limited. Xiao [28] demonstrated firmware attack feasibility on 3D printers. He showcased a thermal manipulation attack by modifying the open-source RepRap firmware through a USB-based serial connection. Moore et al. [29] studied the impact of malicious firmware on print quality by manipulating extruder feed rate or printing alternate geometries. However, their study did not comprehensively analyze the attacks achievable through firmware compromise.

Pearce et al. [30] presented “FLAW3D”, a bootloader trojan capable of attacking AVR-based Marlin-supported 3D printers. They demonstrated two low-footprint attacks that could reduce the strength of printed parts. The authors mentioned that only simple manipulation could be feasible due to memory constraints in the bootloader space. Do et al. [31] extracted data from a network-connected printer by exploiting the authentication process vulnerability.

**Figure 2:** Classification of firmware attacks (categories in blue are covered through proposed attacks)
and the printing environment without delving into further hierarchy. For example, actions resulting in physical damage to any part of the printer, such as targeting the printing bed or nozzle, are encompassed under a single attack goal, denoted as 'PdDoS.' The subsequent subsections provide a concise overview of the nodes in the categorization tree.

3.1 Surveillance

Surveillance attacks do not modify/sabotage the printing process itself, rather they aim at stealing the printing facility or the printing process information.

3.1.1 Printing Surveillance (SuPr)

Printing process surveillance can be further categorized into Surveillance of the Printing Process (SuPP) and Surveillance of the Printed Object (SuPO). The IP information is highly valuable, as its disclosure could result in significant financial losses for businesses. For example, competitors might be interested in gaining insights into the types of prototypes being printed in the research lab. Surveillance can also assist in accomplishing more adversarial goals, such as planning future attacks. In such cases, information pertaining to the network [32], control software and the printer are used to fingerprint the system or design an attack specific to the print geometry.

3.1.2 Printing Environment (SuPE)

3D printers can effectively act as spying devices to gather the premises or the environment data. Instead of surveillance of the printing process, the sensing data could be used to illicitly gather information about the facility itself. The information could be from physical sensing systems (SuPh), e.g., cameras, temperature gauges, or network traffic (SuNT), which provide insights into the connected devices over the network. An attacker can use various ways to exfiltrate the information, e.g., by hiding artifacts in the printed object [33].

3.2 Denial of Service (DoS)

A malicious firmware can pursue numerous intriguing Denial of Service (DoS) goals by exploiting the digital or physical domains of the printing process. These goals are segmented into two primary categories: Denial of Printing Service (DoPS) and Denial of Network Services (DoNS).

3.2.1 Denial of Printing Service (DoPS)

DoPS is accomplished by instigating physical or software disruptions in the printing process. These disruptions may involve causing physical damage to the printer or the printed object, or they can be carried out through software-based attacks aimed at halting or interrupting the printing operation.

a) Physical Damage (PdDoS). PdDoS can be achieved by either physical damage to the printer (PDtP) or by causing physical damage to the geometry (PDtG). In PDtG, the adversary prints obviously defective or entirely different parts to ensure rejection during post-printing inspection. ‘Print your own grave’ and ‘Incurable’ attacks proposed and demonstrated in Section 5 illustrate these attack categories, respectively. ‘Print your own grave’ prints a tool and uses printing heuristics to damage the printer physically. Conversely, ‘Incurable’ injects observable printing problems in the printed parts to misguide the user into fruitless troubleshooting efforts. These problems include stringing, poor bridging, z-wobble, warping, etc.

b) Software Interruptions (SIDoS). A malicious firmware can initiate a DoS attack without physically damaging the printer or the printed part. For instance, setting the command buffer length to zero, triggering an indefinite sleep mode, or circumventing the core printing instructions within the firmware’s main loop can effectively lead to a denial of printing service attack.

3.2.2 Denial of Network Services (DoNS)

In this category, malicious firmware conducts traditional Denial of Service (DoS) attacks on networked devices. These attacks encompass network or application-level flooding attacks or exploiting vulnerabilities to crash victim processes.

3.3 Integrity Breach (IB)

This category encompasses unconventional attack goals that offer high dividends to the adversary. It is subdivided into two categories based on whether the attack compromises the integrity of the printed object or the printing environment.

3.3.1 Printed Object (PoIB)

Printed object integrity breach attacks introduce subtle defects that may find their way through the quality inspection of the target system. The extent of damage depends on the target system instead of the printer. For instance, hidden defects in a 3D-printed car wheel can lead to serious road accidents. This category is subdivided into three types:

a) Surveillance of Target System (SuTS). SuTS attacks aim to collect the target system information using the printed object. While no attacks in this category have been demonstrated thus far, the literature suggests the feasibility of incorporating some form of spying capability into a 3D-printed object. For example, printing an RFID tag [34] or watermarking [35] could potentially disclose the location of the printed part.

b) Denial of Target System Availability (DeTSA). DeTSA attacks are designed to achieve a denial of service at the target assembly. For example, scaling and axial misalignment attacks, demonstrated in Section 5, are intended to introduce scaling or alignment errors in specific parts, making them
infeasible to assemble them into the target system, thereby resulting in target system unavailability.

c) Sabotage of Target System (SaTS). While service denial is an additional consequence, SaTS attacks are intended to inflict damage on the target system rather than solely causing a denial of service. Researchers have investigated these attacks in pre-firmware stages [14,36]. The feasibility of SaTS firmware attacks is demonstrated in Section 5.

3.3.2 Printing Environment (PeIB)

Given that the printing environment encompasses digital and physical domains, PeIB is subdivided into two categories.

a) Network Services (NeIB). In NeTB attacks, malicious firmware acts as a rogue network element, launching integrity attacks on the computing devices accessible over available networks.

b) Sabotage of Printing Premises (SaPP). These attacks physically damage the printing premises, encompassing both the facility and personnel. Through malicious firmware, an attacker can circumvent high-temperature safety controls and exploit filament flammability characteristics to cause a fire hazard [37], or raise the volatile organic compounds (VOC) count in the air to potentially increase the risk of respiratory, cardiovascular, and other disorders [38, 39].

3.4 Unauthorized Printing (UP)

Attackers may use malicious firmware to carry out unauthorized printing, such as producing counterfeit goods and manufacturing illegal arms. While inputting static G-code files for these purposes may appear straightforward, the memory limitations present a practical obstacle to launching such attacks using malicious firmware.

4 Threat Model

In today’s industrial landscape, if malicious firmware infiltrates an FFF printer, it can easily conceal itself from typical printer control software. Operating covertly and evading detection, malicious firmware can enable attackers to execute their objectives for prolonged periods with minimal risk of discovery. An adversary can install malicious firmware through several methods. For instance, researchers have successfully exploited vulnerabilities in printer control software to gain unauthorized access [40]. Once the control software process is compromised, attackers can exploit the printer’s standard upgrade routine to install malicious firmware. Additionally, the supply chain offers another avenue for installing such firmware. Brief physical access to the printer during its supply chain journey or while in operation is sufficient to compromise the firmware. This phase follows established tactics observed in previous firmware attacks, as documented in various studies [28,30,41–44]. In the subsequent stage, malicious firmware exploits potential vulnerabilities to achieve adversarial goals, as detailed in Section 5.

5 Proposed Firmware Attacks

This section presents nine new attacks chosen from the attack categorization tree nodes colored in blue in Figure 2. While the tree encompasses categories related to network surveillance and integrity breaches, we exclusively targeted those emphasizing the specific aspects of the printing process. These attacks are novel at the firmware level, with three previously demonstrated through the manipulation of design files or G-code files. We provide insight into each attack’s motivation, the corresponding path within the attack categorization tree, the challenges encountered, the methodology employed, and the outcomes. These attacks are executed on the open-source Marlin firmware, widely utilized in commonly available printers within industrial settings. Specifically, we demonstrated these attacks on the Ultimaker2+ 3D printer.

5.1 Object Geometry (OG) Stealing

Attack motivation. Stealing the design of a competitor’s new prototype offers a significant advantage in time, resources, and market positioning. While prior research has explored IP theft attacks by reverse-engineering the emissions in the physical domain during the printing process [26], our approach distinguishes itself by performing it at the firmware level.

Attack categorization. Surveillance → SuPr → SuPO.

Outcome. Stolen geometry of the printed part.

Challenge. Marlin firmware running on an embedded system has limited storage, making it infeasible to save the large G-code files that represent printed objects.

Method. In this attack, malicious firmware records the potentially useful instructions by developing a small engine that efficiently identifies and captures the sketch of the printed object using three approximations: (1) ignoring the complete infill structure, (2) truncating the sub-millimeter part of x,y coordinates, and (3) activating once per mm of z-axis movement. To address the challenge of identifying the outer shell of the printed object, a circular buffer with sufficient length to accommodate the object’s vertices is introduced. The shell is printed at the start or end of each layer, and a shell identification algorithm is employed on the ring buffer at the layer-change event.

One byte is adequate for representing each axis position data in binary format for the case study printer, which has printing-bed dimensions of less than $255 \times 255 \text{mm}^2$. The engine captures the approximate shape of an object using just 256 bytes and stores it in the EEPROM. As our approach focuses on finding vertices, it is independent of the object’s
size. When an attacker inserts an SD card into the printer, the firmware verifies it and downloads the stolen information within 5 seconds. A variant of this attack can also collect printer hardware configuration information and environment data, such as the ambient temperature, using physical sensors.

**Evaluation results.** Figure 3 illustrates the results of this attack, showcasing an original design (in green), the stolen outline sketch, and an overlaid image highlighting any approximation errors. Despite the omission of sub-millimeter features, the captured sketch provides valuable information to the adversary regarding the object’s shape and size, utilizing only 256 bytes compared to the original 32 KB. The attack code disregards infill and solely captures vertices, increasing spatial efficiency with the object’s size. For example, a scaled-up version of this object (measuring 10 cm x 2.5 cm x 1 mm) occupies 270 KB of space, while the attacked file still maintains a size of 256 bytes. Furthermore, the percent approximation errors in vertex locations decrease as the object size increases.

### 5.2 Print Your Own Grave (PYOG) Attack

**Attack motivation.** Physical damage to the printer is an effective way to cause denial of printing service (DoPS). In addition to service disruption, the attack entails financial losses incurred from replacing the damaged components.

**Attack categorization.** DoS $\rightarrow$ DoPS $\rightarrow$ PdDoS $\rightarrow$ PDtP.

**Outcome.** A shattered printing bed glass sheet.

**Challenge.** The printing glass is secured through retaining clips over the solid metal sheet. The nozzle is the only other part that comes in contact with the glass sheet. Hitting the nozzle with the bed at maximum speed doesn’t provide enough impact to cause damage to the glass.

**Method.** PYOG attack exploits the printing function to damage the printer. The presented version of the attack specifically aims at breaking the printing bed glass sheet by throwing it out of the printer. Exploiting the nonexistence of a hardware protection layer between the printing bed and the nozzle, we initially attempted to break the glass by overriding the firmware checks and hitting the bed against the nozzle. The approach, however, does not provide enough impulsive force to break the glass that resides securely over the metal bed. The malicious firmware addresses this challenge by adopting a more sophisticated strategy. It begins by printing a destruction tool, holding it using the nozzle, allowing it to cool down, and then intelligently scans the edges of the printing bed to compromise the glass sheet retaining clips. Finally, the malicious code pushes the glass from the rear edge to throw it out of the printer.

The attack can be triggered by a specific instruction or by an inactivity period. The attack covers two additional categories during execution. The first category is ‘software interruption,’ achieved by introducing a planned pause and not accepting any printing commands during that time to allow the destruction tool to cool down enough to be detached from the printing bed. The second category is ‘unauthorized printing,’ which is achieved by printing the destruction tool.

**Evaluation results.** Figure 4 presents a pictorial view of the attack sequence from A to E. The attack utilizes only 20 lines of code to print the tool, normally requiring over 27,000 G-code instructions and more than 500 KB of space. The entire attack code fits well within the available flash memory by only increasing it from 130 KB to 134 KB.

### 5.3 Incurable: Printing Faults Impersonation

**Attack motivation.** Troubleshooting cyber-physical systems, particularly 3D printers, is a laborious and time-consuming task. The rectification and optimization of system configurations necessitate extensive verification through actual printing operations. This motivates us to introduce attacks that mimic known and obvious faulty behaviors, misleading users into common printing problems and wasting valuable time and
When a move instruction is received, the layer map is updated, IB
Attack categorization. DoS → DoPS → PdDoS → PDtG.
Outcome. False impression of the poor bridging problem.
Challenge. Real-time bridge identification in print geometry.
Method. This attack exhibits a poor bridging problem, which tests a printer’s ability to extrude filament between two raised points without sagging. An extrusion instruction from $A_{x,y}$ to $B_{x,y}$ in $i^{th}$ layer will belong to a bridge if there is no extrusion between $A_{x,y}$ and $B_{x,y}$ in $(i-1)^{th}$ layer. To identify a bridge, the attacker must maintain spatial information of the current and previous layers. The attacker cannot analyze and map detailed printing instructions on a compute-constraint system to ensure uninterrupted printing. Hence, the attacker uses a coarse representation of a $100 \times 100 \text{mm}^2$ targeted zone by only a $5 \times 5$ elements array (named layer-map), where each element represents a square of $20 \times 20 \text{mm}^2$. The bridging performance is typically evaluated over 20 mm and beyond [45]. When a move instruction is received, the layer map is updated, and once a layer is completely printed, it is saved to identify any bridges in the next layer. For each move instruction, the attacker checks if there is any extrusion at the corresponding location in the previous layer. The move instruction is categorized as part of a bridge if there is no extrusion. To create poor bridging performance, the attacker modifies and uses permutation of multiple parameters, including slowing down the cooling fan, increasing the extrusion amount, and reducing printing speed.

**Evaluation results.** We evaluated the attack by printing a shape with three bridges across 25 mm apart pillars, with each bridge added five layers above the previous one. As shown in Figure 5, the attack successfully imitated poor bridging performance. The sag visible on the 25 mm gap between the pillars might mislead users into attributing the poor bridging issue to inefficient printing settings.

### 5.4 Object Feature (OF) Scaling

**Attack motivation.** 3D printing is increasingly used to manufacture critical components for larger assemblies, like turbine blades [46]. If a sub-component of a replacement part is slightly scaled up or down during printing, it will not fit in the assembly, resulting in a delay in service of the target system.

**Attack categorization.** IB → PoIB → DeTSA.

**Outcome.** The attack slightly modifies the dimensions to deny fitment of the printed part.

**Challenge.** This attack goal can be easily accomplished at the designing or the slicing stage using the ‘scaling’ switch in the software. On the contrary, scaling each printing instruction at the firmware level leads to the scaling of tiny segments connecting consecutive extrudates, which exposes the attack (see Figure 7). Scaling requires additional instructions, and since the firmware receives printing instructions in a temporal sequence, it cannot plan for scaling while printing. Consequently, achieving perfect real-time scaling at the firmware level is not feasible.

**Method.** We exploit the printing format used by slicer software to execute a scaling attack through firmware. A single layer comprises the outer wall structure, the infill pattern for intermediate layers, and skin for the outer layer. Figure 6 shows two infill patterns encapsulated by varying numbers of walls. The outer walls mark the object’s edges and create a directed cycle where the destination coordinates for a move instruction are repeated after ‘k’ instructions (where ‘k’ represents the number of edges in the object). The wall structure is printed adjacent to the layer change event.

Due to memory constraints, tracking the destination coordinates of all move instructions is not feasible. To overcome this problem, the attacker creates a circular buffer containing one more entry than the maximum number of edges in the anticipated polygon. The firmware searches for a directed cycle to identify a geometrical feature and builds an extra wall around it. Under generic printing settings, wall thickness is proportional to the nozzle diameter, which implies a 0.8 mm to 1.2 mm difference in dimensions across the two opposite walls for 0.4 mm and 0.6 mm nozzles. The attacker uses the change-of-layer instruction to manage the limited computation power to trigger the polygon identification routine. Once the polygon is identified, the attacker selects appropriate coordinates outside the object and prints a new one by adjusting the sequence of the coordinates in the identified cycle.

**Evaluation results.** A rectangular prism with dual sizes was printed to assess the attack’s impact. Figure 7 shows a visual comparison between original and attacked samples. While no discernible alterations are evident in the infill structure, the attacked sample exhibits additional walls. We measured the distance between opposite edges at five distinct locations to analyze the dimensional changes. The results indicate an average increase of 0.96 mm $\pm$ 0.25 mm for each dimension.
5.5 Axial Misalignment

**Attack motivation.** The motivation behind this attack is similar to the scaling attack. However, instead of altering the object’s dimensions (which are relatively easier to measure), this attack deliberately misaligns a coupling feature over the printing axis to prevent the part from fitting correctly in the target assembly.

**Attack categorization.** IB $\rightarrow$ PoIB $\rightarrow$ DeTSA.

**Outcome.** The outcome is an axial misalignment of the coupling slot to deny fitment.

**Challenge.** In addition to the challenges mentioned in the scaling attack, identifying a feature that will ultimately become a coupling candidate, such as a slot, stud, etc., is also challenging.

**Method.** To overcome this challenge, the G-code execution pipeline is delayed by $k_{\text{max}}$ printing instructions to ensure that the attack circular buffer as described in Section 5.4 is filled before the printing starts. The malicious firmware searches for a directed cycle within a layer. The temporal distance of the identified cycle from the layer-change event and the length of the constituent lines distinguish between the directed cycles representing a fitment feature and the outer wall structure. Once a change-of-layer event occurs, the x or y coordinates of all vertices of the directed cycle are modified proportionately to the z-axis value to achieve a continuous drift in the feature. This attack targets objects with precise fitment requirements, like driving shafts, assemblies, nuts, and bolts.

**Evaluation results.** We implemented this attack on a rectangular female square-fitting slot that couples with a male driving shaft. As presented in Figure 8, the attack introduces a $3^\circ$ axial shift, leading to coupling issues with the male shaft. Unlike Section 5.4, this attack achieves the goal without increasing the number of printing instructions. A variant of this attack only relocates a single vertex of a coupling feature.

5.6 Internal Cavity Attack

**Attack motivation.** Reducing an object’s strength through hidden cavities is a well-known concern during the design [14] and slicing stages [17]. However, achieving a similar result through malicious firmware remains uncharted territory. The innovation of this approach lies in its execution via firmware. Unlike the digital outputs of the design and slicing stages, the firmware’s output during the printing stage is a physical object and is not amenable to standard digital integrity checks. Therefore, the cavity attacks at the firmware stage pose greater risks than those at earlier stages, highlighting the need to investigate firmware-based cavity attacks.

**Attack categorization.** IB $\rightarrow$ PoIB $\rightarrow$ SaTS.

**Outcome.** Inducing an internal cavity in the printed part.

**Challenge.** A critical consideration for the success of SaTS attacks is stealthiness. If the attack is exposed, it becomes a DoPS attack. It implies that the cavity should only exist within the internal layers. Deciding on the location and number of layers to induce cavities is an additional challenge.

**Assumption.** This attack is predicated on the assumption that the target object exhibits symmetry along the z-axis. This assumption is valid for ASTM tensile and flexure test models and generally holds for most real-world objects, at least for specific segments of the layer structure.

**Method.** The malicious firmware initially determines the number of G-code instructions in a layer. In the second step, firmware utilizes the G-code instruction ‘M73’ to identify the candidate internal layers for the attack. In the absence of an ‘M73’ response, a backup heuristic rule can be used to estimate the number of layers in the object using the standard span-to-thickness ratio of 16:1 recommended by ASTM International Standard [47]. To ensure the cavity remains concealed from the sides within each layer, the attacker splits the instruction into three parts and only stops the filament motor for the central part. The attack ceases once the internal layers are complete, and the printer resumes producing the unaltered top layers.

**Evaluation results.** To evaluate the attack, we printed two ASTM-compliant tensile bars. Figure 9 illustrates the cavity...
in the left image after pausing the printing process. The top and bottom layers finally cover the cavity.

### 5.7 Object Density Variation Attack

**Attack motivation.** While the cavity in the attack presented in Section 5.6 gets obfuscated in the final object, it is visible during the printing. A more stealthy way to achieve SaTS attack is to reduce the part’s density at a critical location. Like cavity, the density variation attack has also been studied at the slicing stage [17]. Hence, the novelty is in its implementation through malicious firmware. Although researchers have achieved generic density variation by attacking the printer [30], our attack is localized with a reduced footprint and improved results.

**Attack categorization.** IB → PoIB → SaTS.

**Outcome.** Reduced object density at a targeted location.

**Assumptions and Challenges.** This attack has the same challenges and the set of assumptions detailed in Section 5.6.

**Method.** The attack preparation steps are the same as those described in Section 5.6, with two changes. Firstly, the zone of interest is increased from one target infill line to a group of lines. Secondly, the retract instructions required for a clean cavity are not included. Instead, the attack manipulates the extruder and filament speed ratio.

**Evaluation results.** We printed six ASTM-compliant tensile bars using the original and attacked firmware and observed no visual or dimensional differences between the two sets of prints. Tensile tests were subsequently conducted using the MTS Insight 30 machine, with the results presented in Table 1. The attacked samples show a 15.84% and 17.66% reduction in the peak tensile load and stress values, respectively.

### 5.8 Filament Erosion Attack

**Attack motivation.** FFF printers estimate the filament quantity using the steps of the stepper motor and the configured filament diameter value. If the filament is partly eroded, the printer will extrude less filament in that region. This motivates us to present a new SaTS attack that erodes the filament to reduce the part density.

**Attack categorization.** IB → PoIB → SaTS.

**Outcome.** Reduced density of the printed parts.

**Challenge.** While filament erosion may occasionally occur during normal printing operations due to specific routine faults, such as a clogged nozzle, deliberate induction of this phenomenon is not supported by any instructions or functions. If erosion goes beyond a certain point, the printer may not push the filament further, resulting in a denial of service. The challenge lies in creating an erosion function that achieves maximum erosion while maintaining the printer’s ability to continue normal printing operations.

**Method.** While the desired outcome is similar to that in Section 5.7, this attack employs an indirect method. In most FFF printers, the extruder motor’s shaft teeth grip the filament with the support of a free-rotating roller (see Figure 10). The teeth push the filament axially towards the heated nozzle as the motor rotates. In this attack, a portion of the filament is eroded as it passes through the feeding chamber, reducing the filament quantity at the point of attack. When the defected (eroded) filament portion passes through the nozzle, it creates low-density zones in the printed object. A carefully planned filament erosion attack can thus lower the material density at a critical region, reducing the strength of the printed part. Figure 10 illustrates an example of a filament erosion attack.

The attack uses two methods to erode the filament. The first method involves compelling cold extrusion through the nozzle. Due to the filament diameter being larger than the nozzle orifice, the force exerted by the teeth on the solid filament is insufficient for extrusion through the nozzle. Instead of advancing it, the rotating wheel’s teeth merely chip the filament off. The attack bypasses the firmware test routine for the minimum temperature required for extrusion. The second method uses a burst of high-jerk oscillatory movements to break the grooves formed by the gear pressure, resulting in filament erosion. The second method causes less erosion but still achieves the defective printing goal.

**Evaluation results.** We evaluated the effectiveness of the
erosion attack using two attack instances. With PLA filament of 2.85 ± 0.1 mm diameter, we observed that a cold extrusion motion beyond 1 sec reduced weight from 0.077g to 0.049g, representing a 36% reduction but also interrupting regular operation. Consequently, such an attack could only cause a denial of service. If the attack lasts up to 0.5 secs, the material reduction is up to 20% while regular operation continues, ensuring the required stealthiness to achieve a SaTS attack. The attack employing high-jerk oscillatory move instructions requires additional time to induce material reduction. Conversely, the second method does not necessitate a waiting period for filament cooling, thus offering greater operational flexibility. The second attack resulted in a 15% reduction, with the equivalent length of filament weighing 0.065g.

5.9 Printing Facility Air-quality

Attack motivation. Given their cyber-physical nature, 3D printers not only facilitate innovative manufacturing processes but also have the potential to negatively impact the physical environment. This reality motivates our investigation into contamination attacks targeting the printer’s surroundings.

Attack categorization. IB → PeIB → SaPP.

Outcome. Poor air quality at the printing facility.

Method. This attack compromises the air quality in a printing facility by increasing the emission of microparticles and volatile organic compounds (VOCs) through two malicious actions. Initially, it searches for idle state to initiate cold scrubbing bursts at high speeds, which chip fine particles from the filament. Subsequently, the attack manipulates the printer by turning on the nozzle heater while disabling the temperature feedback control circuit. This action leads to the unregulated emission of fumes, VOCs, and microparticles. Due to the elevated temperatures, low-density fluid drips from the nozzle, depositing suspicious droplets on the printing bed. To evade detection, the attacker retracts the filament after leaving only a minimal amount in the chamber and then raises the temperature, which also serves to shorten the attack duration. These actions threaten the environmental health and safety conditions within the facility. Furthermore, the attack may remain undetected with odorless filaments, resulting in prolonged exposure and potential health consequences for the workers.

Evaluation results. To evaluate the attack’s impact, we conducted experiments to measure the particles and VOC count before and after the attack. Specifically, measurements were taken 5 minutes before the attack and 5 minutes, 30 minutes, and 1 hour after each attack instance. The experiment was repeated five times. We conducted the attacks in a well-ventilated environment with minimum human interaction. Furthermore, no personnel were present in the lab facility to avoid potentially hazardous circumstances.

The findings from these experiments are depicted in Figure 11. The data reveal a significant increase in VOCs from 2 parts per billion (ppb) to 66 ppb, and particulate matter of 2.5 micron or smaller diameter (PM$_{2.5}$) values surged from 1 µg/m$^3$ to 200 µg/m$^3$, exceeding the safe limit of 10 µg/m$^3$ [48]. Due to high ventilation, the recorded values at 30 minutes and one hour after the attack were within normal ranges.

6 Attacks Feasibility/Complexity Analysis

6.1 Analysis Methodology

Motivation. The attacks described in Section 5 vary significantly in the workload requirements. Depending on the process’s stage, the feasibility of initiating an attack can range from trivial to infeasible. For example, object scaling is straightforward at the design stage but becomes complex at the firmware stage. Conversely, thermodynamic attacks are easier to execute through malicious firmware but are unfeasible at the design stage. If an attack is not viable at a particular stage, there is no benefit in implementing defensive measures against it. This prompts us to undertake a comprehensive feasibility analysis of the attack goals (Figure 2) throughout all stages of the printing process chain.

Methodology. We begin our analysis by identifying various independent stages in the printing process that attackers could target. We then develop a comprehensive set of feasibility criteria to assign feasibility scores to each of the 48 existing and proposed attacks presented in Table 2. We analyze the proposed attacks using the data presented in Section 5 and draw upon relevant results and findings from the literature on similar attacks.

Printing process stages. We analyze the printing process to delineate the independent stages vulnerable to attacks, as illustrated in Figure 12. We treat stages 1a and 1b as a single stage because an attacker who captures the 3D model file (1b) can execute the same attacks by compromising the design software (1a). In contrast, the slicer software (2a), printing profile (2b), and G-code file (2c) each offer distinct capabilities to an attacker, hence considered as distinct stages.

Feasibility and complexity criteria. This study employs two factors to evaluate the feasibility of achieving attack goals.
The first factor, $f_1$, assesses the ability to ascertain whether an attack conforms to its intended objective at a specific stage. The second factor, $f_2$, considers the availability of necessary methods to execute attack actions.

For example, at the design stage, the absence of tools to modify the thermal profile in the design file renders dynamic-thermal attacks [17] unfeasible, resulting in an $f_2$ score of zero. In contrast, a simple command can alter the thermal profile at the G-code stage, typically warranting the highest $f_2$ score. However, the firmware’s limited temporal perspective complicates the precise placement of the attack, resulting in a low $f_2$ score for these attacks at this stage.

At any particular stage, an attack is considered as:

- an infeasible attack if no execution mechanism or means of confirming compliance with the attack criteria exists.
- a high difficulty attack (●) if both the factors are not readily available and require additional effort to estimate or calculate them.
- a medium-difficulty attack (○) if one but not both the factors are readily available
- a low-difficulty attack (○) if both the factors are readily available.

The feasibility score of the $n^{th}$ attack at the $m^{th}$ stage, $FS_{n,m}$, is defined in Eq. 1 as the product of $f_{1,n}$ and $f_{2,n}$, where $f_1$ and $f_2$ are assigned the values of 0, 1, and 2 for ‘not available,’ ‘not readily available,’ and ‘readily available’ respectively.

$$FS_{n,m} = \begin{cases} 
\text{Infeasible} & \text{if } f_{1,n} \times f_{2,n} = 0 \\
\text{High difficulty} & \text{if } f_{1,n} \times f_{2,n} = 1 \\
\text{Medium difficulty} & \text{if } f_{1,n} \times f_{2,n} = 2 \\
\text{Low difficulty} & \text{if } f_{1,n} \times f_{2,n} = 4 
\end{cases} \quad (1)$$

### 6.2 Attack Analysis

Table 2 outlines the attack actions, literature reference, their type in the attack categorization tree, and the feasibility status in light of the above-mentioned criteria. Due to space constraints, we collectively discuss them under the following subsections. Where, $A_1 - A_{48}$ in the discussion refers to the attack serial number in the table. A short description of each attack is provided in the Table 4 (Appendix A).

**Designing stage.** The designing stage focuses on the geometry of the desired object. The fitment attacks for DeTSA ($A_{25} - A_{27}$), anisotropy attacks ($A_{45}$), and geometric feature insertion or removal ($A_{42}$) for SaTS are the simplest and most accurate at the designing stage. Surveillance attacks on the printed object ($A_4$) and the connected network ($A_6$) are also feasible if the attacker has access to the designing software process.

**Slicing and control software.** With an STL file and printing profile as the input and a G-code file as the output, the stage offers a vast spectrum of attack opportunities. It outperforms all other stages in achieving SaTS goals ($A_{29} - A_{47}$). However, the stage is less effective for DeTSA and PdIG attack goals.

**Printing profile.** The printing profile comprises parameters used by the slicer software to attain a set of printing instructions. It can easily launch attacks related to global parameter settings ($A_{17}, A_{34}, A_{35}, A_{37}, A_{38}$).

**G-code file through Net-2.** The chronological structure of a G-code file suits the introduction of localized defects to achieve most of the DeTSA ($A_{25} - A_{27}$), SaTS ($A_{29} - A_{47}$), and PdIG ($A_{14} - A_{23}$) attacks. Infill pattern and density attacks ($A_{34}, A_{35}$), however, are challenging to execute.

**Firmware.** For incurring damage to the printer and facility ($A_9 - A_{13}, A_{48}$), and most of the other PdIG ($A_{14} - A_{23}$), the firmware stage leads all other stages. However, firmware is the second-best stage to launch the DeTSA and SaTS attacks, following the slicer. One reason is the difficulty in achieving the required stealthiness and accuracy due to its limited temporal view.

### 6.3 Attack Feasibility Index - AFI

To assess the feasibility of attack categories at different stages of the printing process, we introduce the term ‘Attack Goal Feasibility Index’ (AFI), ranging from 0 to 1. An AFI value of 0 indicates that an attack goal is not feasible at a particular stage. In contrast, an AFI value of 1 indicates low difficulty as defined in Section 6.1. The index incorporates the cumulative effect of all attacks in a particular category and is calculated as follows:

$$AFI_{g,s} = \frac{1}{n \times F_{max}} \sum_{i=1}^{n} FS_{i,s} \quad (2)$$

where, $AFI_{g,s}$ is the AFI value for the attack category $g$ at stage $s$. $n$ is the total number of attacks in the category $g$, $F_{max}$ is the numeric value ‘4’ assigned to the ‘low-difficulty’ level, and $FS_{i,s}$ represents the feasibility score of $i^{th}$ attack at stage $s$.

Table 3 displays the Attack Feasibility Index (AFI) for the examined attacks, broken down by the stages (Figure 12). Only the slicing software (2a) and the firmware (3) stage demonstrate non-zero AFI values across all attack goals. The normalized AFI value for SaTS attacks is 0.89 for Stage 2a.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sr. No.</th>
<th>Attack Name</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
<th>Attack goal category</th>
<th>Designing (1a/1b)</th>
<th>Slicing control software (2a)</th>
<th>Printing profile (2b)</th>
<th>Net-2 (G-code file) (2c)</th>
<th>Firmware (3)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Printer info</td>
<td>[49]</td>
<td>SuPP</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Design SW info</td>
<td>[30]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Slicer/Control info</td>
<td>[30]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>OG info</td>
<td>[25, 26], P* (5.1)</td>
<td>SuPO</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Print profile info</td>
<td>[27]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Network device</td>
<td>[32]</td>
<td>SuNT</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Process artefacts</td>
<td>[33]</td>
<td></td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Facility info</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>SuPh</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>PYOG</td>
<td>P* (5.2)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Breaking limits</td>
<td>P</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Nz impair</td>
<td>P</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Extruder fracture</td>
<td>[28]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Nz burning</td>
<td>P</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>OG scaling</td>
<td>P* (5.4)</td>
<td></td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>OG thermal</td>
<td>[28]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Incurable</td>
<td>P* (5.3)</td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Warping</td>
<td>[17]</td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>FK thermal</td>
<td>[28]</td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>○</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Trajectory unsync</td>
<td>[51], [28]</td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>PS profile</td>
<td>P</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>PS unsync</td>
<td>P</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>FK reduction</td>
<td>[30]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Clogging</td>
<td>[28]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>MAC/ARP corruption</td>
<td>[30]</td>
<td>SIDoS</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>Vertex relocation</td>
<td>[32]</td>
<td></td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>○</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>OF scaling</td>
<td>P* (5.4)</td>
<td>DeTSA</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>Fitment</td>
<td>P* (5.5)</td>
<td></td>
<td>○</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>○</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>NT manipulation</td>
<td>[49]</td>
<td>NeIB</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>IF line spacing</td>
<td>[15]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>○</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>IF vertex spacing</td>
<td>[15]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>○</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>FS manipulation</td>
<td>[17], [40]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>○</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>FK cavity</td>
<td>[17], P* (5.6)</td>
<td></td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>○</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>FK density</td>
<td>[17], P* (5.7)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>○</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>IF pattern</td>
<td>[53]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>IF density</td>
<td>[53]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>○</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>PS cavity</td>
<td>[17]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>○</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>IF exclusion</td>
<td>[40], [30]</td>
<td>SaTS</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>○</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>% IF</td>
<td>[54]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>○</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>GF change</td>
<td>[29], [51]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>○</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>Dyn.Thermal</td>
<td>[17], [54]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>○</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>PS local</td>
<td>[34]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>○</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>OF insert/remove</td>
<td>[14], [55]</td>
<td></td>
<td>○</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>LT local</td>
<td>[34]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>○</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>GC sequence</td>
<td>[54], [56]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>○</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>Anisotropy</td>
<td>[55]</td>
<td></td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46</td>
<td>GC manipulation</td>
<td>[54], [56]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>○</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
<td>Erosion</td>
<td>P* (5.8)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td>PF air quality</td>
<td>P* (5.9)</td>
<td>SaPP</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- : Not feasible  ● : High difficulty  ○ : Medium difficulty  ○ : Low difficulty  P/P* : Proposed/Proposed and Evaluated

Table 2: Categorization of existing and proposed attacks with their feasibility and difficulty at various stages
To fortify 3D printing systems against firmware attacks, a robust, integrated approach encompassing prevention, detection, and mitigation strategies is essential. Primary vectors for firmware attacks include compromises in the supply chain, unauthorized physical access during the operational phase, and intrusions into the printer network and the trusted printer control software. Supply chain security is a comprehensive field that involves safeguards to protect against breaches of trust at any stage. Some of these measures include using encryption and blockchain technology to ensure data integrity and prevent counterfeiting [57]. To overcome the computational constraints of 3D printers, lightweight cryptographic solutions such as Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) and the Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm (ECDSA) provide suitable encryption and authentication services [58]. To thwart Man-in-the-Middle (MiTM) attacks, secure communication protocols, like TLS, should be implemented to encrypt data exchanges involving the printer. The printer control software, endowed with high-level privileges like firmware installation, must be fortified with robust authentication and authorization measures. To prevent booting from or upgrading to malicious firmware, industry-standard techniques such as cryptographic signing of firmware files, secure boot mechanisms, and the integration of hardware-based security modules like TPM (Trusted Platform Module) or HSM (Hardware Security Module) should be implemented.

A reliable firmware acquisition and subsequent static analysis can help identify malicious code. A hardware-based firmware acquisition method utilizing debugging ports, such as JTAG, effectively bypasses many upper-level deception tactics employed by attackers to evade detection [59]. As a scalable alternative to static analysis, a future direction could involve examining running firmware through cyber-physical fuzzing. The solution would monitor the printer’s state in response to smartly generated application-layer probes (G-codes) in a closed loop to promptly expose any malicious behavior within the firmware.

Should an attacker circumvent these preventative measures, additional safeguards can prevent malicious firmware from fulfilling its intended goals. A signature-based anomaly detection solution would be beneficial for detecting malicious firmware behavior. A more comprehensive approach involves a cyber-physical anomaly detection system that analyzes both physical-operational data such as acoustic, electric current, and magnetic fields [53, 60, 61] and digital domain data such as network traffic and application logs. This system can utilize heuristics or machine learning techniques to identify attack signatures and behavioral anomalies. Another forward-looking strategy involves integrating quality control measures into the cybersecurity loop. Since physical processes are inherently imperfect, resulting in low-magnitude deviations, it is crucial to differentiate between benign and harmful deviations. To this end, implementing feasible versions of standard quality control processes, such as real-time micro CT scanning, could enhance the anomaly detection capabilities [62].

These multi-layered strategies will significantly enhance the defense of 3D printing setups against the continually evolving landscape of cyberattacks.

### 7 Firmware Attack Countermeasures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attack Goal Category</th>
<th>Normalized attack feasibility index for process stages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1. 2a. 2b. 2c. 3.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SuPr</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SuPE</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDiP</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDiG</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SiDoS</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DoNS</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DeTSa</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SaTS</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NeIB</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SaPP</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UP</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cumulative AFI per process stage</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.43</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 : Designing 2a : Slicing software 2b : Printing profile 2c : G-code file 3 : Firmware

Table 3: Stage-wise feasibility summary for attack goals

and 0.56 for Stage 3 (firmware). The normalized AFI value for DoPS is 0.43 for Stage 2a and 0.79 for Stage 3. The Cumulative AFI indicates almost equal feasibility at the slicing (2a) and firmware (3) stages, with the print profile being the least feasible stage (2b) for launching an attack.

### 8 Conclusion

This study presents a novel approach to understanding and classifying firmware attacks in additive manufacturing. We propose a firmware attack classification tree focused on attack goals rather than attack actions. Additionally, nine attacks on Marlin firmware are demonstrated on the Ultimaker2+ 3D printer. Through a series of destructive and non-destructive tests, including tensile strength and air-quality testing, we confirm the effectiveness of these attacks. To analyze the attacks, we introduce an Attack Feasibility Index (AFI), representing a feasibility score for an attack at a specific stage of the printing process. An analysis of 48 attacks, including existing and proposed ones, confirms that all attack goals could not be achieved by attacking any single stage of the printing process. We observe that firmware is not the optimal stage to launch attacks aimed at sabotaging the printed part. This study will inspire further research into additive manufacturing attacks and guide cybersecurity researchers in developing defense solutions tailored to specific stages of the printing process and their corresponding feasible attacks.
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A Appendix: Attacks Description

Table 4 gives a generic description of all the analyzed attacks.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sr. #</th>
<th>Attack Name</th>
<th>Attack Action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Printer info</td>
<td>Exfiltrating printer information e.g. manufacturer, model, firmware version, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Design SW info</td>
<td>Exfiltrating CAD software information e.g. name, version, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Slicer/Control info</td>
<td>Exfiltrating slicing printer control software information e.g. name, version, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>OG info</td>
<td>Stealing printed object geometry information (IP Theft)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Print profile info</td>
<td>Extracting printing profile (thermal, infill pattern, density, etc.) to facilitate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Network device</td>
<td>Using compromised printer to extract networked devices information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Process artefacts</td>
<td>Using AM process artefacts as information carrier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Facility info</td>
<td>Printing facility information e.g. stealing environment temperature, cameras, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>PYOG</td>
<td>Print your own grave: Beak the printing glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Breaking limits</td>
<td>Making printer go beyond limits to cause damage to the end-stops/limit switches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Nz impair</td>
<td>Hitting the nozzle to the print bed to physically damage the nozzle orifice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Extruder fracture</td>
<td>Hitting the extruder assembly against the printer walls to physically fracture it</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Nz burning</td>
<td>Heating the nozzle for a longer period with the cooling fan turned off</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>OG scaling</td>
<td>Scaling up/down the print object outer geometry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>OG thermal</td>
<td>Deforming the object geometry through thermodynamic manipulation by reducing the fan speed or changing its state.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Incurable</td>
<td>Impersonating low quality bridging defect (Section 5.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Warping</td>
<td>Adding warping defects to the print geometry by changing thermal parameters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>FK thermal</td>
<td>Lowering nozzle temperature resulting in cold filament extrusion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Trajectory unsync</td>
<td>Unsynchronized nozzle trajectory for x,y,e axes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>FS profile</td>
<td>Manipulating the trapezoidal speed profile to cause excessive nozzle jerks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>PS unsync</td>
<td>Unsynchronized x,y extruder speed during printing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>FK reduction</td>
<td>Decreasing feed-rate to cause material underflow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Clogging</td>
<td>Partially clog the printer nozzle resulting in material underflow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>MAC/ARP corruption</td>
<td>Denying printer access by manipulating mac table or through ARP poisoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>Vertex relocation</td>
<td>Relocating one or more selected vertices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>OF scaling</td>
<td>Scaling up/down print object specific feature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>Fitment</td>
<td>Axial misalignment of the print feature to cause fitment issues for intended assembly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>NT manipulation</td>
<td>Traffic manipulation to breach network integrity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>IF line spacing</td>
<td>Changing infill-lines spacing to reduce build part strength</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>IF vertex spacing</td>
<td>Changing infill vertices spacing to reduce build part strength</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>FS manipulation</td>
<td>Filament-state manipulation to evade nozzle kinetic detectors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>FK cavity</td>
<td>Cavity through filament-kinetics w/o modifying toolpath</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>FK density</td>
<td>Localized density variation by filament status/speed change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>IF pattern</td>
<td>Changing the Infill pattern for example from honeycomb to linear etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>IF density</td>
<td>Changing the Infill density (1% or more)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>PS cavity</td>
<td>Modifying printing speed for localized zones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>IF exclusion</td>
<td>Excluding the infill pattern in the print geometry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>% IF</td>
<td>Changing % fill for the infill pattern e.g. from 50% to 25% and making it more sparse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>GF change</td>
<td>Replacing the printing instructions (G-code) file</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>Dyn. thermal / bonding</td>
<td>Manipulating interlayer bonding by changing thermal properties at localized zones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>PS local</td>
<td>Manipulating the printing speed at localized regions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>OF insert/remove</td>
<td>Adding or removing a geometric feature in the print geometry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>LT local</td>
<td>Localized changes to layer thickness by manipulating z-profile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>GC sequence</td>
<td>Localized modification in the toolpath sequence e.g., following a different printing path</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>Anisotropy</td>
<td>Changing print direction to vary anisotropic properties of the print object</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46</td>
<td>GC manipulation</td>
<td>Insertion, removal, or modification of the printing instructions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
<td>Erosion</td>
<td>Causing filament erosion based density attack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td>PF air quality</td>
<td>Microparticles and VOC flooding to degrade air quality of the printing facility</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Generic description of the studied attacks
Algorithm 1 Printed Object Surveillance Attack

1: **Output:** Object sketch file theft
2: **Phase-1:** Sketch Compilation
3: **On restarts:** $\texttt{eepromAtk} \rightarrow \texttt{spyFile}$
4: if G-code == G0 or G1 then
5: if not $\texttt{spyFile}$ then
6: if $L.\text{Change()} \land (Z_{\text{dst}} \geq (E_{\text{no}} + Z_{A}) + 1)$ then
7: $\texttt{Shell} \leftarrow \texttt{Find_Shell}()$
8: +$\texttt{eepromloc} \leftarrow L.\text{Header}; \text{loc}++$
9: +$\texttt{eepromloc} \leftarrow Z_{\text{dst}}; \text{loc}++$
10: for $P$ in $\texttt{Shell}$ do
11: +$\texttt{eepromloc} \leftarrow P_x; \text{loc}++$
12: +$\texttt{eepromloc} \leftarrow P_y; \text{loc}++$
13: end for
14: else
15: if $Z_{\text{dst}} == Z_{\text{current}}$ then
16: $\texttt{Queue} \leftarrow \texttt{Queue} \cup P_{x,y}$
17: else
18: if $\text{printingDone}()$ then
19: $\texttt{Queue}.\text{reset}()$
20: $\texttt{spyFile} = 1$
21: +$\texttt{eepromAtk_{end-1}} \leftarrow (\text{loc} - \text{loc}_0)$
22: +$\texttt{eepromAtk_{end}} \leftarrow 0x01$
23: $\texttt{ResetQueue}, \text{loc}$
24: end if
25: end if
26: end if
27: end if
28: Continue_execution
29: **Phase-2:** File transfer
30: if SDinserted \& SDstateChange then
31: if $\texttt{spyFile}$ then
32: if SDAuthenticate() then
33: SD.openFile("spidy.txt", 'w')
34: for $i = 0$ to $\texttt{eepromAtk_{end-1}}$ do
35: SD.write($\texttt{eepromAtk_{end-1}}$)
36: end for
37: SD.closeFile()
38: $\texttt{spyFile} = 0$
39: $\texttt{eepromAtk_{end-1}} \leftarrow 0x00$
40: $\texttt{eepromAtk_{end}} \leftarrow 0x00$
41: end if
42: end if
43: end if
44: end if

Algorithm 2 Print Your Own Grave: Break the Glass

1: **Output:** Breaking the printing glass
2: **Trigger:** An unused G-code G98
3: Preheat the printing bed and nozzle
4: for layer = 1 to $n$ do \>$n$ is the desired number of layers
5: $x \leftarrow 112.5 + \text{osc} \times 0.1$
6: $y \leftarrow 112.5 + \text{osc} \times 0.1$
7: osc $\leftarrow -$osc
8: if layer $> 8$ then
9: line-count $\leftarrow$ small-square \> Destruction tool feature 1
10: else
11: line-count $\leftarrow$ big-square \> Destruction tool feature 2
12: end if
13: for line = 1 to $m$ do \>$m$ is the number of lines
14: if line $< 4$ then
15: speed $\leftarrow$ slow
16: else if layer $> 4$ then
17: speed $\leftarrow$ moderate
18: else
19: speed $\leftarrow$ fast
20: end if
21: $x \leftarrow x + \text{dir} \times \text{lenx}$
22: $y \leftarrow y + \text{dir} \times \text{lency}$
23: $e \leftarrow e + \text{dir} \times \text{lene}$
24: Move to $(x, y, e)$
25: lenx, lency $\leftarrow$ lenx, lency + 0.8
26: lene $\leftarrow 0.058 \times \text{lenx}$
27: end for
28: end for
29: while nozzle and printing bed cool down do
30: wait!
31: end while
32: Grip(printed-tool): Nozzle jams in cavity and holds the tool
33: Unlock(retaining-clips)
34: Manipulate $y, z$ position variables
35: Move nozzle tip beyond and below glass sheet
36: Guide the glass out through the walls and dispose
Algorithm 3 Attack to Simulate Bridging Errors Over X-Axis

1: **Output**: Poor bridging performance
2: **Context**: Attack resides within Move instruction code region
3: G-code instruction: Move from A to B
4: if $B_x < \text{Layer width}$ then
5: Initialize layer-number
6: else if $B_x > A_x$ then
7: Increment layer-number
8: Copy LMAP\textsubscript{current} to LMAP\textsubscript{prev} # Layer Map
9: else if $\Delta x > 0 \land \Delta x \neq 0$ then
10: direction ← $(B_x > A_x) \land 1 : -1$
11: $xvar$ ← round($A_x$, 20 mm)
12: $yvar$ ← round($A_y$, 20 mm)
13: while $xvar < B_x$ do
14: --- if $xvar$ within Attack-Zone then
15: $(i, j)$ ← LMAP\textsubscript{ref} index for $(xvar; yvar)$
16: if LMAP\textsubscript{prev}[i, j] == 0 then
17: attack-the-command ← true
18: LMAP\textsubscript{current}[i, j] = 1
19: end if
20: $xvar$ ← $xvar + 20$ mm
21: end if
22: end while
23: if attack-the-command then
24: Modify extruder settings:
25: $T$ ← $T + 5^\circ C$  // Increase temperature by $5^\circ C$
26: $F$ ← $0.5 \times F$  // Reduce feedrate to 50%
27: $S$ ← $0.5 \times S$  // Reduce fan speed to 50%
28: $L$ ← $1.25 \times L$  // Increase extrusion length by 25%
29: Execute the move command
30: Revert modifications to $T, F, S, L$
31: attack-the-command ← false
32: end if
33: end if

Algorithm 4 Object Feature Scaling Attack

1: **Output**: Enlarged geometry over x and y axes
2: Initialize new object
3: G-code instruction rx: Move from A to B
4: if $B_x > A_x$ then
5: while Queue-size ≥ 3 do
6: Update Tail position in queue
7: initialize Polygon-found ← false
8: while Head not reached do
9: Traverse the queue
10: if Tail coordinates found then
11: Polygon-found ← true
12: break
13: end if
14: end while
15: if Polygon-found then
16: break
17: else if Decrement Queue-size
18: end while
19: if Polygon-found then
20: $P_t$ ← Find position outside polygon adjacent to $P_{tail}$
21: Move to $P_t$
22: for $P_i$ ∈ Tail to Head do
23: $P'_i$ ← Find corresponding position for $P_i$
24: $P_{by}$ ← $P'_i$
25: Move to $P_{by}$
26: end for
27: Adjust $P_{tail}$, for extra filament used
28: Attack accomplished for the current layer
29: Reset Queue for the next layer
30: end if
31: else if $B_x = A_x$ then
32: Add $B$ at Tail; Update Head and Tail positions
33: else
34: Reset Queue
35: end if

Algorithm 5 Misalignment Attack

1: **Output**: Misaligning an axial slot by $\theta^\circ$ to cause fitment error
2: Initialize new object
3: if Polygon-found then  // logic defined in Algorithm 4
4: temporalCountingStart = True  // Increase temporalDiff
5: if (layer-change) then
6: if temporalDiff > minGap then  // Internal feature found
7: for eachG-code ∈ polygon do
8: Either $x$ ← $x + (layerHeight / tan(90-\theta))$
9: Or $y$ ← $y + (layerHeight / tan(90-\theta))$
10: Or $x,y$ ← $x,y + (layerHeight / tan(90-\theta))$
11: end for
12: else  // No internal feature found
13: misalignCompleteObject OR skipAttack
14: execute_buffered_G-codes
15: end if
16: Reset Queue for the next layer
17: end if
18: end if
Algorithm 6 Internal Cavity Attack

1: Output: A cavity inside the object
2: Procedure:
3: if layerCount == 0 then ▷ To find total commands in a layer
4:     cmdPerLayer ← cmdPerLayer + 1
5: end if
6: if Znew > Zold + minLength then
7:     layerChange ← true
8:     targetCmdNo ← \frac{cmdPerLayer}{2} - 2
9: end if
10: if 30 ≤ M73.value ≤ 70 then ▷ Printing internal layers
11:     attackStatus ← true
12:     layerChange ← false
13: end if
14: if attackStatus == True then
15:     currentCmd ← currentCmd + 1
16:     if currentCmd = targetCmdNo ± 2 then
17:         C1, C2, C3 ← split_symmetric(currentCmd)
18:         C2 ← mute_extruder_part(C2)
19:         skip G-code(currentCmd)
20:         execute G-code(C1)
21:         retract_filament(4 mm)
22:         execute G-code(C2)
23:         advance_filament(4 mm)
24:         execute G-code(C3)
25: end if
26: end if

Algorithm 7 Object Density Variation Attack

1: Output: Low-density zones in the internal layers
2: Procedure:
3: if layerCount == 0 then ▷ To find total commands in a layer
4:     cmdPerLayer ← cmdPerLayer + 1
5: end if
6: if Znew > Zold + minLength then
7:     layerChange ← true
8:     targetCmdNo ← \frac{cmdPerLayer}{2} - 2
9: end if
10: if 30 ≤ M73.value ≤ 70 then ▷ Printing internal layers
11:     attackStatus ← true
12:     layerChange ← false
13: end if
14: if attackStatus then
15:     currentCmd ← currentCmd + 1
16:     if currentCmd = targetCmdNo ± 2 then
17:         modifiedCmd = mute_extruder_part(currentCmd)hg/
18:         skip G-code(currentCmd)
19:         execute modifiedCmd
20: end if
21: end if

Algorithm 8 Filament Erosion Attack

1: Output: Reduced filament quantity
2: Procedure:
3: Method-1
4: if printingInitiates==True then ▷ Suitable at the start of printing
5:     if G-code== heatNozzle(Tn) then ▷ preheating command
6:         bufferG-code()
7:         setExtrudeMinTemp(0°C) ▷ To bypass the safety check
8:         moveExtruder(30) ▷
9:         executeHeatNozzle(Tn)
10: restoreExtruderMinTemperature
11: printingInitiates = False
12: end if
13: end if
14: Method-2
15: if printingStatus==True then ▷ It is repeated throughout printing
16:     estimateAttackZone ▷ Based on object & bowden tube
17:     if attackZone==True then ▷ x times in a layer
18:         eliminateMaxChecks(speed, acceleration, jerk)
19:         retreatFilament(5) ▷ To avoid any spilling
20:     for i ∈ oscCount do ▷ high-jerk moves, 20-50
21:         peakJerkMoves(±4) ▷ to-and-fro at peak settings
22:     end for
23:     advanceFilament(5)
24: end if
25: end if

Algorithm 9 Printing Facility Air Quality Attack

1: Output: Degraded air quality of the printing facility
2: Procedure:
3: idleDuration > inactivity_threshold then ▷ Establish idle status by the absence of temperature and movement G-codes
4: if nozzleTemperature ≤ 150 then ▷ suitable for cold extrusion
5:     initiateColdExtrudeBursts() ▷ using Algorithm 8
6:     preheatNozzle(180) ▷ using M109 G-code
7:     retractFilament(4) ▷ to avoid drops on the bed
8:     disableHeaterFeedback()
9:     switchOnHeater() ▷ may achieve Tn up to 350°C
10: hold_and_wait() ▷ 1-5 mins
11: switchOffHeater()
12: enableHeaterFeedback()
13: end if
14: resetIdleDuration()